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Mary's entering

Julie's doing
accounts
payable

cash receipts

Norma's
printing
sales
reports

And Sue's
editing
customer
letters!

$3
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Now ... from (ADO ... in one low-cost, integrated
business computer, you can do it all: data
processing ... word processing ... communications.
Prepare or edit text files simultaneously with
data processing tasl~s lil~e billing, payroll and
inventory control. Merge data records liI~e
customer data files with text files. Automatically
insert names, addresses, balances or other data
in letters or forms.
And (ADO's word system includes pagination,
line numbering, page balancing and global
search-and-replace as standard features.

High-speed line printers and state-of-the-art
Winchester disl~ drives are also available.
Finally, you get (ADO software-general
accounting pacl~oges and just-for-you applications ... all on a turnl~ey basis.
Send in the coupon now for a free brochure.
Or for immediate action cal.1 Operator 867 tollfree 800-824-7888 (in Calif. 800-852-7777).

IcA~SYSTEMS(OrWORATlo;;-----·---1

I 2771 Toledo Street • Torrance, (A 90503

I (213) 320-9660
.
I Please send me complete information on the (ADO
System 20/lV-the Information Processor designed

I for the 80's,

I,---------------------------

(ADO also includes-FREE-a feature called
JUST ASK that allows you to generate your own'
reports from existing data files ... or create and i
enter new files! I
Optionally, you can send and receive messages
via TWX, Telex or DDD to anywhere in the world. .1

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
ADDRESS

I CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

DI

L::~e~r~se, bO,:::"mfg's ::g~e~t pric:: ~e~n::s~t:J
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11 megabytes of hard disk and 64 kilobytes of fast RAM in a
Z80A computer for under $10K. Two floppy drives, too.
,
Naturally, it's from Cromemco.
It's a reality. In Cromemco's new
Model Z-2H you get all of the above
and even more. With Cromemco you
get it all.
In this new Model Z-2H you get
not only a large-storage Winchester
hard disk drive but also two floppy
disk drives. In the hard disk drive you
get unprecedented storage capacity
at this price-11 megabytes unformatted.
You get speed-both in the 4 MHz
Z80A microprocessor and in the fast
64K RAM which has a chip access
time of only 150 nanoseconds. You
get speed in the computer minimum
instruction execution time of 1 microsecond. You get speed in the hard
disk transfer rate of 5.6 megabits/sec.

microcomputer field. Software Cromemco is known for. Software like
this:

• Extended BASIC
• FORTRAN IV
• RATFOR (RATional FORtran)
• COBOL
• Z80 Macro Assembler
• Word Processing System
• Data Base Management
with more coming all the time.

SMALL, RUGGED, RELIABLE

CALL NOW

With all its features the new Z-2H,
including its hard disk drive, is still
housed in just one small cabinet.

With its high performance and low
price you KNOW this new Z-2H is
going to' be a smash. Look into it
right now. Contact your Cromemco
computer store and get our sales
literature. Find out when you can
see it. Many dealers will be showing
the Z-2H soon-and you'll want to
be there when they do.

EXPANDABILITY
You get expandability, too. The
high-speed RAM can be expanded to
512 kilobytes if you wish.
And the computer has a full 12-slot
card cage you can' use for additional
RAM and interface cards.

BROADEST SOFTWARE SUPPORT
With the Z-2H you also get the
broadest software support in the

Included in that cabinet, too, is
Cromemco ruggedness and reliability.
Cromemco is time-proved. Our
equipment is a survey winner for
reliability. Of course, there's Cromemco's all-metal cabinet. Rugged,
solid. And, there's the heavy-duty
power supply (30A @ 8V, 15A @
+18 V, and 15A @ -18V) for circuitry you'll sooner or later want to
plug into those free card slots.

Hard disk drive at lower left can be interchanged just by sliding out and disconnecting
plug. Seven free card slots are available.
Z-2H includes printer interface card.

PRESENT CROMEMCO USERS
We've kept you in mind, too. Ask
about the new Model HOD Disk
Drive which can combine with your
present Cromemco computer to' give
you up to 22 megabytes of disk
storage.

~V1J@f{iJn&rl[JU@@
incorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 e(415) 964-7400

Tomorrow's computers now
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transmission," the author offers proof that
the good old-fashioned analog modem is
still a good bet.
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PICKING UP
THE PIECES

A CHECKLIST FOR SYSTEM
DESIGN
Robert L. Patrick
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When disaster strikes a data center, the
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plan will be up and running in no time at
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Yes, tell me more about SYSTEM 2000®.
o Send literature.
o J'm interested in attending a free seminar.
o Have someone call me.
Attach your business card and mail to:

MRI Systems Corporation
~

_______________________________________
J
P.O. Box 9968 Austin, TX 78766
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Do your big ~Iotter
•
work. At a small plotter price.
ThatspracticaI!

At Tektronix, we build
plotters that pay for
themselves.
Practicality is why Tektronix
pioneered the smart small
plotter. Why we led the move to
more reliable, digital technology. We're proving that big
plotter performance can take·
a small plotter price, with
capabilities like those of our
C-size (A2) 4663.
Economy. Instead of waiting in
line for large plotter output, you
can typically do two-thirds of
your plotting on our 4663, with
comparable quality. Faster
turnaround. Tremendous cost
savings.

you draw real curve forms. Rotate characters. Digitize with
built-in joystick control. All right at your
workstation.

Versatility. The 4663 plots on
paper, film or Mylaf.ID With felt
tip, wet ink or ballpoint pens. In
up to nine colors
with dual programmable pen control.

j

rji~Ir"

iil
't;;'

Interactivity. Microprocessor
intelligence not only makes the
4663 semi-independent; it lets

Compatibility. From its
RS~232-C and GPIB (IEEE488) interfaces, to options like
foreign language fonts and
circular interpolation, our plotters mesh with your present
system and particular needs.
Powerful, wide-ranging software routines are both
inexpensive and easy to use.
Simplicity. Our parameter
entry card replaces rear panel
straps and switches with a
simple system for setting up
.
to four sets of operating

CIRCLE 9 ON. READER CARD

conditions right from the
front panel, so one plotter can
instantly accommodate four
totally different jobs.

Bring Tektronix into your
bidding picture. It's the only
practical thing to ~o. Next time
you're shopping f6r plotters, let
your local Tektronix representative show you output samples
and examples of what our Practical Plotters can do for you.
Call him directly, or call our'
toll-free automatic answering
service at 1-800-547-1512. In
Oregon, call 644-9051 collect.
Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Division
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077
Tektronix International, Inc.
European Marketing Centre
Postbox 827
1180 AV Amstelveen
The Netherlands

The practical plotters
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

TWENTY YEARS AGO/TEN YEARS AGO

SlJ\\RS
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BACK

It's simple.
Unless' you have time,
money, storage space or
other valuable resources to
burn - the answer is
obviously DOCU/MASTER.
DOCU/MASTER is faster,
uses far less disk space, is
easier to install, maintain,
and use, and provides
better data security.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1960

Don't just take ourword for
it. We'd like to show you.
For more information or a
DOCU/MASTER demo,
clip the coupon or call your
nearest TSloffice:
-Norwalk, CT (203)853-2884-Atlanta, GA
(404)432-2149-Lombard, IL (312)629-6404
-Southfield, MI (313)353-7430-Markham,
OH (416)494~5987-Los Gatos, CA
(408)395~6600-Dallas, TX (214)386-8604
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Send us information.

D

We'd like a demo.
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50 Washington Street
Norwalk, CT 06854
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Executive Committee

U

~

In May of 1959, the Committee on Data
Systems Language met to establish a format
for a common business language. Three
committees were involved: the Executive
Committee, the Intermediate Range Committee (Task Group #2), and the ShortRange Language Committee (Task Group
# 1). This first meeting instructed Task
Group # 1 to find out just how effective the
business compilers that then existed were
(i.e., FLOWMATIC, AIMACO, and COMTRAN).
The committee was to report its findings on
Sept. 1, 1959 to the Executive Committee.
At this meeting, Task Group # 1 brought in
the basis of COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language), and stated that it had the
"framework upon which an effective common business' language can be built." It
then requested an additional three months to
complete its system. Task Group #2 had
several meetings'in October during which it
expressed displeasure with COBOL and requested that the Honeywell Business Compiler be the basis for a common business
language. The Executive Committee received this resolution, never acknowledged
it, and the motion died.
Finally, on Jan. 7 and 8, 1960, the
Executive Committee accepted the COBOL
work done by Task Group # 1, and began
plans for publishing the system. However,
, acceptance of and enthusiasm for COBOL
were far from unanimous. Critics felt the
no-frills design left it open for alteration,
rendering the common language "uncommon." Here are the members of the three
committees:

.

Chairman: Charles A. Phillips, Office, Secretary of Defense.
Members: E.J. Albertson, u.s.
Steel; Joseph F. Cunningham, HQ, Dept. of
Air Force; Robert B. Curry, Southern Railway; Gregory Dillon, Du Pont Co.; A. Eugene Smith, Bur. of Ships, Navy Dept.;
Joseph Wegstein, NBS; Mel Grosz, Esso
Standard Oil Co.

Advisors: Robert W. Berner, mM;
Dr. Grace M. Hopper, Sperry Rand.

Intermediate Range Committee
(Task Group #2)
Chairman: A. Eugene Smith, Bureau of Ships.
Members: John Backus, mM; Robert Bosac, SDC; Donald Bradley,
Chesapeake & Ohio Railway; Carl Byham,
Southern Railway Co.; Les Calkins, U.S.
Steel; Ben F. Cheydleur, RCA; Richard F.
Clippinger, DATAmatic Div., Minneapolis. Honeywell; Gregory Dillon, Du Pont
Corp.; Lt. William Fell, U.S. Army Signal
Agency; Kenneth A. Foster, Sylvania Electric Products; Walter Frese, Harvard Business School; Roy Goldfinger, mM; A. D.
Hestenes, G.M.; Donald B. Houghton,
Franklin Institute; Renee Jasper, Navy
Dept.;.Jack Jones, Air Materiel Command;
Charlie Katz, GE; William P. Keating, NCR;
George M. Perry, Travelers Ins. Co.; Howard E. Robinson, AMC; Robert Rossheim,
Sperry Rand; Ja. Laurence Nelson, AF;
Peter Sheridan, mM; Albert E. Smith, Navy
Dept.; John R.· Smith, Aeronutronic; Jack
A. Strong, North American; Dick Utman,
Ramo-Wooldridge; Sal pollock, RAND;
Orren Evans, Hunt Foods; Lee H. Amaya,
Lockheed.

Short-Range Language Committee
(Task Group #1)
Chairman: Joseph Wegstein, NBS.
Members: Col. Alfred Asch and
Duane Hedges, Air Materiel Command;
William Carter and Charles Gaudette,
DATAmatic Div., M-H; Howard Bromberg,
Norman Discount, Ben F. Cheydleur, and
Mary K. Hawes, RCA; Frances E. Holbertson, David Taylor Model Basin, Wash.,
D.C.; Jean E. ,sammett and Vernon Reeves,
Sylvania; William Selden, mM; E.F.
Sorriers and R.J. Rossheim, Sperry Rand;
Gertrude Tierney, mM; William Logan,
Burroughs; Dan Goldstein, Sperry Rand.
(These names represent not only
committee members but also some of the
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NEC SpinwriterTM terminals are fine-quality communications devices that are enriching thousands of terminal networks.
Users call them "super" terminals because Spinwriter
devices are versatile, user-configurable, quiet, dependable,
and print at rates up to 55 CPS.
They come in six models, including an APL/ ASCII
model. They have numerous operator convenience features.
They are available in both RO and KSR configurations.
And they offer a wide variety of forms handling options.
Our APL/ASCII model, for example, supports the APL
programming language and character set. Automatic tab
setting simplifies printing of columns. And our unique 128character print elements allow you to convert easily-by
switch or under software control-from APL to ASCII mode.
Spinwriter terminals offer more forms-handling options
than other terminals: vertical, horizontal or bidirectional tractors; and pin-feed, friction-feed, bottomfeed, front-feed and cut-sheet
devices. Most are
operator-changeable.

NEC Spinwriter terminals are the most rugged, and the
quietest, typewriter-quality terminals you can buy. Our 2000hour MTBF assures maximum uptime. Our 60 dbA sound
level lets you put them in an office.
For more information about NEC terminals, call our
nearest sales office.
nflf'!::tf"1
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Home Office and Eastern Region: 5 Militia Drive, Lexington, MA 02173. (617) 862-3120
Central Region: 3400 South Dixie Drive, Dayton, OH 45439, (513) 294-6254
Western Region: 8939 S. Sepulveda Blvd .. Los Angeles, CA 90045. (213) 670-7346
Southern Region: 2965 Flowers Rd .• South. Atlanta, GA30341. (404) 458-7014
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individuals who, at one time or another, assisted the three committees.)

The Most Revolutionary
Water-Filtration System
In 2,000 Years.
WIDE APPLICATION

The SFS application range is exceedingly wide for both water and
other liquids. It includes:
• Drinking water
• Industrial water
• Oil drill rigs
• Fish/oyster farms
• Building sites
• Dolphinaria
• Field hospitals
• Coolant water
• Breweries
The heart of the SFS system, specially
• Ships
manufactured mineral wool.
• Processing water
SFS is an entirely new system of
• Storm water
liquid filtration that renders other
• Swimming pools
current sYl3tems obsolete.
• Sewage plants
Its particle separation is greater
• Zoo ponds'
than sand and diatomaceous earth
type filters even when subjected to
SUUCTIN
hydraulic loads up to 40 times greater.
~=-= =-=-::First developed in Sweden, where
stringent pollution laws have been in
.............
effect for over 10 years, SFS combines
compactness, high-efficiency and low
cost.

-.--

-

COMPACT

An SFS system occupies only one
hundredth the volume area of an
efficiency-equivalent sand system. Far
lower construction and maintenance
costs, portability and vastly-increased
water throughput are among SFS's
most striking features.

SFS adapts to virtually any application.

HIGH EFFICIENCY

SFS filters out average particle
sizes of 1 micron compared with 10
microns in sand systems. Use of chlorine and other costly chemicals is
significantly reduced. It is, in fact, the
'greatest technological advancement
in water filtration since the Romans
invented the sand filter system over
2,000 years ago.

For more information on your particular requirements, call or write:

NEW EPA LAWS

Imminent EPA laws will require all
plants discharging water into the environment to install primary filtration
systems. Subsequent laws' will be
even firmer. SFS is capable of meeting EPA requirements well into the
future.

BINAB U.S.A., Inc.
15271 N.W 60th Avenue
Miami Lakes, FL 33014
Phone (305) 556-2576
Telex 51-5539
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The '70s brought sizable increases in the
production of computers and computerrelated equipment, along with correspondingly lower prices. Some products were
purchased at 50% of the asking price only
12 to 18 short months prior to January 1970.
The industry was growing rapidly and a new
generation-the fourth-soon to burst on
the scene, showed great promise. However,
would this new generation be at all compatible with the old one? Or would users again
have to discard complete, costly systems as
they had in previous transition periods?
Alas, there was no crystal ball to guide us
through the new problems.
The usual apprehension present
with any change was felt by those in the
industry. There were many obstacles that
required immediate acknowledgement and
attention. One such problem that had to be
grappled with was the pitiful lack of lack of
communication the computer industry
maintained with the noncomputer-oriented
world. As stated by Fred Gruenberger,
". . . we blandly assume that whatever we
conclude as computer people becomes public knowledge, only to discover some years
later that we were really keeping our efforts
hidden from outsiders. In short, our public
relations work has been, and is, woefully
inadequate." Those people not in close
contact with the industry were constantly
making suggestions that had already been
thought of, activated, or canceled by the experts. The suggestions mayor may not have
been worthy ones, but the obvious importance of communication was clearly being
overlooked.
. Another problem mentioned was the
lack of fresh new ideas and talented people
to recognize the opportunities. As Edison
Schroeder (then vp of Edutronics) put it,
"The '60s have witnessed an incredible
proliferation of computer hardware, software, jargon, and people; but actually, new
ideas have been scarce. New people, on the
other hand, are very much in evidence.
,These new people foul things up, and its's
next to impossible to get enough qualified
people to cope with the resulting problems.
In addition to the problems facing
the industry in the new decade, there was a
certain sense of loss. The dinosaurs from
the '50s and '60s were slowly making way
for the more compact newcomers. One such
dinosaur was the AN/FSQ- 7, known as the Q7. This machine, which started many a toddling programmer on his way, was sophisticated in the '50s, modified in the '60s, and
outdated by 1970. Of the nearly 30 duplex
systems constructed and installed, half had
been scrapped by January of 1970 (each machine amounted to approximately 300,000
pounds of scrap metal). 0 bbo S Ok
- e Ie oJ a

Color Graphics
HardCopy...

Made Easy

The Matrix Color Graphic Camera System converts the output
of any raster scan computer color terminal into brilliant, high
resolution photographic hard copy. Both line and continuous
tone images can be made with accurate, bright, saturated
colors.
Our system does what no other instrument can do - it produc.es instant, on-the-spot results with Polaroid® 8 x 10 film,
8 x' 10 color transparencies for backlit displays and overhead
projection, 35mm color slides, 60 image color microfiche,
and 16mm/35mm color animation films. All with one camera
system. It also allows recording of multiple image formats.
Related and sequential images can be recorded in orderly
arrays, on a single sheet of 8 x 10 instant print film. The
resultant ease of comparison and analysis is unmatched.
The system is also fully modular and field upgradable ... you
purchase only the capability that you need now.
Microprocessor based electronics provide many automation,
self-calibration, self-diagnosis and remote control functions.
Color graphics hard copy made easy by Matrix
Instruments, the leading manufacturer of
precision electro-optical imaging cameras for
diagnostic medical applications.

For more information,
film samples, or a demonstration,
contact Matrix Instruments,
230 Pegasus Avenue,
Northvale, New Jersey
07647.
Telephone (313) 439·8832.
Or call toll·free:
(800) 521·1596.

II MATRIX
INSTRUMENTS
Overhead Projection
Transparency

Hard copy shown reduced from original 8" x 10", slide, and microfiche films.
Multiple images recordedon a single sheet of film.
"Polaroid" is a registered trademark of the Polaroid Corporation.
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Vie'retheworld's largest inaepeI1dentprinter
. '. ...... '. ' ..' .. . . . . . '
manufacturer.
(The giant,youmight say;)
For 18 years, '. we've. built printers f()f the bigges t
. OEMs in the business-customers with some pretty
tough standards;' All our printers must be proven '. '
reliable before we can attach those big names to the
cabinets. Our new M-120 matrix printer is now.
available with our name attachedto the cabinet. Or '
witnyour !lame.

It'l sdesignedf6rrninimumcost'6f owI1ership.
There's nopreyentivernaintenanceneeded.,...... . . .
whatsoever.,.
.•. '. . . ...... "..... ..... '.. ..... . .,.
Its unique removable head is good for 200 million'
characters at least-Then the operators imply replaces
it. No service call is required. Its long-life ribbons come in cassettes, so they're
easy to load, clean to handle.
.
. It has its own diagnostics with LED status display
.available. The'operator can identify troublespots and
often correct them in a snap, without waiting for a
service representative. Downtime is less.

The'M..l1~.Easy to recommend. Easy to own. ,Fully compatible with our 340 cps printer.
The.M-120 ispriced to be competitive
with ordinary printers.
But this is no ordinary machine.
This one prints as many as six
copies at once. With crisp,
easy-to~ read print. In
condensed, standard
or expanded
characters.

For customers who need a faster printer, we
.offer our M-200 model.
It combines the economy of matrix printing with
remarkable speed-340 characters per second.
Its 14-wire printhead lasts through a 300
million character life. Over two years of typical use.
Noone else has anything like it.

30 day delivery.
Often we can deliver a partial order even faster
than that. If time is a problem, give us a call.

Available locally. And' around the world.
Some people prefer to deal with our sales offices
directly.
Others like the convenience of a distributor
nearby.
We have more than 50 distribution points in the
United States alone.

Call for information.
Call (213) 887-8451 to learn more about the
M-120 or the M-200.
Or write to our marketing department at 6200
Canoga Avenue, Woodland Hills, California 91365.

cP Dataproducts
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From the graphics leader

Push a button .•.
put virtually any video display
on paper in seconds.

dry process mearis no liquid
toner mess, no wasted
copies. Operation is quiet and
thoroughly dependable.

p.·.~c.,·ial. ~

.....·.bO.I
'. "1:G~aphlc~.
' .. '

· ...•.
.s
· ...
' ··
..·...•...

.".

"'Multi~font

S.
'.

'

alphanumerics'- Gray
scale. TheY're all easy
to copy with the
Tektronix 4632 Video
Hard Copy Unit•.

T~e~~~~i~~~~~:: ~:~~ster

: ,"scan' and other video dispiays~
Their quality isexcellentperfect for formal reports. Yet
their cost is low enough to
use them for first drafts, and
the image long-lasting
enough for the file.
RS170interface makes the
4632 a natural companion to
most video systems. Users of
video terminals and systems
like the DECMINC system
shown here, are takingadvantage of the 4632's high reso~
lution hard copies, available
the push of a button. Our

at: .
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For years, Tektronix has
been a leader in the fib~r optic
technology that provid~s
fast, finely detailed raster .
scan reproductions. Find out
what the 4632 can do for
your system. Call your local
Tektronix representative or
our toll-free, automatic
answering service at 1-800547-1512. In Oregon, call
644~9051 collect.
OEM terms and conditions'
available.
Tektronix, Iric~
.
Information Display Division
P.O. Box 500
Beaverton, OR 97077 .
Tektronix International, Inc.
European Marketing Centre
Post Box 827
1180 AV Ainstelveen
The Netherlands

COMMITTED m EXCEUENCE

"ere C!r, ~ ways

to tell If It's for you.
1. You need 32-bit hardware and software
performance: Your transaction processing system
requires instantaneous terminal response. Your real-time
control system must offer very high throughput. Your
scientific programs must run incredibly fast and yield
exceptionally accurate results.
_
. 2. YQu need help to develop programs quickly
and easily: You need one language-COBOL-for all
business applications, whether batch or transaction
processing. You require multiple high-level languages.
The fasteryou can identify programming errors, the
faster you can corre,ct them -- so you really appreciate
the value of our globally optimizing FORTRAN VII. It has
a separate development compiler that produces object
modules at a speed of 2,000 lines per minute. And with
our Multi-Terminal Monitor, you can have 32 programmers working simultaneously with COBOL, FORTRAN,
CAL MACRO, or RPG II.
/
3. You need a system with unmatched integrity:
Your commercial data base needs to be fully safeguarded
from media faults and system failures. Your scientific
results require single- and double-precision floating'
point accuracy. And your time-critical, memory-resident
programs for real-time control applications need the
protection of our dynamic memory relocation and
protect hardware.
4. You need 32-bit performance at 16-bit prices:
The Perkin-Elmer Model 3220 starts at $33,500 (U.S.
only). And our OEM terms and conditions are unn7atched
in the industry.
5. You need a vendor that stands behind its
products: Perkin-Elmer maintains a worldwide field
service operation and offers a variety of support program
contracts. We offer comprehensive hardware and
software training courses. And we pride ourselves on
responsive systems and software su pport.
The Perkin-Elmer Model 3220. It may not befor
everyone. But if even one of these points touched a nerve,
you should find out more about this rerl1arkable supermini. Send the coupon for a fact file. Or call toll free
800-631-2154. In New Jersey: (201) 229-6800.

r-----------------------------,

I

Perkin-Elmer. 2 Crescent Place· Oceanport, NJ 07757
Please send me your fact file on the 3220.
Name ____ ........ _____ ..._..

.... TeL_

Title ___ .___ .__.__..... _____..
Company ____________ _

I
I
I
--' I
I
I
I
I

_____._._...__ ____ I
I

Street _ _ _ __

IL _City
. _ _State
Zip
~ ___
DT
_________
_ _ _ _ _ _.--.-_.
____
_ ____
_.__.._
_ JI
~

PERKIN-ELMER
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NOW, . ·. · ............. .
A.FULLY-INTEG
MULTI-USER,

INT'

.... '. '. ..
'

COMPUTER SYSTEM

FORJUST

$29,950*

The 5000/ES: BTl's hew Ent~y System to '
the 5000 product line. It's a fully-integrated
system specifically designed for a multi-user
environment, featuring:
MULTUS multi-user timesharing
executive. ,
Full-scale i6-bit minicomputer with the
processing power and I/O capacity to support
multiple concurrent users.
10 megabytes of hard disk; expandable to
over 100 megabytes.
4 user ports; expandable to 32 ports.
6400 bpi cartridge magnetic tape.
Unique proprietary account protection for
application software.
'
Optional industry-compatible magnetic

tape; line printers to 900 lpm. '
24 hours/day, 365 days/year maintenance
support by ~TI, featuring corilputer-tocomputer remote diagnostics.
"
'
" The BTl 5000/ES is backed by experjence
-over 1000 BTl 5000 systems have been
delivered.
Application software is available for:
accountirig, financial modeling; manufacturing;
medical billing; pharmacy management;:
school administration; text publishing; rpailing
list m, anagem, ent, general- ~B"
purpose data base manage ~
ment; and more.
="
,.
Call us for details on the
COMPUTER
new BTl 5000/ES.
SYSTEMS

r'I""

* Single quantity; attractive quantity discounts for the OEM.
BTl, 870 W. Maude Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Sales Offices: Piscataway, NJ (201)457-0600; Cherry Hill, NJ (609)662-1122; Braintree, MA (6111 H43-4700;
Minneapolis, MN (612)854-1122; St, Louis, MO (314) 878-8110; Dallas, TX (214)630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408) 733-1122; Anaheim, CA (714) 533-7161.
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LOOK AHEAD
BIG SERIES/l ORDER
STIRS SPECULATION

Word has it ,that State Farm Insurance, Bloomington, Ill.,
has ordered "thousands" of Series/l computers from IBM's
General Systems Division. Though it puzzles us too, our
most reliable sources say the systems will actually be
Series/Is repackaged as 5ll0s. An IBM competitor called
the mysterious model "a Chevy with a Ford engine." The
systems will be used in on-line policy preparation, an
application designed by GSD especially for State Farm.
The contract represents a significant move for GSD into
the multiple order, large corporation marketplace, a territory closely held by IBM sibling DPD, and a territory
necessary for a division to stake out if it is contemplating independence. There is a triumph here, too, for the
Series/I, a much maligned system initially marketed too
widely for sufficient support ... and support was needed on
its lean, stiff RPS operating system.

NIXDORF SUCCUMBS
TO COBOL

Nixdorf will offer concurrent ANSI-compatible COBOL this
year: demos in the first quarter, delivery by the third.
This will be a turnabout for the German computer corporation, which had previously defended its EDITOR,a COBOLlike language, as offering the best of COBOL without ex~
cessive overheads.

PRIME READYING
LOW-END 50 SYSTEM

Prime Computer will reportedly offer a low-end extension
of its 50 Series systems in February. Expanding the oem
focus of the firm's bottomline Prime 450, the new machine
will be aimed at the systems house market (although there
may be a second version for stand-alone sales).; The new
system will be fully compatible with the rest of the Prime
line, and priced at about $40,000. It will run PRIMOS,
but limited horsepower will restrict use of more than one
communications software package simultaneously.

AMDAHL V7 LESS
THAN BARGAINED FOR

In some large on-line systems, Amdahl's V7 has apparently
been performing considerably below benchmark figures collected from test runs on prototype systems. At the Bank
of Montreal in Toronto, a V8 has replaced a V7. It ran
the bank's CICS on-line banking system, handling up to
75 ,transactions/second. The V7 offered only 91% of the
throughput the bankg9t in its benchmark tests on the PO
V7 prototype. The bank blamed late engineering changes.
"Amdahl hinted that some others had similar problems,"
said a bank MIS exec, "but none apparently as bad as ours."
The bank says it's "very happy" with the new V8.

WP STANDARD
IN THE WORKS

An important first step has been taken in the effort now
underway within Ansi to formulate standards that will
allow communications between word processors from different vendors. Working Group 4 of X4A12 has completed a
working draft of a page image format. Although the format
uses only the standard 128 character ASCII code set, it is
JANUARY 1980 21
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the first step towards allowing word processors to talk to
each other. Future drafts may include an expanded code set,
according to Ira Cotton, group manager for office automation
projects at the National Bureau of Standards.
The initial draft includes 10 control functions, superscript, subscript, page format selection, and spacing increment commands. It does not cover such vital areas as tab
setting, centering, paragraph, and page commands used in
commercially available word processors.
The .standard could be ready for ,adoption by this spring,
which would mean ~hat work could begin on the expanded code
set. But many vendors have already assigned numerical codes
for the expanded functions used in their systems. How receptive they would be to a more comprehensive standard, one
that would require modifying their code sets, is anybody's
guess. Meanwhile, users are hopeful that the current effort
will ultimately allow ,all word processors to communicate in
a common language.
IMS FOR
THE EIGHTIES

"If you thought you would be rid of IMS in the 1980s, forget
it," says the November 1979 issue of "Data Base Newsletter,"
publisqed for customers of Performance Development Corp., a
Princeton, N.J. software company. "IBM expects IMS to be
the .premier IBM data base produ~t for the foreseeable future." Although IMS won't go away, the newsletter says, it
will be easier to use in the 1980s because IBM is aware
that IMS is complex, difficult to program, and doesn't
solve all application problems. And IBM has the "technical
smarts" and the "market incentive" to do something about
those problems, the newsletter adds.

NEW VOICE/DATA
Sl.JITCH TO DEBUT

Intercom of Dallas will reportedly offer a digital integrated voice/data switch later this year, the product of
a year-long development effort at the Exxon subsidiary.
Such a device would offer full PBX-like management and
accounting features for.data terminals as well as voice
units -- challenging the sophisticated PBXs offered by
Rolm and Northern Telecom Systems, which offer terminalconnect features on their ~lectronic telephone systems.

ICL TEAM SCOUTS
U. S. MARKET FOR DAP

An ICL marketing team, believed to be about IS-men strong,
is in the U.S. to evaluate the market for its DAP (distributed array processor), claimed to be the world's
fastest and most powerful array processor. While ICL is
~particularly eyeing the federal marketplace, the British
company has privately expressed doubts in the past that the
Feds will allow ICL to tender its machine there. Former
ICL product development head (and an American) Ed Mack has
said in the past that the U.S. government has insisted on
a "buy American" policy in its contracts. But lCL's U.S.
boss, Dick Bright, is keen to push the DAP in the U.S.,
for the machine at the Plasma Fusion Research Laboratory,
Princeton, N.J. But ICL's newly restructured marketing
division is not very optimistic now on the Fed market front.
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At last. The simple report writer.
We designed our new Answer/2 to be the simplest report
writer you can buy.
It's so easy to learn, non-DP people can produce their own
reports after just a few hours' training..
It's so easy to use, OS and DOS programmers can retrieve
and format data in a fraction of the time conventional methods
require.
It's so versatile, it handles repetitive production reporting
as easily as the one-time ad hoc report
All Answer/2 products are moderately priced. And they're
backed by the support capabilities of the world's leading
independent supplier of computer software.
Before you buy any report writer, just call us. Or attach
your business card to the coupon.
It's that simple.

r~-------------------·---------.-l

Infonnaticslnc, 21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park,
California 91304. (213) 887-9121 Telex: 69-8473

"
t
..
In.orma
ICS.Inc.

•

I want to know more about the simple report writer, Answer/2.
D Please have a salesman call.

D Please send me complete infonnation.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

@I

Title·_~---------

Company.L-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address; _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ _ _ Zip, _ _ _ __
Telephone' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Operating SystemL_ _ _ _ _ _----,~=
LComputer
____________________________

~~~
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Answer/2"by Infonn~t!~~

Introducing MicrostreaDler~M
The 100% solution
to disk backup.
The Low Cost Solution! The
Microstreamer™ 'Th.pe Drive provides
the unique disk backup benefits of
V2 inch tape for a cost of less than half
of a standard tape drive. Microstreamer's
price includes fonnatting electronics,
power supply; chassis - even UL
and CSA approval. There is no more
economical tape based backup device.
The Capacity Solution! Cipher's
Microstreamer 'Th.pe Drive provides up to 46 Mbytes
of dat~ to backup even the largest capacity disk
The Speed Solution! At 100 ips, the Microstreamer
transfers 46 Mbytes of data in 4.8 minutes with full error
correction. No waiting.
The Size Solution! 8% inches vertical. Thafs all the operator
sees, since Microstreamer provides fully automatic loading from the
front and is designed to be mounted in a compact desk system
The Compatibility Solution! The phase encoded Microstreamer
is ANSI and IBM compatible using standard 10V2, 8V2 or 7 inch
reels so the user gets worldwide interchange and access to
common database.
The Reliability Solution! Spec'd at 1 in 1010 hard errors, the
Microstreamer provides reliability approaching that of the
Winchester disk - absolutely essential for effective backup.
The 'Th.pe Drive Solution! The exciting Cipher
Microstreamer also functions as a 25 ips tape drive for traditional
applications and operates in a daisy chain of up to eight
streamers and/or standard tape drives.
Don't settle for less than the 100% S(.)l,'uTJ.rJr,i'.';.··.'f_.&. .........J~u.,.\.v...
Microstreamer are being taken now. '-JO'.u..,,,";7J.tJU~JL;.....,O'''O.·:;'.\.: .I.V\.A.'-J.''"'I~1
5630 Kearny Mesa Road, San i·e~go,;;'rC~aru:ori:iia:921.11.:i
.

. ow,that's
excitement!

CALENDAR
FEBRUARY

Maitland Ave., Altomonte Springs,

SUGI '80, February 18·20, San Antonio.

.Federal DP Expo, April 28-30, Washington, D.C.

Discussions and papers will include statistics, computer performance, information systems, and SAS training and support. Contact
SAS Institute, Inc., P.o. Box 10066, Raleigh, NC 27605, (919) 834438l.

IWPSpring Symposium, February 26·28, New York.
Topics discussed will include equipment procurement, text editing,
functions, system integration, management methods, and work
procedures. Contact IWP Conference Services, 2360 Maryland Rd.,
Willow Grove, PA 19090, (215) 657-3220.

MARCH
NCC Office Automation Conference, March 3·5,
Atlanta.
Sponsored by AFIPS in cooperation with its member societies-the
Association for Computer Machinery, the Data Processing Management Association, the IEEE Computer Society, and the Society
for Computer Simulation. Contact Jerry Chiffriller, c/o AFIPS, 1815
N. Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 243-4100.

The National Office Exhibition and Conference,
March 1,0·12, Toronto.
The office of the future and methods of storage and transmission of
information will be debated. Contact Paul Day, 2 Bloor St. West,
Suite 2504, Toronto, Ontario M4w 3E2, (416) 967-6200.

Fifth West Coast Computer Faire, March 14-16, San
Francisco.
Will focus on inexpensive computer power for home, business, and
industry. Contact Computer Faire, 333 Swett Rd., Woodside, CA
94062, (415) 851-7075.

Interface '80, March 17-20, Miami Beach.
Will feature the data communications/ddp conference while the
Datacomm School will be held to introduce newcomers to the
fundamentals of data communications. Contact Peter Young, 160
Speen St., Framingham, MA 01701, (800) 225-4620; in Massachusetts, (617) 879-4502.

Eurocon '80, March 24-28, StuHgart, Germany.
Under the slogan "From electronics to microelectronics," it will
highlight the changes in worldwide microelectronic technology.
Contact Dr. W.E. Proebster, IBM Deutschland GmbH, Postfach 80
08 80, D-7000 Stuttgart 80, Germany, 49-(0)7031-25855.

Viewdata '80, March 26-28, London.
The first world conference and exhibition on computerized tv-based
information, education, and entertainment. Contact ,TMAC, 680
Beach St., Suite 428, San F~ancisco, CA 94109, (800) 237-3477; in
California, (415) 474-3000.

APRIL
Tenth Conference on Computer Audit, Control, and
Security, April 28-May 2, San Francisco.
Jointly sponsored by ITA and ATC. Contact John Sheehan, Manager
of Public Relations, the Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc., 249
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32701, (305) 830-7600.

Update on trends; applications, and state of the art of all facets of
ADP. Contact Sheldon Adelson, Conference Director, 160 Speen
St., Framingham, MA 01701, (617) 879-4502:

MAY
MUG '80, May 13-16, San Diego.
Will include papers and discussions on MUMPS language, systems,
and applications. Contact Richard Zapolin, MUMPS Users' Group,
Box 208, Bedford, MA 01730, (617) 271-2534.

NCC, May 19-22, Anaheim, Calif.
Will cover the broad areas of management, applications, science
and technology, and social implications. Contact AFIPS, 1815 North
Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 243-4100.

CECON, May 20-22, Cleveland.
The exhibits will display new products related to instruments,
components, and systems. Contact Cleveland Electronics Conference, Inc., 2728 Euclid Ave., 5th Floor, Cleveland, OH 44115,
(216) 241-5515.

NAECON '80, May 20-22, Dayton, Ohio.
The National Aerospace and Electronics Conference is the oldest
and best-known specialized national forum for the exchange of
information on aerospace electronics. Contact Gordon Rabarus, Air
Force Avionics, 140 E. Monument Ave., Dayton, OH 45402, (513)
255-2802.

NICE IV, May 27-30, Washington, D.C.
The National Information Conference and Exposition will be devoted to the needs of information managers and information providers. Contact Exhibit Coordinator, 316 Pennsylvania Ave., S.E.
Suite 502, Washington, D.C. 20003, (202) 544-1969.

JUNE
DATA COMM, June 17-19, Geneva, Switzerland.
DATA COMM is an international forum where developments in
microprocessors, mini/microcomputers and associated services can
be seen, together with new equipment for data communications and
distributed processing. Contact Industrial and Scientific Confer"
ence Management, Inc . , 222 West Adams St., Chicago, IL 60606,
(312) 263-4866.

World Computing Services Industry. Congress II,
June 23-25, San Francisco.
Geared toward the serious discussion of responsibilities as custodians of the international information resources. Contact ADAPSO,
1925 Lynn St., Arlington, VA 22209, (703) 522-5055.

SEPTEMBER
Com peon Fall '80, September 22-26, Washington,
D.C.
Theme will be Distributed Processing and Networking. Contact
Executive Secretary, P.o. Box 639, Silver Spring, MD 20901, (301)'
439-7007.

Ohio Scientific's OS-65U
Level 3 operating system
software brings new
networking and distributed
processing capabilities
to micro processor based
computer systems.

·--·------------·----·-1
DUMB
TERMINAL

Uritil now, the only alternative for low
cost multiple-user computer
applications was time-shared
systems. However,a serious
drawback of microcomputer or minicomputer multi-user time-share
systems is the fact that under heavy
work loads they slow down toa crawl
since the central processor time in
such a system is shared by all of the
users.
In a microprocessor based distributed
processing system, using floppy
based microcomputers as intelligent
terminals (local systems) most of the
work load is handled locally. Overall·
system performance does not
degrade under heavy job loads. Each
local system performs entry, editing
and execution while utilizing the
central data base for disk storage,
printer output, and other shared
resources.
For more demanding applications'it is
desirable to have several data bases,
each with its own collection of local
systems. Such an inter-connected set
of data bases is called a network.
Each data base and its local. intelligent
and dumb terminals is called a cluster.

Level III
OS-65U Level 3 now s·upports this
advanced networking and distributed
processing capability as well as
conventional single user operation
and time-sharing. Level 3 now
supports local clusters of intelligent
microcomputer systems as well as

dumb terminals for the purpose of
utilizing a central Winchester disk data
base and other shared resources. The
system also has full communications
capability with other Level 3 data
bases providing full networkcapabiJity.
The system utilizes Ohio Scientific's
low cost, ultra high performance
computer systems throughout for intelligent terminals as well as data bases.
This general systems configuration .
provides a cost! performance ratio
never before attained in this class of
computer power.
Level 3 resides in each network data
base. A subset system resides in each
intelligent terminal. Each database
supports up to 16 intelligent systems
and up to 16 dumb terminals.
However, since dumb terminals can
heavily load the- system, they should
be kept to a minimum. Level 3 also
supports a reai'time clock, printer
management, and other shared
peripherals.

Data Base Requirements
Minimal requirements for a Level 3
network data base are a C3-C or C3~B
computer system with 23 or 74
megabytes respectively, console
terminal, 100K bytes RAM and a CA10X 16 port I/O board for network and
cluster communications.

Intelligent Terminal Requirements

The network automatically prioritizes
multiple resource requests and each
user can specify a time out on
resource requests. Semaphores are
automatically reset on errors and
program completion providing the
system with a high degree of
automatic recovery.
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A Typical System

Atypical system with two network Any Ohio Scientific 8" floppy based
data bases will have 148 megabytes of·
computer with 56K RAM and one data disk, four intelligentsubsystems
base communications port.
equipped with dual. floppies, two dumb
Connections
terminals. a word processing printer, q
fast line printer, network database Intelligent terminals and networked
data bases are connected by low-cost manager software and 1000 ft.·of interconnecting cable. Utlizing.7 MIPS'
cabling. Each link can be up to 10,000
feet long at a transfer rate of 500K bits processors throughout it will cost less
'
per second, and will cost typically 30¢ than $50,000 plus installation. GT
. option computers (1.2 MIPS)can be
a foot (plus installation).
utilized at aslightly higher cost.
Syntax

One Step at aTime
Existing OS-65U based software can
Best of all, Ohio Scientific users can
be directly installed on the network
develop distributed processing
,
with only one statement change!
systems economically one step at a
Level 3 has the most elegantly simple
programming syntax ever offered on a . time. A user can start with a single
user floppy system, add a harddisk,
computer network.
thentime'sharing, then a second
File syntax is as follows:
Winchester data base for backup and
DEV A, B; C,D,
Local Floppies }. u~changed from
.
Single user and
finally cluster intelligent terminals to
DEV E
Local hard disks
timeshare systems
achieve afull network configuration,
OEV K-Z·
Specific network
Data Bases

Each of up to 8 open files peruser can
. be from 8 separate origins. Specific
file and shared peripheral contentions
are handled by 256 network
semaphores
with the syntax Waite N
Waite N, close.
CIRCLE 220M READER CARD

For literature and the name of your local
dealer, CALL 1·800·321·6850 TOLL FREE.

{I)
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1333 SOUTH CHILLICOTHE ROAD
AURORA, OH 44202 • (216] 562-31 01

Digital introdu.cesa ntid-rallge mini
with a megalJyte of main memory.
decimal arithmetic;and an expanded
11/70 instruction set.
.
Now for little more than the cost of
an 11/34, ournew PDP-11/44 gives you
features previously found only on supermillis. Like PAX, a physical address extension that gives you a full megabyte of
main memory for more users, larger programs, greater throughput. A new MOS
ECC memory with interleaving for faster
access time. 8KB cache memory for faster
program execution and greater DMA
bandwidth. Sophisticated memory management. And an expanded 11/70 instruction set.
The 11/44 also of£e:t;'s significant per-.
formance advancements in two important
languages. Our optimized FORTRAN IVPLUS compiler and run time system,
coupled with our floating point processor
option, gives impressive performance "
advantages over conventional FORTRAN.
And our enhanced COBOL compiler with
our new optional Commercial Instruction
Set processor, delivers powerful COBOL
performance and data processing
capabilities.
"
To keep the 11/44 on the job, you get
plenty of reliability features, including a
microprocessor-controlled ASCII console
with extensive system diagnostic capabilities. A new built-in TU58 cartridge
tape for easier servicing. Plus facilities for
9ptional remote diagnosis for 24-hour-aday, 7~day-a-week service with an average response time of less than 15 minu.tes.
Ofcourse the 11/44 shares the deSIgn
advantages of our entire PDP-II fanlily.
Most importantly, it guarantees softWare
compatibility the way only the world's
broadest range of 16-bit compatible computers can. So your software investment
remains intact no matter which system
you choose. RSX-11M, the most versatile
real time system fu the industry. The new
RSX-11M-PLUS. Or the new erihanced
version of our proven general purpose

and timesharing system, RStS/E. you can
a~so tailor the 11/44 to your exact ~ppli
cation by choosing from a broad lfue of
. interfaces and peripherals, like our new
20 megabyte RL02 disk subsystem. ~
No matter how you look at it,the
PDP-11/44 provides an incredibly'powerful base for your interactive and distributed processing applications.
And that's saying a lot for a system
that costs so little.
~-~-------------------I

o Please send me more information about the
PDP-11/44.
o Please have a salesperson call.

Name __________________________
Comp~y-----------------------

Address _______________________

City _________ state _ _ Zip _ _
Phone_"____________________-'--_

I
I
I
I

My application is: 0 Education 0 Medical
o Laboratory 0 Engineering 0 yovernment
o Resale 0 Manufacturing 0 Other
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporatiori, 146 Main
Street, Maynard, MA 01754, Attn: Communication
Services, NR-2/2, Tel. 617-481-9511, ext. 6885. Digital
Equipment Corporation International, 12 avo des
Morgines, 1213 Petit-Laney, Switzerland. In Canada:

~~~~~p~~~~~~~~~~----~~~
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At Lear Siegler, we've
learned our lessons welL.
We don't make
five or ten different
smart terminals. And
we don't attempt to
overpower you with th(3
broadest line of terminals
on the market.
Why? Because we know
you've got enough problems.
The simple fact is, there
are only two models in our
line of smart terminals.
But they can handle
just about any application you'll run into.
Something other manufacturers need terminals galore to accomplish.
The ADM-31 and ADM~42
can do so much, iri fact, that
you can't make the wrong
choice, no matter which one
you choose. Not only have we
put an end to looking at dozens
of models from dozens of companies-we've put an end to
dozens of headaches.
NOW YOU CAN TEACH
YOUR TERMINALS HOW
TO BEHAVE."
We understand how frustrating it can be to try and please
all the people all the time. Trying to put in capabilities we think
they need, and having to leave
out something else. So we got
crafty. And gave both our terminals user-programmable
behavior modification.
Both the ADM -31 and
ADM-42 have firmware (the
instruction sets inside their
PROMS) that you can easily
reprogram. Just follow the directions in the fully-documented
programming instruction manual
we provide. And you end up
with a terminal that's exactly
what you want, even though
it's not exactly what you bought.
And, if you run into problems, jvst call our special Applications Engineering Staff. They'll

the master microprocessor.
N or did we forget those
indispensable function keys.
Naturally, both the
ADM-31 and ADM-42
have them.
On the ADM-42, for
example, you get 16 function keys, shiftable to 32 functions and optionally programmable to
store up to 64 characters. This lets you
store escape code functions (such as
personality modifications) to reduce
s.everal escape sequences
to one key stroke. And
you can store frequentlyused phrases up to 64
characters, which provides you with impressive time savings.
When you get right down
help you through any difficulties
to it, the ADM-31 and ADM-42
with reprogramming, interfacare really functions of yo~r
ing, setting the terminal's personimagina tion.
ality, special applications, or
SMART TERMINALS.
understanding the features and
SMART CHOICES.
functions.
So there you have it. Two
Who kn'ows? They could
very good reasons why you
even come up with suggestions
only need to look at two very
you never considered.
smart terminals.
~
THE ADM-31 AND ADM-42.
Gone is the need for looking
TWO TERMINALS, DOZENS
at dozens of terminals; from
OF FEATURES.
dozens of manufacturers, with
We built the ADM-31 and
dozens of high price tags.
ADM-42 with all the standard
With our two models, you have
features you've come to know,
everything you need. Userlove, and need in smart terminals
reprogrammable personality
even without reprogramming.
PROMS, function keys, and a
. For instance, you get full
willing -to-please Applica tion
editing capabilities. Reduced
Engineering Staff just aching to
intensity for identification of
solve any problems you may nave.
protected fields. Blinking, blankSound interesting? Then call
ing, and reverse video. Formator write to us at Lear Siegler,
ting. High resolution monitors.
Inc.!Data Products Division,
Even limited line drawing capa714 N. Brookhurst St., Anaheim,
bilities.
CA 92803, (800) 854-3805.
And we've included the
We'll tell all you want to know
latest in microprocessor technolabout the ADM-31 and ADM-42.
ogy. Both are microprocessor
And then you'll see why
based, which makes them reliable
your search for the right smart
and, more importantly; easier
terminal just ended.
to use. Because their design architecture has a microprocessor.
with multiple microprocessor"""",,,",'"
based controllers that tie into
~I DATA
PRODUCTS DIVISION

PERSONALITY PROMS AND
FACTORY ASSISTANCE MAKE
USER·REPROGRAMMING
ASNAR

.....

Lear Siegler, Inc.lData Products Division, 714 N. Brookhurst Street, Anaheim CA 92803. (800) 854-3805. In California (714) 774-1010. TWX:
910-591-1157. Telex: 65-5444. Regional Sales Offices. San Francisco (408) 263-0506. Los Angeles (213) 454-9941. Chicago (312) 279-5250. Houston
(713) 780-2585. Philadelphia (215) 968-0112. New York (212) 594-6762. Boston (617) 423-1510. Washington D.C. (301) 459-1826.
.
England (4867) 80666.
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Fo'remost among the many demands placed on auditors' and financial
executives today is the' need for expediency-:-audit deadlines must be
met. And the methods of yesteryear just aren't equal to the task. Now;
from Pansophic, comes the answer to timely completion of audits. It's
called PANAUDIT, the new systems approach to. computer aUditing.
PANAUDIT, designed by an auditor, can solve your many computer
.
auditing needs. Over 50 audit
dO

f~1i~~~~1(i~gi~:i~o~i~::rt DA.·
"'.... ·N
. •.·. ",A,
...1
'U'
. . .•.•. D.·
I-~
~
'. . . .'·IT
.,' .'1. ,>•.•.•.
routines are: SMF ANALYSIS which
provides access to system
. .

generated audit
trailsSYSTEM
based upon
auditor
. a. consistent,
determined
criteria;
RANKING,provides
rational and demonstrable methodology for prioratizatiori :of

"

PANAUDIT makes. it possible to audit. "through" the computer by

.

T.·.

"

,

.,'.'

PANSOPHIC

709 Enterprise Drive • Oak Brook,IL 60521

·800-323-7335

....• . . . .

··E.·. . •.· ., ."

retrieving
information
to your
specifications
without relying
·,·····IM·'.·.·.···
•.
,data
processing
personnel.
Combine
this independence
with on
ease .
of use-made possible by the Audit Command System and the "
Audit Data Dictionary-and you have a flexible audit system with
which to produce your own reports without becorning.a technician~
For more detailed information contact Pansophic; the' people who bring
quality systems software to a worldwide user base. '
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systems to be audited; DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS can be used to
identify.unusual activity of quantitative versus quantitative,.
' .', .. ' .
quantitative versus nonquantitgtive, and nonquantitative versus
nonquantitative fields; and DATA SET COMPARISON provides the
auditor with a'n automated regression test capability. Additionally,
in programs by
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be working.
If you're waiting for an IBM
System 34 or 38, you've got a
lot of time onyour hands. So
why not take a few minutes
and closely consider just what
you'll be getting a year or two
down the road. Most
importantly, consider your
options.
Options like Wang's VS
virtual storage computer, for
instance. Compare the Wang
VS and the System 34/38. We
think you'll find the VS consistently comes' out on top. The
VS will accept yqur RPG,
programs just like a System 3,
with RPG II andCCP conversion aids available to
. protect your System 3 software

power of a high-end 370,
without reprogramming or
major equipment swap-outs.
Plus the ability to do data processing and word processing
at the same Wang terminal. All
this now, for no more than
you'll pay for a System 34 or 38
next year.
If your data processing
problems in the eighties won't
wait for solutions, call or write
for more information on the
Wang VS family. Better yet, ask
for a VS demonstration. We
can showyou what we've been
talking about - today.
Wang Laboratories
Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 459-5000

investment. With Wang's VS,
you also get interactive RPG II
programming with compilations 5-10 times faster than
those on the System 34.
Extensive program development aids. On-line and
. batch operations. Telecommunications. COBOL and BASIC.
A fully supported data
management system. Up to 4.6
billion bytes of fixed and
removable disk storage. And a
data compaction feature that
could cut your storage requirements by at least a third.
Best of all, Wang's VS gives
you the flexibility to grow from
a minimum VS configuration to
a full-blown system with the

r------------,
WAIT NO LONGER.
II

I
I

I

0

o

Tell me more about Wang's VS. '
Show me the VS in action.

Name

- - - - State--Zip__
Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Send to: Wang Laboratories, Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 459-5000
DP102/D10

I
I
I
I
II
II

I

Making lha world mora productlva.
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LETTERS
THE BUGABOO
Re: ."That Old Bugaboo, Turnover" (Oct.,
p. 97): What is happening today has happened several times in the past; we all made
the same mistakes then, and we are making
them again now. If I may share several mistakes I made during a seller's market, perhaps we can reduce the turnover problem a
bit.
Th~ pressure to hire people when
you have positions open and it is costing
your company money is tremendous. No
matter how we try to maintain a minimum
standard in hiring, sooner or later we violate
it for any number of reasons: to get the head
count up, hire in anyone and train them
later, recruit from competitors or subcontractors and, the most dangerous of all, hire
from the client.
In the '60s, I remember arguing
with personnel over salary compressions in
which new arrivals, with no experience, got
salaries in excess of people who had been
with us for two or three years. The solution
to this is simple: don't do it, or else most of
your two- and three-year people will leave.
Don't hire "grasshoppers" whose
employment record shows six or seven jobs
in the last eight years. They will leave you
in a year or so. It's their way of life.
Don't hire people who "have problems" . . . chances are they will "have
problems" in your group, too.
We have found an excellent source
of qualified people to partially fill the gap.
We went through the files of women who
were former programmers who had resigned due to pregnancy. The babies had
grown; some were even in school. We
called these women back, and let them work
hours they set around their other responsibilities. Generally, they can work 20 to 30
hours a week, and since they don't gossip or
talk sports as much at work as the men do,
their output is very close to many of the people who work full time.

WILLIAM A. DELANEY
President
Analysis & Computer Systems, Inc.
Burlington, Massachusetts

From a quick perusal ofthe October issue, it
appears that more of ETHICS (' 'Effective
Technical and Human Implementation of
Computer Systems," Books, p. 203), with
the accent on Human, would result in less of
"that old bugaboo, turnover."
PETER KUSHKOWSKI
¥anager, Process Computer Engineering
Northeast Utilities
Hartford, Connecticut
Where are your eyes? A significant proportion of those job-hoppers in the dp industry
are women. Yet the photographs accompanying the article show only men.
CYNTHIA ZUJKOWSKI
Systems Analyst
Weston Components
Archibald, Pennsylvania
Your point is a good one. However, there is
a reason for the lack of female representation-all the photographs for the story were
of the same person. He wore six costumes.
~ed.

MORE OF THE ICEBERG
Re: . "Getting Tough with Burroughs,"
Oct., p. 75: The article reflects only the tip
of the iceberg. The vaunted MCP operating
system is fine urless a bug arises-then try
and get it fixed quickly. Copies of the
source programs are not at the branch or
state level, and fixes take days to arrive. Or
what about the unionized service engineers
even if you were prepared to pay for coverage outside of "normal office hours," as
was offered, it was not available in practice.
The six prior scheduled deliveries of similar
equipment, so as to avoid trailblazing in our
case, mysteriously evaporated, and we became the guinea pigs with no prior notice or
advice. All these concerns had been strenuously covered in the sales pitch. I can think
of no sufficient reason to "trust" Burroughs again. (The installation was at Abbott Laboratories, Sydney, Australia,
where a B 1726 replaced a B50a in February
1975. The MCp·program bugs went to Palo
Alto for fixes, and there were bugs in the
B3500 to B 1700 COBOL conversion aid.)
G. STEVENSON
~eenah, Wisconsin

MORE COMPLEX
Re: "Tile Next COBOL Standard" (Sept.,
p. 175): tam pleased the American National
Standard Committee has evidently been
infiltrated by machine language members
with an intent of destroying from within
what they cannot do from the outside.
COBOL is directed at solving the
problems of people and not machines.
Thus, management all over the world is
forced to review and prevent implementation of techniques that add compl,exity rather than simplicity. The major interest of
management is productivity; complexity is
counterproducti ve.
A. VASEK
Data Base Administrator
Interstate System
Grand Rapids, Michigan

PL/l

\is. PASCAL

Re: "Pascal Power," (July, p. 142): Yet
more tiresome evidence of the self-immortalizing efforts by individuals and institutions who cannot resist the ego trip of
proposing or designing yet another. "ultimate" programming language. If,. indeed,
the lack of"success" ofpL/1 can be demon~
strated only by its "resounding" rejection
byprogrammers, then perhaps we should be
looking more closely at the attitudes of programmers" most of whom, it seems, never
really wanted to break off with Autocoder.
The specifications for PASCAL, ADA,
etc., and ad nauseum are virtually all met,
and generally bettered, by pL/l-even the
terminology looks as if it had been lifted
straight from the prJ 1 Reference Manual.
There are, it must be admitted, some substantial and, for some, urifortunate differences betweeri prJ 1 and these "new"
languages-differences which prJ l' s critics
.would rather not discuss:
-prJ 1 works
-the compilers produce efficient
code
-prJl has a well-defined, powerful,
and machine-independent 1/0
system
-the language is stable
--over an incredibly broad range of
applications and judged by alJAN UARY 198035

Mainframe
OWllers~

Maybe TRS-80@ Model II
Should be Your Next
Bardware Investment!

••

, D~si~rned for business. Radio Shack's design
concept for TRS-80 Model II was to build a business computer - not a hobby, "home". or personal computer that could be used by the businessman. Model II is compact, fast and powerful.
It's ideal for a small business, and also "just right"
for many time-consuming small jobs within
larger business~s. For firms
with large mainframe computers; Model II can
handle the jobs that
constantly i nterru pt
the data processing
schedule - or those too hot
to wait for open time on the
mainframe. Use it either as a
stand-alone computer or an
ir'1telligent terminal.
Language. Model II's interpretive BASIC language is
easy to use, and will soon be
supplemented by other
compiler languages. The
built-in half-meg. disk storage can be expanded to two
megabytes. Vectored interrupts, direct memory access
and a separate keyboard
processor add to the throughput.
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Availability.TRS-80 Model II is on displqy at 50 Radio Shack Computer'
Sales/Service Centers and .100 specialized Computer Departments in
major-area Radio Shack stores. It's
being d~livered through our 7300 retail
outlets on a first-come, first-served
basis. Visit your nearest Radio Shack
store for details or write the address
below.
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~lnt~rp~~t~rBAjIC(&~~r

·Built.. ln8"Floppy(500I(LanguagesAvaila~l.e~nd
Byt"~li;···i;i;:.··• •.•. i:.'.·'··.".'·'.·"".·"·'........
··<.Quarter1~80).··'·.·.'·'·.··.·. ••·.• "':.····"·" •. .• •. . .•.• •.•. •.•.• • •.
Supports4Floppi,,~(Up·.tC).·....
..Z~8oA.~rocessCJr.{:It.4 • MHz
. . 2 . ,..eg.~bytes) •.••.. •••.. .••.•••.. .•.•. , •.. . ,.•.••• :.• .•.•. ).
(,~Separatet(eyboarcl:
DMAandVectored
··.Proc.,ssor'·•. ,..........'
InterruptsfC)~I="s~er
.-2 RS';232C 1/0 Ports,
T~roughput.:, . ,. . . ,.•.•. . <>.{
·1CelltronicsP~lfaneIPort

TRS-80 Model II 32K
i-Disk Systems from .....

$

TRS-80 Model II 64K
4-Disk System. (shown) ...

$ 6599

3450

Retail prices may vary at individual stores and dealers

!'!~!!i~~!!!!

A Division of Tandy Corporation • Over 7000 Locations in 40 Countries •

/

Free 24-Page TRS-80 Catalog
Write: Radio Shack,:Dept. CMA-411,
1300 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth, Texas 76102
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LETTERS
most any set of criteria one
wishes to assume, prJl simply
blows everything else into the
weeds
The commonest and most irresponsible reason for ignoring prJ 1 is that the
main influence promoting its acceptance
has come from IBM. Sniping at IBM, on
principle, if for no other reason, is a good
way to cultivate that independent, buccaneering image many dpers like to strut before their peers-and it's a lot easier to
attract attention that way than by getting
down to some useful work with a language
that long ago solved the problems so
"newly" addressed by these latest reinventions of the wheel.
GARTH KLATT

Chevron Standard Ltd.
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

BUSINESS, NOT SCIENCE
Re: "Ranking Graduate Schools" (Aug.,
p. 70): There has always been a great deal of
confusion about the terms "computer
science' , and "management information
systems. " This confusion is widespread in
our industry and deserves some attention in
your publication as well as to clear up
confusion that the article might have fostered.
In reviewing the list of subjects
taught in the schools mentioned, it is clear a

graduate would be qualified to work at a
technical level, perhaps in the development
of a new operating system, new techniques
of data base design, or in software development.
However, the skills necessary to
create management information systems are
not developed in these curricula. These
skills are developed in business schools.
Two types of programs exist: phD
and MBA programs. Schools that offer a phD
in management information systems include the University of Minnesota, the
University of Arizona, Texas Tech Univ.,
Carnegie-Mellon Univ., and about 20
others. Gradutes of these programs have
skills that allow them to consult at high
levels in the development of management
information systems and to accept academic
positions to teach in the same areas.
MBA programs will, I believe, become the labor pool from which we will
draw the majority of our future analysts and
managers. Many programs, including the
one at my own school, include concentrations in management information systems.
These programs include work in systems
analysis, design, and development; programming; data base systems; and other
skills that the dp manager or analyst must
acquire. In addition, because the programs
are in MBA programs, graduates are wellversed in accounting, finance, marketing,

management, and quantitative methods.
Business schools offer an ideal
educational experience to satisfy the needs
of the dp community. What more can we
ask for than to have a new employee who
understands the problems of management,
and has the technical skills to respond?
LESLIE D. BALL, phD
Assistant Professor
Babson Park College
Wellesley, Massachusetts

CORRECTION
Re: Unlikely Synergy (Oct., p. 67): Since
all 75 of our employees are stockholders, it
was rewarding for them to have a chance to
read about the success of their company.
There was, however, one detail marring the
excitement. The story refers to mc as a $1.7
million operation when in fact our shipments at the time the article was written
were approximately $1.7 million per
month. Sales for October of this year were
in excess of $1.9 million and our recently
ended fiscal year generated gross sales in
excess of$16 million. For fiscal year 1980,
begun as of Nov. 1, 1979, we are currently
projecting more than $30 million in gross
sales.
DENNIS J. CAGAN

President
The David Jamison Carlyle Corp.
Los Angeles, California

TO EVERYONE WHO'S SAID, "STATISTICAL MULTIPLEXORS
CAN'T BE MULTIDROPPEO;
BALONEY.
DCA's customers are
already benefiting from
our exclusive multipoint
multiplexing configuration. One master network processor can communicate with several
remote terminal clusters
over a sing~ telephone
line. Response time is
excellent, and numerous
(and costly) telephone
lines, multiplexors, and
modems are eliminated.
Let DCA save y-ou
money - write or call
for our brochure today.
Digital Communications
Associates, Inc., 135
Technology Park/Atlanta,
Norcross, GA 30092
404/448.;1400.
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DDP.DataEntry.Remot~JolJEntry.

On-Line. For every remote processing
function, there's a state.;of-the-art
solution from Northern Telecom
Systems' Corporation.
DDP
.We make DD,Psystems that grow
to fit each ofthe.differelltsizesyou're
going to be. Systemsthatadd new
capabilitiesfbr each new task~
without addingidlecapacity.
DataEntry
Northern Telecom builds both sourc~
Data Entry and volume Data Entry
equipment. All wi th 'concurrent
communications.
Because, if you don't have
concurrentcommunications,.yollr
high'-speed DataEntry system .
~ould spend alot of time
standing still.
Remote Job Entry
Ourbasic~ low-cost Remote Job Entry
system is a best seller. Butwe also
deliver large-scale RJE equipment to
handle massive throughput and all
kinds of sophistica ted needs.
On-Line
On-Line hardware from Northern
Telecom is plug-compatible with IBM
3270 s. But what makes our system
unique is. the Sprinter™ printer.
lIt makes a hard copy that's easyto
read. It switches in minutes from
continuous-roU paper to cut
forms. And it adjusts with
push buttons where others use
wrenches.
Why our bigger choice
makes us a better buy.
It's hard to keep all the components
in your system working together
when service people from each
supplier work alone.

When you deal,withNorthern
Telecom, one service team can take
responsibility for every part of
your remote processing operation.
cMorethan 1200 Northern Telecom
field engineers are ready to go
to vvorkfor you today.
And because Northern Telecom
can meetaII your remote processing
needs,w~can often meet them fot
less.
But the best reason to talk
tous today~is tomorrow.
Northern Telecom is combining
data processing expertise with
te lecommunications expertise-a
mixno other company can match.
Today, it means better access to all
the processing'power you pay for.
Tomorrow, it means a smoother
transition to the single system that
will meet all your processing and
communications needs.
Talk to Northern Telecom Systems
Corporation, Where computers
and communications meet.
For the office nearest you, call
our Marketing Services.Department
at 1;.800-328-6760. In Minnesota
call(612) 932-8202.
Or write Northern Telecom Systems
Corporation, Box 1222, Minneapoiis,
MN 55440

naltheln

te~ecal11

Northern Telecom
.Systems Corporation
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JOHN L. KIRKLEY, EDITOR

EDITOR'S
READOUT
BUILDING
THE DATA
BARRIERS
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Regarding TDF, the Great
Canadian Data Wall, and
other international maHers.
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Transborder data flow (TDF) is one of those
issues that can glaze your eyes, numb your
brains, and trigger your yawn reflex in a
matter of moments.
It's complex and confusing. And, in
the past, it has seemed irrelevant to most
U.S. users of computers and communica~
tions.
To the Europeans, the Japanese, the
Canadians, and the Latin Americans, the
issues are very real. But not onl~ the technologically advanced countries are concerned
with the problems of the new information
age; the so-called less developed countries,
despite thefr rudimentary technology, are
acting to control the flow of data across their
borders as well.
It's not a new phenomenon. The
Swedes passed their Data Act back in 1973.
The Germans, the Danes, Norwegians, Belgians and many others have laws on the
books or in the making. The Council ofEurope has a draft treaty "harmonizing"
many of these laws, and the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) recently finished a draft of
voluntary guidelines governing transborder
flows of personal data. Now the OECD will
tum its attention to "legal persons" -the
corporations.
But is this really a serious problem?
Will it really have an impact on more than a
handful of U.S. companies doing business
abroad? Or is it simply one of those issues
that a few people from industry and government have decided to hang their hats on, fomenting a sense of urgency where none
really exists?
Well, there do seem to be problems.
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our
would be with our good neighbor to the
north, Canada.

Not so. Earlier this year a Canadian
committee on the implications of telecommunications for Canadian sovereignty (the
Clyne committee) concluded, "The government should act immediately to regulate
trans border data flows to ensure that we do
not lose control of information vital to the
maintenance of national sovereignty. " This
kind of concern has spawned the Canadian
Bank Act, now being deliberated in its second version. Version ohe would have flatly
prohibited any bank from exporting client
data for processing and storage abroad.
(Much of thes.e data are being processed by
U. S. service bureaus.) The current version
would permit export of copies of such data
but the Inspector General of Banks could
still pull the plug on any U.S. operation.
In Japan, Control Data Corp. had to
wait 27 months for a circuit, only to find
that government restrictions on the circuit
made it almost impossible to operate. And
we hear that Germany is considering a law
for implementation in 1982 that would give
its government enormous power to restrict
and regulate data being imported and exported across its borders.
These few instances, multiplied by
endless variations around the world, can
have a stultifying effect on U.S. trade and
the world economic picture in general.
Part of the U.S. problem is that we
are simply uninformed, a problem compounded by the fact that we have very little
hard data from which to make deciSIons. At
the December TDF'79 meeting in Washington, D.C., the only new information on the
potential impact of restrictive TDF legisla-

I

tion on corporate data Was a report on a
client study conducted by a New York cons'tilting firm. The "Seligman Report" ap~
peared to be at best highly limited, sketchY,
and, in some of its assumptions and conclusions, dead wrong. But we heard that this
report may make its way to the OEeD deliberations; nothing else of any substance is
available.
We also lack a coherent voice. As
the world closes in around us, we fumble
and stammer. No one government agency,
no one at the top speaks for the United
States.
There are many proposed remedies
but it seems to us that, at the very least, any
data processing professional whose company is doing or contemplating business overseas should be acquainted with these issues.
(If you' 11 write to us on your company letterhead we'll send you a starter set-some
background articles and a bibliography.)
Also, it would appear obvious that
industry and government should band together to develop real data about the potential impact of transborder legislation on
U.S. business and trade.
And finally, a single voice should be
selected to represent us at the world's bargaining tables on these issues. Perhaps, as
Richard Brennan, director of international
affairs at Union Carbide suggests, we
should insist on GATT-like negotiations.
There, agreements, prohibitions, and sanctions can be hammered out. The Special
Trade Representative within the executive
branch could be our negotiator and our enfure~
0
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• Insert/delete character,
insert/delete line,
full ClJrsor control

• Visual attributes, block mode,
protected field

,
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• Options:
user programmable
flJnction I:eys,
220V export option,
composite video outp"t

• Removable solid state
keyboard with international
character layouts,
buffered printer,
standard pol/ing,
paging

• 32 visual attributes,
insert/ delete line,
insert/ delete character,
columnar tabbing, cursor
addressability, cursor sense,
numeric only fields, erase
variable/protected fields
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• Page, field, modified
field, prompted
transmission, device
status, function keys

• EIA RS-232, current loop,
17 data rates (switch
selectable) including 19,200
char/sec., reverse channel
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GT-101

GT-400

ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS
• Z-80 microprocessor· Solid state
• Modular firmware
keyboard
STANDARD FEATURES • Line drawing
• Block mode
character set
• Dual intensity
• Printer interface
• Reverse video
• ADM-3A mode
OPTIONAL FEATURES • Composite video
• 8-user programoutput
mabie function keys • 220 volt operation

ENGINEERING HIGHLIGHTS
• Z-80 microprocessor· Modular firmware
• Block/character
• Function keys (8
mode
std. /24 option)
OPTIONAL FEATURES • Modem cable/
modem printer
• Line drawing
character set
cable
• 2 additional pages • Hazeltine 2000
of display memory
emulation
• Time sharing option

For more information on GTC products and services, call toll-free today. In California, dial
800-432-7006; anywhere else in the United States, dial 800-854-6781. Ask for Barbara
Worth. Or write Barbara Worth at General Terminal Corporation, 14831 Franklin Avenue,
Tustin CA 92680. We have offices throughout the world. In Canada, contact Lanpar Limited,
85 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario, L3R lG7 416-495-9123.
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General Terminal Corporation
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BECAUSE YOU ONLY LOOK AS GOOD
AS YOUR DATA BASE SYSTEM.

J

ust about every DBMS is built with
the technician in mind.

Unfortunately, not many systems
consider the Data Processing executive's
needs. Such as, integrating the data base
system into the company's system of
management; applying the DBMS to
produce the right information as quickly
and as understandably as possible;
and, most important, minimizing overall
investment - in machine resources,
programming time and manpower.
Series 80 TOTAL is unique because it
satisfies the technician's DBMS requirements and management's needs as well.
That's because Series 80 TOTAL is built
not just for why you buy a DBMS, but
also for how you use it.
THE MOST USEFUL SYSTEM IS THE
ONE THAT'S USED MOST.

TOTAL's modular, step by step
development capabilities are flexible
enough to be adapted to change, quickly
and inexpensively.
You can add new data, new functions,
new applications modularly, step by
step, without having to scrap; update,
maintain or rewrite a dozen programs for
every new one you add.
ALL THE FEATURES NEEDED
FOR SUCCESS.

Fii! in the coupon below or cail Dennis
Yablonsky our national sales manager at
(513) 662-2300, .and w~'llreview all the
pertinent details of the IDC study. We'll
show you how Series 80 TOTAL looks as
good on the job as other systems look
on paper.
Contact us n~w. Because how well your
data base system succeeds at its job
may very likely determine how well you
succeed at yours.
I---------------~-I

No wonder when IDC asked users what
they'd like to see changed about their
particular package, Series 80 TOTAL was
the only one of the three leading systems
to receive a clean bill of health.

Please bring me proofofwhy Series 80 TOTAL
olltperforms the competition.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ TIUe _______

Company _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ ____
Address ____

Many new features and facilities that
have made Series 80 TOTAL a success
come from the experiences of more than
2,000 users who, over the last decade,
have used TOTAL in almost half their
applications.

It stands to reason that the more useful

a DBMS is to management, the more
they'li use it. A survey of data base users
by International Data Corporation (IDC), _
the indep~ndent research company
shows that TOTAL users integrated
TOTALinto an average of 41 % of all user
applications.

The end result is a DBMS whose
architecture is conceived to accommodate distributed processing, data
base machines, even migration to the
new IBM 4300 (because it supports
VSAM) and TIS, Cincom's revolutionary
new Total Information System.

That's more use than any other DBMS,
and almost twice as much as the next
leading system.

But don't take our word for it. Take the
word of the users IDC surveyed.

Series 80 TOTAL is used more because
it's the only data base management
system structured to mirror your
company's system of management. So
it makes sense to end users as well
as Data Processsing executives. And, as
business needs change, Series 80

~

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___

City State _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ __
Mail to: U.S.A.: Department D.C.
Cincom Systems, Ihc., 2300 Montana Ave.,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211, (513) 662-2300
International: Cincom Systems International,
17-19 Rue Montoyer, 1040 Brussels, Belgium,
L(02)~1-6548_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ...J

Cincom Systems, Inc.
Systems Software Division
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In business, there are basically two kinds
of people.
Word People. And Numbers People.
Ifyou're a Word Person, this ad is for
you.
And so is this new machine: The Xerox
860 Information Processing System.
It can rearrange paragraphs, change
margins, correct misspellings and type out a
virtually endless series of text revisions at the
speed of hundreds ofwords a minute.
And it remembers everything its done
for future reference. Or additional changes.
But it also does something you might
not expect from a word processing system.
It processes numbers.
Because in business today, Word People
have to manage numbers. And Numbers
People have to manage words.
And everyone, but everyone, has to
manage information.

XEROX

XEROX@ and 860 are trademarks of XEROX CORPORATION.

"/ give it ala."

In business, there are basically two kinds
of people.
Word People. And Numbers People.
Ifyou're a Numbers Person, this ad is
for you.
And so is this new machine: The Xerox
860 Information Processing System.
It can compute, do statistics and perform the routine work that's essential in
managing records, measuring work performance and so on.
, And it remembers everything for future
reference. Or additional changes.
,
But it also does something you might
not expect from a numbers processing
system.
It processes words.
Because in business today, Numbers
People have to manage words. And Word
People have to manage numbers.
And everyone, but everyone, has to
manage information.

XEROX
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II look S300biliioD
.. 10 make IBM
·Ihink cODlpatible.

. . There Was a time when
But the truth is,· since the
IBM could do practically any- ; , 360 computer line, IBM has
thing theywdnted in hardware
announced the 370 Series,
and software development.
the 3000 Series, and the 4000
But times have changed. , .
Series, each of which offered
User investment in softupward Gompatibilityfrom their
, ware and systems, approachpredecessor. You can bet that
ing $300 billion, has reached
IBM won't deviate from this
the pOint where a revolution
course in the future.
in hardware resulting in the
So we're In this
incompatibility of existing
together. '
software wQuld mean suicide,
Apparently, IBM not only
even for IBM.
recognizes the compatible
A whole generation of
mainframes industry as viable,
computer buyers has grownup they now realize we're all playwith the computer industry.
ing in the sameleague.The .
They know computers aren't
. independents are strongand
magic. They're expensive
resourceful enough to absorb
machines mednt to perform
and satisfy user hardware,
specific functions efficiently.
firmware and
What' users need is the ongoing dependability to protect
their sizeable investments in
software and systems.'
Rumors regarding new
IBM products still create apprehension in the marketplace

software needs. Compatible
computers have come of age.
And we've made a firm'commitment to that industry with
the creation of National
Advanced Systems.

A winning team.
National Semiconductor
andltelhave worked together
since 1974. National has built
more compatible mainframes
than any other independent
manufacturer. Itel has installed
more. By combining Itel's #1
Datapro-rated* service force
and marketing expertise with
National's' proven technological and manufacturing capabilities we've developed a team
worthy of the challenge.
So it looks
like IBM will have
to stay compatible, or else.
, * Data pro Research Corporation's
annual SUNf!Y/1979,

~National

~ Advanced Systems

The Compatible Computer Company.
National Advanced Systems is a subsidiary of National Semiconductor,
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New From Raytheon:
A 3274-type SNA-compatible terminal

that is upgracleable and programmable.
Picking a 3274-type terminal is like
selecting Cicommodity. You can
choose from a number of look-alike
alternatives.
Until now!
Now, Raytheon Data Systems has introduced an "intelligent" 3274-type terminal system. It's part of our widely
used PTS-IOO terminal family.
Our new terminal does what most
3274-type produCts do. It emUlates the
, large-cluster IBM 3274 diSplay system.
It supports from one to 32 remote de.:.
vices. It offers both bisynch and SNA/
SDLC emulators. It has cursor select
controller-managed keyboards and
other advanced features. The system
is plug-compatible Crt a coax
cable level.
Other 3274-type devices have those
capabilities too. But of all the 3274type terminal suppliers, only Raytheon
offers these advanced features:

Upgrading. Because it is part of our
PTS-IOO family, our new terminal can
be upgrad~d by users in the field from
2260".to 3277- to 3278-type performance. One system that supports three
operating modes. That saves terminal
equipment costs and adds great flexibility to your network structure.
. Programming. Raytheon's 3274,-type
terminals are fully pr6grammable.
You can store formats. Execute local
print commands. Write or inocti1y furic-.

tions: Use variable device addressing.
All with6utmainframe involvement.

every device at no extra charge. But
you get the point.
,
Raytheon'S new PTS-lOO 3274-mode
terminal systems are available now. '
And at less cost than most alternative
products.,
Find out more by contacting the
Raytheon Data Systems sales office
near you. Or send us the coupon.

Raytheon terminals.
100,000 now, and
growing fast.
r-~---------~--~

I Tell me more about the Raytheon ..... I
I intelligent terminal and distrib~
I
I uted processing family:
I
0 PTS-IOO/BSC
I
I
0 PTS-IOO/SDLC
I
.
I
0 PTS/1200
I
I o Have a salesman call.
I 0 Send me more information.
I
I
I Name
I
I
I Title
I

Simple operation. Our neW terminal
system has an interactive configurator,
which speeds up initial installation
and allows for rapid reconfiguring.
Thus, it eliminates labor-wasting complexity when using 327 4-type displays.
Customizing. Because it isint~lligent,
our new system can be custom-fitted to
your needs. With special keys, keyI Company
boards, program functions, pIj.nters
I Street
and the like. Easily and quickly.
Llttle.extras. A display that is smaller. I .City
A non-glare, non-smudge screen. A
__
full-screen dispiay. Field installation of

~tate

I
.

I
I

~ _ _ _ ~_ZiP,~J

J~~
RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS
Intel1igentTenni~als[lDistI1b.uted~roCeSSingSyst~msO\\,oId p~oceSsingSystems 0 Min1com~uters 0 Telec,ommUn1C~t1~nS system~
: < ' , .•••..,.•·. . . 1415 BOSTON-PROVIDENCETURNPIKE'NQRWOOD,MASSIoCHUSET1:S 02062.
...•..• ...••.• •...• .........
';
Call Directoi.FieldMarketing. at (800) 225-9874 (tol11ree) . Inside Ma,ssachusetts call (617) 762·6700· TWX: 710 336-0646' TELEX.: 9.2-4408
Word process1ngDivis10n.: Lexitro.n Corporat1on i 9600DeSoto Avenue, Chatsworth; California. 91311 (213)8.82-5040.
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TANDEM ENFORM

.handles Queries and Reports
from a distributed data base in
one, pOWerful language.
what do you need to kilow
about your business right now!
Access any file. From any location. In simple
language. To any format which works for you.
And you can change that format at will, without
having to write or rewrite programs and without
having to restructure your database. From any
terminal in the system, with proper security clearances, you can have any information In your files
accumulated into a comprehensive report - at
your fingertips. On CRT, print-out or spooled for
delayed action.

The two important differences.
There are two major capabilities which differentiate Tandem Enform from anyone else's
Inquiry Report Writer. It performs inquiries on a
distributed data base. And, it defines relationships
between separate records or files at the time of
inquiry without affecting the d~ta base. The
results are phenomenal. In efficiency. Incapability. In flexibility. And, of course, in economy.

"'s a perfed relationship~
Enform is designed specifically for our relational data base and operates under the Tandem
Data Base Manager, Enscribe. Simple and easy
to use. There is no cast-in-cement, pre-set organization of the data base. File relatioriships are
defined by common codes, keys or fields. And can
be changed at will. Once Enform has been told
how files inter-relate, it takes full advantage of all
primary and secondary keys to locate called data
in the most efficient way. Data base records are
defined in Tandem's Data Definition Language
(DDL) which closely resembles COBOL definition
statements so the process is extremely simple and
easy to learn. And once the fields are named arid
described, the DDL statements are logged and
maintained in the dictionary file for easy retrieval.

Regional Offices: New York (212) 760-8440; Chicago (312) 397-5200; Dallas
(817) 640-8771; Toronto (416) 441-6806. Branch offices throughout the U.S.A.,
Canada and Europe. Distributors in Mexico, South America and Australia.

The best of both worlds.
Because Enform uses the same English-like
relational query language for both queries and
reports, you get your reports at a fraction of the
cost and in a fraction of the time imposed by conventionallanguages such as COBOL. Options
allow sorting, summarizing and evaluation against
pre-set or user-defined f~nctions. Formatting is
automatic, and readily changeable at will. And
includes appropriate commas, decimal points and
currency signs. You can build in automatic calculation of variable formulas such as sales commissions.And Enform can be used from COBOL,
FORTRAN or Tandem's own T/TAL. A final note
of worldliness: keywords may be easily redefined
to a different language such as German, French or
Spanish. We truly speak your language.

. It's one ~ore adv~ntale
for the Tandem NonStopM System.
The one and only multiple processor system
capable of continuous operation -even during the
failure of a processor, I/O channel; disc controller
or disc~ Without loss or duplication of any transaction, even transactions-in~process. With built-in
protections for the data base- at a level unprecedented in the industry. And phenomenal flexibility.
The system is expandable in low cost increments
from a basic t.wo processor system all the way to
sixteen processors with the ability to support
thousands of terminals per system. File capacity
of up to four billion bytes per file, and no limit on
the number of files. Each of these systems,
whether minimal or fully expanded, can be treated
as a distinct node in an overall system with up to
255 nodes. Guardian/Expand, the economical,
powerful, complete and amazingly simplified
Tandem NonStop Network Operating System
makes it possible-and practical.
For complete. information, call or write
Tandem Computers, Inc.
19333 Vallco Parkway, Cupertino, CA 95014.
Thll Free 800-538-9360 or (408) 996-6000 in California.
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IT'S STILL

AN ANALOG WORLD

If digital transmission is the true path to glory, why did two major, companies
introduce some good old-fashioned analog modems in 1979?
Ourindusti-y has been besieged with the battle cries, of "digital, transmission" for almost seven years. .,
We have been promised-and
rightly so-:-better performance, lower error
rates, and maybe even lower costs. We are
encouraged to install digital PBXS, and made
to feel insecure if we are not stringing fiber
optic cables throughout' our offices and
factories. Even this writer has abetted the
digital mystique at industry conferences,
training seminars, and in trade journal articles.
'
The emphasis on digital communicat ion s is' not ina p prop ria t e ; it
unquestionably contributes to improved
cost/performance. The danger, however, is
that >we can lose perspective in the face of
exciting new technology, and incorrectly
evaluate established approaches'.
Unfortunately, the digital'drumbeaters imply it's already a digital world, or
it certainly will be in two more, weeks.
Those people persisting with analog systerns are assumed to be either reactionary or
ignorant, and should in any event be avoided socially.
'Such views should have been tempered this past year by major product announcements from both AT&T and ffiM. If
digital transmission is the true path to
glory, why did the two major companies in
the information systems business introduce
some good old-fashioned analog modems in
1979?
Very sirriply, in both intra- and
intercity transmission, it's stilr an analog
world, and it is likely to remain so for many
years; Digital transmission is in use today
on about 10% of Bell's interexchange
trunking, but only a small portion ofthis has
been arranged for user access on direct
digital basis, i.e. ,without modems: This is
Bell's DDS or D<itaph9ne Digital Service.
The rest of Bell's digital transmissioncapacity is assigned to its general interexchange plant, carrying voice,
facsmile,. or data-whatever a user may be
sending. The general interexchange plant is
an analog world, so if facsimile or data is
being transmitted, there's going to be a
modem at each end. The carrier may subse.,.
quently digitize the modem's output, and
forward)!' over a digital transmission systern for lower operating cost, but at tbe distant end, it 'will be converted into analog
before being delivered to the user's remote
terminal ~r computer.

a

Digital communications is becoming more important, but its major contribution in the '80s is going to be in the office
environment. This will be via digital PBXs
and baseband electrical trarismission, with a
gradual increase, perhaps, in user-owned
coaxial cable and/or fiber optics.
When we need to cross the office
boundary, however, we mustturn to a common carrier. There, we're going to find a
steady growth of the intercity digital service. But even Bell is only working towards
a goal of 96 metropolitan serving areas, so
much of the intercity service will continue
to be analog. The public intelligent network
services of GTE Telenet and Tymnet, Inc.
are also referred to as digital transmission
service alternatives, but this is erroneous.
At best these services might be characterized as digital data handling services, but
they are certainly not digital transmission
services.
Indeed, sinc~ neither Telenet nor
Tymnet build any of their own transmission
plants, they must utilize'the available common carrier services. So while there may be
som~ isolated hosts or terminal clusters connected via digital serviee to these nets, and
they may have some internode digital service, they are essentially still analog services at the user interface. Even as they
expand, their principal access medium will
continue' to be common carrier intracity
dial-up or leased services-and little has
been accomplished in intracity digital transmission.
•
So, folks, it may be a digital era, but
it's an analog world. And the introduction
of significant, sophisticated modem prod'ucts by the two info-giants confirms that belief and underscores the importance of the
products.
The products are important in two
respects. First, there is the basic dollar
value of the product. A recent International
Data Corp. study estimated an installed
modem base of $1.3 billion at 1978 yearend, and forecast an 18%-:per-year compound growth rate through 1983, which
would mean about $275 million in shipments in 1980. Now that's impressive, but
Bell's and ffiM 's shares won't be all that significant in relation to their total revenue.
So what's the big deal? It's the second aspect of the modems-that of their
being an essential element in a systems approach to customer needs. Let us remember

that the system is the solution ... but it's
increasingly apparent we're going to have at
least a couple of major views of what that
system should be. Until now, IBM has
lacked a modem product line of any competitive substance. It now unquestionably
has one, and one of which it can be proud in
terms of traditional modem functions per
se, and also in terms of the modem's impressive built-in testing and problem diagnostic aid~. Furthermore, ffiM has bridged
the void j)'etween modems and the dp systern. Traditionally, the modem has been a
passive converter of signals between the
transmission and processing subsystems. It
ha~ been viewed as part of the transmission
system: the dp system could activate it, pass
data through it, but nothing else., The new
IBM modems, however, in an exciting
precedent, can have testing and diagnostic
features automatically activated and read by
the network control software, with results
passed to a network problem determination
application program.
To one who was exposed to the ffiM
products before Bell's announcement, it appeared that Big Blue had about wrapped it
up. One felt, sorry for Bell, presuming it
plodding along towards the introduction of
ho-hum modems, while ffiM had locked up
all the bauds.
Not so: Bell has now introduced
some important innovations, and also more
of a systems approach. Unlike ffiM, Bell har,
had a substantive modem product line. It
has not, however, had any particular capability in user-operable testing and diagnostic aids. As a result, users have turned to
independent modem manufacturers in order
to get the auxiliary capabilities for remotely
controllable testing and problem isolation.
With the October 1979 announcements, however, Bell is now offering very
sophisticated remote testing and diagnostics. And while the modem can't be integrated with the dp system as can the ffiM
product, the Bell modem testing process is
automatic, and can optionally notify a central Bell network maintenance center should
problems appear.
Not only have the two companies
both brought out a new modem product line;
they've both taken a broader systems approach to user needs as well. And the two
approaches are not "me too's, " but give the
users substantive alternatives.
•
The ffiM modems, announced in

~--~--~----------------------~--------------------------------~------------------------------~
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June 1979, include the 2,400, 4,800, and
9,600 bps models. All have LSI construction, and incorporate a microprocessor for
signal processing and to support diagnostic
testing. The modems bore the code names
of French universities Nice, Lyon, and Sorbonne. Development of the modems began
at the mM laboratory in La Gaude, France,
and has been shared with the Raleigh, N.C.,
lab since 1977. All are suitable for private
line service, in two-point or multipoint configurations, and all support switched network backup operations.
The 2,400 and 4,800 bps versions
are ,also offered in models for general
switched network use. Consist,ent with
competitive developments, the 4,800 and
9,600 bps versions feature short clear-tosend delays of 24 milliseconds that aid in
reducing response time. The modems are all
automatically adaptively equalized, and
line conditioning is not a requirement, al~
though IBM notes that types Dl or Cl conditioning (on multipoint circuits)' might
occasionally be required in exceptional
cases.
A fan-out feature is optionally available for all private line versions, enabling
one modem to serve up to three machines.
This might be three remote terminals or
terminal controllers, or it might be a pair of
front ends sharing the modem. As with
other devices of this nature, only one of the
connected machines can send at a time,
while all can receive concurrently. Alternatively, where the protocol will support it
(e.g., SOLC) one machine may send while
another is receiving. The option is a nice
cost cutter, eliminating up to two additional
modems and local loops per installed
modem.
The 9,600 bps modem also has an
optional multiplexing feature, similar to the
so-called split stream or multiport capabilities of competitive products. The feature
supports any combination of 2,400 bps or
4,800 bps channels that add up to 9,600 bps
or less.
A final interesting characteristic is
that at all three speeds, remote modems
automatically respond to the speed of the
central site modem, which may operate at
either full or half speed. In the event of circuit problems, for example, the central site
might decide to drop speed to reduce error
rate. This can be initiated at the central site,
and the remote sites will automatically follow the speed change.
In diagnostics, the modems have a
basic set of manual tests that can be run
from modem front panel controls, and a
powerful diagnostic support capability in
conjunction with certain SNA program products. The manual tests include local selftest, localloopback, remote loopback, and
a bidirectional end-to-end test. The self-test
exercises the modem's microcode and its
ability to handle a degraded receive signal.
The local loopback tests from the
54 DATAMATION

data terminal through its modem, across the
analog interface, and back through the
modem to the terIl1inal. The remote loopback will cause a loopback at the digital
interface of any desired modem ()n the link.
This is novel; in the past, such capability
has required some auxiliary hardware such
as an extra logic card In the remote
modems, and a central site controller. The
end-to-end test is comparable but uses a
modem-generated test pattern rather than
tem1inal~generated data.

•

The mOre exciting diagnostic capability; however; stems from sUl>ported
interaction between the modems and software of the c()tnmunication controller and
its host. As noted ellflier f this is a rev()lutionary first~a bridge between modems
and system logic. For years, terminals have
been l>olled by the dp system to determine
statuSj now modems are going to be polled
and the acquired information used to help
manage the network. This capability requires an SNA environment and two IBM program products: Network Communications
Control Facility (NCCF) and Network Froblem Detem1ination Application (NPDA).
NCCF operates as a vrAM or 'tCAM

Digital communications
is becoming
more important, but
its major contribution
in the 'SOs
will be in the
office environment.
application program and provides a program base for communications network
management. While NCCP's functions are
extensive and otherwise useful, it is mentioned here only as a necessary link between
the network operator and NPDA. The latter,
in tum, maintains a data base on network
performance. The data is reported to NPDA
on an unsolicited basis from NCP (Network
Control Program) whenever a permanent
error occurs, or whenever an error or traffic
count threshold is exceeded. NPDA will also
solicit performance data whenever the network operator requests a review of data for
certain SNA controllers.
In addition to its data accumulation
and management function, NPOA is also
capable of performing differential diagnosis
as to the probable cause of an error. The
accumulated operating data and probable
error causes are displayed at the network
operator's request through NCCF. The
operator's attention can be gained with an
alarm message which will be displayed if
previously defined error thresholds are exceeded.
The new modems were specially designed for this environment, i.e., system
integrated testing and diagnosis. Whenever

a permanent line or station error occurs, NCP
initiates remote and local modem testing
and sends the results to NPOA. Specifically,
NCP initiates remote and local modem test~
lng whenever a pem1anent line or station
error occurs, and sends the results to NPDA.
Testing can also be initiated upon overflow
of an NCP event counter, such as upon
achieving specific traffic volume counts, or
overflowing temporary error count levels.
the network operator can also initiate testing through NCCF, and the results will be
displayed on the operator's crt.' Because
NcP c()ntrols the test sequences, though,
they may be interspersed with session data
in an orderly way. This means no destructive or lengthy interruptions of data flow in
order to test, and it also means the testing
process can use the entire circuit bandwidth, rather than just the sub-data-carrier
bandwidth used in other systems. In fact,
during the test cycle, the mM modems drop
down to a so-called service speed, operating
at 1,200 baud and using a more noise resist~
ant, bi-phase modulation. The logic is that
if we Ire experiencing errors, it may be because of a degraded channel, so we'd like as
much as possible of the best bandwidth
available for our testing. One mMer privately described the technique as good enough
to get through a wet noodle.
The test cycle requires about two to
three seconds, and elicits such information
as line hit count, a received signal quality
measure (based on quadratic error), absence
of carrier signal, an indication of reinitializations, or the state of various EIA interface
leads in response to an SOLC test frame: In
some configUrations, the test provides the
options for which the modem is strapped,
and-would you believe7the engineering
change level of the modem. With an extended diagnostics option, a remote self-test can
be initiated and the results returned to NPOA.
With this option, loss of power at a remote
modem can also be reported-a dying gasp
to NPDA using capacitor stored power.
The Bell modems are also offered in
-the standard synchronous speed models of
2,400,4,800, and 9,600 bps. To emphasize
the new features, Bell refers to them as
Dataphone II. To emphasize the importance
_to Bell, AT&T assistant vice president Roger
Moody described them as "raising the curtain on the 1980s," because they are a
"bellwether" of Bell's "change of direction-the change from product orientation
to user orientation. "
All of the new modems are intended
solely for private line usage. The essential
thrust of Dataphone II is network diagnostics and control, and these are of most concern in private line networks. In contrast
with the mM announcement and the capabilities of some independent modem manufacturers such as Racal Milgo, the new Bell
9,600 bps device still doesn't support multipoint operation, and still requires type Dl
conditioning. But Bell has remedied its

!
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relatively long 50 millisecond clear-to-send
delay at 4,800 bps by providing a 20 millisecond delay in the new version for use at
the central site. The new 2,400 and 4,800
bps modems are compatible with older
201C and 208A modems, thus enabling
user migration to the new units on an asn~eded basis.
Bell is also supporting the new EIA
modem interface, RS449, as well as the
older Rs232c. mM is supporting only the
Rs232c interface. As Rs449 terminals and
controllers become available, users can
realize one advantage, which is greater distance-up to 4,000 ft. (only to 2,700 ft. at
9,600 bps) vs 50 ft.-between the modems
and the terminal equipment.
The 9,600 bps model, as in the past,
supports split stream or multichannel operation. In contrast with the mM unit, however,
Bell's testing and control capabilities can
pass through the remote 9,600 modem to
operate on the remote tail cir~uit modems.
The central site operator can also reprogram
the remote port speed configuration, but the
modems do not otherwise support any speed
changes. The testing and control capabilities are, as noted, the heart of the Dataphone II offering, and they are derived from
a MAc-8 microprocessor incorporated in
each modem. The MAc-8 was developed by
Bell Labs; Western Electric manufactured
the chip, which is described as being compatible with the UNIX operating system.
That might prove a potential technical basis
for linking the modems with intelligent
front-end software as mM has done.
The test and command capabilities
are offered in three hierarchical levels. In all
cases, the commands and test results are

transmitted via a 110 bps sub-data-channel
carrier signal. That is, both data and control
signals can be sent concurrently. This is the
conventional approach to implementing remote diagnostics, and allows some testing
to proceed without any interruption to data
flow. Level I is the basic capability of Dataphone II and is incorporated entirely within
the modems. With a Level I system, the
central site modem on a multidrop circuit
becomes a "control data set" that continuously polls all modems on its circuit via the
subchannel through a user-specified polling
list. A polled modem will report back if it
has suffered internal failure, if the signal

Both Bell and
IBM did their homework;
both have offered significant
capabilities to aid
the user in managing
,network problems.
coming into it has degraded in level or quality, or if a streaming condition exists. Results are displayed on a four-character
display at the central site modem. In an
interesting variation, an operator at a remote modem can request a test; the central
site modem will perform it, and display the
results at the requesting remote modem.
In addition to the testing, which
doesn't disrupt data flow, additional but
disruptive tests can be conducted. These include a modem self-test, end-to-end tests
with a designated remote modem, and loopback,testing. Unusual capabilities include
an end-to-end block error rate test of an en-

"You're in luck, sir-there's one seat left on that flight."
C
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tire circuit, and transmit/receive loss tests.

While all Level I features are integral to the modems, Level II capability adds
a central site Diagnostic Console. The console will provide test and command capabilities for all circuits in the network, greater
display, capabilities, and extended testing.
Noteworthy added testing includes obtaining measuremen~s on a set of specific channel impairments, measuring circuit loss at
any of three different frequency test tones,
and obtaining "snapshots" of EIA lead
status-all at any designated modem. The
console also maintains a record of the 50
most recent network faults, their nature and
their location. In the console's command
menu, we find the significant capability to
direct a modem to switch over to a standby
facility, or to display and modify a remote
modem's options.
Level ru, the top of the line, is a Network Controller that provides monitoring
and control via a necessary but strangely not
included crt terminal. A Dataspeed 40/2 is a
recommended device for the purpose. The
controller also includes a magnetic tape cartridge unit and an interface for an optional
printer, such as the suggested Model 43
Teletype unit. With the Network Controller, sequences of tests and commands can
be stored and queued on tape and executed
when needed or on a delayed basis. Network configuration data can also be stored
on the tape for retrieval and display. The
time of system fault occurrences is added to
the displayed information. Up to 50 faults
will be stored for display, but all faults can
be logged on the optional printer.
At all three levels, Bell is offering
very powerful network test and command
capabilities. Further, it is a system that will
automatically detect and report transmission and modem faults. However, without a
link to the dp system logic, there can be no
automatic response based on parity errors,
or on communication controller or terminal
controller detected logical errors. In general, one might argue that such system errors
are going to be a result (in most cases) of
degradation/failure of the modem or the
transmission facility, and Dataphone II does
track those conditions. In any case, a final
and significant feature of the Network Controller is its optional ability to automatically
report fault counts directly to a Bell System
Test Center. This has the potential for placing the network problem management function where many feel it belongs-with the
common carrier.
Both Bell and mM are to be congratulated on the products. Both companies did
their homework; both have offered significant capabilities to aid the user in managing
network problems. And since the offerings
have different capabilities and different network management philosophies, the users
have some interesting issues to think about,
and upon which to make a decision.

Ralph O. Berglund

Off-line editing, plus local storage up to 48K, make.the TermiNet Edit Buffer a valuable arid e,conomical·accessory.

I
I

The problem with many other
edit buffers is you often end up paying too much for your particular
application needs. Install our Edit
Buffer Accessory in a TermiNet 200 .
teleprinter, however, and you get
the flexibility and price you want.

The economical way to access
and change data
For as little as $900, you can get
48Kof data storage capacity. Capabilities? The TermiNet 200 Edit
Buffer allows the operator to receive,
temporarily store, access and transmit data at any time. Data can be
entered from the keyboard or communication line and manipulated offline for file updating. In addition, a
wide variety of editing functions controlled by 16 simple operator commands offer full editing capability
. with or without line numbersincluding string and line deletion,
alteration and insertion. Plus, you
can swap data between the transmit.
and receive buffers. This.allows you
to build·and work two files at one'
time.
What's more, all this can be done
without tying up valuable and expensive computer time. With the Edit Buffer
Accessory, copy can be prepared,
edited and corrected off-line, then
held for a single daily data transfer

to the computer at 120 cps speed.
This capability makes the EBA even
more practical and economical.

More memory gives you more
flexibility
Available in 4K, 16K, 32K and
48K bytes of solid-state memory, our
new Edit Buffer provides the flexible
storage capacity that's just right for
your application requirements.
And, . unlike most other edit
buffers, ours enables the· operator to
ask for remainirig storage capacity.
Result: you'll avoid the inconvenience of undetected data loss.

The printer that pays off in
other ways, too

With more·

... memo~ .
TenniNef200
Edit Buffers
standout
•
masea
of bubbles

.The Edit Buffer accessory is one
more reason TermiNet 200 printers
are such an exceptional value.
More examples? Up to 200 cps speed
and more total throughput. Individual servo motors for faster paper
slew and head motion. Straight-wire
printhead. Very high print quality.
Very low maintenance. And ·much,
much more.
Find out for yourself. MaUthe coupon today and see why TermiNet 200
teleprinters with Edit Buffer offer
superior and less expensive local
storage and editirig capabilities.

o Send me more information about the
TermiNet 200 teleprinter with Edit Buffer.
o
o

Have a sales representative contact me.

I'm also interested in a TermiNet 200
printer demonstration.

Quality that will make a lasting impression
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LA friendly. "
opera
system.
Ease of Use.

Versatility.

"At Wellesley Col"AMS specializes in
lege we wanted to develop
custom projects-where
a plan that would encourwe design, write, and
age our faculty members
implement an application
to integrate computer
for a client's special needs
and then sell it on a
usage into their courses.
"We needed a comtimesharing basis. Our
puter with a 'friendly'
mix of clients reflects a
operating system, one
wide variety of needs.
that was both powerful
Some want instant inforand easy to use. A system
mation on manpower
simple enough for beginresources and management planning. Others
ners but with extended
, capabilities for sophisneed complex graphics
ticated research work.
capabilities. And others
"The DEC SYSTEMwant data base inquiry
2040 with the TOPS-20
for research and analysis.
"We wanted a sysoperating system was
perfect for us. It's easy for Gene Ott, Director of Computer Science, tern to improve efficiency,
yet be flexible enough .
the novice to use, yet has, Wellesley ~ollege, Wellesley,Mass.
to handle any application we might,
the ability to run a wide variety of highlevel languages and applications software.
develop. That meant an interactive
We're also delighted with the large library
DECSYSTEM-2060.
of excellent courseware we've been able to
"Today, we have three 2060's supportobtain from other colleges and universities." ing200 users, perfonning such varied
functions as data base maintenance, financial planning, production distribution,
and program development.
"We're so pleased with the versatility
of our DECSYSTEM-2060's, we've already
ordered another one to meet our growth
plans for 1980."
,

Charles Rossotti, President, American
Management Systems, Washington, D.C.
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DECSYSTEM-20
"At Dorsch ConI
The
interactive computer
sult, we were faced
for the big system jobs.
with an extremely
D Please send your Interactive User Reports
sensitive problem.
Brochure.
All our programs
D Please have a sales representative contact me.
were running on a
Univac operating
Name __________________________
system and obviTItle· _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ously our program,:omblicher, EDP Manager mers were comfortable Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
,ch Consult,'
with it. But, because
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1ich, West Germany
we had to share the
City________________ State _ _ __
Univac with other
customers, tum-around time was increasZip
Telephone:_ _ _ _ _ ___
ing and we needed more productivity.
Send to: Digital Equipment Corporation.
MRI-l/M55, 200 ForestSt., Marlborough,
"In our search for more computer
_~A0175:.TeI617-481-95~ Ex~885~ _ _A10_...1
power, we became tremendously enthusiastic with the speed and capacity of the
interactive DECSYSTEM-20.
"Once we had installed one, we were
truly amazed. Tum-around time was dramatically cut. We could handle lots of large
programs-some with up to 50;000 statements in them.
"And finally, thanks to the TOPS-20
operating system, our programmers had
very little trouble switching to the new
system."
.
I
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Delivery That's OEM Responsive
Perkin-Elmer tape and disk drives are available now. When we saw the demand for our
drives grow, we responded by making the
investments necessary to be responsive to
OEM delivery requirements. Our commitment
to OEMs inCludes a new 250,000 square foot
manufacturing complex with the production
capacity that can meet today's requirements.

Our OEM Commitment Our commitment
to the OEM goes beyond new facilities. It's a
multi-faceted corporate commitment that involves a powerful combination of investments
in advanced production and testing equipment, responsive management, financial
strength and competitive products. A commitmeQt that assures product reliability, on-time
delivery, and responsiveness for our OEM
customers.

Responsive Products We offer the OEM
tape and disk drives that have become the
!ndustry standards. Our tape drives are available in sizes from 7 inches to 10V2 inches
with speeds ranging from 12.5 ipsto 75 ips
and recording densities up to 1600 cpi.
Our Super Series cartridge disk drives are
available in front-loading and top-loading
configurations. Storage capacities are from
2.5 to 20 megabytes.

Responsive Answers For a responsive
answer to your tape or disk requirements,
write or call today. Then, you'll see what it
means when we say we're OEM responsive.
Perkin-Elmer, Memory Products Division,
7301 Orangewood Avenue, Garden Grove,
CA 92641 (714) 891-3711

PERKIN-ELMER
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IT PAYS TO HAVE
THE NEW TALLY T-3000
'.
'.
.

.

Put half your selVlce costs back 10 your pocket.
"

"

"

Say good-bye to planning maintenance calls
around the printer in your system. Tally's new 300
line per minute printer has unmatched reliability.
With no preventive maintenance requirements,
low parts usage and a high 5000 hour MTBF, the
TallyT-3000 has only half the service costs of
comparable printers.
Yes, the TallyT-3000 is designed ruggedly
reliable to keep the maintenance man away. But
if an ailment occurs, the T-3000 letS the
service man know what's wrong.
Quickly and easily. The microprocessor based T-3000 has 16 Self
Test routines. A handy status
panel speeds up fault isolation and identification. (During regular operation, the

TALLY~
PRINTERS

liVORLDlVI.DE
~ Tally cor,poration is

"WJ

a member of the
Mannesmann Group.
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",

same panel displays operator correctable faults.)
And the host computer isn't needed to run a test.
Plus, the modular design of theT-3000 allows for
'
a quick swap of any faulty module.
And of course, the T-3000 delivers outstanding
print quality with uniform character density,
straight lines and clear carbon copies. The printer
. is quiet running and has easy paper loading and
ribbon replacement.
Call your nearest Tally ~ales representative
for all the details. Tally Corporation, 8301
S. 180th St. Kent, WA 98031.
Phone (206) 251-5524.
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Study finds a 16· to 18-month
period for peMs to penetrate
new IBM user accounts.
Manufacturers of IBM plug-compatible
equipment, both peripherals and mainframes, are today facing a window to that
market, an opportunity created by new IBM
equipment announcements and delays in
Big Blue's ability to deliver. It's a choice
opportunity for the so-called pcs, makersof
compatible peripheral equipment, and the
PCMS providing mainframes, says consultant Steve D. Bishop of InpuL
"Right now, in my opinion, what
the PCS and the PCMS are lookirig at is a 16to 18-month open window, based on IBM'S
definition of what they're going to do,"

IBM will make life more
difficult for the peM vendors,
making it tough .for them to
take and use IBM system
software.
Bishop says. He adds that it's a rare chance
for those vendors to get into user accounts
that they never before had been able to
penetrate. And their ability to stay in those
accounts will be determined by their maintenance, support, and software capabilities ..
"If they don't take advantage of it,
they're going to have a very difficult time
once that window closes," says Bishop,
who has just completed a survey of 150
users and 20 plug-compatible vendors for
the Palo Alto, Calif., research firm. He sees
the window closing when IBM gets into
volume deliveries of its 4300s and 8100s
and their associated peripherals and has defined its H-series machines.
As with many others, Bishop observes that IBM of late has been cutting its
hardware prices and making up for it by
charging for support, software, and maint<1nance. This, of course, has affected manufacturers of plug-compatible equipment,
who have been in the position of having to
react to IBM announcements. They have
been developing hardware that works as
well as or better than IBM'S and offering it at
a lower price. "Now," says Bishop,
"they're having to look at areas where they
can add to the performance of the device. ' ,
But Bishop's study of user attitudes,
being released this month, finds that the
vendors cannot get too far ahead of the
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industry leader. The users were asked
whether they would be wiiling to accept a
new technology not offered by IBM. Among
medium-sized users, the response was split
down the middle. Which is. to say that if
someone were to offer a bubble memory
system that sat between main memory and
disk drives in a cache capacity, for example, half the people said they wouldn't be
interested-unless IBM did it firsL (A
medium-sized user here is defined as one
having a machine with a power in the range
of a 370/125 to a 148.)
The study also found that "disk files
are growing a lot faster than most people
think they are," says Bishop. Medium-size
users said that by the end of 1980 their online storage would increase by 112% over
their capacity in 1979. And by 1984 it
would be 354% over the capacity in '80. For
those intereSted in knowing only what the
big boys are doing, large-scale users say
their disk drive capacity in 1980 will increase 83% over '79 and capacity in 1984
will be 446% more than in '80. That's a lot
of data sets.
In the same time frame, the market
for tape drives appears to be falling more
quickly than anyone else is predicting.
There will continue to be an increase in the
number of drives installed, explains Bishop, but the bulk ofthe increase will be in the
number of 6250bpicartridge drives to be
used as backup for Winchester disks. The
study sees users beginning to store everything on disks and using tapes as backup.
"So we're going to see a change in
end-user utilization of storage."
That erid user, die subject of this
study, appears unwilling to specify just how
much of a price reduction will be necessary
for him to switch from IBM to a compatiblemainframe supplier. Users tend to say that
price is not important, that they consider
vendor support, service, software, and reliability more· significant in their selection.
Users are confused, Bishop says.
IBM has announced, but not yet totally defined, the 8100 and the 4300. And in the
meantime the H-Series mainframes are still
"rattling around in the back~round." And

I.ook

peMs are having to
at
areas where they ca~ add to
the performance of the devic~.
their confidence in manufacturers of plugcompatible peripherals and mainframes has
been shaken by the abrupt withdrawal ofltel
Corp. from this business. He further believes that IBM will make life more difficult
for the PCM vendors, making it tough for
them to take and use IBM system software.
"The PCM companies' are moving
toward and should move toward integrated
adapters and their own peripheral devices,
their own software, compati~ie with IBM'S
at the user interface," Bishop says, It must

continue to be possible, of course, for the
user to move his IBM applications programs
onto the PCM'S hardware. "It's almost a
giventhat ihsM is going to make its moriey
off its software and maintenance and product support, and not offthe hardware itself,
that the systems software is going to be
embedded inside the device to a level where
it's going to be almost impossible to emulate. So what the PCM should be looking at is
providing a complete system that is compatible at the user interface level."
~Edward

K. Yasaki

THEPCM
BOOM IN

EUROPE

While Europe eyed iBM's 4300 '
series as a line the PCM
m~~ufacturers just couldn't
beat, the PCM appeal now
appears .greater than ever.
Strangely enough, European interest in
medium-size IBM plug-compatible mainframes (PCMS) is now much greater than it
was before IBM announced its 4300 series at
the beginning of last year.
When that announcement came, the
thinking was that the price/performance
breakthi-oughs the new machines brought
were unbeatable by PCM manufacturers.
But, as happened once before with the 303X
series amiouncement at the end of 1977, the
priCe/performance improvement has resulted in a boom in demand that IBM production is quite unable to meet.
. The strong demand for medium-size
PCMS in Europe dates precisely from the
moment early last summer when long delivery delays for the new 4300 processors (24
months for the 4331 , 27 to 28 months for the
4341) became public knowledge. The result
is that manufacturers of medium-size PCMs
now compete with IBM on the basis of earlier deliveries rather than lower prices.
Two questions still remain lmanswered. First, why the sudden surge of
European interest in these medium-size
PCMS? And, just which companies will rise
to the occasion of meeting this increased demand? The answer to the first question may
lie in the n<.!W and much greater memory demanding OOS/VSE and VM operating system
releases tfut IBM announced at the same
time. This was a way of mopping up some
of the additional performance that IBM was
"giving away" at small- to medium-size
IBM 370 prices, and encouraging its 370
users to use the 4300 series' better price/
performance ratio to upgrade rather than
downtrade.

KVAMME'S CHALLENGE
Floyd Kvamme, president of National
Advanced Systems Corp., the ~ompany
that National. Semiconductor formed to
handle Itel's computer operations, faces
major hurdles in his new post. First, he's
got to keep Itel's computer sales and service force together. Next, he's got to give
them something to sell.
In December Kvamme was negotiating with Japan's Hitachi to make
sure the Japanese company could come to
terms with National on whether National
will be able to introduce Hitachi's new,
computers, billed earlier as the AS-7 and
As-8. That kind of arrangement was in
doubt in mid-December, as· was an arrangement with IPL Systems, maker of
Itel's As17020 and Asl7030. IPL'S mediurri- .
size systems, sold in the U.S. by Control
Data under the Omega trade name, had
been sold overseas by Itel witlI the AS
designation. IPL was reported to be reneging on offering National exclusivity in Europe and a National spokesman said the
company in mid-December had no formal
agreement with IPL.
Kvamme, a founder of National
Semiconductor who continues to serve as
vice president and general manager ofthe
semiconductor division, also must cope
with the differences between the Itel and
National corporate styles. Itel officials
refer to the National counterparts as
"cavemen," who worked out of cinderThese new operating system releases offer very ,attractive new interactive
data entry and program development features like VSElICCF, IPCS, IPF and the vMI
CMS version without a guest operating system for small entry-level systems. They
also include new features that make it easier

The first half of 1980 is likely
to see a number of new
entrants into the medium-size
PCM market from among wellestablished European
companies.
for multiple host processors to share common disk held files, thus opening an alternative growth path through the addition of
cpu's rather than their replacement of more
powerful ones.
Many users appear to have revised
their growth plans to make use of these aids
after the 4300 series announcement, and
they are now reluctant to postpone their
implementation until they can receive a
4331 or 4341 processor.
So, who will sell these PCMS in Europe? Only three U.S. manufacturers of
medium-size PCMS have so far been represented in Europe-IPL Systems, Magnuson

FLOYD KVAMME-His work's cut auf
for him.
block offices while Itel brass was housed
in plush suites in One Embarcadero Center, Itel's elegant San Francisco headquarters tower. Itel' s flamboyance was a
motivating factor in its outstanding computer sales and service force, now embodied in National. Industry sources
wonder if its sales force will stick together
under National's more austere style. And
National needs those salesmen more than
ever if it is to make good with its new Advanced Systems division.
and Cambridge Memories.
As of mid-December, there was still
some uncertainty as to who would market
the IPL-built As17020 and As17030, the machines with which Itel had competed since
July in Europe against the IBM4341 for the
medium-size IBM 370 replacement market.
In renegotiation of contract terms with National Semiconductor, which· took over
Itel's former Data Products Group, IPL appeared to be holding out to sell its systems
oem to all comers, whereas National wanted exclusivity.
'While the outcome of that tussle was
still uncertain last month, one thing seemed
clear. If National and IPL failed to reach an
agreement and parted company, the nearterm result would be an increase rather than
a diminution in the number of competing
medium-size PCM processors offered on the
European market.
IPL Systems would close a deal with
one of the other European suitors for its
product line, while National would seek to
plug the gap in its PCM product line as quickly as possible, ifnot with the National-built
C400, then with one of the many other U. S.
or Japanese-built processors that can run
under IBM operating systems.
As for Magnuson and Cambridge
Memories, neither has a great market penetration in Europe. Magnuson markets its
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M 80 only on the British market and has not
yet achieved any sales. Cambridge Memories started offering its 16xx series last summer, but so far only in WestGermany.
As PCM manufacturers, both these
companies are unusual in selling their systems directly through wholly owned subsidiaries, and ate thus circumscribed by the
limits of the marketing and support overheads that they can carry.
The first half of 1980 is likely, however, to see a number of new entrants into
the market from among well-established
European companies.
Last fall,Olivetti, the large Italian
typewriter and office computer manufacturer, announced an interest in reentering the

Siemens is reported to' be
evaluating a medium-size
F~jiisu .model that would be
price/performance competitive
with the IBM 4341.
general purpose mainframe market, which
it left 12 years ago when it sold its remaining shares in GE-Olivetti to GE (and which
has now become Honeywell Information
Systems Italia). Olivetti has already incorporated a subsidiary company in LondonOlivetti Computers Ltd.-with the task of
looking for suitable U.S. and/or Japanese
systems to market.
Olivetti may well be one of the other
contenders for the IPL systems product line,
and this may be one reason IPL is relu2tant
to put all its eggs in the National Semiconductor basket. Olivetti is also reported to be
showing an interest in medium-size Hitachi
M Series models-below the level of the
AS/6 and AS/7 models that Hitachi builds for
National. Olivetti would sell these in complete configurations running under an IBM
JCL-compatible Hitachi operating system;
but with the alternative possibility of running directly under an IBM operating system.
Nixdorf may well be another major
'market contender. The company's main
reason for getting involved in the running of
the big computer manufacturer Telefunken
Computer in 1972 to i974 was to have 'a
German base from which to market computers from Amdahl, in which it had a 15%
shareholding at the time.
Telefunken Computer's losses
forced Nixdorf and its partner, AEG-Telefunken, to sell TC to Siemens in 1974, and
Nixdorf reluctantly abandoned plans to sell
large Amdahl systems which were too far
removed in size froin Nixdorf's own office
and s~all business computers. Now with
medium-size PCMS appearirig on the market, and strengthened with a cash injection
from a West German bank, Nixdorf is eager
to reenter the mainframe market, as a seller
of IBM-compatible processors.
Rumors last fall held Nixdorf to be
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negotiating with Two Pi, manufacturer of
the css 3200 which css International, National css's European sub~idiary, is showing no inclination to introduce on the
EuroPean market. If Nixdorf did start selling Two Pi systems, it would be a paradoxical deal since Two Pi is a subsidiary of
North American Philips, whose Dutch
mother company has been Nixdorfs leading competitor on the European,office computer market. But having withdrawn from
the European mainframe market as recently
as 1975 on the collapse of the Unidata consortium, parent Philips is showing no inclination to reenter it, and has recently placed
an order for several large Amdahl systems
to replace its own PIOOO series mainframes
used in its o'Yn plants and offices.
Then there is Siemens, which has
been offering the Fujitsu M 180 II and
M 200 under the label Siemens 7.88 series
since November ~978. The last quarter of
last year saw the first half-dozen orders
placed by large West German users, and
• some of these intend to run their 7.800 systems under IBM'S MVS rather than Siemens'
BS 3090 (alias Fujitsu oshv F4) operating
system.
The current Siemens 7 ;800 models compete against the IBM 3032 and 3033, but the
company is reported to be evaluating a
medium~size Fujitsu model that woul,d be
price/performance coinpetitive with the IBM
4341.
Finally, at least one Norwegian service bureau and one British small business
computer company are reported to be showing interest in Nanodata' s VMX series.

-Fred Lamond
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FORADR u.s.
Software company gets
license to sell software to
Russia and Bulgaria.

With an aggressive political and PR campaign, Applied Data Research, Inc., of
Princeton, has wangled an Eastern bloc ex~
port license from the Commerce Dept. and
the defense-oriented Washington interagency Committee on Export Control.
It was the first time a license had
been approved for the independent sale of
proprie~ary software to Communist blocnations, according to ADR-althoughthere
have, of course, been numerous full-system
sales into the COMECON market.
The three licenses approved allow

CAROL COHEN: She orchestrated a
broad-based attack on the export
control system.
ADR to deliver on 1977 sales agreements
with Russian and Bulgarian clients. ADR,
which specializes in packages which increase the productivity of programmers,
had a $220,520 contract with the city of
Moscow and a $169,243 contract with the
Soviet-Bulgarian Institute in Sofia, Bulgaria. "Discussion in both countries," 'said
ADR, "indicate the potential for additional
sales in the future."
Industry sources seemed hopeful
that the ADR licenses would mark a breakthough in the bureaucratic red tape which
has reportedly tied up a number of similar
efforts to sell commercial software packages widely available in the West to Eastern
bloc customers.
Under the Export Administration
Act of 1969, the U. S. government restricts
exports which could "make a significant
contribution to the military potential" of
any nation or nations which' 'would prove
detrimental" to the national security of the
U. S .-while otherwise generally encouraging export sales, to West or East. In practice, charged Informatics vp Bruce
Coleman, ADAPSO spokesman on software
issues, the required export review process is
a.bureaucratic tangle in which key officials
seem to view software as sorcerers' chants:
the deeper magic ofthe mysterious computer technology. It's a problem of perspective
and' 'ignorance," said Coleman; the liinitatlons of the process are "exacerbated by
the fact that the Department of Defense people who control the process don't really
,
know what softwareis!"
ADR'S final success-after a two
year struggle to get a' decision from the
Commerce Dept., the nominal licenseewill undoubtedly benefit the independent
software industry, he said, by both having
forc~d the system to work and educating the
people involved as to the nature of software.
Although, as director of Informatics' software products gro~p, Coleman is not particularly interested in selling into the "bloc
nations" because he doesn't trust their com-

Actual 631 images on Polaroid instant 8x10 film.

Color
hardcopy
isfinally
at hand!

Color hard copy: the luminescent
electronic image, captured in the permanence of photographic prints and
transparencies. Dunn Instruments
makes it brilliant, accurate and effortless to obtain from an affordable
system. At last you can hold the new
computer graphics and digital images
in your hands.
The source is the 631 Color
Camera System. It packs a high resolution, high linearity CRT, sophisticated
optics and microprocessor exposure
control into a compact, fast and friendly
unit. For instant hard copy for immediate analysis, use it with Polaroid Type
808 film to make stunning 8x10 color
~--~""","C-'-'~""""-"'"-',""--'-''''' pri nts. Add the
optional motordriven 35mm
system for
beautiful color
slides. Or load
8x10 transparencyfilm and
L.-_"~"""""""'~... "_~-J produce
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images you can project overhead.
The 631 economically records the
data from any raster scan CRT, for
presentation, reproduction, access
and display. Applications range from
management information graphics to
satellite remote sensing. Call or write
for more information. We'll arrange for
you to get your hands on actual results
from the 631 Color Camera System.
Dunn Instruments, Inc.,
544 Second Street, P.O. Box 77172,
San Francisco, CA 94107.
415/957-1600.

The 631
COLOR
CAMERA
SYSTEM
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"Polaroid" is a registered trademark of the
Polaroid Corporation.
LANDSAT image courtesy NASA-Ames Research.
Cartographic study courtesy Harvard Laboratory
for Computer Graphics. Management information
graphics courtesy ISSCO.

DUNN·
INSTRUMENTS
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mitment to honor royalty and use agreements, he said he saw concrete benefits in
forcing the system to review the difference
between commercial and military value in
softwear technology, and hopefully develop a consistent policy on technology transfer.
Edward Kritzer, deputy director of
the computer division, Office of Export
Administration, in the Commerce Dept.'s
bureau of trade regulation, said that he was
barred by law from commenting on specific
license requests. Kritzer did acknowledge,
however,that a number of American software firms have now expressed interest in
the Eastern bloc market, where thecomputer industry is dominated by the Soviet systems built around IBM 360 operating systems.
Last Nov. 23, the Commerce Dept.
issued the Bulgarian licenses, for software
tools which will be used by the Sofia institute developing application packages for the
Bulgarian metals industry and the Bulgarian
Committee for a Unified System of Social
Information. On Dec. 3, the Moscow license was issued, releasing software packages which will be used by city authorities
who manage Moscow housing.
ADR said the licensed program products, all of which have been widely sold
both in the U.S. and abroad, were LIBRARIAN, ROSCOE, MetacoBOL, ETC, AUTO FLOW

and ASC. And although the export approvals
are for one-time, single-site sales, said ADR
executive vp Martin Goetz, ADR is considering the possibility of seeking U. S. approval to sell for multiple-use, mutiple-site
contracts with central authorities in the
European Communist nations.
With over 10,000 packages ·sold,
ADR in recent years has become a more
international company. In 1978, according
to ADR vp Carol Cohen, overseas sales
brought in approximately half the company's $17.6 million sales. In the early '70s,

"The Department of Defense
people who control the
process don't really know what
software is."
she said, ADR'S sales were almost entirely
domestic; now ensconced in the European
market, the firm has recently focused its
market development efforts in South
America .. For the future, she said, the Eastern European bloc nations seem to have become ADR' s "next market of opportunity. ' ,
Cohen, who as ADR general counsel
guided the firm's efforts to clear export controls, orchestrated a broad-based 'attack on
the export control system, with blustery
press releases, active congressional'lobbying, even a direct plea to the White House

for Presidential intervention. The Commerce Dept., with DOD guidance, simply
stalled and refused to rule on the export license application, she explained, even after
an industry/government DOD. review by the
Computer Network Critical Technology
Expert Group (CTEG) resulted in an April
1979 report recommending uncontrolled
export of commercial' software products
freely sold in the international non-Commu, nist market.
DOD, said Cohen, seemed determined to equate any product that could be
valuable to the Soviet bloc computer industry, per se , as a factor contributing to Soviet
military potential.
ADR'S program packages "do not
provide any unique contribution to user,
hardware or software," argued Cohen.
"They merely accelerate the process .of
developing software, software that could be
developed more laboriously and less economically though other systems available to
any computer hardware owner."
"The prospect of their being pirated
for some farfetched military purpose is far
less through the direct sale of these packages with their inspection and royalty arrangements," she added, "than through
pirating from packages available in the
commercial market in the United States and
throughout the world."

-Vin McLellan

FOCUS: The English-language information control system.
FOCUS is a pigh,level, English,language software
system for on, line report writing, applications
development an'd data base management.
FOCUS can develop complete applications faster
than any other system available. Non,programmers
using FOCUS can learn to make basic queries within
hours and write ad hoc or formatted reports in a day.
. Systems designers can write complex self,documenting
applications in up to one' tenth the time required by
procedural languages. Either way, FOCUS eliminates
data production bottlenecks.
Using relational file structures to link individual data
fields in separate files, FOCUS reduces data redundancy
and data file dependence. Whether you use FOCUS
data bases or your own existing files-such as IMS,
IDMS, VSAM. and ISAM-the same
English,language report writer is available. FOCUS
operates in an interactive environment (CMS/TSO)
on IBM 370,4300, or equivalent mainframes.
Over 400 major companies, institutions and
government facilities are using FOCUS to prepare
reports, financial models, statistical analyses, and
graphs to process information rapidly and make
informed decisions. Among them are: J. C. Penney,
ITT,Continental Baking, Merrill Lynch, RCA, Yale

University, and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
Typical applicati~ns are in: personnel, finance,
general administration, marketing, sales, research,
results tracking, manufacturing, and customer service.
FOCUS can save you time, effort, and money. For
more information, call or write for our brochure.'

~FOC:US
Information Builders, Inc., 254 West 31st Street,
New York, N. Y. 10001 (212) 736,4433
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Color communicates better. That's why the future belongs
to Intecolor desktop computers.
In the past, almost any desktop cOlJ)puter would do. But as
applications become increasingly c6?2p~~xrf0u need a desktop
that actually improves the flow of l,;~o~a~ir,lntecolor. Every
I ntecolor desktop features. a colo~ 9ra~ljlc ~sp~~~ake: d.a~a
more manageable and easier to ui)ger~ta td.lh 60st?JjsyfP ISlngly
low-the Intecolor 3621 showrrab~ve cos~~/$r~~'0* J9r .81figle
unit. This includes BASIC, FO~l(a~NlV~"9iril-dl~9.f ~rp~ 'B.?1?'S'\"\1
of user RAM. Only from ISC'l~7 wF;>flc;t)s Jflr~ts~pp I (0 color 0;,1./'
terminals. Put an I ntecolor d~~!9P 9QJJJPuteJ!~VirJ.oJ~fO. r youcontact your ISC.sales rep today.lJ I

;;:!I/{j'

r/
**Start the new year right with a special~~'
priced Intecolor 3621S desldop computer.

II

Includes mini disl< drive, BASIC, 16K of user RAM
and 72-l<ey l<eyboard (photo shows 117-I<ey I<eyboard) for
just $1980, cash with order! Hurry- all orders must be
received by Feb. 29, 1980. U.S. domestic price.

(j
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Unretouched photo of screen.

*u.s. domestic price. 5% discount for payment with order, with guaranteed delivery within 30 days or your money back.

ISC SALES REPRESENTATIVES: AL: 205/883-8660, AZ: 602/994-5400, AR: (TX) 214/661-9633, CA: Alhambra 213/281-2280. Goleta 805/9134-8751,lrvine 714/557-4460,los Angeles 213/476-1241.
los Altos 415/948-4563, San Diego 714/292-8525, CO: 303/779-0666, CT: 203/624-7800, DE: (PA) 215/542-9876, DC: (VA) 703/569-1502, FL: Ft. lauderdale 305/776-4800. Melbourne 305/723-0766,
Orlando 305/425-5505, Tallahassee 904/878-6642, GA: Atlanta 404/455-1035, HI: 808/524-8633,10: (UT) 801/973-7969,IL: (No.) 312/564-5440, (So. MO) 816/765-3337, IN: (ll) 312/564-5440,
IA: (MO) 816/765-3337, KS: (MO) 816/765-3337, KY: (OH) 513/429-9040, LA: 504/626-9701, ME: (MA) 617/729-5770, MD: (VA) 703/569-1502, MA: 617/729-5770, MI: Brighton 313/227-7067,
Grand Rapids 616/393-9839, MN: 612/822-2119, MS: (Al) 205/883-8660, MO: 816/765-3337, MT: (CO) 303/779-0666, NB: (MO) 816/765-3337, NH: (MA) 617/729-5770, NJ: (No.) 201/224-6911,
(So.) 215/542-9876, NV: (Al) 602/994-5400, NM: 505/292-1212, NY: Metro/ll (NJ) 201/224-6911, N. Syracuse 315/699-2651, Fairport 716/223-4490, Utica 315/732-1801, NC: 919/682-2389,
NO: (MN) 612/822-2119, OH: Cleveland 216/398-0506, Dayton 513/429-9040, OK: (TX) 214/661-9633, OR: 503/620-5800, PA: (E) 412/922-5110, (W) 215/542-9876, RI: (MA) 617/729-5770,
SC: 803/798-8070, SO: (MN) 612/882-2119, TN: 615/482-5761, TX: Dallas 214/661-9633, EI Paso Area (las Cruces, NM) 505/523-0601, Houston Only 713/780-2511, UT: 801/973-7969,
VT: (MA) 617/729-5770, VA: 703/569-1502, WA: 206/455-9180, WV:(PA) 412/922-5110, WI: (ll) 312/564-5440, WY: (CO) 303/779-0666,
EUROPEAN EXPORT SALES: EUROPE: (MA) 617/661-9424, BELGIUM: Brussels 02-242-36-04, FRANCE: Rueil Malmaison 749-40-37, GREECE: Athens 642-1368, ITALY: Roma 805-647/872-457,
.
THE NETHERLANDS: Poeldijk 01749-7640, SPAIN: Barcelona 204-17-43, SWEDEN: Vallingby08-380-370, SWITZERLAND: Mutschellen 057-546-55, UNITED KINGDOM: Bournemouth 0202-293-115,
WEST GERMANY: Koblenz (0261)-31025/6, AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND: Auckland 814-9385, Canberra 58-1811, Chermside 59-6436, Melbourne 03-543-2077, Sydney 02-808-1444,
Wellington 64-4585, CANADA: Dorval 514/636-9774, Ottawa 613/224-1391. Toronto 416/787-1208, Vancouver 604/684-8625, CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA & CARIBBEAN: (GA) 404/394-9603,
MEXICO: Monterrey 564-876, FAR EAST: (CA) 213/382-1107, HONG KONG: 5-742211, JAPAN: (Tokyo) (03) 463-9921, TAIWAN: (Taipei) 02-7026284, MIDDLE EAST: (GA) 404-581-0284,
IRAN: Tehran 891-148, ISRAEL: Tel Aviv 266-291, KUWAIT: Kuwait 438-180/1/2, LEBANON: Beirut 221731/260110, SAUDI ARABIA: Jeddah 27790, Ryadh 25083-39732.
For sales and service in other countries contact ISC headquarters in Norcross, GA, U.S.A.

Intelligent Systems Corp.® Intecolor Drive - Technology Park/Atlanta -Norcross, Georgia 30092 - Telephone 404/449-5961 - TWX 810-766-1581
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COMMUNICATIONS

GTEFORMS
NETWORK
GROUP
Telenet packet network is
focal point for broad spectrum
of networking capabilities.
Using its recently acquired Telenet packet
network as the focal point, GTE has formed a
major new group dedicated to bringing
value-added integrated network services to
users.
Called the GTE Communications
Network .Systems group, the organization
will combine Telenet with existing equipment operations, such as Sylvania, and
financial data base services to provide a
broad spectrum of networking cap'abilities.
Also included will be the British viewdata
system to which GTE has the U.S. rights.
Greatly expanded services have
been introduced for Telenet, putting the
packet carrier squarely into the domain that
. has been touted by AT&T'S Advanced Com-

munications Service, Xerox's Xten, and the
Satellite Business Systems offering.
As described by Telenet chief Lawrence Roberts, the network will upgrade its
terrestrial facilities, add satellite communications, and open the door to expanded
terminal support plus office automation services-all by 1981.
Breaking out from its self-imposed
limitations of supporting asynchronous
interactive terminals at speeds up to
1,200bps, Telenet will support 3270 Binary
Synchronous terminals from IBM and
others, Hasp spooling, 2780 batch devices,
and full X.25 protocols. SDLC support is
planned for later. Tariffs for these services
will be filed early in 1980.
Perhaps more impressive is the plan
outlined to provide an electronic message
service for office automation applications
that will allow crts, word processors, cpus,
TWX terminals, and other devices to interact
in an electronic mail service that will include terminal-to-terminal capabilities,
Telenet sources said.
Communicating word processors
will be supported initially under existing
protocols such as 2741 and 2780, but vendor specific communications features may
later be supported, depending on customer
demand. Telenet is also looking at the feasibility of providing turnkey electronic mail
service by providing a customized terminal

designed to make network sign-on automatic. Designed for users who want electronic
mail but may not be familiar with terminal
usage, the special Telenet terminal would
take care of all log-on and other housekeeping.
Store-and-forward, delayed delivery, and unattended delivery of messages
will be included in the electronic message
offering which will be filed for tariff approval by spring of 1980.
The expansion into satellite facilities will include packet radio technology to
be used for local distribution, thus providing Telenet users with an alternative to telephone.company facilities. The packet radio
capability will use a reservation scheme that

Network will add satellite
commuhications and open door
to expanded terminal support
and office automation services
-all by 1981.
is an outgrowth of the Aloha network technology, first pioneered in Hawaii.
Although Roberts said a satellite
carrier had.not yet been selected for the service, set for 1981, plans call for operation in
the four and six GHz frequency bands
which encompass proven operating capabil-

Call Bob Cook at (301) 657-8220,
or return the coupon. Your productivity
will be given new life.
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If you're running, or plan to
run, VM/370 with CMS, you
owe it to your user community .
to run STSC's APL*PLUS®VM
System on your computer. STSC,
a world leader in APL time
sharing services, has spent more than ten years building powerful,
productivity-enhancing APL functions and features that fully meet
the needs of the serious APL user. STSC's APL enhancements ar~ built
on your copy of IBM's VS APL to provide tremendous power and user
productivity not available with APL from any other vendor.
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7316 Wisconsin Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014'

o We're heavy APt users; call us soon!
o We run VS APL"on VM/CMS; send more details
o We run (of plan to run) VM/CMS, but we're not using
VS APi;
us on your VM/370 enhancement mailing.
o If you release an MVS version of the VS APL*PLUS
k~ep

System, let me know!
CPU
Operating System
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AN EASY SWITCH
IN ANY LANGUAGE.

With DASD's assistance, your completion dates
can be met, without the forced postponement of
cost justified priorities. If you decide on a Turnkey
Conversion, DASD will pre-specify completion
dates and costs and provide both the translator
and manpower necessary to deliver a thoroughly
tested, operating environment.
'

If you're in the dark about how to make a fast, easy
conversion, let DASD shed some light on the
subject for you.

'.

... ..

We're a nationwide data processing service
organization. Professional. Competent. Proven.
The combined experience of .our very selectively
screened and highly qualified staff gives us full
capability in a wide range of languages. Practical
experience with all major computing software.
And a complete background in a wide variety of
applications.

'

o

Switch ••••
without
••
a hitch?
.".
Tell me more.
• ••
Name _ _ _ _ _

Of course, a benchmark is the best way to evaluate
any translator and an economical way to estimate
your total conversion effort. So, join the hundreds
of other satisfied customers, including many
Fortune 1000 companies, who have discovered
the switch is on to DASD. Send for our free
literature/kit on our Low-Cost Test Evaluations.
Today.

Our library of fully documented conversion tools
is the most comprehensive available. Anywhere.
Our generated programs are efficient, flexible, and
perhaps most importantly, readable, easily understood and maintainable.

..
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---------
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TItle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.....

Company____________
Phone _________

DASD Corporation
Corporate Services Center
Dept.DM26
9045 North Deerwood Drive"""""""", ..."
Milwaukee, WI 53223

...

(414) 355-3405
••

....

~_______

••

Address,________________
City

Or, you can choose from Conversion Support,
Ufetime Lease Translator, or Lease Translator
Per-Une conversion plans.

State

..

• 0 •••

Zip _ _ _ __

If you'd like a free literature/kit on a specific conversion,
please specify.
,

........

PEOPLE/PRODUCTS/RESULTS
Atlanta • Chicago • Des Moines • Detroit • Hartford
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• Milwaukee • Minneapolis • Omaha • Philadelphia
• San Francisco • Seattle • Tampa/St. Petersburg
• Washington, D.C.
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ities. The satellite service will begin in 30
cities at Telenet locations where five-meter
antennas, already commercially available,
will be installed.
On the ground, Telenet will begin to
add its own electronic network control
capabilities, thus lessening the current dependence on AT&T central office facilities,
Roberts said. Also to be integrated into the
network backbone will be T -carrier facilities providing higher speeds and more bandwidth to users, Roberts said.
The satellite service will use a
version of time division multiple access
technology that avoids the relatively wasteful preallocation of frequency slots pl~nned
by other carriers, Roberts said in an obvious
reference to SBS.
In the viewdata area, Roger Vallo,
president of the new GTE group, said a test is
being conducted for business users with a
GTE data base in Tampa, Fla. Before a
viewdata-type service can be included in
GTE's offerings, a market trial will be
needed. Thus far no dates have been set for
such a trial, he added.
As part of the Communications Network Systems group, GTE will configure
customized voice/data networks for CCSA
and tandem tie-line type customers, according to David J. Horton, vice president for
marketing ·in the new organization.

o

The new terminal protocols to be
supported in 1980 will be based on design
upgrades in the Telenet TP-4000 intelligent
network processor and capabilities in the
9100 network machine supplied by Cambridge Telecommunications Corp., the new
Telenet subsidiary.

& Wireless North America, Inc., a group
formed with little fanfare less than a year
ago to make its mark on U.S. communications users.
The parent company is Cable &
Wireless Ltd., the old-guard British firm
that operates around the world providing
carrier services, running telephone companies, and providing turnkey telecommunication systems. Last year it earned a pretax
profit of $71.6 million on revenues of
$355.6 million.
In 1978 Cable & Wireless, with
remarkable determination, purchased three
major U.S. frrms-Carterfone, Incotel, and
TDx-and thus put itself squarely into the
emerging competition of the telecommunications scene.
And Bill Brice, who is now chairman and chief executive officer of the new
North American group, knows better than
anyone else the importance of the competition first spawned by the 1968 Carterfone
decision. For it ~as Brice, as lead attorney ,
along with his colleague Ray Bezing, who
won for Tom Carter the right to attach noncarrier equipment to phone company devices and ultimately to the telephone
network itself.
Today Brice says he knew his hard
fought case against the seeminglyinsurmountable odds 6f the phone company's

-Ronald A. Frank

NEW ROLE
FOR OLD

AT&T FOE

Lead aHorney in Carterfone
decision heads U.S. operation
of Britain's Cable" Wireless
Ltd.
Bill Brice's battle plan sounds as if it could
come from any of the emerging firms in the
telecommunications industry: "We intend
to be an applications-oriented company that
will solve customer needs all the way from
equipment to telemanagement."
But his claims are not describing
just any company. He is talking about Cable
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FROM DECEMBER 1
TO FEBRUARY 29,
,WE EXPECT LESS
FROM OUR
CUSTOMERS.

From December 1 to February 29, 1980 you can save 18-25% by using this whole page coupon when
ordering DEC® compatible disc products from PI~ssey. That's right. We're not~only offering dramatic savings on
disc sUbsystems and their controllers for your PDP-ll~ and PDP-1l170~ we're also delivering with our usual Plessey
promptness. So now you cali have Plessey high performance, fully compatible equipment for even less than our everyday,
lower-than-DEC prices.
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NEAREST
DEC EQUIV.

MODEL

0 PM-DSVll/B or

RKllD+ RK05J
RKVllD+3 RK05J

0 PM-DSll/Bor

RKllD+RK05J
RKllD+3 RK05J

o PM-DS8/C

0 PM-DS8/B or

RK8E+ RK05J
RK8E+3 RK05J

0 PM-DSll/80

RPllC

0 PM-DSll/300C

RJP04,05,06

0 PM-DSWll/300

RWP04,05,06

0 PM-XSHB

RXll-B

0 PM-DCVll

RKVll

o PM-DCll

RKll

o PM-DC8

RK8E

0 PM-DCll/80

RPllC

o PM-DCll/300C

RHll + RJP04
control logic

o PM-DSVll/C
o PM-DSll/C

DESCRIPTION·

5 or 10MB cartridge disc subsystem with single board controller for the LSI-11
,50r10MBcartridgedisesubsystem with 4 board controller
for the PD P-ll
3.32 or 6.64MW cartridge disc
subsystem with 3 board controller
forthePDP8
62.4MB disc pack storage for the
PDP-ll, with controller. Emulates
DEC's RPil.
-

254MB disc pack storage for the
PDP-H, with controller. Emulates
DEC'sRHll.
254MB disc pack storage for the
PDP-1l170, with controller.
Emulates DEC's RH70.
512KB dual floppy subsystem with
1 board controller for the PDP-H.

o PM-DCWll/300 RH70
o PM-XCll

.

XCVll

Single board disc controller for the
LSI-ll. Supports up to 20MB.
Disc controller for the PDP-ll for
10MB, 5MB, or 2.5MB drives.
. Disc controller for the PDP-8 for
1.66MW, 3.32MW, or 6.64MW
drives.
Mass storage disc controller for
the PDP-ll. Emulates DEC's
RPllC.
Mass storage disc controller for
the PDP-ll. Operates up to 8
254MB drives. Emulates DEC's
RHH.
Mass storage disc controller and
coupler for the PDP-ll/70.
Emulates DEC's RH70.
Single density floppy disc controller for the PDP-H. Allows
diskette formatting.

LIST
PRICE

DISCOUNTED
PRICE

$ 7,810

$ 6;250

$ 8,410

$ 6,130

$ 8,085

$ 6,470

$15,550

$12,440

$25,180

$20,·145

$33,875

$27,100

$ 3,580

$ 2,865

$ 1,800

$ 1,385

$ 2,500

$ 1,925

$ 2,125

$ 1,675

$ 6,155

$ 4,295

$ 8,955

$ 7,164

$17,650

$13,590

$ 1,800

$ 1,370

Complete your order on this page and mail. (Or telephone for immediate service.)
D Check enclosed.
0 Bill me.
D Amount of order $

N arne
Telephone
Company
-----------------,-------(add sales tax in Calif.)
Address,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D Company P.O. #
City/State/Zip
.
This limited time offer is valid through February 29, 1980, and prices are valid only in the continental U.S.A. Payment
must accompany order, or prior approval of credit must be obtained.

• PlesseyPeripher~1 Systems
The only real alternative.
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17466 Daimler, Irvine, California 92714 (714) 540-9945
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®Registered Trademark of the Digital Equipment Corporation.
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legal annieswould have far-reaching implications. And one senses that he enjoys play-'
ing a part now in shaping the new industry.
In reviewing the pieces that' the
North American group is putting together,
Brice says Carterfone provides the equipment base in the tenninal area, Incotel is
providing switching processors, and TDX is
operating in the important toll accounting
area. Cable & Wireless North America
could provide everything short of plain old
telephone service, Brice points out, and the
company will carefully pick and choose the'
most desirable options out of that broad
spectrum.
"We intend to move toward an integration of product and servIce offerings so
that within the next year the user will get
telemanagement tennimils, switches, and
expertise to tie them all together," Brice
says. The company might well become a
value-added or specialized carrier, Brice
suggests, and industry sources confinn that
he is talking to some of the companies· in
this group. But Brice seems to return severai times to the resaie possibilities of buying
lines in bulk from existing carriers and adding some type of value to those facilities. He
also does not rule out further u.s. acquisitions, especially in the intelligent PBX an~a
-though he says that Rolm or Danray are
not among the companies he has his eye on.
And would Cable & Wireless Ltd.

bring its resources into the picture? The answer is obvious as explained by David
W.B. Bull, director of market planning for
the North American· group. Described by
Brice as a "career Cable & Wireless employee," Bull sounds almost like a diplomat in the British Foreign Service when he
explains: "Cable & Wireless will bring
worldwide expertise together with local
expertise to provide total systems to specific'
areas. "
One of the first new products of the
North American group is a glass teletypewriter introduced by Carterfone. Purchased

Cable" Wireless could provide
everything short of plain old
telephone service.
under an oem agreement from Digital
Equipment Corp., the modified VT100 crt
can be used in a variety of low-speed message networks now limited to paper tape
operation, Bull explains. Caterfqne has service centers in 40 cities and provides the key
field force to launch a future integrated service. Incotel is a supplier of inessage
switches that will soon have an X.25-compatible product. And TDX provides a leastcost routing service for business users. Its
Vienna, Va., computer center monitors the
long distance calling patterns on 4,500 busi-

ness lines.
The possibility of TDX becoming a
specialized carrier is not ruled out by Brice.
"We are not afraid of regulation, and once
you are a carrier, you hilVe greater flexibility," he explained.
Because of its foreign ownership,
Cable & Wireless North America would be
limited to acquiring no more than 20% of a
U.S. carrier. But he has no intention of
becoming a telephone company, and these
restrictions would not apply to a specialized
or value-added carrier.
Exactly how Cable & Wireless will
operate in the coming years is under active
consideration by Brice, Bull, and their sixmember staff in Dallas.
"We have three finns all positioned
at pinpoint places to take the best advantage
of this blending between computers and
communications. We will be in the business
of assembling, processing, moving varied
types of data base' infonnation," Brice
says.
Shuttling between the Cable &
Wireless office and his law practice, which
are on the same floor of a downtown Dallas
office tower, Brice seems very unlike an
attorney satisfied to bask in having fostered
~ new, competitive environment. He seems
more like an executive detennined to get a
piece of the action.l

.....;,..Ronald A. Frank

Break. It Down to See How It Stacks Up
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Central Software for Systems Development
Central Software from Planning
Research Corporation offers
IBM 370 users a no-nonsense,
simple-to-Iearn, and simple-touse systems development tool
for on-line, interactive systems.
It gives you everything but your
program logic. For dozens of
users throughout the world, Central Software increases throughput, reduces overhead, and
speeds up development
online and batch applications software. Modular in design from
systems security to final debugging, Central Software stacks up

of

best for your systems development needs, whatever they are.
Call or write today forfull details.
Central Software
• enhances programmer
productivity
• eliminates costly core dump
analysis
• cuts hours of debugging
time
• provides efficient database
management
• reduces programmer and
user training requirements
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Planning Research Corporation
Program Products Group
1764 Old Meadow Lane
McLean, Virginia 22102
Telephone: (703) 893-8909
Telex: 899 105 PRC INT MCLN

PutB"eg,n
,screen editing In your
system and you won't
.. strain your IBM.

Cr...............
Now, you can have big system
TSO'type screen editing capability
without overloading your mainframe's
time or memory - when you put the
Braegen Mwti,Task Terminal System
into your IBM 360, 370, 303X or
PCM system.
.
The Multi,Task Terminal
System provides interactive screen
editing off,line in the highly intelligent
Braegen B40 contr()ller rather than
in your mainframe. You get interactive
editing which allows information to
be created, stored, retrieved, displayed .
and updated on the off,line data base
- all with no mainframe upgrade, no
additional memory and minimal
change to your present software.
.
But that's not all, because
wheri you add the Braegen Multi,Task
Terminal System to your mainframe
you're getting much more than a

screen editor. One MTTS system
which has multiple functional
capabilities can duplicate and upgrade
the performance of numerous IBM
cQmmunications and peripheral con'
trollers. All functions are performed
in one software based system without
the multiple controllers, redundant
peripherals and miles of costly coaxial
cable required by less intelligent
systems. And, the J?raegen MTTS
offers such unique features as
(1) address switching, which allows all
CRTs to have multiple addresses that
provide access to multiple applications
d ul' I
(2)

So put a Braegen where your
IBM is. Get full information on
capabilitieS and configurations from
The Braegen Corporation, 20740
Valley Green Drive, Cupertino,
California 95014. (408) 725,1252.
_
- - - - - - - _
• I'm interested! Send me more info a n •i
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your Multi-Task Terminal System.
Name
Title
Company_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Mailing Address
City
State
Telephone

Zip
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DSA:FOR
ANOPEN
STRATEGY

Honeywell's distributed
systems architecture
implements an open. systems
strategy announced two years
ago.

Honeywell's new Distributed Systems Architecture (DSA) is being regarded by observers as a practical networking system
with a broader framework of its Distributed
Systems Environment (DSE) announced two
years ago. Both were developed jointly by
Cii Honeywell Bull (CiiHB) of France and
Honeywell Information Systems (HIS) in the
U.S.
DSA, announced this summer by
CiiHB, comprises a number of hardware and
software ~lements that implement the open
systems networking strategy of DSE. It distinguishes between primary networks that
comprise DSA hardware and software elements and secondary networks that may
comprise any other terminals and line control procedures, but which may interface
with a DSA primary network via a DSA network access mode.
A DSA primaiy network is made up
of a number of Honeywell Level 6 (called

FORESIGHT and INFONATIONAL are
now available on these minis:

Mini-6 by CiiHB) minicomputers in either of
their two DSA versions:
~Datanet 7102 or 7103 front end
communications processors (FECP) or remote communications concentrators.
-Mini-6/oss dist{ibuted satellite
systems.
.
These may be interconnected in
hierarchical, ring or mesh networks by any
desired combination of leased lines and!or
public circuit; or packet switched data networks, such as France's Transpac, Euronet,
the West German Datex and Datex-P, and
the Nordic NPDN.
The DSA communications control
procedures governing messages sent
through this primary network are divided
into six layers for the following: applications interfaces between programs on the
host and satellite processing systems; message format control; session control; transport control; path control; and link access
control. The first four layers of procedures

Honeywell's DSA
communications control
procedures governing messages
sent through the primary
network are divided into six
layers.
are end-to-end handshaking procedures between the transmitting and receiving nodal
processor. Among these, .tninsport control
determines the· path through the network
. taken by messages belonging to this session;

Path control and link access control
procedures involve handshaking between
each of the processors at each end of an
intermediate link. When a session is routed
through a public packet switching data network, like Transpac or Euronet, these link
access control procedures will conform to
ccnT X.25 standards.
Beside X.25 "virtual circuit"
procedures, DSA path control procedures
allow also alternative "datagram" and
circuit-switched
procedures.
Circuitswitched procedures will be followed when
. using a circuit switched public data network
such as Datex and NPDN. Any of the three
allowed procedures can be used on leased
lines.
Datanet 7102 and 7103 FECPs belonging to a DSA primary transport network
can also front-end Honeywell Series 60
Level 64, 66, and 68, DPS 8 and CiiHB DPS 7
host mainframes. Interfacing software is
currently being developed to allow them to
front-end also IBM Systeml370, 303X or
4300 hosts, as well as Univac Series 90 and
1100 hosts.
Whether front-ending a host mainframe or being used solely as remote concentrators, Datanet 7102 and 7103
processors can also control a "secondary
network" of local and!or remote terminals.
These may interface via any commonly
used IBM or Honeywell procedureCharacter Start-Stop, BSC, VIP, etc.~un
like the primary transport network on which
only HDLC procedures are allowed.
, Mini-6/DsS distributed satellite systems are the standard satellite systems in

United Computing's FOf\ESIGHT® and
INFONATIONAL® ore proven performE;'rs in the business and financial arenas.
And now, both ore available on a variety of mini computers.
FOf\ESIGHT is an executive management, planning, and reporting tool. It
is used by hundreds of companies, including more than 150 of the "Fortune
500" companies.
INFONATIONAL is a comprehensive,
easy~to-use, highly flexible and fully
integrated accounting system. Its modvies include: General Ledger, Accounts
Payable & Purchase Order, Accounts
f\eceivable & Sales Analysis and Fixed
Assets ..

Financial Modeling
FOf\ESIGHT is a powerful management
tool used to assist I~e'i personnel in
mal~ing fast, accurate and effective
80 DATAMATION

finanCial decisions. It allows manage.ment to spend more time analyzing
alternatives and opportunities.
FOf\ESIGHT asl~s the question "What
iP" in such areas as strategiC planning,
cash reqyirement planning, capital
budgeting, cash management and
management financial reporting. And
it is integrated with the INFONATIONAL
General Ledger.

General Ledger
The General Ledger furnishes the information required to manage day-to-day
operations as well as the information
needed to mal~e sound business decisions about the future. It includes a
comprehensive budgeting module,
'and is interfaced with fEDTAX.® A powerful flexible report writer allbws management to generotewhatever "customized" reports they need.

DSA primary networks. They may use Level
6 Model 6/43 and larger Level 6 cpus running under GCOS Mod 400/DSS or GCOS Mod
600/DSS operating system. This incorporates software for "cooperative transaction
processing" (CfP) between the Level 6
satellite and a Level 64, 66, DPS 7 or 8 host
mainframe, whereby the satellite can interrogate and/or update the host, mainframe's
backing disk files interactively. Similar CfP
software is currently being developed for
IBM host mainframes and is expected to 'be
announced by the end of 1979.
in addition to Mini~6/DsS satellite
systems, any other unbuffered, buffered or
intelligent Honeywell terminal can belong

Mii'li-6/DSS distributed satellite
systems are the standard
satellite systems in DSA
primary networks.

I

to a "secondary ,network" controlled by a
Mini -6/DSS or Datanet 7100 processor,
which thereby interfaces it to a primary DSA
network. Any other manufacturer's terminal can be interfaced via compatible communications procedures to a "secondary
network" in the same way.
Honeywell's ,and ciiHB' s DSA thus
conforms to ISO "open network" principles, and follows closely the distributed network architecture first pioneered by Digital
Equipment (DEcnet), with Level 6 minis on
DSA primary networks playing the role of
DEC PDP-lIs in DEcnct.
",
.

.

~Fred

Lamond

MICROCOMPUTERS

SPEAKING
OF CHIP
SHORTAGES
New compiler can be used on
any 8- or 16-bit micro now or
to come.

Microprocessors are finding their way into
more and different kinds of equipment and
devices every day-but there is a hitch. Designers face supply and delivery problems
with the chips.
The California Div. of Washington,
D.C.-based Systems Consultants, Inc.,
headquartered in San Diego, may have a
partial solution. Its newly announced PLMX,
billed as the first universal high level language for microprocessors, could at least
free designers from dependence on one
source for chips. PLMX, say its developers,
can be used on any 8- or l6-bit microprocessor now or to come.
Not only can a user Implement PLMX
with any combination of existing chips, its
flexibility allows hini to gain from new advances in microprocessor architecture without having to develop new software for each
microprocessor change, said, Dr. ' Jack Ingber, manager of product development for
SCI. And, he said, it is priced at halfthe cost

of PL!M and other nonuniversal microprocessor software packages. PL!M, he explained, originally derived from pL!t, is
used only on Intel 8080 or 8086-based
microprocessor systems. Other versions,
such as pL!z for Zilog's Z-80 and pL!65 for
the Motorola 6500, are used only with those
specific microprocessors.
Ingber said PLMX syntax is identical
to PL!M's, which means that the entire library of existing PL!M programs can be
compiled under PLMX and that PL!M programs can be used on microprocessors other
,than the 8080 through the PLMX compiler.
PLMX has been under development
at SCI'S San Diego facility for two ahd onehalf years. "We started out to develop it for
our own product development activity."
Ingber said PLMX can be adapted to
interface with "practically any operating
system." Internally, at SCI, it has been running under CP/M, an operating system that
can support just about any 8080-based system in. use today, including hobbyist and
small industrial systems.
"When we decided to take it to the
commercial market," said Ingber, "we
looked around at existing universal microprocessor deveiopment systems and decided Tektronix's 8002A was the most
universal. " SO SCI developed an interface
for PLMX to run under TEKDOS, the 8002A' s
operating system, and secured a marketing
agreement with Tektronix under which the
Beaverton, Ore., firm can sell PLMX with
the 8002A. "We feel this will generate significant international interest, " said Ingber,
"since Tektronix does a substantial amount

®
Fixed Assets
This module is designed to help you
tal"e advantage of the latest tax legislation. It features fulltronsfer capabilities, investment tax credit and
recapture, depreCiation of both tax
and corporate bool'ls, (even if unique
depreciation rules are used), and
automatic switching to straight-line
depreciation at the optimum time.
And the system has an optional Asset
Depreciation f\ange module. A flexible
. report writer allows you to generate
reports fory6ur special needs.
Ac.counts Payable & Purchase Order
This module generates a full series of
distribution, disbursement, and cash requirement reports, standard cost variance reports, automatic calculation of
discour)t and due date reports to control the payables process. Or, with the
I

I

I

I

flexible report writer option, it can generate any customized reports you
need. And the Purchase Order module
provides a full range of tracl"ing,
matching and reporting capabilities.
Accounts Receivable & Sales Analysis
The Accounts f\eceivable module reduces costs while maximizing profits.
You determine profitable marl"eting
plans through expedient reporting on
your product mix, by controlling collections, optimizing cash flow, and properly reporting sales statistiCS.
More Technology from a
Communications Leader.
FOf\ESIGHT and INFONATIONAL are
products of United Computing Systems,
a wholly owned subsidiary of United
Telecommunications. [3oth products
~re support~~ by experienced consultIng and training groups.
CIRCLE 64 ON R,EADER CARD

For more information
To find out how FOf\ESIGHT or INFONATIONAL relate to your mini, mail
this coupon to: Director of Marl"eting,
[3usiness Information Products Division,
DEPT. "C", United Computing Systems,
Inc., 2525 Washington, I<,ansas City, Mo.
64108. Or call: 816221-9700, ext. 540.
r~------------1r.1
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ANewStanda-'-

The fast and cost -efficient way to X. 25 compatibility.
The new addition to the world's
tamlly of standard weights and
measures doesn't measure mass
or size. It measures compatibility.
Just as astandard weight does on
a scale, XPRT1M strikes a balance between Data Terminal Equipment and
Data .Communications Equipment
- pretending to be either orie for
testing the other.
Built for use by terminal manufacturers, network operators,

common carriers anclothers,
XPRT'M provides:
.
• a m'e~ms for learning X.2S
inexpensively
• a logic specification for X.25
hardware and software
• a mechanism for interactively
testing X.2S products
XPRT'M Is trom TRAN," the company with more International ex..
perience In digital networks.than
any Ofhereampany In the world.

EMj, I TeLeCOmmunICATIOns.

•__
~.
___
.~_._
. _®CCRPORRmOn
.

Corporate headquarters: 2500 Walnut Avenue, Marina del Rey, Cali!. 90291 (213) 822·3202
Tran Communications Ltd.: 1320 Shawson Drive, Misslssauga, Toronto, Ontario, Canada L4W lC3 (716) 847-1126
Tran Telecommunications Ltd.: 112-118 CrickladeRoad, Swindon, Wiltshire. England SN2 6AG (44) 793·45476
Digital Network Engineering S.p.A.: 33 Corso Porta Vigentina, 20122 Milan •Italy (39) 2 546·1551
Tran System.s (Pty.) Ltd.: 12th Floor, Braamfontein Centre. Braamfontein 2017. Republic of South Africa(27) 1139-6575
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Monorchs

UniS1ue, New

Terminal Mates

of international marketing."
He said interfaces to other operating
systems will be available this year.
Ingber stressed that PLMX "is a true
compiler, not an interpretive'compiler such
as BASIC or PASCAL ,in some of their current
implementations. Since an interpreter miIst
be resident in ROM for" execution of programs, an interpretive compiler requires a
considerable amountofmempry space, thus
restricting its usefulness in developing
,RoM-based products. The programs compiied by PLMX, however, run much faster
than those on an interpreter.....:..an average of
15 times faster--:-since the programs are already in memory in executable fonn at run
time making PLMX ideal for real-time applications. Because most microprocessor programs reside in ROM, PLMX provides rigid
separation of ROM and RAM areas."
PLMX is priced at $1,000, which includes an eight-inch c<;>mpiler diskette and
instruction maimals. Additional copies for
the same microprocessor type are substantially discounted, Ingber said. Copies of
PLMX are available for immediate delivery .
Although SCI is aiming initially at
the industriai market,Ingber does not preclude the possibility of some day selling it
through computer stores to hobbyists.
SCI has been active in computer
sciences and technology, management consulting and systems engineering since 1966.
The California Div. is"its largest operating
group and is involved in software development systems analysis and integration,
communications, military radar surveillance and warning systems, configuration
management and verification, and validation. PLMX is its first commercial product.

-E.M.
T
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PERSONNEL

DWINDLING

SUPPLY
OF PEOPLE
."

'" GiveYou

Savings in Q SNAP.

Our unique interlocking system makes these handsome terminal stands
snap together in 60 seconds, without tools, nuts or bolls. They ship flat,
store flat. It all saves you money. Optional personal effects pouch.
Immediate delivery. Terminal Mates" (pat. pend.)-savings in a SNAPI
~"

..r1IIIII
"TERMINAL

MATES™-Monarch's First Productoffhe 80's

. . . MONARCH COMPUTER,PRODUCTS, INC.
P.O. Box 4081, New Windsor, NY (914) 562-3100
For the nome of your nearest dealer, call: 1-800-431-4958 (in New York. 914-562-3100)
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The scarce supply pf skilled"
specialists has sent companies
in search of enticing schemes
for being both finders and
keepers of employees.
The reasons are legion:
The impact of minis, micros, and
hosts of tenninals. "
" The cost of hardware is getting
down to where small businesses can get into
computing.
In the '70s, World War II babyboom workers were inundating the job market. In the' 80s there will be a decline in new
workers.

.DEC®pDP-11®Users

IlIiI. Peripheral Switches:

The Sensible Solution.
.

.

Before you add another peripheral to your DEC® PDP-11 ® system, consider T-Bar's .
Series 3000, modular" low~cost PeripheraISwitch~T-Barswitches offer a flexible,
effici~nt and ·economical means of sharing peripherals, in addition to an effective way
to maintain. computer .uptime._ Contact T-Bar for. application I.iterature·tbday!
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HoW Rental Electronics
,. .heilis IOU avoid

termillal obsolescence.
.

~~,'

As soon as you take delivery on a new f hi
printer or data terminal these days, it
seems the next generation is already
being ,announced. Chances are, it
has capabilities that begin to make
your "new" equipment obsolete.
Now, thanks to Rental Electronics, you can have your terminals
and highest technology, too.
Renting electronic equipment
instead of buyihg gives you immediate delivery of state-of-the-art
products with no capital investment. And since our rental prices
are so low, you can easily
afford to upgrade to the latest
in printers and terminals as new
technology arrives.
, Rental Electronics means the
hig~est quality equipment; too.
Choose your terminal or printer
from our multi-million dollar selection of leading
industry brands.
Above all, renting means flexibility. That's why

Rental Electronics can provide you printers and
terminals in whatever quantity with whatever
finanCial arrangements make best sense for you.
Rent, lease, or lease/purchase one to 1,000 ... for
30 days to three years or more. You tell us. Our
rental/lease plans can be written with or without
maintenance and with other special features
tailored to your
needs.
If you're interested in more.informationon renting
pri nters or term inals
from Rental Electronics, call one of
bur local rental
centers today.
They're listed opposite.
Our on-line computers at
every location let us give
you price and availability
information instantly, while'
you're still on the phone. In the meantime, check
some of.our featured rental offers below.

Printers and Data Terminals
Here, is ~ sampling of the printers and data terminals
available from Rental Electronics. Call or write today
about your specific needs.

. ADDS Regent 200 Terminal 24 lines
x 80 characters, 25th "status" line shows
. operating mode. 128 charaCter
ASCII. RS232C/CCIT V.24 communications interface operating·
75 to 19.2 BPS, switch selectable.
Buffered transmission, auxiliary ports.

TI

Model 820 Keyboard SendReceive Data Terminal/Printer
Printer operates at 150,cps on 9 x 7
wire matrix assembly printhead. Full
ASCII Keyboard (ANSI-compatible) with
N-key roll over. Operates in Asyhchronous, USASCII,
RS232C interfaces and is compatible with Bell 103, 113,
202 and 212 units. Selectable baud rates of 110 to 9600.
Hewlett-Packard 2621A/P Terminals
Enhanced 9 x 15 dot character cell, full
128-character ASCII·character set in 24
80-character lines. Two pages of continuously scrolling memOry. RS232C
and Bell 103A compatible. 110 to 9600
baud. 2621/P includes built-in printer
operating at 120 cps.
Tally T-2000 Hush-Tone Line Printer
Acoustically designed enclosure.
Operates at 125 (Model 2100) and 200
lines/minute (Model 2200) with standard
64 character USASCII. Line spacing
switch selectable, 6 or 8 per inch.

Beehive Micro B 1A Terminal 128 ASCII
character set; switch. selectable scroll/
non-scroll mode; X-Yaddressing;
24 x 80 display format; single key ,
memory lock; fully buffered communi- . .__
cations to auxiliary peripheral ~evice:
Lear Siegler ADM-3A Data Entry Display
Terminal 12" diagonal, 24-line screen.
64 ASCII characters. Full or half duplex
operating modes, switch selectable,
baud rates from 75 to 19,200. RS232C
interface, 20mA current loop.

Rental Electronics,lmo

An

alVleF\lCal.. c o m p a n y '

••• a different breed.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
"The use of computers is multiplying so fast across the U.S. among businesses of all sizes that there simply aren't
enough skilled specialists to go around,"
said a '79 annual nationwide survey of data
processing job/salary conditions conducted
by Fox-Morris Personnel Consultants,
Drexel Hill, Penn.
At the annual meeting of the Assn.
of Data Processing Services Organizations
(ADAPSO) last fall, a new member asked
ADAPSO executives, "What is ADAPSO
doing about recruiting? It's our biggest
problem." The Data Processing Management Assn. (DPMA) in a recent (late 1979)
issue of its Compu-Fax newsletter for
executives said, "So far this year the demand for data processing p~ofessionals has

The demand for dp
professionals in 1979 was up
21 over the year earlier.
risen over 21 %. " It said programmers were
found to be highest in demand, climbing
41 % in employers' needs. Software and
systems programmers were second highest,
scoring a 35% growth in demand. Systems
analysts were close behind with a 29% rate
gain. The newsletter said data base managers were 15 % more in demand, scientific
programmers, 14.6% and computer science
graduates, 9%. It said management information system directors were 8 % more in
demand than the year before.
The Fox-Morris study showed other
high-demand specialists included telecommunications personnel (up 21.3% in late
'79 over '78 demand), dp auditors (up
20%), and senior programmer analysts (up
18.2%).
Ideas as to what to do about all this
also are legion.
Paying bounty is a solution being
tried by many firms. This can take the form
of money, personal computers, trips and
other awards given to existing employees
who recruit new ones who last for a prescribed amount of time.
Intel Corp., Mountain View, Calif. ,
offers a sliding scale of $50 to $200 in bonuses or "bounties" to existing employees if
they refer a prospective employee who is
hired and shows up for work.
For a similar feat, Imperial Com puter Services, with data centers in both northern and southern California, offers its
employees paid trips to Hawaii.
Informatics, Inc., offers $600 and
Microdata Corp. $500 for recruiting new
employees who stay six weeks. Companies
in New England reportedly are giving personal computers.
Tandem Computers, Inc., Cupertino, has a form of bounty aimed at keeping
employees. It offers stock options and innovative benefits, including a paid six-week
leave for all full-time employees after every

J

.
lourth year WIth thie company.
And the~e are some firms that capitalize on regiopal problems of others.
Northern Califo~nia's,Silicon Valley has a
particularly sevfre . recruitment problem
due, in part, to ~he, high cost of housing
there. When San'l/os,e Magazine published
an article about jo;b-himting in Silicon Valley last spring, Milbourne, Fla.-based Harris Corp. boasted f .l;l.~isplay ad, "Affordable living in an oc~an~front community at a
fraction of the costs of. '.The Valley'."
Firms in ~as. where high housing
costs are a probleVI;.particularly California's Orange Cour\ty,and Silicon Valley,
are moving or consiperi,ng moving portions
of their operations t~ less expensive areas.
Don Fuller, preside,t of,Microdata Corp.,
said he anticipates e"iPa~ding staffs in other
areas, including Pue'1o Rico, rather than at
the firm's Irvine, ~alif., headquarters.
Dwight Mensinger, ~resident of Imperial
Computer Services, S{lYS. he is considering
moving the developm,nt staff of his northern California Data C~ter "to the Mojave
Desert. Cohabitation [qf development people and the data center'~.·.ope. rations personnel] is not necessary.' l' "
And more firms t,n:(paying attention
to employee retentionf A speaker at a
packed session on this\ subject at a San
Diego DPMA conference ~dvised rotation of
assignments. He said thf'reason he hears
most for people Changin~j.o.b. s is "I have
limited exposure. I'm
t:. teaming anything. I'm not going any h~re. I'm doing
the same thing over and qvir."
Donald W. Cole, \s'peaking at the
ADAPSO conference, advo~a:,ted' 'management by group commitme~t,7:',as opposed
to self-commitment or cOlpp'any commitment. He heads Organizatidp'Pevelopment
Institute, Cleveland, a coys.:u. ~.t:. ing group
which helps companies to ~just that.
They could be well "ortlt the cost.
A survey of "individuals w1Vhold professional level positions in the fo~puter and
communications fields" dOIte;by Conec
Company, Inc., a WorcestedMass., personnel search and placement ~; 'showed
that" 12% are actively engage4 in, finding a
new job, 17% are inactively serking a new
job, and 51% would consider ~riew position. Only 20% of the responde~s indicated
they would not consider a newWd,sition."
, 'The dp job market pict~e for both
the ~mmediate and long-range ·. .fut. u.r.e is
unmIstakably clear," says San£ dL. Fox
of Fox-Morris. "Demand will cdntlnue to

l'

escalate for both skilled and. entry-~. . v.'.eISP.;ecialists and the talent supply willoritinue
scarce at all levels. "
';:.
A plaintive comment from t~e audience at the ADAPSO conference se$ionon
recruitment and retention summeq: .,it. '..UP
another way. "I've gotten to th~ point
where I' lllook at any resume of any 'person
who's ever even heard of a computy. ",:

,
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For Rent Now
Rental Electronics rents all kinds of
Amplifiers, Analyzers, Calibrators, Counters,
Couplers, Generators, Meters, Microcomputer Development Systems, Modulators, Oscillators, Oscilloscopes, Power
Supplies, Printers, Probes, Recorders,
Synthesizers, Terminals, Test Sets ...
and much more.
.Rental Electronics rents equipment
from ADDS, Ailtech, Associated Research,
Beehive, Biomation, Boonton, Brush,
Dana, Data I/O, Digitec, Doric, Dranetz, Elgar,
Esterline-Angus, Fluke, GenRad, Halcyon,
Hewlett-Packard, Honeywell, Hughes, Intel,
Keithly, Krohn-Hite, Lambda, Lear
Siegler, Marconi, Monsanto, Narda, Nicolet,
Northeast, Power Design, Programmed
Power, Singer, Sorenson, Tally, Techni-Rite,
Tektronix, Tenney, Texas Instruments,
Wavetek ... and many more.
Rental Electronics, Inc. Rental Centers
In the U.S.: Anaheim, CA (714) 879-0561 •
Mountain View, CA (415) 968-8845.
Northridge, CA (213) 993-7368. Ft.
Lauderdale, FL (305) 771-3500. Orlando,
FL (305) 351-3015. Des Plaines, IL
(312) 827-6670. Burlington, MA (617)
273-2770 or (800) 225-1008. Gaithersburg,
MD (301) 948-0620. Greensboro, NC
(800) 638-4040. Oakland, NJ (201)
337-3788 or (800) 452-9763 • Rochester,
NY (800) 631-8920 • Cleveland, OH
(800) 323-8964. Dallas, TX (214) 661-8082.
Houston, TX (800) 492-9021 • Seattle,
WA (206) 641-6444 .In Canada: Vancouver,
BC (604) 278-8458. Rexdale, Ontario
(416) 675-7513. Montreal. Quebec (514)
337-5575.
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Call one of our rental centers today
for immediate action. Or return this
coupon to Rental Electronics. Inc ..
19347 Londelius St.. Northridge.
CA 91324.
Send me your Rental Catalog.
Send me your Equipment Sales
Catalog -I may be interested in
buying some of your "previously
owned" equipment.
I have an immediate need for the
following rental equipment:

o
o
o

Please have someone from your
nearest Inventory Center phone
me at
Name
Title
Company
Address
Mail Stop
City
State/Zip
Phone'

Rental
Electronics, Inc.
An alVleF\lCaL company

..• a different breed.
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COMPANIES

DG'SRISKY
MOVE WITH
THE NOVA 4
The company tossed out a
small lure and caught a whale.

Data General's fourth quarter earningsthe first to show frost on the margins in DO'S
ll-year courtship with Wall Streetlaunched the company's stock into a panic
dive and led to a series of late fall postmortems in the office ofJ. Bradley Stroup, DG'S
director of investor relations.
With 1979 earnings of$49,814,000
(or $4.82 per share) on record sales of
$507,483,000, DG'S returns were hardly
embarrassing, but the company reported a
fourth quarter that gave Wall Street heartburn. DO'S first "down" quarter: earnings
of $13,361,000 on sales of $170,910,000,
compared to 1978 earnings of$14,312,000
on $134,574,000 sales.
The company did a public mea
culpa when it announced the figures in
October, as the stock dropped 10 points

overnight. It didn't help that DO had all but
pleaded guilty to allowing controls to slip in
one of the most responsive segments of its
business, field service. In the process of
rapidly expanding service and support, said
Data General, the effects of a number of
decentralized decisions on hiring, training,
facility setup and parts stockpiling had
unexpectedly compounded.
In announcing 1979 results, DG had
also blamed competitive price cuts in
memories and disks, reduced investment income with cash drawn for component and
parts stockpiles, and lower than expected
margins on new products, particularly the
Nova 4 and microproducts. A number of
leading investment analysts worried over
the figures and declared themselves dissatisfied with the explanations.
It was some time later that Stroup
began offering a more dynamic explanation
of DG'S 1979 profitability problem. Although the field service problem had been
real and costly, he explained, DG profits'had
been vulnerable because management had
already cut the-cushion by going into an
expansive realignment of production facilities to hype production ofthe new Nova 4.
In fact, said Stroup, Data General
had actually cut production of the high-margin Eclipse in order to dedicate more manufacturing facilities to the new Novas-even
though that trimmed still further the slim

margins on the Novas.
Why? It was a calculated risk, explained Stroup. A marketing strategy that
sought to exploit a new opportunity among
oem customers who had been wed to the
smaller mini vendors.
"It's still not genenllly recognized
that some major changes are taking place in
this industry," Stroup argued. "It's become a tiered industry." On top, there are
DEC, HP, and Do-big companies that compete but really don't take much business
from each other. The struggle among them,
he said, is for the newcomers and the customers being lost by the smaller mini vendors who fall ever farther behind in the race.

"The business was there and
we got a hell of a lot more of
it than we expected."
In late 1978, according to the Stroup
Scriptures, many of the smaller mini vendors-the second tier: Computer Automation, General Automation, SEL, ModComp,
Microdata-started to look very shaky.
Suddenly, there seemed to be perhaps $300
million worth of oem business up for grabs.
Yet, with the industry bearish, the
major vendors moved into 1979 cautiously.
With the February introduction of the Nova
4, the microdesigned upgrade on Nova 3,

A New* li~l lil l l l l l l l l *Reader from Intermec
BAR C 00 E

All Codes in One Package
The new I ntermec Model 9300 Bar Code
Reader lets you read all common bar codes
with speed and accuracy. Ea$ily accessible
program switches let you select between
8 different codes.
Smallest On-Line Reader Available Today
The 9300 saves valuable workspace. Overall reader size is only
9"x6"x1~' Mount virtually anywhere pn your existing equipment or workstation.

Code39®
Codabar
UPC
EAN
Code 11
2 of 5
Interleaved 2 of 5
Ames

Intermec,Quality and Reliability
The 9300 will provide years of reliable
and virtually maintenance-free service,
thanks to the quality design and construction,you've come to expect from Intermec.
Broad Interface Features
And, the 9300 is loaded with interface
features. Dual RS-232-C asynchronous,
ASCII interface; full/half duplex, block,
transfer and more ... the 9300 may be
attached to an Intermec multiplexer,
allowing up to 16 readers
on one RS-232 port.
Forprices and additional
information, contact:

[ill] ~ ~u~OOMEC®
THE BAR CODE EXPERTS
Interface Mechanisms, Inc.
P.O. Box N
Lynnwood, WA 98036
Phone (206) 743-7036
TVVX(910)449-~870
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
tossed out a small lure and caught a
whale. The business was there, "and we got
a hell of a lot more of it than we expected,"
said Stroup.
Data General saw a unique opportunity, a limited windo~ into a giant oem
market. "Wefelt these customers had to go
somewhere. They had to settle somewhere
for at least 12 months. And," thought DG,
"many would decide where depending on
where they could get the product shipped."
Data General saw the "window" between
June 1979 and June 1980. To take advantage of it, Stroup said, management decided
to go into the risky process of disrupting
production plans, renegotiating chip orders,
even cutting Eclipse output, in order to
deliver Nova 4.
By May of 1979, Nova 4 delivery
was out to six months. In June, the decision
made, DG began to reassign production capacity. In July and August, mid-swing in
the change, came the semiconductor
,crunch, which painfully crimped output.
Nova 4 lead-time remained near six months
though the summer, sighed Stroup, and
only began to drop when the additional
production facilities hit stride in the early
fall. By November, Nova 4 delivery was
down to the standard 90 days-and Data
General had one very expensive net out for
that new business.
DG

-V.M.

PERSONAL COMPUTERS

CAPRICORN
FOLLOWS
COCONUT
HewleH-Packard's newest
personal computer shouldn't
cause too many home
computer makers to lose sleep.
Hewlett-Packard announced its longawaited personal computer, Capricorn, Jan.
HP'S MODEL HP-85, the company's
4, and the next day held its first public
recently announced computer for
showing in Las Vegas at the Consumer
, ,jprofessionals," was displayed early
Electronics Show.
this month at a consumer electronics
Described by the company as a
show in Las Vegas, Nev.
"professional personal computer, t t Capri~
com shouldn't cause too many home com~
professionals.
puter makers to lose sleep. HP places the
If Capricorn's major markets aren't
home at the bottom of its target market list,
in the consumer area, why show the maprojecting only 1% of the units sold will
wind up at home. The lion's share (90%) of chine at CES? A frequent CES attendee, and a
computer retailer himself, explained:
the HP-85 (Capricorn's official name) market is the professional: 65% of projected
"Some may have figured out what Radio
sales is expected to go to technical types,
Shack already knows: you get to meet a lot
of computer dealers at CES. t ,
with the remaining 25% going to business

DE·MAZE YOUR
SOFTWARE
AN INTENSIVE 3·DAY SEMINAR

H-P3000

Series I, II, III users,
take a look at this!
There's only one 55 cps daisy wheel printer
that you can use with the Hewlett-Packard 3000
at 1200 baud. It's the AGILE A1.
There's only one daisy wheel printer that
interfaces at all with the new H-P 3000 Series 33.
It's the AGILE A 1.

SOFTWARE PRINCIPLES
FOR MANAGEMENT
JOE FOX

The AGILE A1 handshakes with the H-P
ENQ/ACK protocol (enquiry/acknowledge),
offers hard-wired firmware, proportional
spacing and justified right margins.
Plus, the AGILE A1 enhances LARC word
processing software.
You can find out more, today, here:

Call for information (213) 476·9747

_• • - "'~I!!I-fI"l!!II..!!I!!Y
I"'~!lI'Jr=f!!~~
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P.O. BOX 49765, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049 (213) 476·9747
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AGILE
The AGILE CORPORATION
1050 Stewart Drive
Sunnyvrue, Ca. 94086

( 408) 735-9904
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Data Collection, pure and simp
From the moment your
employees entered the front gate
until they left for home, they've
always been on their own.
And no matter how dependable
they were it's been almost impossible to hold them accountable for
their actions and their whereabouts.

Accounting for the heretofore
unaccountable.
The Identification Network
from Rusco Electronics gives you
accountability for people and facilities that you never thought possible.
It monitors and reports employee
whereabouts and actions. And gives
you an accurate, immediate record
of who, what, where, and when.
Now basic data entry is available'
anywhere. For instance, you can
control the locking and unlocking
of doors on a pre-programmed
time schedule.
Parking lot entrances and exits
can be tied into the Identification
Network. So you can always find out
if an employee is on the premises.
You can account for the use of
the copying
machine and
knowhow

or the machinery will not work.
And a central printer immediately tells your security people
that an attempted unauthorized
entry has occurred, where it occurred,
and when. .
,
-It's that easy to account for
(and control) unauthorized access
and activities. And that easy to
save money.

many copies each employee makes.
You can create an electronic
time and attendance log of your
employees ins-and-outs for auto~
matic payroll processing.
You can even restrict after
hours elevator use. For certain key
people and certain floors.
Those are just a few examples.

How the Identification Network
works.

The most important control of all.

Each of your employees gets an
That, of course, is the ability
Identification Network EntryCard™ to control losses.
with a personalized code. Each room
The simple fact is, if you can
or piece of equipment that requires
account for detailed activities in
accountability has a single, compact areas where you lose money due
CARDENTRYTM reader.
to theft and misuse of materials,
You simply tell the Identification machinery and infonnation, you can
Network which employees are
cut those losses dramatically.
allowed into each room and which
That's exactly what the
employees are authorized to use
Identification Network does. It saves
each piece of equipment.
a lot of money. In a lot of places.
If someone attempts to enter
Call or Write: Rusco Electronics
a room or use a piece of equipment
Systems, 1840 Victory Blvd., Glenthat's off . . to them, the door
dale, CA 91201,1-800-528-6050, ext.
will
open _ _ _.~_""~")f 691. In Arizona, 1-602-
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RUSCO
ELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS
A DIVISION OF .'Ttt

ReSI

We give you controlling interest.
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
Basically, Capricorn is an integrated system including processor and memory ,
data cartridge tape transport, thermal printer, 5-inch crt display, and typewriter-style
keyboard, all packaged in a low-profile
desktop enclosure. System software, including the BASIC interpreter, is in ROM. As
functions are needed, say disk operating
system functions to support a planned
floppy disk subsystem, additional ROM'S,
can be added. This approach means that
adding DOS functions doesn't reduce user
RAM (the machine can be had with 16KB or
32KB of RAM). The basic 16KB Capricorn
carries a $3,250 price tag.

Capricorn comes from HP'S Corvallis, Ore., Division, which evolved from the
old Cupertino-based Advanced Products
Div. APD made its first big splash in 1972
when it announced the first highly sophisticated scientific pocket calculator, the

Corvallis facility is indeed a
personal computer company.
HP-35. About two years after the 35, APD
again caused a stir with the introduction of
the first fully programmable handheld
calculator, the HP-65. Until 1975, APD

does it

taket~

make a
classic terminal?
It takes versatility, the ability to
handle a range of applications as
diverse as interactive timesharing, communications, and X-Y
plotting.
It takes printing of exceptional
quality so that documents look
as though they had been produced on the world's finest
word processor.
It takes a microprocessor for
power.
It takes multiple character sets
-the standard ASCII,
plus optional EBCD,
Correspondence, even
APL.
It takes ease of operation,
a typewriter keyboard, a separate numeric keyboard, com. plete forms control, a buffer
memory, switch -selectable line
speeds from 10 to 45 characters
a second, interchangeable type
faces. And other features for
specific needs.

TheAJ832.

Classic.
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Su~h a terminal would be classic.
Th~re is one. The AJ 832. Call
yo~r riearest AJ regional office:
S~ Jose (408) 946-2900; Chi-

cagl? (312) 671-7155; Hackensack
(20~) 488-2525. Or write Ander~acobson, Inc., 521 Charcot
ue, San Jose, California
I
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maintained a handheld orientation. Then
the division branched out into small desktop
units, such as the mpdel 97 (announced in
March 1976). In August of that year, APD
relocated to its new home in Oregon;
company policy dictated a name change to
identify with the new location, and "Corvallis Division" replaced the APD'designations.
Before the move, planners already
had defined two new products, code named
Coconut and Capricorn, explains Dick
Moore, the general manager. Coconut bore
fruit last July 16, with the introduction of
the HP-41c, a handheld, programmable
calculator with alphanumeric LCD readout,
continuous memory, a software-redefinable
keyboard, and provision for attachment of
peripherals and additional memory. Essentially, Coconut is the pocket-sized processor for a very small computer system.
A visitor to the Corvallis facility
,leaves convinced that this is indeed a personal computer company. "Corvallis Division builds personal computing devices,"
proclaims one sign. On the second 'floor,
there's a "Personal Computing Kiosk,"
consisting of several magazine racks holding personal computing magazines, along
with mainstream technical publications that
also cover personal and microcomputing.
Out in the manufacturing. area, numerous
photocopies of Capricorn !'the Zodiac goat
have been taped up. And at least one desk is
adorned with a pink football pennant rooting for Coconut.
Most of Capricorn is manufactured
in house. HP has a large semiconductor fabrication line in the Corvallis plant, and there
is room in the building to double the space
for semiconductor manufacture. Some
semiconductors may come from other HP
divisions, and memory chips are standard
parts bought from outside suppliers. At this
point, Coconut takes much of the Corvallis
plant's semiconductor capacity, according
to Ed Shideler, the division's components
manager. By fall oflast year, about 15,000
Coconuts had been made; today the figure
may have passed the 20,000 mark. All of
the chips and LCDs used in Coconut are
made in-house. Capricorn requires about
half a dozen proprietary chips, which are
also made in-house. In comparison to the
Coconut project's requirements, Capricorn
takes little capacity. Shideler says doubling
requirements over projections won't overtax his operation.
The division's software and hardware designers, knowing Capricorn will go
to many computer-naive users, want their
machine to be both friendly and immediately usable. About a dozen applications packages are available, with several others due
by midyear. In addition to applications
packages for text editing, general statistics,
regression analysis, circuit analy#s, linear
programming and games, there's a computer-assisted instruction package to teach a

With the addition of electrostatics, CalComp has the broadest .
line of plotters available from any
vendor. Whatever your application demands - flatbed,beltbed;
continuous Toll, computer output
to microfilm or electrostaticCalComp has a solution. And our
sales representatives, graphics consultants
with years of experience, will make sure
it's the correct solution.
For plot previewing at an affordable
price, our sales representative will introduce
you to the new electrostatic printer/plotters. They're
ideal for mapping, plot previewing, business charts and
graphs and a host of other applications. And they function as a fast line printer as well.
Our representatives can help you select from a
printer/plotter family that offers seven models, paper
widths of 11" and 22" and plotting resolutions of 100
and 200 dots per inch. Plus, there's a wide range of .
operational and application software available.·
When your plotter-application requires a high
degree of resolution or larger plots, our graphics
profeSSionals will still have the answer. Take our compact 1012 desk-top plotters for starters. You get-crisp,
clean 8~" x 11" or 11" x 17" size plots and the convenience of Z-fold paper.

For bigger jobs, there are
six· other-precision. drum-plotters '
to choose from ..Including the
industry's largest, our new 1065,
with an extra-wide 72/1 drum. that
plots at 30 ips.
For the best of high-end performance, there's our 960 belt.:
bed plotter. Itdeliv!3rs big 33" x
60" vertical plots. And nobody
handles computer graphics on a
'grander scale. Our top-of.:the.:line
flatbed plotters - the 7000 System -literally' draw away
from the competition'with a 43" x 59" plotting surface.
You also get a reliability guaranty you'd only expect
from the graphics leader. All CalComp _plotters are
covered by our unique one year warranty on parts and
labor. And our graphics consultants are backed by 22
systems analysts and over 100 service representatives ,
in 35 cities - the most extensive service and support
network in the plotter industry.
So, if you're looking fora solution to yourgTaphic
needs'lcaH us today. We've got all the right answers.

.(!)~(J)G
California Computer Products, Inc.
2411 West La Palma, Anaheim, California 92801;
. Tel: (714) 821-2011 TWX: 910-591-1154.

Sales and Service Offices: Tempe, AZ; (602) 894·9468. Orange, CA: (714) 639·3690, (213) 430·2104, Santa Clara, CA: (408) 249·0936. Englewood, CO: (303) 770·1950. Norcross, GA:
(404) 448·4522. Rosemont,IL (312) 696·1770. Shawnee Mission, KS; (913) 362·0707. Waltham, MA: (617) 890·0834, Rockville, MD/Federal Accounts Manager; (30l) 770·1464.
Southfield. MI: (313) 569·3123. Bloomington. MN:(612) 854·3448. SI Louis, MO; (314) 968·4637 Union. NJ: (201) 686·7100. Fairport. NY: (716) 223·3820. Cleveland, OR (216) 362,7280.
Dayton, OH: (513) 276·5247. Tulsa, OK: (918) 663·7392. Portland, OR: (503) 241·0974. Wayne, PA: (215) 688·3405. Pittsburgh, PA: (412) 922·3430~ Dallas, TX: (214) 661·2326,
Houston. TX: (713) 776·327§, Bellevue, WA: (206) 747·9321. For international sales contact CalComp International. teL (714) 821·2011 orwrite: 2411 West LaPalma, Anaheim, CA 92801;
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NEWS IN PERSPECTIVE
novice how to program Capricorn in BASIC.
Capricorn's BASIC is powerful, with 146
total commands, 42 predefined functions
and unlimited string lengths. Floating point
numbers can have 12 significant digits, and
exponents ranging from -499 to +499; there
also are short floating point and integer data
types with five-digit accuracy. Editing is
friendly, with keys for INSERT, DELETE, and
REPLACE. Commonly used commands can
be invoked withra single keystroke. TRACE
and STEP commands aid in debugging.
Capricorn, which also functions as a
desktop calculator, can execute statements
in immediate mode. Like the HP-300
(Amigo) and the 250, Capricorn has userdefinable function keys with legends displayed on the crt screen. Press the KEY
LABEL key, and the bottom lines of the 16
line by 32 character crt shows the functions
associated with each of the four function
keys under the screep (the function keys can
be shifted, providing eight user-defined
functions) .
The crt display has independent
alphanumeric and graphics memories. The
alpha memory holds up to 64 lines; users
can scroll in either direction. In graphics
mode, the 85 has a 256 by 192 resolution.
The integral thermal printer prints
alphanumerics bidirectionally at two lines
per second; graphics output is unidirectional. Again, to make things easy for the user,
a COpy key is provided to produce hard copy
from the screen.
Data cartridges for the 85 can contain up to 210KB of data or 195KB of programs. Up to 42 named files can be stored in
a cartridge; to speed access, Capricorn
maintains a partial file directory in memory .

-Bill Musgrave

SERVICES

DESA:A
SINGLE
SOURCE

Four data entry firms combine
their resources to aim at large
jobs.
Four data entry service companies this
month combined their resources to form a
national joint venture company called DESA
(Data Entry Services of America). Its
founder, Richard C. Thompson, said it is
the first such organization in the computer
industry and represents "long overdue
recognition of the need for such a resource. "
The four companies, which will
continue to operate as independent concerns, are: Dataco Inc. of Morrisville, Pa.,
Data Systems Inc. in Minneapolis, Information Control Inc. in Kansas City, and
Atlanta-based Input Services Inc. Through
DESA, these companies can offer clients services based on a total capacity of nine OCR
systems and 12 key-to-disk systems at
seven metropolitan area locations (Atlanta,
Dayton, Detroit, Kansas City, Minneapolis, Philadelphia, and New York). More
than 750 key-to-disk operators and OCR typists are employed by the DESA companies.
Thompson said the organization intends to open branches in Texas and on the
West Coast within six months to a year by

adding companies to the joint venture or by
having existing members expand their
operations to these areas.
Thompson, a former vice president
of Scan=Data Corp. who now is associated
with Dataco, is the president of DES A whose
headquarters are in Plymouth Meeting, Pa.
He said demands for outside data entry services have been increasing every year, par. ticularly by large computer users who up to
now have relied on large numbers of small
companies to get ajob done. "With DESA,"
he said, "the customer will now have a single interface, a single contract governing
price, turnaround, accuracy-:-all the things
that go into a service agreement. We are
eliminating the need for the client to form a
consortium of companies, and we are guaranteeing a consistent product."
Besides, outside service companies
can offer customers significant cost savings, he said. DESA believes a customer
doing his own data entry might be paying as
high as $10 an hour per operator. Outside
services, he said, average $6 an hour with a
profit margin built in.
The four companies in the new organization use a "type and scan" method of
data entry, with the typing being done on a
piecemeal basis by typists who work at
home, and scanning being done at the service bureau. He said nearly 70% of the 750
persons employed by the four companies
work at home.
Although the organization was started Jan. 10, the member firms began seeing
the benefits of a confederation as early as
last December, when Information Control,
Inc., in Kansas City, found that it was doing
data entry services for a firm in Dayton, .1
where Dataco has a service center, and was'
able to refer additional business to the Dayton operation. Data Systems, Inc., in Minneapolis, which had a large job with a .
Minneapolis mail order house, was negoti- \
ating to subcontract some of the work to
other members.
Although industry statistics are hard
to come by, Thompson said some sources
estimate major metropolitan areas like
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, and Chicago
generally support 10 to 25 local data entry
service companies. Even in medium-sized
areas like Minneapolis or Atlanta, six to 10
such companies can be found. Few have the
facilities to handle large contracts or contracts which require service in severallocations. Thus, said Thompson, DESA with its
multilocation presence, is unique.
Who will use DESA? Four fields
stand out: the auto industry, legal service
firms, direct mail organizations, and insurance companies. These fields have the
greatest demand for data entry, and often require multilocation services. "Our emphasis is on the very large volume opportunities
and the ability to address those opportunities," Thompson said.
i

"Not that one, lady-that's our store detective."
©
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-Josh Martin

Nixdorf
Distributed Processing:
Suddenly you save.
With a Nixdorf 600 Series Distributed Data
Processing System, you save two important ways:
on what your central computer no longer has to do,
and onwhat your distributed system can now doeasier, more efficiently, and at less cost.
Most large mainframe computers tie themselves
, up in knots trying to service, multiple remote users.
They simply weren't designed for it. Reliable, proven,
and easy-to-use Nixdorf DDP systems relieve mainframes of the need to execute unique remote user
programs, maintain remote user data, and handle
inquiry/response communications. Data transmission and central computer costs are reduced, and
your mainframe is freed up to do what it does bestprocess large volumes of data.
Wtlere you really save is at the remote site. With a
Nixdorf 600 system that is so easy to understand and
operate, you won't have to hire expensive personnel to
run it. And with multi-purpose distributed software

,

that supports local batch processing,· remote batch
and interactive communications, word processing,
data entry, and data base manc;tgement. Quickly, your
field managers will be able to store, process and
retrieve the data they need to make better deci.sionswhile you retain critical central control over your DP
functions.

Put cost-effective Nixdorf compiJter power
where you need it most-at your fingertips, on the job.
Contact Nixdorf. We've been making systems for
distributed applications for over a quarter of a century,
and we back up more than 60,000 worldwide installations with a support network that numbers some 9,200
persons, 1,400 of them in 120 North American cities. A
call to Nixdorf now could save you plenty later. Call
toll-free (800) 225.;1979 or write: Nixdorf Computer Corporation, DDP Marketing, 168 Middlesex Turnpike,
Burlington, MA 01803.
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The first smart terminal that~
more intelligent than it looks.
Best of all, with Zephyr, MTBF is no longer a
Zentec, the leader in custom-designed infour letterword. Like every ?entec terminal,
telligent CRT terminals, now introduces
ZephyrTM, their first smart terminal. It's
each Zephyr is stress tested throughout
each phase of the manufacturing process.
microprocessor-based. Compatible with today's most popular smart terminals, includ- -Then burned in. Tested. And tested again.
ing the Lear Siegler ADM-31TM .And provides So that Zephyr offers you the best MTBF
a full range of intelligent features. Like two
rate in the business. That means less
dead-on-arrivals. Fewer premature fairures.'
1920 character pages of video display. Full
More reliability ... from power-up to payout.
cursor addressability. Full editing. And protected forms mode. All standard, of course.
Like a closer look? Just write to Paul LaVoie,
Vice President of Marketing, Zentec CorpoIt's a breeze to use, too. The stepped,
ration, 2400 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara,
typewriter-style keyboard offers you all the
CA 95050. Or call him at (408) 246-7662~
goodies. Like a full numeric keypad and 16
programmable function keys. All gentle to
You'll see that for price, performance and
the touch. And the high resolution, non-glare delivery Zephyr is reallyan intelligent
.video display, already easy on the eyes, ofbuy. But then, what else would you expect
fers you a full range of video enhancements. from Zentec ... the last word in intelligent
Like blinking. Dimming. Underlining. And re- terminals.
verse video. There's even a 25th status line
that tells you what's happening, as it's happening. Plus you can transmit data in either
Distributor inquiries are now
character or block mode, maximizing your
being invited.
host processing time;

... the last word in intelligent tenninals.
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Minutes ago these bills were in the computer.

. inutes from now thy 'II b inth' mil.
The Pitney-Bowes high-speed Computer Output Mailing
System takes over where your computer leaves off. It per-:
forms an entire range of forms-processing, inserting and
mailing steps in one non-stop sequence, completely eliminating the stop-and-go pace that has previously hampered
computer-to-mailoperations.
You simply thread your continuous forms web intoone
end of the system, press a start button and get ready-tomail envelopes at the oth.er end, Bursting, folding, trimming,
Slitting and imprinting operations are all performed at webfast speeds without a single manuCiI interruption.
Systems can be custom-assembled to meet virtually
any application. They can be equipped with multiple insert-

Ing stations, electronic scanning, document verification,
group feeding and selective collating. And thanks to the
postal service presort discount and the system's zip code
sorting options, you can save 2¢ on every invoice or statement you mail first class. In short, everything you need to
add real zip to transactional mailings.
For complete facts and figures, write to Pitney Bowes,
2146 Pacific Street, Stamford, CT 06904. Or consult your
local yellow pages. Over 600 sales and service' points
throughout the U.S. and Canada. Postage Meters, Mailing
Systems, Copiers, Labeling and Price Marking Systems.

~I~ Pitney Bowes·
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scover

the most organized (and inexpensive) way to keep up
with what's new in computer techniques and inanagement~

The Library of
Computer and Information Sciences

62748. MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS: Organization, Programming, and Applications. Eckhouse and
Morris.
.
$21.95
49600. THE FUTURE WITH MICROELECTRONICS. Barron and Curnow. How future developments will transform society from the factory to
tlie home.
. $17.50
49360. FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER ALGORITHMS. Horowitz and Sahni. Elementary data
structures, divide-and-conquer method, the greedy
method, and more.
$19.95
55353. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS:
Characteristics, Testing, and Evaluation. F. Wilfred
$1~.95
Lancaster.
.
51955. A GUIDE TO THE SUCCESSFUl.; MANAGEMENT OF COMPUTER PROJECTS. Hamish Donaldson.
$24.95
62620. MICROCOMPUTER HANDBOOK.
Charles J. SippI. Detailed reference to the technology and applIcations of microprocessors.
.' $19.95
79167. SOFTWARE RELIABILITY GUIDEBOOK.
Robert L. Glass. Spells out all the technological and
management techniques.
. $18.95
79155. SOFTWARE INTERPRETERS FOR MICROCOMPUTERS. Thomas C. McIntire. $18.95
59920. MANAGEMENT: TaskS, Responsjbilities,
Practices. Peter F. Drucker. The skills a good executive needs to stay effective in modern manllgement.
. $1T-SO
81845. SYSTEM/370 JOB CONTROL LANGUAGE. Gary' De Ward Brown. Includes descriptions
of hardware oevices and access methods and refer7
ence to many useful JCL features. Softcover. $12.50
42303. A DISCIPLINE OF PROGRAMMING.
Eds~er W. Dijkstra. New programming tools to solve
pro51ems from the everyday to the complex. $20.95
39890-2. COMPUTER DATA-BASE ORGANIZATION. James Martin. An invaluable planning tool
having over 200 diagrams. Counts as 2 of your 3
$26.50
books.
32268. ADVANCED ANS COBOL WITH STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING. Gary D. Brown. Simplified approach will help you expand your working
resources.
$19.95
32485. ALGORITHMS + DATA STRUCTURES
= PROGRAMS. Niklaus Wirth. A classic work on
$20.95
structured programming.
41785. DEBUGGING SYSTEM 360/370 PROGRAMS USING OS AND VS STORAGE DUMPS.
D. H. Rindfleisch. With illustrations, examples,
sample dumps.
$19.95

50551. GRANTS: How to Find Out About Them and
$19.50
What to Do Next. Virginia P. White.
55328. INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Theory and
Practice. John G. Burch, Jr. et al. Basic reference to
the fundamentals of the "information revolution."
Covers everything from systems development to
data structures.
.
$15.95

. (Publishers' Prices shown)
39737-2. COMPACT NUMERICAL METHODS
FOR COMPUTERS. J.e. Nash. Hundreds of ways
to solve mathematical problems on small computers. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.
$29.95

45380. THE ENTREPRENEUR'S MANUAL:
BusinesS Start-Ups, Spin-Offs, and Iimovative Management. Richard M. White, Jr..
..
$16.95
40010. COMPUTER POWER FOR THE SMALL
BUSINESS. SippI and Dahl. A complete guide io
$15.95
micro and mim computers. .
54450. THE mM 5100 PORTABLE COMPUTER:
. A Comprehensive Guide for Users and Programmers.
Harry Katzan, Jr. Includes BASIC and APLprograms for payroll/inventory control applications.
$19.95
70093. PRIMER FOR SMALL SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT. Grady M. Easley.
$18.95

82730,2. TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE
COMPUTER. James Martin. Counts as 2 of your 3
-.
$29.50
books.
53795. HOW TO MANAGE STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING. Edward Yourdon. Offers a detailed
step-by-step presentation of just what programmer
productivity techniques (PPT) can do for the DP
manager.
.
$21.50
52900. HlGH LEVEL COBOL PROGRAMMING.
Gerald M. Weinberg et al. Introduces "sheltered
programming" concepts, stresses modular design
ana maintainability of code.
$21.95
39858. COMPUTER ARITHMETIC: Principles,
Architecture, and Design. Kai Hwang. 422 pages,
$2f.95
with over 230 illustrations..
79150-2. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING. Jensen &
Tonies. All phases, with emphasis on real applications in industry. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.
$27.50
40065-2. COMPUTER STORAGE. SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGY. Richard Matick. A thorough
examination of available storage devices. Counts as
$29.95
2 ofyour 3 books.

EXTRAORDINARY
VALUE!

35450-2. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING
HANDBOOK.' The Diebold Group. Auxiliary memory. peripherals, systems design, consultant services,
software packages. Counts as 2 ofyour 3 books.
$34.95

If the reply card has been removed, please write to
The Library of Computer and Information Sciences
Dept 7-AB2, Riverside, N.J. 08370
. to obtain membership information and
application.

44900-3. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPUTER SCIENCE.
Monumental 1550-page
volume covers topics
ranging from theory
ana applications to pro~
grammmg and Boofean
algebra. Counts as 3 of.
your 3 books.
$60.00
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The AMtext 100 gives you the best
of both processing worlds.
The AMtext 100 system makes it
easy to do word processing and data
processing. Simult"aneously.
In fact, in a recent survey con':'
ducted by Datapro, the AMtext 100
was rated the number one shared
resource system-for the second
year in a row.
The best of word processing.
Our unique Type-Rite software
package makes any word processing job easy. You can use it to type
and edit text, create forms and move
columnsat the push of a button;
And the AMtext 100 can handle up
to four systems disks. So you can
store up to 320 million characters.

a

You also have choice of high-·
quality character ahd line printers,
ranging in speed from 55 characters
per second to 600 lines per minute.
The best of data processing.
We make data processing easy,
too. Our Account-Rite package can
handle general ledger, accounts
payable and receivable, and payroll.
And it produces management
reports to your exact specifications.
All records are kept confidential,
because you set up your own special
access codes.
Most important, you can do word
and data processing simultaneously,
because the AMtext 100 is a true

This ad was entirely composed on the Comp/Set system.
Comp/Set, Jacquard and Jacquard Systems are registered trademarks, and
Account-Rite, AMtext, The Informationists and Type-Rite are trademarks of
AM International, Inc.
© 1979 AM International, Inc.

shared resource system. Many
different applications can be processed simultaneously from multiple
independent work stations.
A system you can depend on.
AMtext systems are easy to
learn and easy to operate. We provide thorough operator training.
And they're backed by locallybased support and service.
For more information, write to:
AM Jacquard Systems, 1639 11 th
Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404.
Or call toll-free (800) 631-8134,
except in Alaska and Hawaii. From
New Jersey, call (201 ) 887-8000,
extension 777.

,jJf'~ Jacquard Systems
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the Informationists.

"Here are four reasons why we
switched to NCR," says Dale A. Dooley
of the Iowa Transfer System.
DOOLEY:
The Iowa Transfer System
isthe first electronic funds
transfer system to operate
statewide. Over 85 percent of the commercial
banks in Iowa are supporting members. We recently
installed an NCR 8450 as
the central element - the
switch - in our network.
NCR's SCHULTE:
It's the element that
makes the remote connections, sothal every terminal has access to every
bank on the network. All
across the state of Iowa.

NCR representatives have
parallel specialties so they
can be more responsive to
the problems peculiar to
their industries. It's a
concept that is working
well for us.
.
DOOLEY:
The third reason is software: Only NCR could provide the switch software
we needed when we had to
have it.
NCR's SCHULTE:
Not only did we meet the
deadline, but the transition
to our system was very
smooth.

DOOLEY:
Our first reason for going
to NCR is monetary. With
NCR, our costs are substantially lower than under
our previous arrangement.

DOOLEY:
Finally, our decision was
influenced by the dependable performance of the
Dale A. Dooley (left) is executive director of Iowa Transfer System,
other NCR systems
Inc., in Des Moines. Jim Schulte is NCR district manager.
within the network. And we
NCR's SCHULTE:
have had the same experl·
Andat least a bit lower than the other alternatives you
ence with this system, Our uptime level has been very
explored.
high .......... a critical consideration when you're talking
about a network switch.
DOOLEY:
Then there Is the support we received from NCR and
from you, Jim. And NCR's known commitment to EFT.
NCR's SCHULTE:
NCR representatives are specialized. All the people in
my group work exclusively with financial institutions.
So we are in tune with current financial trends. Other

In the NCR office nearest you, there Is an account
manager like Jim Schulte Who specializes In your
Industry and knows NCR systems. Learn how an NCR
system can help you, Phone him at the local office. Or
write to EDP Systems. NCR Corporation, Box 606,
Daytoo, Ohio 45401,
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Complete Computer Systems
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"/ don't know what you guys see in these computers ... "

Ternlina1

lis how to use ReS best.
A s a Data Processing manager,
J-\. you've probably thought of
Remote Computing Services
(RCS) only in terms of functional
applications such as financial
analysis, problem solving and
analytical forecasting.
But, now there's a computer
services company that has
expanded the scope and flexibility
of RCS so that it can be of greater
use to you.
The company is General
Electric Information Services
Company. And the reason we
now can offer you this increased
range of data processing capabilities is our n~w intelligent terminal, the MARKLINK Terminal. And
MARK III® DDP. A fully integrated
distributed data processing system from one supplier-General
Electric Information Services
Company.

Our intelligent terminal
is a better means
to more ends
What makes our MARKLINK Terminal so smart? Incredible versa,,:
tility. In fact, it gives you local
processing, distributed processing and timesharing capabilities,
for either interactive or batch
processing. Even more remarkably, you can use all of these
capabilities simultaneously.

The more it does, the more
you can do
By doing more, the MARKLINK
Terminal opens up to you a whole
world of computing possibilities.
Local Processing. As a minicomputer, the MARKLINK Terminal is ideally suited for local data
entry, editing and storage. So,
offices and factories can use it for
everyday jobs such as local financial' accounting, inventory control
and order entry-without the
expense of always being on-line
to a large host computer.
Transaction Processing. The
MARKLINK Terminal, accessing

the host computers of General
Electric Information Services
Company, gives you the transaction power you need for large
centralized data bases like master
inventory files, consumer credit
histories or international reservations information that must be
continually accessed from multiple locations. And it does it more
economically than simple timesharing.
Interactive Timesharing. The
MARKLINK Terminal gives you
direct access to our MARK III
Service command system or our
IBM compatible MARK 3000SM Service. So, you can talk directly to
the host computer for ad hoc
reporting, program development
and control of production runs.
Remote-Batch Processing. For
scheduled daytime or overnight
and weekend jobs like payroll and
invoicing, large volumes of data
can be captured and edited on the
MARKLINK Terminal to be processed by our host computer on
a delayed basis.

You even get more options
Another reason the MARKLINK
Terminal is a better choice is the
additional option,S it gives you.
like access to our extensive software library, including more than
1800 different programs covering
key industry areas. You also get
access to both Honeywell and
IBM equipment, whichever best
suits .your needs. And the flexibility of both CRT and print
capability.

Yet for more, you pay less
Your MARKLINK Terminal is
linked to GEISCO's host computers by a single, synchronous.
2400 baud communications line.
This gives you high speed communications and flexibility at a
low cost.' Though you pay for
only one line, its multi-stream
capabilities can do transaction
processing, timesharing, batch

transfer-all at the same time.

The team behind the
terminal
When you build your distributed
processing around the MARKLINK
Terminal, you get more than
state-of-the-art hardware and
software. You also get state-ofthe-art services. Like a customer
service desk that you can call 24
hours a day, 7 days week. like
the attention of our technical support staff. And a training program
that will give your people the documentation and expertise they
need to get the most out of our
services. '

a

Who we are

We're General Electric Information Services Company. One of
the 'world's leading companies in
remote computing services.
We help make business more
effective, more efficient and more
profitable for our customers, over
5000 of them around the world.
If you'd like to'know more
about our MARKLINK Terminal,
-please send us the coupon below.

General Electric
Information Service
is how to use
computers best.

r--------------,
I
I
I

General Electric D
Information Services
Company

401 N. Washington Street
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dept. Me
Please send me more information on using
the MARKLINK Terminal.
o Please send me your booklet.
o Please have your representative call.
N~.~e

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Titlet!....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Streetl-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City·_ _ _ _-"'Statl!.....--Zip-Company:.....-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Type of business:>....-_ _.:-.-_ _ __
Do you have a specific application in mind?
Uso, please specify,

L..: _____________

GENERAL.ELECTRIC
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...and now Trilog's
impact printer/plotter
does, too. COLORPLOT 100, the world's
first multicolor printer/plotter, gives you super-quality
full-color printouts on plain paper! Trilog has selected the
industry's standard for reliability - the Printronix P-300 and enhanced it with our own proprietary multicolor ribbon
and bi-directional drive system. The result: you get
high-resolution 100 x 100 dot matrix images in brilliant
color for the breakthrough low price of only $9980. See
for yourself - write or call today for your own
COLORPLOT 100 sample packet.·
TRILOG, 16750 Hale Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 549-4079.

TM

TRILOG
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Four for the
price of one.
On the double.

Our new DS990
business systems
deliver four times
the data storage
you'd expect for the
price. In short order.
Here's some very good news. Our
powerful new business computer
systems, the DS990 Models 1 and 2,
are affordable. For example, the
Modell starts at under $10,000*.
Here's even better news. You
don't have to wait for them. Our recent manufacturing expansion now
allows normal delivery within
30 days.
Now for the best news. We
packed our new systems with doublesided, double-density diskettes that

tlm.es.'the:da1ta'storage:.::
of many comparably pnced single:. .
sided, single-density diskette systems.
Since these small systems are
compatible with our full line of larger
DS990 computers, they'll provide efficient data management today and
easily expand to meet your needs
tomorrow.
You can order either system
complete with TI's multi-tasking
TX5 Operating System and BASIC
or FORTRAN. Pascal programs
developed on larger DS990 systems
will also run under TX5. In addition,
the Modell features TPL, the
easy-to-use forms generation and
data entry software package of our
Series 700 Distributed Processing
Systems.
Like every TI computer product, these new systems are backed

by our worldwide network of highly
trained service specialists.
Now you can solve your problems reliably and efficiently using
XIII OlYMPIC
small business computers
OQY~ from Texas Instruments
D
-the company appointed
.
the official computer and
'---_........ calculator company of the
1980 Olympic Winter Games.
For more information about
our money-saving DS990 business
systems, contact your nearest
TI sales office or write: Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P. O.
Box 1444, MIS 7784, Houston,
Texas 77001. In Europe~
write: Boite Postale 5,
rJ
06270 VilleneuveLoubet, France.
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

[I.

INCORPORATED

TEXAS
INSTiiUMEN1N
We put cotnputing within everyone's reach.
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. ARE USERS COMPLAINING
·ABOUTYOUR.·.
RESPONSE
TIME?
! . ,'.,
"",',':' .'.
.'
yYhenthey .do/youneedtO.know: is
: there really a probleIll?What's

causingit?Wh~.tcanbedoneabout'it?

i~ i Now, Jorthe firsttim~1 these :
.' answers are available on a real-time
basis:" with TEi'sdafa'snewAdvanced
MS (AMS) Resource Management
System. AMS,via its MSI09 Commu..;
nicationstv1odul~1 continuously. .. . .
monitors response time and pinpoints
delays within:your.communications
network()rhcist computer. 50 you •
can star~ solving YOtU problems before . .•
yourusersareeven aware of them;
The more you need to know about
your:. computer and. data communications, the more you need to know
···about Tesdata.Tesdata5ystem~Corp.,
7921 Jones Branch .Drive, McLean,
Virgini~22102/( Sop )336-~170.·

(JillJil~}:;\jj 'A\ ')
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Racal-Vadic is in full production on an acoustic
coupler that operates at 1200 bits per second, full
duplex. Thousands are already iJ.1stalled and
operational.
This is great news for remote terminal users
who will no. longer have to settle for 300 bps acoustic
operation. Now, merely by replacing your present
coupler with the VA3434, you can step up to 1200 bps
full duplex, using the same 103 type protocol, yet
retaining the portability that only an acoustic coupler
. provides. And since data flows 4 times faster, phone
charges may be less, too.
.

More good news. The VA3434 is compatible with
Racal-Vadic's VA3400 Series, including the VA3467
computer site triple modern.
Where can you obtain the VA3434? Easy.
Just phone the nearest Racal-Vadic stocking rep.
They're listed below.

222 Caspian Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Tel: (408) 744-0810· TWX: 910-339-9297

The Electronics Group

Racal-Vadic Regional Offices: West: (408) 744-1727· East: (301) 459-7430·
Central: (312) 296-8018 • Northeast: (617) 245-8790

Available from these stocking reps...
Alabama: (800) 327-6600 • Alaska: (907) 344-Il41· Arizona: (602) 947-7841 • California: S.F. (408) 249-2491, L.A: (714) 635-7600, S.D. (714) 578-5760 • Canada: Calgary
(403) 266-1553, Montreal (514) 849-9491. Toronto (416) 765-7500, Vancouver (604) 681-8136 • Colorado: (303) 779-3600 • Conn.: (203) 265-0215 • Dist. of Columbia: (301)
622-3535· Florida: Ft. Lauderdale (BOO) 432-4480, Orlando (305) 423-7615, St. Petersburg (800) 432-4480· Georgia: (800) 327-6600 • Illinois: (312) 255-4820 • Indiana: (317)
846·2591· Kansas: (913) 362-2366· Maryland: (301) 622-3535· Mass.: (617) 245-8900· Michigan: (313) 973-1133· Minnesota: (612) 944-3515 • Missouri: (314) 821-3742
New Jersey: North (201) 445-521O,South (609) 779-0200· New York: Binghampton (607) 785-9947, NYC(212) 695-4269, Rochester (716) 473-5720, Syracuse (315) 437-6666
N. Carolina: (800) 327·6600· Ohio: Cleveland (216) 333-8375, Dayton (513) 859-3040· Oregon: (503) 224-3145· Penn.: East (609) 779-0200, West (412) 681·8609· S. Carolina:
(800) 327-6600· Texas: Austin (512)451-0217, Dallas (214) 231·2573, Houston (713) 688-9971 • Utah: (801) 484-4496· Wash.: (206) 763-2755 • Wisconsin: (414) 547-6637
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Actual-size reproduction of a Polacolor 8 x 10 hardcopy of 10, moon of Jupiter, taken by Voyager satellite. An example of remote sensing. Photo courtesy of JPL/NASA.
All photographs taken with a Dunn Instruments 631 color camera.

Now, direct from your computerbig instant pictures. .
Now your computer can
immediately deliver sharp pictures in brilliant colors on
Polaroid 8 x 10 Land film.
This is an ideal form of hardcopy. It adds impact to your
graphic data by presenting it in.
a large, easily readable form.
And it serves a wide variety
of informational needs in
business graphics and image
processing - with applications
in mapping, earth studiesfrom
satellites, medical diagnosis,
computer-aided design and
animation.
The pictures shown here
were made by new computer
peripherals - color cameras.
They are manufactured by
Dunn Instruments and Matrix
Corp. Since the cameras use
standard video (RS 170) signals,.you can conveniently interface them with computers
orcolor-raster based terminals.
The; Polaroid 8 x 10 print
produced by the camera is the
highest-quality instant record
available. Since you receive
your hardcopy immediately,

you can be sure you're getting
exactly the record you want,
exactly the way you've seen it
displayed on your monitor.
And you can distribute it at
once if the data is urgently
needed. The pictures are
distortion-free, and their
bright, saturated colors yield
superb results.
The print can also record
continuous-tone images from
digital color TV signals in such
applications as remote sensing, animation and geological
sounding. Its resolution surpasses the resolution of present color digital TV systems.
As the technology of digital
TV advances, these large

Polaroid prints will be able to
record even greater detail and
more information.
The fil m's colors are stable,
so the picture stays fresh and
brig ht. The photo can be used
as origir:1a1 art for high-quality
printing: And because of its
8 x 10 size, it can be inserted
as a complete pag,e in a report.
For more information or a
demonstration, write t6:
Polaroid Corporation, Dept.
A428, 575 Technology
Square, Cambridge, Mass.
02139. Or call tolHree from
anywhere within the Continental U.S.: 800-225-1618.
(In Massachusetts call collect:
617-547-5177.)

Computer-aided design of IC clip from Ramtek color terminal.
(Reduced from Polacolor 8 x 10 print.)
,

Polaroid
Instant 8x10 color film
© 1979 Polaroid Corporation "Polaroid" and

"Polacolor"~
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Typical management information graphic from Tektronix color terminal. (Reduced from Polacolor 8 x 10 print.)
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Come fire, flood,
earthquake, .or tornado,
. . . your.·data center
wiUsoon be up if. you
have established
efficient· contingency
plans•

.PICkING.Up·
THE PIECES
. 'The ()hjective of disast~r recoveryplanning is
:to get qown'systems operational again and to
rriairitain secure cllstodianship of data.
When we.. t~lk about disaster striking
the data center, \\ie'usually mean things Hke a
747 dropping outaf the sky onto oUf building.
To get right down to basics, J looked up the
word disaster in the dictionary ,and it is defined as' 'A calall1 itous event, esp. one occur",.Jing.,;suddeniy.and, causing' great damage. or
hardship." The two items most applicable to
our subject are "suddenly" and "great dam. age." Suddenly, because if a situation occurs
-slowly,.you can adapt to it as it cha~ges.
Gre~tdamage;:,because if situati9n cause's
:,<iittle"damage\Ve 'can niake-do'by~patching.
"" .. " Among the events thaLcan be c!assiJied as' disasters I would include. fire,. water
and other

a
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TABLE I

IMPACT OF DATA
CENTER DISASTER
ON COMPANY
OPERATIONS
dressed: personnel safety, records recovery,
• INTRODUCTION"
salvage of equipment, alternate facilities and
• TEAM ORGANIZATION
equipment, and availability of software supCHART
.
port.
• TEAM' FUNCTIONS AND
People are the greatest asset of a dp
STAFFING
department; therefore, our prime responsibil• NOTIFICATION LISTING
ity is to ensure personnel safety . Enough has
been written about data center protection so
• CONtROL CENTER
.
that you should already have defined evacua• TRANSPORTATION PLANS
tion plans, fire suppression teams, firefighi.EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
ing equipment training,' instructions issuedto
(FUL:L AND MINIMUM)
each staff member on emergency procedures,
~ SOFTWARE RECOVERY '.'
and bomb threat procedures.
PRQCEDU,RES
I shall assume your company has
-PROCESSING PRIORITIES
effective personnel safety procedures in
place, and will concentrate the development
• IDENTIFICATION OF
of disaster recovery plans on the reestablishALTERNATE SITES
ing of facilities, computer systems, and data.
• AEQUIREMENTSFOA
If the job is done properly, disaster
CONSUMABLES,
recovery planning is expensive. You may
FURNITURE, AND OTHER
BASICS
....
have trouble selling the concept to executive
management when expenditures of thousands
• OfFSITESTORAGE INDEX
of dollars are involved. But remember, your
• SUPPORT AGENCIES AND
company probably cannot operate profitably
SUPPLIERS
without dp.
• COpy OF LOCAL
It is essential to keep the company
EMERGENCY·
operating profitably. Additionally, there are
PROCEDURES
many areas at risk, ranging from the provi•
DISASTER
MANUAL
sion of service to customers, to meeting reDISTRIBUTION LIST
porting requirements set by executive
management, state laws, and federal laws.
The important thing to realize is that any
breakdown of the support the dp department
you get into intercompany mutual aid agreeprovides to user departments affects them,
and the larger the outage the greater the im- ments, very few people have workable propositions. Most bog down on operational or
pact (see Fig. 1, p. 117).
When you start disaster recovery legal problems such as "What if several parplanning, you will encounter two problems. ticipants need the installation at once?"
Some companies are considering the
Most corporations have become dependent
on dp so gradually over the years that most standby data center approach, but the costsof
user management cannot visualize what the paying for a redundant big processor and faeffect would be of a sudden and complete out- cility are enormous, even when shared. So,
age. This leads to a "conceivability gap," the problem is this: we know what we want
which must be overcome. Since you are con- but we have no precedent for how to get there.
cerned with data center recovery, your execu- . My recommendation is to go to as many
tive management should also have someone workshops and courses as you can and then
in charge of coordinating each user depart- do your own thing: likely as not you'l1 be
ment's own contingency plans. That person is right.
So much for disaster· recovery planalso likely to suffer from the user's' 'conceivability gap, " but since you will be working ning in general. Now let us get into a greater
fairly closely with him, it will impact your level of detail and study one approa~h. The
first thing to do when setting up a disaster
work as well.
recovery planning project is to define the
IT'S NEVER The other problem, how- terms of reference. These should be along the
is your biggest following lines:
BEEN DONE ever,
worry, and that is that no"The purpose of the project is to establish
BEFORE
an approach to disaster recovery planning,
body has ever done this
effectively: the state of the art is virtually
lay d~wn the functions to be performed
nonexistent. Everybody working in this field
both before a disaster and afterwards, and
has the same questions, and as yet nobody has
to document this in a disaster Manual
the answers. The only people who have
which will be used as the basic recovery
achieved anything are corporations with
plan should a full or partial disaster
niultiple data centers with similar hardware
arise. "
that can back each other up. If you have one
With regard to that last phrase, we
big central site, you have problems. When will plan for a total loss. Then in the event of
114 DATAMATION

only partial loss of the data center, only cer~
tain parts of the disaster plan need be set in
motion.
The project can be split into four
phases.
Phase 1 covers the definition of the
basic approach taken, the statement of the assumptions on which the planning is based, the
initial definition of team functions and staffing, and getting management to agree to all
.
these concepts.
Phase 2 initiates the planning stage of
the project. Disaster recovery teams are
brought together and preplanning functions
are performed. Where necessary, a search for
backup premises can start. ,
Phase 3 takes the results from Phase 2
and brings them together during a documentation process, in which the Disaster Manual
is compiled.
Phase 4 is the actual execution of the
disaster recovery process. Apart from a
dummy run to test the procedures, it is hoped
this phase will never be entered.
What we will concentrate on is Phase
1, the definition phase. Phase 2 is done by
many of your colleagues and Phase 3 is just a
lot of paperwork and compilation .. The
groundwork for the project is laid in Phase 1,
One thing corporate management will
want, and which you are likely to have trouble providing, is an accurate dollars-andcents breakdown of the risks and exposures
during a data center outage. When you sit
down with users and try to quantify what a
disaster would cost the company, you run into
the "conceivability gap." The only thing
everybody agrees on is that the cost depends
on the length of the outage, and that it increases exponentially with time:-your financialliabilities could run into megabucks ifthe
outage goes on long enough. There are also a
number of intangible exposures, such as loss
of interest on income, liability to litigation,
exposure to fraud, temporary or permanent
loss _of customers, loss. of control over the
business, and staff overtime costs.
The main conciusion to be drawn
from all this is that it is imperative to limifthe
length of the outage if the cost is to be kept
within bounds. And it is a fact, proved by past
experience during disasters, that recovery
time is directly related to the availability of
disaster recovery plans. Where plans existed,
recovery took days or a few weeks. Without
them, .recovery extended' into months, even
years.
A number of planning
principles will have to be
defined on which the preplanning process can be
based. In your particular environment you
may have some of your own, but I have listed
nine assumptions that have to be made, no

DEFINING
PLANNING
PRINCIPLES

Any breakdown in the support the dp department
provides user departments affects them; the larger
the outage, the greater the impact.
TABLE II

DISASTER RECOVERY
PLANNING TASKS
I. Definition Phase
1. Set disaster recovery objectives
2. Choose a planning perspective
II. Functional Requirements
Phase
.
1. Take inventory of resources listed
in sections II-VII of Table III
2. Analyze applications and
installations against recovery
objectives
3. Determine what is to be covered in
plan
4. Set priorities based upon critical
time frames.
III. Design Phase
1. Identify design alternatives
2. Specify the details of feasible
design alternatives (including such
things as hardware, software,
telecommunications, staffing, etc.)

TABLE HI

COMPONENTS OF A
DISASTER RECOVERY
PLAN
I. Statement 'of Purpose
A. Objectives
B. Scope
C. Priorities
<

II. Hardware
A. Cpu(s)
B. Peripherals (printers, tape/disk
drives, consoles,etc.)
III. Telecommunications
components
A. Message switches
B. Mu Itiplexors/concentrators
C. Diagnostic devices
D. Modems
E. Terminals
F. Lines
IV. Data Conversion/Entry
Devices
V. Firmware
VI. Software
A. Operating system
B. Utilities and compilers
C. Data base and data
comrriunications management
D. Applications (source, object and
JCL)

3. Identify potential vendors and price
their services .
4. Select the final design

IV. Implementation Phase
1. Acquire any hardware, real estate,
telecommunications lines, etc.
2. Negotiate and sign contracts
3. Write procedures
4. Train personnel
5. Prepare site(s)
6. Develop test plan
7. Develop maintenance plan
V. Testing and Parallel

A. Parallel
1. Schedule individuals to be "on
call"
2. Make arrangements to use facilities
external to your company
3. Attempt to run backup systems
4. Compare results obtained in backup system with those obtained in the
"live" system
5. Correct errors in plan
6. Repeat 3-5 until no more errors are
found in plan
B. Live Testing

VII. Data
A. Master files
B. Input
C. History
D. Logs and journals
E. Tables
VIII. Forms
A. Flatpacks
B. Checks
C. Turnaround documents
D. Input forms
E. Coding sheets
F. Special forms (if any) for backup'
procedures
IX. Procedures

A. Backup installation operation
B. Applications
C. Clerical procedures for manual
operations
'
D. Software/data control
E. Training

X.Space

A. For hardware
B. Storage of files
C. Terminals,data entry/conversion
systems, clerks
D. Storage of forms
E. Inputloutputcontrol functions

XI. Utilities (power, air
conditioning)
XII. Personnel Assignment
A. Recovery management

7. "pull the plug" and attempt to run
using only the plan
8. Correct any defects noted
.
9. Repeat3-B until no more errors are
found in plan
C. Maintenance Testing
1. Repeat 3-6 forall revisions to plan
2. Repeat 7-9. annually

VI. Maintenance Phase
No tasks to be performed during
plan. The maintenance plan is
developed during the implementation'
phase and applied during the
maintenance phase. Two tools that
can aid in maintaining the software
portion of the plan are software
change control authorization
procedures and software library
packages such as PANVALET. Items
that are frequently in need of
maintenance in a plan include:
• Names, titles, and phone numbers
• Backup libraries (data, systems and
applications software)
• Documentation and procedures

B. Site preparation
1. Site selection
2 .. Construction
3. Hardware installation
5. Telecommunications installation

5. Supplies and forms
6. Messengers, clerical assistance,
administrative aides
C. Application Management
1. Application manager
2, System maintenance
3. System development
4. System reconstruction
5. Data base reconstruction
6. Supervision/performance of
transaction procession
• transaction authorization
• input preparation
• data conversion/entry
• output proof/control
• error correction
7. Staffing and training
D. Data center recovery
1. Installation management
2. Shift supervision
3. Computer operation
4. Media librarian
5. Systems programming
6. Scheduling, input/output control
E. Plan maintenance
1. Overall administrative responsibility
2. Application responsibility
3. Installation responsibility
4. Testing of the plan
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TEAM FUNCTIONS
Facilities Team
Objective.: To prepare the backup site for
occupation and operation.
Staffing: Manager, data center facilities
Plant engineer
Building consultant
Representative from head office-real estate dept.
Preplanning: Obtain power and cooling re. quirements
Obtain short list of backup sites
Draw' up tentative floor plans with New
,
Hardware Team
Establish mini~um requirements for furniture and office equipment; prepare list
of suppliers
Disaster functions: Obtain decision on site
selection from Management Team
Check out power, heating, and air conditioning
Install any further cooling rieeded
Arrange furniture and office equipment
Supply details of phone requirements to
Communications Team
Ready site for occupation by personnel and
hardware
Set up catering arrangements
Set' up cleaning arrangements
Provide ongoing maintenance support

New Hardware Team
Objective: To obtain new hardware, to be
combined with salvaged hardware to
meet minimum processing needs.
Staffing: Manager, dp planning
Manager, hardware
Manager, data preparation
Manager, dp administration
Mainframe manufacturer's representative
Preplanning: Define minimum configurations needed .
Advise Systems Software Team of pre, planned configurations
Establish contacts with manufacturers,
brokers, dealers, etc.
Disasier functions: Locate riew hardware
required to meet minimum needs
Order new hardware: computer equipment,
data preparation, paper handling, microfilming, photocopying
Liaise with Transportation Team to arrange
transport to backup site
Liaise with Facilities Team on floor plans,
wiring, etc.
Supervise hardware installation and commissioning
Hand over replacement site to Operations

Communications Team
Objective: To reestablish the teleprocessing
network and supply communications
facilities to the backup site.
Staffing: Manager, communications
Communications analyst
Representatives from common carriers
Preplimning:. Set Minimum line needs
Establish minimum equipment needs
Define telephone requirements
If possible, put basic lines into backup site
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and test
Establish contacts with suppliers
Disaster functions: Order telecommunications equipment as needed
Assist with installation
Supervise testing and commissioning
Arrange telephones and Teletypes for other
teams as needed
Arrange additional lines as needed

Systems Software Team
Objective: To supply a working version of
the Operating System and Control Systems to the computer(s) installed at the
backup 'site.
Staffing: Manager, control programs
. Manager; DB/DC
Operating system specialist
Manufacturer's software CE
Preplanning: Establish addressjng schemes
for preplanned configurations
Establish systems software reactivation
priorities
Arrange off-site storage of test programs
Confirm arrangements for off-site backup
media storage
Disaster functions: Obtain operating systems program listing microfiche
Obtain backup media
Arrange for transfer to service bureau
SuperVise restoration of systems packs at
service bureaus
Supervise system generation to accommodate new configurations
Transport generated systems to backup site
and install
Supervise testing and debugging

Applications Software Team
Objective: To supply working .versions of
all application systems needed to satisfy minimull1 processing requirements.
Staffing: Manager, operational applications
support
Applications control analyst
Senior dp auditor
Technical support analyst
Prepianning: Confirm program and file offsite backup arrangements
Review each system's. file backup an9
retention arrangements
'
Review application JCL to reduce device dependency
Establish arrangements for the index to the
off-site storage to be kept off-site
Disaster functions: Access off-site storage;
obtain listings, backup programs and
backup files
Arrange for transfer to new site
Reestablish software and procedure libraries
.
Restore user packs and tapes
Provide hew copies of Operations Manuals
to backup sites
Supervise resumption of critical processing

Operations Team
Objectiv~: To bring up the new installation
and operate the computers to meet
minimum processing requirements.
Staffing: Manager, computer operations

Manager. teleprocessing
Manager ; production support
Operations shift leaders
Prepianning: Obtain staff home phone
numbers
Define computer. consumables requirements and inform Supplies & Administration Teams
Disaster functions: Assist with planning of
staff transportation to new site
Notify staff to report to new site
Te,st installed equipment with CEs
Establish processing schedule
~ring up systems in the required sequence
Supervise operation of equipment

Data Preparation Team
Objective: To reestablish data preparation,
services to meet minimum processing
requirements.
Staffing: Manager, data preparation
Data preparation shift supervisors
Key-to-disk console operator
Preplanning: Define minimum configurations needed
Compile list of compatible installations
Set up off-site storage arrangements for
backup program tapes and keying instructions,
Obtain staff home phone numbers
Disasterfunctions: Identify resources available
Obtain off-site backup program tapes and
keying instructions
Draft revised production schedules
Supply operators to interim installation or
bureau if required
Assist with new hardware installation
Assist with planning of staff transportation
to new work location
Contact staff with trarisportation arrangements
Supervise data preparation support

Data Control Team
Objective: To reestablish the Data Control
function for critical systems at the
, backup site.
Staffing: Manager, data control
Supervisor, user liaison
Supervisor, quaiity assurance
Scheduler
Prepianning:. Obtain staff home phones
Prepare user list of emergency numbers
Define forms usage, ,notify Supplies &
Administration'Team
Confirm off-site storage of manuals
Disaster functions: Assist with staff transportation planning
Notify staff to report to new location
Obtain backup manuals
Notify users of new location to send input
Establish liaison with Data Prep. Team
Schedule resumption of input and output
control functions.

Salvage Team
Objective: To appraise the damage, minimize further losses, and salvage what
can be saved.

Staffing: Manager, insurance
Plant engineer
Field manager of mainframe supplier's CEs
Preplanning: Establish directory of outside
contractors, suppliers of heavy machinery, etc.
Set up off-site storage of As Built drawings
Disaster functions: Identify materials and
hardware to be salvaged
Prevent further damage
Obtain generators, cranes, plant, etc., as
needed
Initiate insurance 'claims
Liaise with loss adjusters
Assist with planning of transportation of
salvaged equipment to new site
Arrange insurance for new site and equipment
Arrange crews for salvage and cleanup
Establish security at destroyed facility

The state of the art in disaster recovery is virtually
nonexistent. Everyone has the
same questions and nobody has the answers.
FIG.1

SECTIONS FOR DISASTER RECOVERY MANUAL
GO OUT OF
BUSINESS
BARELY KEEP
HEAD ABOVE
WATER
LIMP ALONG

Transportation Team
Objective: To meet all needs for transportation between old and new sites, and for
delivery of hardware, other materials.
Staffing: Manager, traffic
Manager, dp personnel
Administration assistant
Preplanning: Establish contacts with bus
and truck companies
Prepare list of taxi companies
Plan car-pool arrangements.
Disaster functions: Arrange transportation
for salvaged materials, new hardware,
personnel, media
-Define courier schedules where appropriate
Arrange hotel or other temporary accommodation
Set up customs clearance with brokers if
needed
Bulk-purchase transit system tokens if
needed.

Supplies & Administration Team
Objective: To supply consumables and provide administrative support to other
teams.
Staffing: Manager, administration
Senior representative from corporate treasurer
In-house auditor
Supervisor, secretarial services
Supervisor, mailroom
Supervisor, stationery
Preplanning: Prepare list of weekly consumables usage by each data center department
Set up off-site emergency stockpile of consumables to cover lead time taken to
reorder
Disaster functions: Distribute emergency
stockpile to new site
Order replacement supplies
Provide administrative and secretarial support
Notify post office of new delivery address
Set up internal mail arrangements
Provide a channel for authorization of
expenditures by other teams
Record emergency extraordinary costs and
expenditures

INCONVENIENT
LENGTH OF OUTAGE

matter what industry is involved.
1. In order to be able to assess how
long we need backup arrangements to be
operational, it is necessary to know how long
it would take to rebuild the data center. For
the average large computer facility, clearing
the rubble and rebuilding would take a minimum of six months.
2; We need to know how much preplanning must be done. If we go for a separate
backup site, a large amount of pre planning is
required with, a good possibi,lity of ready
availability should it be needed. On the other
hand, if we rely on our mainframe supplier's
service bureau to see us through, a much
smaller amount of pre planning is needed, but
there is the risk of low availability if it is
needed. We can therefore assume that any
"portable" systems can be taken to a service
bureau for a short while, but that we would set
up our computers at a backup facility to run
our dp requirements until such time as our
own data center was rebuilt. The alternative
of running at a service bureau for six months
can be ruled out on the grounds of cost and
nonavailability of processing time to meet our
ongoing requirements.
3. What type of accommodation
should we look for in a backup facility? The
two alternatives are centralizing all functions
at one location or splitting up the various
functions and distributing them all over town.
It would probably be easier to find room for
the various departments with the latter
choice, but there would be extensive transportation needs, and effective communications between units would also be a problem.
It would therefore be better to have all our
data center departments under one roof, as
they are at present.
4. To define our facility requirements, we must work out what hardware is
needed to run our vital processing. To do that,
users and management should decide which

systems are vital to continued operation of the
company. Previous experience has shown
that hardware suppliers are able to put a backup site on stream within eight to 10 days.
Knowing this, users can plan their own contingency measures for a minimum 10-day
outage and can define which systems are to be
brought back up again and in what sequence.
5. Whereas most functions in bringing up a backup site can be performed quickly, the provision of telecommunication lines
can take a fair amount of time. If you have an
extensive TP network, it is important to know
whether you need to reestablish the lines or
whether you are going to have couriers flying
tapes back and forth. One problem with putting lines into a site before they are needed is
that it is usually done on a several-year contract basis, and if we change our backup site,
we could be stuck with paying for the unexpired portion of the contract. Discuss this
with your technical people; usually circumstances dictate that a courier service is unworkable. We assume, therefore, that a.
certain- minimum number of telecommunication lines need to be put into the selected
backup site before a disaster strikes.
6. The list of vital processing to be
performed' is likely to exclude the development of new systems. This decision could
cause reverberations which would be felt for
months, if not years, after a disaster. Consideration should be given to performing development work at a bureau; since a total
moratorium on such work would be unacceptable.
7. To be able to define facilities requirements, it is necessary to define utility
requirements. Basic air conditioning and
main computer electrical power should be
available, or installed before a disaster
occurs. In view of the fact that the backup site
is not a permanent feature, the cost of installing a UPS system is probably not warranted.
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Existing d~partment boundaries should be dropped
when assigning staff to recovery functions.

Computer room air conditioning, if worked tremes are a number of alternatives; the
on 24 hours per day, could be installed in time approach I favor is the "Functional Team. "
for the arrival of new hardware; and similady Here we have groups of people on, teams,
chiliers could be installed within a week, thus each of which includes a number of experts
obviating the need to have this equipment in- with' specialized skills doing a series of
' "
stalled beforehand.
specific tasks. Team members, during the
8. The question of whether sufficient execution of plan following a disaster, would
experienced staff will survive the disaster is be able to cail on all their normal subordinates
important. Recovery depends on trained per.. to assist in achieving the team's objectives.
sonnel and may take four ~r five times longer
There are three types of teams: manif they are not available. Obviously, we can- agement, operating. and supportive. In alnot expect to come through a massive bomb most any environment, the management team
attack Without injuries, but for most circum .. w11 be the Disaster Recovery Management
stances we should rely on our local elnergen~ Team; the operating team will include Facilicy procedures to provide for ,successful ties, New Hardware, Communications, Sysevacuation. ,Also, survival of staff is a basic tems Software, Applications Software,
tenet of disaster recovery planning, and we Operations, Data Preparation, and Data Contherefore assume that staff assigned to the , trol Teams; and the supportive team will be
recovery operation will in fact survive to per- the Salvage, Transportation, and SupplieS
form their designated functions as planned.
and Administration Teams.
9. Effective communications are vital
In addition, you may want to add
du!ing a disaster recovery. It is important to other teams that are relevant to your particular
cut through red tape and get the job done in industry. Certain additional functions are perthe most efficient and quickest manner ; Your formed by data processing staff on the periphexisting department structures may not ery of the disaster recovery process.
achieve this. We therefore propose that exist- Examples are a liaison group to maintain con- ,
ing department boundaries be dropped when tact between users and recovery, teams (beassigning staff to recovery functions, so that cause users will constantly be checking on
personnel is available, from the total pool of progress), and the computer security and
talent employed by the company. Notwith- audit function, which touches on most teams'
standirig this, existing department heads have activities. The advice of the Security group
a real role to play in the recovery and should' will be valuable input to the management
therefore be assigned senior positions in the team's decision-making process but can be
recovery organization. They should be free to regarded as a peripheral activity.
call on anyone to assist them in the most
At this stage of the game you will
effective execution of their designated tasks. begin to get a feelfor what persons should be
Such a crossover will enhance the speed with team members. Don't make the mistake of
which decisions can be made, advice given, saying, HLet's get Joe Soap, he's a bright
and ,the recovery completed.
kid." Instead, select your people because
"The manager of such-and-such will be able
to contribute these needed skills." In other
SETTING UP The next thing to do is to words, select by function, not by name. We
THE TEAMS define'the approach to per- , assume the incumbents of those job functions
are competent.
sonnel organization. There
can be a mass of people doing various things,
Senior dp management will be able to
or each person can do tasks specifically desuggest team leaders. Sit down with these
fined for him alone. Between the two expeople for a while and kick some ideas back

and forth. You will find that you come away
with a start of a list of tasks for the team to do,
during both preplanning and plan execution.
This can also become the basis, for Phase 2,
preplanning. During Phase 2, when the teams
get together, they will come up with more activities, but at least you have given them' a
foundation. Suggestions as to possible team
members and their tasks, applicable to most
large installations, will be found on p. 116.
The last thing to be done during Phase
1 of the project is not really a definition task,
but a preparatory activity for the next phase:
establish a complete equipment inventory.
Various teams will find that useful during
preplanning, and it will go into the disaster
recovery manual anyway. So draw up a list
including description, manufacturer, model
number, and any special features of all equipment in every data center department, from
calculators in data control to disk drives on
the raised floor.
During Phase 2, the disaster recovery
teams will be meeting on a regular basis to
develop their functional tasks and perform
their preplanning duties. Contacts can be established with suppliers and contractors, and
future requirements such as facility needs can
be worked out. You, as person responsible
for disaster recovery planning, will act as
coordinator during this phase. After teams
have been given some initial o~eritation guidance, they can be left to work individually.
You will be involved with team liaison, prob.
lem solving, and progress tracking.
, Phase 3 is where you will shi,ne again.
There, you will compile all the results from
Phase 2 into the ,disaster recovery' manual.
Your particular manual could well have sections not included in other manuals. For instance, the first acti~ity to be performed after
a disaster could read: "Step I-Break open a
six-pack .... "

This article draws on work done by
several Canadian banks and by the Bendix
Corporation, acknowledged leaders in this
field. The author thanks them for the ideas
they have provided.

R.P.R. GAADE

"No, it's 15 pair, I'm sure of it. I walked over a pocket calculator."
©
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Rem Gaade is
research officer
with the Toronto
Fire Department.
During his 16
years in dp he has
been involved in a
wide range of
. applications, from
Izing a banana auction to
camp
automating insurance schemes,

Sometimes~ Out-Thinking means

sticking with what works

T

Transaction
oo many computer systems
processing's a cinch
are introduced only to
quickly disappear. The rea- A DATASHARE system can be as
son? Probably because their owners large or as small as you need it.
It's easily' upgraded.
didn't profit from using them.
fA~iiiiiiiiii~~
It's com patDATASHARE® is Datapoint's multiuser busiible with
ness data processing'
everything
system. It's been
helping its owners
operate profitable
businesses since
1972. Rather than
reinvent, we've made
. proven know-how more
versatile: as proof, we've
installed over 15,000 DATASHARE systems to meet a wide
variety of business needs.
Software that keeps
getting younger
DATASHARE isn't getting older, it's
getting better. We've ~ontinued to
enhance the operating program, adding new, useful features like an automatic program generator. Along Datapoint
with the hardware improvements, makes, soyou
there's' a new software catalog con:- can tailor it to
taining hundreds of applications fit exactly. And
programs developed by satisfied coming from Datausers in the field.
point, you know it's
Among the enhancements are easy to use, even for beprint spooling and the ability to ginning operators.
pool several terminals multi-dropped
A single DATASHARE system
on a single telephone line. A allows as many as 24 users to execute
DATASHARE system can even be the same or different programs condirectly linked to a 360/370-type currently. And systems can be linked
mainframe for inquiry and update, to accommodate even more users.
file transfer, and a wide range of Virtual Memory techniques make
other tasks.
, the generation and operation of

CIRCLE 93 ON READER CARD

processing systems fast and easy.
Communications can be terminalto-terminal, system-to-system, or
terminal-to-mainframe, in a wide
variety of protocols, and all at the
same time.
Easy operation,
excellent support
Datapoint's Systems Engineers and
nationwide staff of over 650 Service
Reps know DATASHARE very well.
That makes installation and service faster and easier. Your new
system is up and running
in a hurry-usually in
a matter of hours.
Datapoint's
approach'
Datapoint
out-thinks
its competition to
help you outthink yours. And
DATASHARE is
only one of' the. ways.
Whether you need a major computing facility for
corporate headquarters or
50 small systems for branch
offices, we have a cost-effective
solution.
To find out more about
DATASHARE, or any other Datapoint product, contact the nearest
Datapoint Sales Office, or write:
Datapoint Corporation, Marketing
Communications Dept. (M-62),
9725 Datapoint Drive, San Antonio,
Texas 78284.
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IX NEW
WDB FUU132-COLUMN UNE
Take a close look at the
latest addition to our family
of terminals. It ends 80column squeeze and offers
unequaled character quality
at a moderate price.
A closer look reveals the
exceptional clarity of the
DatagraphiX Charactron®
shaped beam tube images.
The crisp character quality
is created by directing an electron beam through precise
characters, etched in a matrix, onto a high-resolution
phosphor-coated face plate. The result is hours of comfortable
viewing.
Unequaled performance comes right along with it, too.
The Model 132-pM features the benefit of DatagraphiX'years
of advanced microprocessor technology which makes it one

TERMINAL

of the most cost-efficient conversational display terminals
on the market.
The Model 132-1 offers:
• Bright, high-resolution, flicker-free display
• ASCII 96 displayable upper and lower case character set
• 3168 Characters in 24 lines
• 132- column status line as 25th line
• 132 Tabbing positions
• Column counter for cursor position in status line
• Keyboard set-up' of terminal operation
• 11-key numeric pad
• Cursor controls with host sensing and addressing
• Dual intensity
• Blinking and Underlining
• Optional (132-1D) DEC VT-100/52 Compatibility

Du/nff/'upha.
a General Dynamics subsidiary

P.O. Box 82449/San Diego, California 92138/Phone (714) 291-9960 Ext. 481
DATAGRAPHIX' AND CHARACTRON' ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF DATAGRAPHIX, INC.
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Citrus College is meeting heavy demands for data by using a high,
level procedural language.

SQUEEZING
MORE
FROMDP
by William L. Bearley
At the same time as top management is beginning to question why data processing cannot
react to the changing requirements of an organization, dp is suffering from a proliferation
of applications that now require maintenance.
Most departments are behind in new applications development-not to mention being
bogged down in day-to-day operations.
How can data processing deal with the
problems of maintenance, a changing environment, and the increasing demands for
information for decision making? To begin to
deal with these issues we must give up the
traditional ways of doing dp and adopt new
methods and techniques. Citrus College, in
Azusa, Calif., has done this, calling a moratorium on all development using the traditional procedural language approach and
adopting a high level nonprocedural language
built around a central data base management
system.
Citrus College has had a computer
since the early 1960s, first an IBM 1130 and
'then a 360/40 running DOS, batch only. By the
'70s we were using our present computers, a
Xerox 560 and a DEC 20, and there were hundreds of programs written in several languages, including 1401 Autocoder, 360
assembly language, and COBOL. Some applications were being totally emulated, some
were partial emulation, some were native
code, and a few were completely converted to
COBOL or 360 assembly language. Almost all
programming effort was being spent on maintenance with virtually none on new development.

Many applications at a college are the
same as those in any business. There are the
financial applications with budget accounting, payroll, purchasing, accounts payable,
and accounts receivable. The personnel system supports a variety of employees including a large number of part-time student
employees. The major system schedules
classes, registers students in classes, then
tracks their progress throughout the term.
Since the college is part of the state school
system, it is subject to a number of requirements imposed by various government agencies at both the state and federal levels. Since
government requirements often change, it
used to be difficult for the dp department to
keep up with them, let alone with the needs of
the organization.
The solution was not obvious; some
trial and error was required before the current
approach was adopted.
In 1969 I taught a class in systems
analysis; As a project, the class developed a
textbook order and inventory system for the
college bookstore. During the next term an
advanced programming class implemented
the system using traditiomll procedural languages. By the end of the term it became
apparent that a typical application monster of
more than 30 programs had been created and
now required maintenance.
This triggered the development of the
nonprocedural language named IRMS (Information Resource Management System), now
used at Citrus and at several other schools and
commercial organizations. IRMS grew out bf
the realization that there is a high degree of
commonality among most commercial applications. These generic data processing func-

tions such as reporting, sorting, selecting,
updating, and calculating vary in format and
data but not in basic logic.
IRMS was first developed as an academic experiment based on the concept of a
generalized file maintenance and reporting
system. It was used for the textbook order and
inventory system and as a utility for quick
one-time applications. It was not until 1972
that the decision was made to incorporate the
data base functions that would permit IRMS to
support the major applications at the college.
Originally it was estimated that IRMS'
could support 70% to 80% of all applications
with the remaining requiring some programming in COBOL. In fact, no programs written
in traditional procedural languages are running at Citrus. The nonprocedural approach
is used for all applications-approximately
98% by IRMS and 2% by a nonprocedural
statistical package.
This has been accomplished by making the system hierarchical, which provides
more processing flexibility at each level (see
Fig. 1). The most powerful level, which we
refer to as level 3, provides procedural capabilities for special applications. Levell provides the easiest to use functions, which are
those most often used by people outside dp. '
To take full advantage of the system, the programmer chooses the highest level that will
meet the requirements of the application.
Level 3 can also be used to add new
specialized, ponprocedural functions to the
system. One example was the addition of a
simple text processing function to maintain
the documentation for IRMS. Sophisticated
on-line update/inquiry procedures are often
done at this level.
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FIG. 1

THE HIERARCHICAL SYSTEM
COMPLETE FILE MANAGEMENT,
REPORTING, AND INQUIRY CAPABILITIES.
MINIMUM OF USER INTERACTION. USED
FOR AD HOC REPORTING, FAST INQUIRY,
AND FOR MANY STANDARD
PRODUCTION REQUIREMENTS.

At Citrus approximately 60% of all
applications are implemented at levell, often
with one to six statements. Only about 10%
require the use of level 3. These are applications that use complex logic or calculations or
. special control for unique devices such as an
optical scanner.
The use of a nonprocedural
language for information
management frees users
(including programmers) to solve data processing problems by telling the system what
they want rather than telling it how to carry
.out the logic of processing.
The system is complete, incorporating data base management with generalized
data processing functions in a single package.
The system is driven by data dictionaries, which provide for processing and data
independence. The data base is adaptable and
relatively easy to change. Fig. 2 depicts the
components of the system. The data are at the
center, and they are accessed through a common data base manager. The generalized processing functions are accessed' through a
command language which can be used in both
batch and time-sharing environments. For
users with special proce'ssing needs that cannot be accommodated by the functions provided, there is a procedural language interface.
A system like IRMS can be used for
most information processing within an organization, as a powerful application development language for new applications, as a
utility for handling ad hoc requests, or for
one-time applications. It can be used in a
batch and an on-line environment by programmers and users. It can carry out production applications as well as ad hoc requirements.
The use of the system can be divided
into two categories-use by dp and use by
those outside dp. Within dp there are the routine day-to-day processing and one-time dem~mds. Routine processing is accomplished
by programmers writing procedures at the
appropriate level. These programs are stored
as files, then invoked by the system on demand. One-time demands can often be completed by operations using the highest level of
the nonprocedural language. As long as the
data are in the data base, the most complex
one-time requests can be completed by a
trained programmer in hours, if not minutes.
Access by users outside dp can be divided into three areas. Clerks will use procedures written by programmers. These are the
typical on-line data collection, inquire, or update applications. Users who have been
trained to use the first level of the nonprocedural language will often write and store for
future use procedures they find useful. Users
can also carry out ad hoc requests in a matter

MORE USER INTERACTION REQUIRED
WITH MORE DIRECT CONTROL. USED
PRIMARILY BY PROGRAMMERS FOR
SPECIAL REPORT FORMATS AND MORE
COMPLEX FILE MAINTENANCE.

SYSTEM
OVERVIEW
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USED BY PROGRAMMERS FOR COMPLEX
APPLICATIONS AND TO ADD NEW NONPROCEDURAL CAPABILITIES TO THE
SYSTEM. PROVIDES FOR COMPLEX DATA
MANIPULATION AND I/O FUNCTIONS.

FIG.2

COMPONENTS OF THE SYSTEM

FIG.3

CHANGES IN DP COSTS

,80%

%OFDP
BUDGET

Only ,10% of the dp department's programming effort
now goes toward maintenance, instead of the former BO%.

FIG.4

COMPARISON OF MAN AND MACHINE

% PERFORMED BY MACHINE

MACHINE
LANGUAGE

SYMBOLIC
LANGUAGES

of minutes to provide timely infonnation for
decision making.
At Citrus over 250 programs provided
the processing for the student records system.
If we estimate that the average size was
around 500 lines (which may be low since
many were in assembly language), there were
125,000 lines of code to track and maintain.
This system was totally batch. The new system, which provides total on-line services
plus batch reporting; requires 16,400 lines of
procedure. It is totally integrated with a single
data base.
Estimated cost of fully implementing
a program runs between $5 and $7 per line.
Using these figures, 125,000 lines at $5 a line
equals $625,000; 16,400 lines at $5 a line
equals $82,000 or a difference of $543,000.
Much of the cost of writing code in traditional
languages is in the design of the logic and
debugging the program once it is written. The
cost of implementing one line of nonprocedural code will be much less since there is little logic design time, and debugging is much
easier since there are considerably fewer
statements. Assuming that the cost is closer to
$2 per line, the saving is $593,000.
The time element is also significant.
The previous student system was written over
a period of four years by three programmers.
The new system was written in less than a
month by one programmer.
Instead of taking 80% of our programming effort, maintenance has been cut to
10%. Und,er the old procedures we were
usually at least six months behind; now we

ASSEMBLERS PROCEDURAL PROGRAMMING
AIDS-DBMS
WITH MACRO LANGUAGES
& SUBROUTINE
REPORT
GENERATORS
CAPABILITIES
QUERY
LANGUAGES

are caught up. Our method is simply to discard the old report, and while the user is describing the new report to the programmer the
report specifications can be completed. Most
new reports require only a few minutes to
implement.
Citrus is now in a proactive mode of
operation rather thana reactive mode. Adaptation due to change in the environment is
handled as it is needed, and new applications
are developed in a fraction of the time and
cost. Users carry out many of their own ad
hoc requirements without help from the com'puter center., Another organization using
IRMS reports it implemented a major system in
less than one year, although it had anticipated
it would take three years, using COBOL and a
CODASYL-type data base management system.
While there are a number
of reasons for using the
nonprocedural language
data base approach, there
are three significant ones: decreased cost, increased productivity, and increased system
availability to users.
Most installations are quite aware that
their people costs are going up while their
hardware costs are going down. Fig. 3 represents the movement over time. It has been
estimated that at the current rate of change, by
1985, some 90% of the costs of dp will be
spent on training and support of people rather
than hardware.
If we compare the development of

THREE
REASONS'
FOR USE

NONPROCEDURAL
LANGUAGES
INTEGRATED
DBMS

+

programming languages in the same manner,
we find the amount of work required by a programmer has decreased while the amount of
work done by the hardware has greatly increased, with major strides being made at
steps 4 and 6 as shown in Fig. 4. These advances in programming technology have
been overcome by problems of maintenance
caused by a backlog of operational applications developed using traditional languages. '
Maintenance can be divided into two
categories: fixing errors in the program which
occur after it is in operation, and adapting an
application to a changing environment. It is
estimated that on the average across the nation dp installations are spending between
60% and 70% of their programming time
doing maintenance and that this will rise to
80% by 1985. Studies indicate the majority of
the maintenance in a well-run installation is
adaptive. Reports from installations using
nonprocedural languages show significant
differences in this pattern as represented in
Fig. 5.
.
To understand this significant difference, compare the traditional programming
.approach with the nonprocedural approach in
preparing a program to print a simple report
(see Fig. 6). Once the report is defined, the
COBOL programmer must design the program
logic, code the program, debug the program,
then finally run the program to get the results.
It would not be unusual for a report with two
levels of control break to take 200 to 300
lines. Using a nonprocedural approach the report description can be directly defined to the
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Nonprocedural languages permit installations to
carry out all their dp needs at a fraction of the overhead
of traditional programming techniques.
system and maY take around a dozen lines.
A traditional programmer must design, code and debug the logic of how to do
each report, then must maintain several hundred lines of code. With a nonprocedural approach one need only define what is needed
and the system contains the logic of how to
carry out the process. Therefore there are
only a few lines of procedure that are easy to
relate back to the report.
How many times does the programmer using the traditional approach design,

code and debug file update logic, basic report
logic, control break logic, record selection.
logic, etc.? How many lines of code does this
"how to" logic take? What does it take to
adapt all those programs to a changing environment? You can begin to understand the
dilemma of many installations and why different approaches are necessary.
The typical interface' between end
user and the data available in the data base is
through the applications programmer or
through a few fixed inquiry applications.

FIG.S

CHANGES IN MAINTENANCE
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMMING
APPROACHES (COBOL)

NONPROCEDURAL + INTEGRATED
DATA BASE APPROACH

. . . '.
Q

D..''. .

NEW APPLICATIONS
& INNOVATIONS
It ii .
MAINTENANCE &
:::.,,). ADAPTATION
TO CHANGE IN
ENVIRONMENT
i

I

MAINTENANCE &
ADAPTATION

I .·. "1 NEW APPLICATIO. NS
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Users must wait while a new requirement is
designed and programmed. Ad hoc demands
are difficult, if not impossible, to meet in a
timely manner. With the nonprocedural approach ad hoc or new requests can often be
taken care of by the user. If not, the reaction
time of programmers can be reduced from
w~eks or months to hours or days. The increase in system availability to users provided
by such facilities goes a long way in answering complaints by users and management
concerning the response time of dp.
Even more important in the user-dp
interface is the ability of the system to rapidly
adapt to change. Given powerful and flexible
languages the adaptation to change becomes
an easy process rather than the normal reactive, behind schedule, "we can't do that" approach.
The need to program in the traditional
sense is a major obstacle in information processing since most users, especially upper
management, need timely, accurate data for
decision making. Nonprocedural languages
can provide a user-friendly interface between
the user and the computer that does not require knowledge of a data processing language or of the data base structure.
Powerful and flexible nonprocedural
languages provide enough capabilities for
many installations to carry out all their data
processing needs at a fraction of the overhead
of traditional programming techniques.
These languages combined with data base
management systems provide complete data
integration and independence from a user's
point of view. They provide a method for new
installations to avoid the problems of the past
and a way for existing installations to get out
of the drudgery of maintenance into the world
of innovation.
~

FIG.6

TWO APPROACHES TO PREPARING A PROGRAM
TRADITIONAL PROGRAMMING APPROACH

NONPROCEDURAL APPROACH
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WI LLiAM L. BEARLEY
Mr. Bearley is
director,
Computing &
Information .
Systems at Citrus
College in Azusa,
Calif. He also
teaches classes in
computer science
and does management training and
conSUlting. In addition, Mr. Bearley
is vice president of Computer
Results, Inc., a Pasadena, Calif.,
consulting firm that specializes in
helping small businesses design
and implement information systems,
stressing hardware independence
through structured concepts and
logical systems design.
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Tillos Digitizers
.An application for every innovative idea
What is a digitizer?
A digitizer is a graphic peripheral input device for
transmitting pOints, lines and curves from the
surface of a flat matrix tablet to a computer which
accepts the data for immediate processing or
future use and modification.
Who uses Talos digitizers?
Since Talos designed its first digitizer in 1974 we
have developed an extensive product line. We
combine quality construction and dependable performance to give a range of applications that is
limited only by the user's imagination.
Today Talos digitizers are found in use in virtually
every major country in the world by such professionals as radiologists, medical researchers,
geologists, geophysicists, engineers, environmental
. specialists and nuclear physicists.

Talos Systems, Inc.
7419 East Helm Drive
(602) 948-6540

Scottsdale, AZ 85260
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How is it used?
Phoenix Baptist Hospital
& Medical Center in Arizona
uses a Talos digitizer to
digitize PA and lateral
X-rays for determination of
Thoracic Gas Volume. This
method has a .96 correlation
with TGUs performed by
body plethysmography.

Offshore Navigation in Louisiana uses our digitizer
to establish water depths and to digitize sub surface
formations on seismograph location maps. This
output is then mapped on a flat bed plotter.
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Hardware' and people remain the top allocations in
most budgets.

nance and third-party purchase to hold down
hardware costs; and we aren't buying too'
much software,," reported a manager from a
metal manufacturing plant in the Northwest.
In the last 20 years, two major events
have had the most effect on how corporate
monies are appropriated for data processing:
the transition from batch to transaction processing, resulting in new pressures on salaries
and personnel; and the continued unbundling
of software by mM.
Although salary percentages have remained somewhat constant, managers have
been plagued by internal changes. Central
keypunching has been replaced by on-line
data entry, resulting in skyrocketing costs for
systems prognlmmers as software environments become more complex. As reported by
DATAMATION (November 1979), not only is
the programmer marketplace rampant with
what seems like free agent demands, but job
loyalty and long-tern commitments are rare.
As a hedge against this trend, many dp managers still live under the axiom; "When push
comes to shove, the hardware stays and the
people go."
"One of my full-time staffers left, so I
made the position part-time and reduced my
payroll by half a person," noted one manager. There is, ofcourse , a price for this poli. cy. "When you give up people, you give up
part of what you wanted to do, " said another
dp manager who recently went through a budget retrenchment.·
Another factor keeping dp staffs small
is the inability to find, enough qualified applicants at reasonable prices. "I have no problem getting authorization to fill vacant
positions, but most of the time, the applicants
are asking more than what we are authorized
to pay, " reported one Texas dp manager at a
large county government shop.
In this year's budget breakdowns, hardware and
people are the major expenses across the board.
The category in which
there has been the most change is called
"other." For instance, in 1973, 40% of the
total dp dollars went to hardware, 45% for
salaries, and the remaining 15% was "other"
(software 0.9%; supplies 5.9%; consulting
0.4%). In 1979, software is garnering 6.2%
of the total dp dollars, supplies 6.5%, and
cominunications-a category that did not appear in our earlier surveys-1.2%. Consulting, training, conference attendance are also
costing more-8% this year, as compared
with 2.8% in the early part of the last decade.
That brings us to the second major
influence over dp budgeting: mM'S unbundling. Although it began with the unbundling
announcement in June· 1969, it was several
years before the full impact of that decision

HARDWARE,
PEOPLE
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FIG. 2. '
BUYING SOFTWARE
MAINFRAME VENDORS vs INDEPENDENTS
SOFTWARE EXPENDITURES AS PERCENTAGE OF EDP
BUDGETS FOR SMALL, MEDIUM, AND LARGE SHOPS IN
SELECTED INDUSTRIES.
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began to take effect. With software 'now
viewed much the same way' as hardware by
the bll:dgeteers, it receives annual appropriations and long-range planning.
Buying, packages and services as
stand-alone iteins ,is giving dp managers yet
one more tiger to wrestle. As one executive in
the health care industiy said, the software he
installed two yecfrs ago for $6,000 is now
going for $25,000. "Horrendous!" cries a
manager in an insurance shop who tells of a
processing system he is eyeing that costs in
the neighborhood of $250,000. One dp manager reported he is encouraging his users to
have, their software developed in-house: "I
can tell them exactly how much it is going to
cost; there is nothing but uncertainty on the
outside. "
For all this uncertainty, the majority
of questionnaires returned to us this year
carried notations such as "Upgrading toa
Systeml38, to a Univac 90/30, going from a
138 to a 4341, moving up to a Univac 11001
81." Or, as one respondent flatly stated,
"We are expanding in hardware and software, implementing new systems, and increasing the dp budget. "
Data processing is now entering a new
decade following 10 years of rapid technological change. Some manifestations of that
change inClude implementation of multimedia networks that handle data, text, voice,
and images,' and the wide dispersal of multifunction terminals that interface with data
and text fil~ processors. One industry expert's comment was, "Of course, the main
indication ofthis trend is that budgets will be
more difficult to establish and costs will be
more difficult to measure."
The new category of communications
will see expenditures rising, but only moderately, as the move to transaction processing
r~quires more dollars for communications
packages: There continues to be confusion
over what to include in the communications
category. Budgets are tangled. Some have
hardware on each end included, others don't.
Modems, ' controllers" multiplexors, and
phone lin~s end up as items in several different categories. Also difficult to isolate is
voice vs data communications.
So, will corporate dp budgets take up
more room in the company ledger over the
next few years? No. The more-bang-for-thebuck prinCiple will continue to free up hardware dollars, that can be rechanneled into
other dp budget areas. No one is slashing dp
budgets, and no one is turning over saved dollars to anyone else's budget.
Still, the figures for 1980 clearly point
out the reshifting of dp dollars. Breaking
down expenditures category by category,
central site processing remains the way the
majority of companies do their dp business.
While the move to remote sites is rumored, it
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The more-bang-for-the-buck principle will continue
to free up hardware dollars that can be rechanneled
into other dp budget areas.
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isn't evident in the budget reporting. One
school of thought says the end-user is buying
much of his own equipment, programs, and
services, and therefore, those figures aren't
. appearing on budgets. Also, as much as distributed data processing may be considered
the wave of the future, there is a slower process of acceptance than once predicted.
Word processing, another highly
touted field, did not produce enough figures
from this year's respondents to allow us to
draw any conclusions or make any predictions.
Looking at the specific
industries, the field of
health care deserves speGROWS
cial mention. Its figures
back. up its designation as a high-growth
industry-and it's also an accurate reflection
on the incredible amount of paperwork involved with forms. The health care industry

HEALTH.
CARE FIELD
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HEALTH CARE

spends 44% of its allocations on hardwareusually data entry, 35% on salaries, and 7%
on supplies. It appears that health care is in'
the same stage of dp that the insurance industry was several years ago-the "paper mill"
stage, with very slow progress toward on-line
processing.
And, while, remote local hardware
locations remains in favor of central sites,
two exceptions stand out: the insurance
industry, especially those companies with
large shops, in which 11 % of the respondents
said hardware was not at a central site, and
small shops in the textile industry, where it
was nearly 50-50. for local and remote.
The days of looking out the dp window and giving rough estimates are over.
Data.processing budgets have joined the big
time, and will continue to become more complex. In the words of one East Coast dp
executive, "Right now, all I'm trying to do is
stay even in the game."
~

HOW WE DID.
THIS SURVEY
The DATAMATION 1980 Budget Survey is
based on a sample of DATAMATION's User
Panel and dp managers selected by title
from the magazine's domestic mailing list.
A sample of senior dp executives in all
industries was surveyed from mid-October
through mid-November 1979.
The sample included virtually every
known industrial classification; There were
sufficient reponses to allow us to do comparisons in the following industries: furniture, manufaCturing, construction, metal
products, automotive, arid government on
the federal, state, and local levels. Industry
groups were reported on· only when there
were sufficient numbers of respondees to
permit us to draw valid conclusions while
protecting the identities of the rePorting
organizations. This is the reason for the
seeming omission. of such major industrial
groups as public utilities, or' petrocherriicals, or distributors; there just weren't
enough responses.
Each returned questionnaire was
examined before its results Were included in
these figures. Those that were incomplete,
came in too late to be included, or had data
that just didn't add up, were regrettabiy
.
eliminated.
The organizations reporting were
divided into three size classifications based
on budget size:

Size

Budget
. Range

Typical
Hardware

Small Under$150,OOO IBM S 3/10
Medium
$150,000 to
$1 million
IBM 370/138
Large Over$1 million IBM 3701168
We have used IBM hardware as the
standard size measurement because so
many of the reporting installations are IBM
shops.
....
.
Industrywise we did something different this year. Instead of including education and government as imiustries equal to
say textiles or automotive; they are stariding
by themselves. Traditional industries, the
academic world, and the offices of the
President, governors, and mayorsjustdon't
operate under the same bouridaries when it
comes time to draw up the budget. Laid side
by side, it's apparent one of the biggestdifferences is in the allocations for hardware
and people. Industry pays bigger salanes,
education goes heavy on the hardware; government has a higher number of purchased
rather than leased machines. Salaries in the
governmental field are lower and hardware
is run longer. It wouldn't be too radical to
say government is always a little behind in
the paperwork.
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Recognition, commitment,
investment

We know that the software specialist is central to
our scientific success and business growth at MIlo-niP':;

Hughes is investing millions of dollars a year in
resources for software development and production.
(With our four-billion-dollar backlog of more than
1,500 high-technology electronic projects to complete,
we need to make that kind of investment!)

Come see.

More important, our software engineering population
- around 1,000 as recently as 1976 - has grown to
more than 2,500. And is still growing. We'd like it
to grow even faster.
Software specialists are a distinct and recognized
element of the mainstream at Hughes. They are integrated in our engineering environment. But not
swallowed up.
Software, not a sensor, is increasingly the key
element in systems we are developing and delivering.
Our in-house software engineering capability is more
and more often the key ingredient that keeps us
ahead of competition.

It's an interesting and rewarding place for a software specialist to work.

Success breeds success
in software at Hughes
As we repeatedly demonstrate capability in cnt·hA1::1ro
engineering, we get more and more assignments
ing software as the major component from concept
through performance - in space, in the air, on or
under the sea, on the battlefield, or in the
corporate setting.
Meanwhile, our work attracts senior people with
software experience and talent. And we are able to
keep them happy because of the variety of our
ments that use and stretch those individuals' uv.u. ••• '-"'.

Hughes is offering secure and varied jobs in a dozen Southern California locations in Los Angeles, Orange, and San Diego Counties.
Hughes is hiring software specialists and other data-processing professionals,
engineers, scien tis ts, and technicians.
Hughes is looking for capable men and women with all kinds of experience:
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Command & Data Handling
Communication Systems
Computer Design Development
Computer System Development
Digital Communications Design
Digital Systems - Microprocessors
Software Design Analysis
Software Test
PROGRAMMING
Business Management Systems
CAD, CAM & CAT
Communica tions
Computer Systems
Data Processing Analysis
Information Management Systems
Numerical Control
Operating System & Network
Real-Time Graphics
Scientific
Software Analysis,
Development & Test
Space Power Systems
... and Applications Programmers familiar with radar, signal
processing, air defense, tracking, missiles, or satellites.

Let us know what your technical specialty is, and how you would like to build on it.

If the Hughes Quick-Action Application
originally attached to this page has been
removed, please send your resume to:
Hughes Aircraft Company
Professional Placement 100/C666
P.o. Box 90515, Los Angeles, CA 90009

r------------------,
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HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY
Equal Opportunity M/F/HC Employer
U.s. citizenship required for most positions

Massive data compression, interactive
graphics, an integrated computer network,
and 3 1/2 million computer instructions
are components of the Hughes Large-Scale
Real- Time Data-Processing System.

Every tool is close at hand
The amount of data-processing equipment available
for our software specialists to use is formidable:
IBM 370-165's, 158's, 145, 115 ...
Sigma 5, 8, and 9; DEC-10, 11-70, and 11-780's;
Univac 6135; HP 3000; and too many minis
to inventory ...
Amdahl 470's, Hughes 5118M's and AN/UYK 40's,
and more.
Our modern software-development environment
provides simulation-modeling tools, special testinstrumentation tools, mature compiling systems for a
variety of higher-order languages, tested specification
languages, and state-of-the-art programming aidsall to help set the software specialist's creativity free.

Specialists in the overall
AAll-altitude, all-aspect radar for the F-15
fighter aircraft is the Hughes-developed
ANI APG-63 system of air-to-air
detection, target acquisition, and tracking
capability.
Now Hughes technology is increasing
that capability still further with the
addition of a programmable signalprocessor on board, converting the radar
from hard-wired to software
programmable.
This digital modification is one example
of the trend from analog to digital
technology in many kinds of advanced
electronic systems we create.

....

:ombat Grande is the electronic air
lefense system Hughes developed for
,pain. It integrates existing radars, such as
-hose shown, into the automated
;ystems with the use of radar data
~xtractors.

More than 680,000 instructions were
1rogrammed into the system's computers.
The entire nationwide network was
;ompleted on time and within budget, and
~he software has effectively supported
'ntensive tests.
Earlier, Hughes created the NATO
lIliance's air defense system that reaches
from Norway to Turkey. It is considered
the largest and most complex electronic
IAndertaking in Europe.

Software engineering at Hughes focuses on the development of embedded computer systems; Le., systems in
which the data-processing capability is determined by,
and dedicated solely to, necessary functions of the
system.
We define and design the total system: hardware (data
processing, peripherals, sensors); software (operational application programs, support for built-in test
equipment, fault-isolation diagnostics, system support,
training and test-exercise programs); site facilities;
operational plans and handbooks; training; and
installation.
What does that all-round capability mean to the
individual software engineer at Hughes? Total involvement. Participation alongside the systems engineer and
hardware engineer in defining with the customer the
system requirements. Top-down work on definition of
software architecture to meet hardware and software
requirements. Cooperation with the systems engineer
and hardware engineer in bringing the system to
operational acceptability.
Virtually every software specialist will have a
choice of job opportunities in the 1980's. In some,
you might seem to be a stepchild, or on a treadmill.
At Hughes, you can be a partner and a pioneer.
Please let us hear from you.

Worthington Pump, Div. of McGraw Edison, a major manufacturer of industrial pumps, utilizes MDS SERIES 21 Systems.

The

Information
Pump

YDS SERIES 21 Distributed Data
Processing System

More Effective Information
Management. Progressive companies
realize this growing need. As a matter of fact, the ability of a company to
pump information~at the right time-to
the right place, frequently determines
the company's competitive position.

Many companies like WORTHINGTON PUMP, Div. of McGRAW
EDISON, realize this fact of business.
And, many use MDS SERIES,21 Distributed Data Processing Systems to
accomplish it. With these easy-tooperate systems, dispersed locations
can use today's information without
waiting for tomorrow-or next week.
And to make these dispersed operations even more efficient, MDS
SERIES 21 Systems provide local programming cClpabilities. This means
the System can be customized to accommodate the special needs of a
particular location, and are easily operated by field personnel.

industrial pumps manages its information more effectively through the
System's unique abilities. SERIES 21
Systems are the primary element
in its computerized pump selection
program. A program that ensures
their customers of prompt response to
requests for product and pricing
information.
Its MDS Systems give the field offices the flexibility of servicing
customer requirements from local
files, or the central data base. As a
result, pump selection that would
have taken days now takes minutes-projects that would have taken
weeks' now take a few hours.
No Matter What Your Business ... your
information management needs will
continue to grow. The modular, expandable design of MDS SERIES 21
Systems provides a cost-effective
means of growing with them ... Let
. MDS show you how.

Worthington Is Using SERIES 21 Systems. This major manufacturer of

,-----------------------------------1
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I
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0 Please send
additional information

0 Please have
an MDS representative
call for an appointment.

0 Please call our Information
Services Manager.
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To maintain production schedules and keep error
rates low, managers are turning to team organizaJion
strategies and group review processes.

GROUP
PROCESSES IN
PROGRAMMING
by Ben Shneiderman
The first two decades of programming history
gave us the image of the introverted, isolated
programmer surrounded by stacks of output.
Other workers have left the office, but our intense programmer, ignoring the absence of
his colleagues, scribbles rapidly with a felttipped pen in hopes of eliminating the last bug
before a 9 a.m. deadline.
Fortunately, this image is becoming a
caricature. The lonely days of programming
are giving way to community, interdependence, and stability. This passage is happen-'
ing gradually-the settler groups are still
resented by the pioneers who seek to preserve
their freedom and independence. Personality
studies of programmers still show that programmers' need for social interaction is significantly lower than for people in many other
professions. The concept of the programmer
as a "loner" has some validity, but it is
changing.
Although some people mourn the passage of the days of explorers and pioneers, the
benefits of stable civilization that depends on
social interaction are attractive. Pioneers are
necessary, but their productivity and reliability are erratic. As organizations become more
dependent on computerized sy'stems, production schedules cannot be violated, mainte:nance must be fast, and error rates must be
low. To satisfy these needs, managers are
turning to team organization strategies such
as egoless democratic teams or chief programmer'teams, and to group review processes such as structured walkthrough, peer
ratings, and code inspections. Although individual accomplishments will always be
important, the value of group processes is increasing.
Team organizations are long-term
strategies for encouraging cooperation during
rnajor projects. Short-term team or group processes are designed to bring individuals together for specific tasks such as evaluating
program designs or code. Group processes
may be used in conjunction with or independently of team organizations. Like group
therapy, group processes are designed to encourage cooperation, build interdependence,
138 DATAMATION

and help individuals overcome their anxireau of the Census in Suitland, Md. In this
eties.
work, done in collaboration with Nancy
Some social psychological research Anderson, a University of Maryland psysuggests that small groups encourage individ- chologist, assisted by Opal Reyriolds, five
uals to perform at higher levels than larger professional programmers with similar backgroups because they feel that other group ground and experience each provided one
members will recognize good work and criti- program representing their best work. Notes
cize poor performance. However, learning indicating authorship were removed and
may be hindered in small groups if anxiety copies were distributed to each participant,
and fear of failure become debilitating.
who rated four programs (one for each of the
Experimentation on team organiza- others). GE programmers provided FORTRAN
tions is difficult because the alleged benefits IV and FORTRAN 77 samples, DMAAC proare difficult to measure and the time frame is grammers ASCII COBOL samples. GE. and
long. Experimentation on group processes,
DMAAC samples ranged from 50 to 275 lines
however, is difficult but possible. The trend in length while Census samples ranged from
100 to 650 lines.
toward experimental testing, apparent in proEach study was conducted in a weIIgramming languages, data base query faciIi'ties, and interactive systems design, stems lighted, comfortable conference room in an
from the recognition that a designer's (or informal atmosphere. Distractions and intermanager's) intuition can be and should be ruptions were not allowed. Participants
worked on one program during each of the
supported by experimental evidence.
The concept of peer review or peer four periods of 35 or 45 minutes. ~aters who
rating, relatively new to dp, has proved to be completed a program before the time elapsed
were not permitted to go forward or backward
useful in predicting an individual's performance and in evaluating products such as and were encouraged to take a break. Particitechnical articles and books. Peer reviews are pants were asked to work individually and not
global predictions of performance and peer . to discuss the programs during the study.
Thirteen subjective questions on proratings are evaluations of a specific product
gram qualities on a 1 to 7 scale (Fig. 1) were
quality.
Studies performed by the Defense asked for each program, and comments were
written on plain sheets of paper. At the end of
Dept. concluded that peer reviews are more
valid in predicting how individuals will fare
the fourth time period, participants comin Officer Candidate School or in combat pleted the summary evaluation (Fig. 2).
To 'preserve anonymity, the adminissituations than are objective tests or supervitrator copied program comments onto
sory evaluations. Possible reasons include
separate sheets prior to distributing them to
• the closer daily contact of peers
the author/programmers (approximately one
• people show their best side to superiors
• peer review provides a larger number of hour after the review for Census and GE subjudgments than one evaluator's opinion
jects). Each participant received two reports.
The peer rating process serves as a One indicated how his or her program was
tool for programmer education, programrated by the other programmers and the secming team communication, and programmer
ond compared how each participant acted as a
self-evaluation. Such a feedback technique is
rater in relation to the others:
useful because we have poor software quality
In over half of the 195 cases, on any
metrics.
simple question, at least three of the four
raters gave the same rating or a rating that differed by one one point. In all other cases, at
After a pilot study in 1977,
PEER
least two raters showed agreement. These enthree peer ratings were
RATING
couraging results indicate that raters are fairly
conducted during 1978 at
the Defense Mapping
consistent in rating subjective questions. RatAgency (DMAAC) in St. Louis; at General
ings would probably be even more consistent
Electric (GE) in Arlington, Va.; and at the Buif the meaning or intent of each question were
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The developmeni process metrics provide dramatic
evidence of the effectiveness of disciplined team
procedures.
discussed prior to the review. Analysis of the
difference in the highest and lowest ninkihg
for a program by the four raters shows that in
55.4% of the cases there was a difference of
no more than one point.
. Of the 15 participants in the three field
studies, 10 replied (by a rating of five or more
on a scale of 1 to 7, where 7 was the "yes"
rating) that they learned something during the
peer review process. Twelve people said they
would modify their programming behavior to
produce good samples if they expected a peer
rating semiannually. Eleven believed that
peer ratings might improve programming in
their organization. Verbal comments made
by GE programmers regarding the merits and
capabilities of FORTRAN 77 and FORTRAN N,
suggest that the process was educational.
The response to the question about
preserving anonymity (nine participants gave
ratingsofthreeor le~s) indicates that, despite
precautions, anonymity is a 'problem~ Programp1ers who work together, who are familiar with the work done in a particular shop, or
who assist peers with progranis are able to
identify the authors of ·code. Solutions include composing peer rating teams of people
who do not work together.
These fieldtrials suggest that peer ratings of programs are productive, enjoyable,
and nonthreatening experiences. Such reviews can serve as educational tools and as
incentives for programmers to produce higher
qlIality code and submit for semiannual peer
reviews. Long-term studies should be und~r
taken to verify if programmers change behavior when they anticipate peer ratings.

GROUP·

Glenford J. Myers of IBM's
System Research Institute
TESTING
conducted an intriguing
experiment to validate the' effectiveness of
individual testing and group testing patterned
after code inspections. Category A subjects
tested 'a 63-statement pLiI string manipulation program individmilly by using a teiminal
to execute programs against test cases generated after examining the program specifications. They did not· have access to the
program listing but could· execute it against
data files. Category B subjects were given the
same. environment phis the program listing.
Category C subjects were organized into
three-person teams and were asked to test the
progr~ms manually with the code inspection
process. A questionnaire on prJ I and code inspection experience was used to assign subjects to groups.
The results (Fig. 3) suggest that group
testing is only modestly more effective than
individual testing, although group testing
does consume more time per error found.
However, this is notto be taken as an indictment of group processes since the claimed
benefits of groups include facilitation of
140 DATAMATION

FIG. 1.:

.

EVALUATION FORM FOR PEER
RATING FIELD STUDIES,
Evalua~ion

Program Number

Form

Evaluator Number

Please make anywritteri comments you wish after each
question or on a separate sheet.
Neutral or
No Don't Know Yes
1. Were reasonable variable names used?
2. Were sufficient and useful comments
provided?
3. Were spaces and blank lines used properly
to produce a program with a pleasing
format?
.
4. Was the low.:levellogic oftheprogram
comprehensible?
5. Was the high-level design (for example, topdown or modular) apparent and reasonable?
6. Was the algorithm a good choice?
7. Was this program easy to comp~eliend
overall?
'
8. Would it be easy for you to modify this
program?
9. Is thi,s program compiler-independe'nt?
10. Is this program machine-independent?
11. Would you have been proud to have written
this program?
12. Are the data structures used in a sensible
way?
13. Would you find it hard to improve this
~ro~ffim?
. ,
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SUMMARY AND FINAL EVALUATION FORMS
FOR PEER RATING FIELD STUdiES
Summary Evaluation

Evaluator Number __

Which program was of the highest
'
quality?
Which program was of the lowest
quality?
Which program was secohd
highest in quality?

Final Evaluation
Did you learn anything useful about ~rogramming
style during the peer review process? .
Do you think you would modify your programming
behavior to produce good sample programs if
you were told to expect a peer review every six
months?
Do you,think the peer review process may be
effective in improving programming in your
organization?
,
.
Do you think the administrators of the peer review
have done' their best to preserve your anonymity?
General comments about the peer review
process and sLiggestions for improvement

No

Yes
2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

2

3

4

5

6

7

234

567

FIG. 3:

RESULTS OF GROUP TESTING EXPERIMENT
Individual
+ specs
+ terminal
Number of subjects
Mean number of
errors found
Variance
Range
Man-minutes
per error

Individual Group Walkthrough
+ specs
+ specs
+ terminal
+ listing
+ listing

16

16

9 (groups of 3 each)

4.5
4.8
1-7

5.4
5.5
2-9

5.7
3.0
3-9

37

29

75

cooperation, education, and increased reliability. For these reasons, I believe managers
would accept the increased cost of group testing even for the modest improvement.
A surprising result of the experiment
was the wide variation in which of the 15
known errors the programmers found. Only
three errors were found by more than 75% of
the subjects. Of the remaining errors, no pattern was found that would indicate some were
easy to find and others difficult. This suggests
that individuals have radically differing
debugging styles.
Myers carries out a hypothetical experiment based on his data and suggests that
the best approach is to have two individuals
test a program by first working separately to
find errors and then pooling their results.
Group processes may be less productive in program testing than in evaluating designs--certainly different' behavior is
required for these different phases of program
development. Defenders of group processes
argue that the benefits include supportive
feedback, increased desire to demonstrate
competence before colleagues, development
of trusting relationships and educational
opportunities.
An important study was conducted by
Victor Basili and Robert W. Reiter Jr. ofthe
University of Maryland in which advanced
undergraduates and graduate students, some
with professional experience, were assigned
to six three-person ad hoc teams. and seven
three-person disciplined teams; six subjects
worked on their own. The ad hoc teams and
the individuals could use whatever strategies
they perferred while the disciplined teams
used chief programmer organization strategies, top down design, a program design language, walkthroughs and code inspections.
Each of the 19 software development units
(the teams and individuals) designed and
implemented a two-pass compiler for an
ALGOL-like language requiring over 1,200
lines of code in SIMPL-T, a high-level structured programming language.
Each compilation and execution was
automatically copied, thus minimizing inter-

ference with normal development processes.
Some 130 objective programming metrics
were automatically evaluated, focusing on
the development process and final product.
The development process metrics
provide dramatic evidence of the effectiveness of disciplined team procedures. The
average number of computer job steps to
complete the project for the disciplined teams
was only 75.6, compared with 223.5 for the
ad hoc teams and 185.5 for the individuals.
Similarly, the average number of program
changes, a indicator of the difficulty encountered during development and of the Clutter in
the programs, was 159.1 for the disciplined
teams, compared to 522.7 for the ad hoc
teams and 353.0 for the individuals. The superiority of the disciplined teams was at the
1% significance level.
For the final product metrics, the ad
hoc teams had greater control flow complexity and had longer programs (1 ,676.5 lines of
code on the average, compared with 1,275.3
fonthe disciplined teams and only 1,026.7 for
the individuals). Metrics indicating data variable organization, modular structure, invocation patterns and inter-routine
communication suggested better organizational strategies for the disciplined teams.
Time spent on the progject was not monitored
so it is hard to assess costs for the implementations.
This experiment makes a strong case
for the disciplined team approach when compared with ad hoc teams. Just putting three
people into a group does not make it a teamthe participants must be trained in group processes and in coordinating their efforts, or the
overhead will interfere with productive work.
The large number of computer job steps and
program changes for the ad hoc teams supports Brooks' aphorism that adding programmers to a late project only delays it further.

GROUP
CODE
REVIEWS

The effectiveness of group
processes as an educational
experience was demonstrated in an controlled experiment by Ronald S. Lemos of California

State University, Los Angeles. Some 87
undergraduates in three sections of an introductory COBOL course were assigned to an experimental group while 128 undergraduates
in four sections of the same course were assigned to the control group. The experimental
group subjects brought program listings to
class and were organized into three-person
groups to review and write critiques of each
other's programs. The control group subjects
had lectures instead of a group process. The
experimental group required significantly
fewer runs (3.4 compared to 4.4, on the average) to complete homework assignments. On
the final exam, program composition scores
were significantly higher for the experimental
group (136.2 compared with 108.8, on the
average) and comprehension scores were
substantially higher (117.1 compared with
84.5, on the average), but did not reach significant levels because of high variance in
performance.
These four experiments provide valuable data about human performance in programming. Disciplined group processes are
effective in reducing the number of runs
necessary to complete a project by helping
programmers find bugs and write better code.
Code inspections, structured walkthroughs,
peer reviews, group testing, and technical reviews apparently encourage cooperation, increase communication, support education,
and reduce variation in performance,' Group
processes may consume a great deal of time,
but they are worthwhile investments since
they speed the development process, improve
the final product, and help to develop a more
harmonious work environment.

This article is adapted from Mr. Shneiderman's forthcoming book, Software Psychology: Human Factors in Computer and
Information Systems (Winthrop Publishers,
~
Cambridge, Mass.; January 1980).

BEN SHNEIDERMAN
Ben Shneiderman,
an associate
professor of
computer science
at the University of
Maryland, has
written five books
and 50 technical
articles on data
base management, programming,
and human factors engineering. He
is on the editorial board of
Transactions on Database Systems,
was an ACM national lecturer, and
is a frequent participant in
conferences and in ski-lift lines.
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SAS is a powerful, time-saving software·system.
In the programming task shown here, 4 SAS
statements produced the same report as 450
COBOL statements.That's a typical SAS application and a routine time-savings.
But there's more. SAScan save time two
ways.
First, SAS has a complete library of prewritten programs Which can be used by all
levels of employees for routinejobs.With a
few English-like commands almost anyone
can.use SAS for data analysis, market research,
financial reports, summary statistics, charts,
pl()ts, personnel reports and many other jobs.
With SAS handling all that, programmers
are freeto use ~AS a second time-saving way
~as.a higher-level programming language.
Unlike most other software systems, SAS is
notliIllited toprewritten routines. Aprogrammer
canuse SASto eliminate the tedious steps in a
complex task
Howeverit's used, SAS saves time. Because
with SAS you'll be telling the computer what

you wanf, instead . how to do what you want .
Running interactively under TSO and in
batch, SAS is now saving time at more than
1,OOOOS,OS/VS, and eMS sites. And users at
those sites have put SAS ontheDatapro Honor
Roll. for the third consecutive year..'.. " .... '. .
There's another nice thingaboutSAS.The
costYoucan add SASto yourdpstafffofclootlt
.y.t the cost of a Ilew persOn. And after the first
year it's even less thanthat •·.·. 'ii . . . . . . ;'.'•. . . •.
We'd like t6 tell you a lot more about SAS.
Just write or call. Butdoit now. Because there's"
no better time to start saving time ... with SAS.
SAS Institute Inc~,PO Box 10066, Raleigh,
North Carolina 27605.
919/834-4381.
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Up until now, networking has been
more promise than performance.
Now there's the XODIAC™ Network
Management System - Data General's
new, user-transparent network software. XODIAC lets you hook-up any
number of AOS-based ECLIPSE systems and keep your entire DDP
operation right under your thumb.
You can even add our other communications products to access other
systems.
XO D lAC user-transparency
means no network-specific program:...
ming, less reprogramming, and more
control for you .. No other comp.uter
company can give you networking
software that's easier to use.
'
And XODIAC communications
are based on the internationally
recognized X.2S protocol from CCIlT
so you can access public data net- .
works like Telenet in the U .5., Datapac
in Canada, and Transpac in France.
XODIAC Network Management
System. It works. For more information, call or write, or send in the
coupon.

NOW • •• All the
benefits of
Carpeting • ••
with better
STATIC PROTECTION
than tile.

COMPIfCARPE/TM

RS232C Cable Turnaround. · ·
quick as a cat!!

Quality Standard EIA RS232C "Panther"
interface. cable assemblies

High Performance Anti-Static Carpeting
COMPU-CARPET permanently anti-static carpets and
COMPU-MATSTM • Eliminate static problems in computer and terminal areas • Protect sensitive electronic
equipment • Meet IBM recommendations • Provide
comfort and acoustical advantages of high quality
carpeting • Carry a 5-Year wear and static warranty.
u.s. Pat. No. 4.153.749

• I n stock ... i m med iate del ivery for:
4, 12, 16,25 conductors
10,25, 50, 75 foot lengths
• Extended lengths, modems and custom
assemblies, 5 to 10 days.

ccp-

Computer Cable Products Div.
Vertex Electronics, Inc.
150 Schmitt Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735
Tel: (516) 293-9880 Telex 14-3155

Vertex Mid-Atlantic, Inc.
10774 Tucker St., Beltsville, MD 20705
Tel: (301) 937-0180
CIRCLE 101 OM READER CARD

RENT-LEASE

BUY

They don't call us "The Company with a Lot of
Connections" for nothing! Whatever your
interface cable needs, call on Data Set.
All types of cables and connectors, pinned to your
specifications - ribbons, coax, twin-ax, Telco,
junction boxes ... to name just a few.
THESE ~ E.IA RS 232-C. Cables - All 25 Pins Wired
ITEMS IN, MALE-to-MALE or MALE-to-FEMALE
STOCK
S
' fy w h en ord
'
peci
enng:

LENGTH
3 feet
5 feet
10 feet
15 feet

PRICE
$17.50
$18.50
$21.00
$23.50

d&

CC

LENGTH
20 feet
25 feet
30 feet
35 feet

PRICE
$26.00
$28.50
$31.00
$33.50

LENGTH
40 feet
45 feet
50 feet

P'RICE
$36.00
$38.50
$41.00

New catalog available
The Company with a lot of Connections

Data S(lt Cabl(l Company.lnc.
We serve you from 2,locations:

722 Danbury Road - P.O. Box 622
Ridgefield, Connecticut 06877
(203) 438-9684

3560 Polaris Avenue, 21
Las Vegas, Nevada 89103
(702) 873-2133
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GENERAL
DATACOMM
MODEMS
212A
208B/A
201 C
202Srr

DataSet
DataSet
DataSet
DataSet

DECwrlterlil LA120
.DECwriterlV LA34
DECwriterli LA36

PURCHASE

36 MONTH
LEASE RATE

$ 850

$ 35

$3,275
$1,150
$ 565

$ 40
$ 20

$2,295
$1,295
$1,895

$ 80
$ 45
$ 65

$110

DEC COMPATIBLE VIDEO DISPLAYS
VT100 Compatible
VT52 Compatible

Datagraphix
Hazeltine 1552

CALL
CALL

$ 75
$ 45

. COMPUTER EQUIPMENT
MAGNETIC MEDIA·ACCESSORIES
"DEC" Compatible MagnetiC Media by NASHUA·RP06
RL01· RM03· RK05
ACOUSTIC HOODS-XEROX 1750·TI SILENT 700 PORTABLE

CALL NOW • TOLL FREE

800·223·1696

Qytel

® 285 Madison Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10017
212·889·3888
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Systems for today.

Service for tomorrow
DASI, the nation's largest independent supplier
of data terminals for telecommunications, offers a full
line of state-of-the-art products from Texas Instruments*, Lear Siegler, Digital Equipment Corporation,
Diablo, Teletype and DASI.
DASI can provide you with the right products
for your needs, including a wide range of printers, CRT
terminals and computer peripherals from stock
through a coast-to-coast network of sales and service
facilities. Whether you want terminals, couplers, or
complete distributed data processing systems, DASI
has the best at competitive prices.

Nationwide Service. You save time and trouble
with DASl's free on-site 90-day warranty covering every
systems component they sell. When you need service,
DASI's own field engineers arrive within 24 hours with
the spares required to get you operational immediately.
Buy, lease, or rent equipment from DASI and
you'll have the systems you need today and the service
you'll want tomorrow.
For more information on DASI's capabilities, including extensive financing programs, equipment, service or supplies, call your local district office, or toll free:
(800) 631-9604 or 9605.
*~ Authorized Distributor.

JJ,U:~l~i Data ~ccess systems, Inc.
THE DATA TERMINAL
AND SYSTEMS PEOPLE

Corporate Offices: 100 Route 46, Mounta.m Lakes,
New Jersey 07046 . (201) 335-3322

• Boston • New York City • Rochester • Northern New Jersey • Philadelphia • Washington, D.C. • Atlanta
• Chicago • Cleveland • Detroit • Dallas • Houston. Los Angeles • San Francisco. Seattle
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Complete Line of FCC Registered
ODD Direct Connect Data Modems
Designed to Save You Money the
Moment You Plug Them In.
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o DIRECT REPLACEMENT - Unplug your Be1l103J,
113C, 202S, 201 C, 208B or 212A and pi ug in a
Rixon T103J, T113C, T202S, T201 C, T208B or
T212A replacement. It's that easy.
o SAVE MONEY - Compare prices ... the Rixon
Alternative is lower!
o YOUR CHOICE - LEASE OR BUY - With Rixon,
you can lease with a buy option or buy outright.
o OTHER Rixon ALTERNATIVES include ... dial-up
test center ... exchange/repair program ... service contract ... the latest technology and built-in
diagnostics.
o PEACE OF MIND - For more than two decades,
Rixon has served data communications needs with
quality products and service.
A satisfied customer is our first consideration.
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SEND FOR THE RIXON ALTERNATIVE KIT •••
with details on our complete line of DDD data modems, a comparison chart on prices, details on
our lease and service programs and more.
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SANGAMD WESTDN
2120 Industrial Parkway, Silver Spring, Maryland 20904'
(301) 622-2121 • TWX: 710-825-0071
3022

@ Rixon, Inc., 1979
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From consultant Bob Patrick's forthcoming
Handbook, 15 excerpts that focus on the human
factors of designing a .distributed system.

ACHECKLIST FOR
SYSTEM DESIGN
by Robert L. Patrick
This article is based on a book, Application Design Handbook for Distributed Systems, by Bob Patrick,
consultant and longtime DATAMATION
advisor, which is scheduled for release by CBI Publishing Co., Inc., of
Boston, in late February. The first
chapter views distributed systems
from the vantage point of the senior
manager approving the project; it
discusses economics, life-cycle
costs, and technical factors affecting
the financial break-even point.
The second chapter takes the
project manager's viewpoint and
enumerates 95 separate activities
that must be addressed during the
development, installation, and
operation of a distributed system.
This checklist is organized by development phases and gives special
attention to project management,
business systems requirements,
conversion, systems maintenance,
and the operation of the system after
development is over.
The bulk of the manual is devoted to the enumeration of 186 design hints. Each of the 186 items
describes an idea and tells how it has
been used successfully.
Patrick does not claim the
coverage is exhaustive. He notes the
rapidly developing state of the art in
designing distributed systems, and
plans to update this book in a few
years to reflect improved design
practices. The excerpts reflect primarily human factors aspects of distributed systems design; the book,
however, covers distributed data,

reliable systems, network operation
and troubleshooting, standards, and
several other major topics.

•

43. User Organization. In addition
to tuning the system design to the user's capabilities, sometimes the user's organization
and the support organization also must be
tuned so production operations and continuing service can be successfully conducted.
When processing and data are distributed, responsibility is distributed. If user management is too busy, unwilling, or incapable of
accepting the responsibility for system
administration, service, security, training,
and some of the responsibility for problem
determination and recovery, then a distributed system is likely to be unsuccessful.
Education, training, and user participation in
the design are the best ways to avoid this
problem.

•

80. Preliminary Operator's Manual.
After a preliminary design is prepared, surprising benefits result if the design team next
produces an operator's manual. If the operators review the manual while the detail design
is proceeding, you will receive feedback from
your community of users which allows
human factors considerations to be inserted
into the design early. In addition to a system
overview, the operator's manual should cover morning startup, routine processing,
evening cleanup, abnormal cyclic processing, special runs, and recovery actions.
Most designers recognize two modes
of man-machine interaction; namely, the
infrequently used function, and the routine
high volume activity. If separate sets of standards are devised to govern each type of dialog, then the protocols for all the
infrequently used commands·
be the
same. While the high volume, frequent activities may be different, they too will share a
(different) common protocol. The goal
should be to allow infrequent activities to be
successfully performed with a minimum of
error, while frequent activities are fast and
easy to do.

will

81. Built-in Training Mode. Preliminary design time is not too early for the designer to plan additional support and service
function~ that are relatively easy to include if
considered early enough. For example, unless an installation is so huge that operator
training can be delegated to a training team
and conducted on a computer dedicated to
that purpose, the training of replacement
operators (or the retraining of operators transferred from section to section, and the retreading of trained operators who have been
on leave or assigned elsewhere) suggests the
system include a training mode that will allow
operators to familiarize themselves with the
system without damaging live data files. If
the log-on &equence provides for a training
mode and if message processing programs are
conditioned by that mode, operators can logon for practice and reference a sample file for
training purposes.
Similarly, system exercises can be
easily prepared if a terminal can be logged-on
in a test mode. The terminal can use production program modules but have its outputs derived from, or its inputs compared to, a set of
sample test files.

•

82. Built-in Statistics. If systems
level workload statistics are desired, a designer should try to record total activity and
the rate of that activity. For instance, a runtime parameter could control how often the
activity statistics are sampled. If the parameter were set to one hour, then the counters
would be reset to zero once each hour and activity would be accumulated over the set time
period. At the end of each time period the
totals could be optionally saved while they
are being added to the previous totals. This of
course would require two areas for storing activity statistics, one for the detail counts and
one for the accumulated sums.
As a minimum, one might consider
counting the number of transactions from
each screen and counting the number of outbound messages returned to that screen. If
one also counted disk accesses, messages to
and from the communication lines, and lines
JANUARY1980147

A good on-line system design couples the computer
intimately to the workforce at the terminals.

printed, a good measure of overall activity
would result.
If the lengths of the various processing queues were stored adjacent to these activity statistics, then a single command
executed at the end of a preset time period
could record the activity which transpired
during that period and the lengths of the
queues at the end of the period. In addition to
being useful for reporting and planning purposes, this activity table would be useful
whenever the system crashed, upon restart,
and immediately prior to shutdown.

•
91. Living with Error. In a batch system we customarily abort the job step
whenever an "uncorrectable" error occurs.
By this means, human intervention is obtained for conditions that occur too .infrequently to warrant programming. However,
in a distributed on-line system, a new philosophy is required. At the risk of overstating
the obvious, an on-line system should never
abort. Therefore, some of those infrequently
occurring circumstances must be accommodated by programming. The remainder must
be recognized and set aside in some meaningful fashion so human intervention can be requested. However, while the person is
solving that problem, the system should continue to process transactions not related to the
troublesome case and must queue all transactions which are logically dependent upon the
case being investigated.
In the rare case of a nonrecoverable
system error, the system still cannot abort but
must do an orderly shutdown or chaos will result. For instance, if log messages are being
blocked in a buffer, a controlled shutdown
will cause the buffer to· be written onto the
storage device. A long-running background
application should be programmed so it will
respond to a request for orderly shutdown and
clear its queues, write end-of-file, and take a
checkpoint so it can be restored without loss
of the computing performed to date. This is
particularly important if a background application ~was maintaining an on-line disk file,
since backout of all changes made to the point
of interruption and then rerun of the job from
its beginning may be unreasonably slow
tasks.
The complement situation occurs in a
large network when a system or node is restarted. Status indicators must be checked to
see if all applications were completed prior to
the shutdown or whether some application
must be restarted partially through its processing. Priorities in communication messages were briefly mentioned some pages
earlier in this handbook. While some networks require priority in messages to synchronize clocks, perform problem diagnosis,
or start beginning-of-day activities, a system
148 DATAMATION

which contains application programs that are
sufficiently long running to require orderly
shutdown and restart in times of emergency
also requires message priority carried over
into the application. Then the predecessor.
messages contained in the queues when the
checkpoint was taken are processed before recently entered current transactions.

•

93. Trouble Indicators. System
operators have long used response time, at
any level of transaction volume, as an indicator of a system's health. Thus, if terminal response time deviates significantly from the
expected response time at a given level of
transaction load, an alarm is sounded so the
support staff can determine whether diagnostics are in order.
Another technique that is easier to
implement (and is in some ways more informative) calls for threshold limit checks on all
queues maintained by the application. These
limit checks detect abnormal conditions and
sound the alarm before the queue overflows
or uncontrolled lockout occurs. The abnormal conditions are reported to the support
center staff and processed by an abnormal
condition module which is empowered to
change priorities, shut off inputs, or take
snapshots while the support staff is diagnos.
ing the problem.

•

97. Terminal Blackout Time. During
a diagnosis or recovery process, the problem
determination program sometimes seizes
exclusive control over the data base. If the
system is to be programmed so partial operation can be restored as soon as recovery is
partly accomplished, then the diagnostic program should set a maximum lockout time parameter so it voluntarily relinquishes control
to production modules periodically. Otherwise the terminal service on the restored portion of the system will suffer unnecessarily.
, 'Maximum blackout time" is the
time period during which an operator's screen
goes dark while the system is recovering.
Each application and each environment differs in its tolerance for blackout. If natural'
recovery time for frequently occ~rring problems exceeds the user's blackout tolerance,
then designers must seriously address problem determination/recovery activities.
In large batch systems a multistep job
occasionally must be -restarted at the beginning of the job, losing a few hours of processing time. While this may be the simplest type
of recovery to program, it is usually unacceptable in an on-line environment. Thus special programs are required to assess the status
of the data base, and special data base structures are required which contain sufficient
redundancy to support this assessment. The
entire file system must be designed so the file
set can be partially locked, allowing produc-

tion operation on the surviving members
while the records in error are reconstructed.
Thus the maximum time of total blackout is
reduced even though the partial blackout may
apply to some records for an extended period
of time.

•

108. Usage and Service. For many
years, the administrators of large host systems have configured to their average workload in an attempt to keep the systems fully
occupied 24 hours a day. They have been encouraged to operate in this manner by auditors who were acutely aware of the cost of a
central computer facility.
In contrast, on-line systems are traditionally configured for their peak loads. This
guarantees that termInal response time will
not suffer during periods of maximum activity, and as a corollary, leaves some unused capacity during their off-peak hours. Some
designers resist attempts by financial managers to use this surplus capacity as it always
results in queues, priorities, and complexity.
Other designers attempt to manipulate the
real world so the peaks are not so pronounced
and the peak hour tends to approximate the
average load. Sometimes a compromise is in
order if configuring for the peak require.s
hardware or software that may not be available, or if the price difference between a configuration for the peak and an average
configuration is drastically different.
If an attempt has been made to reduce
the peak load, but if the remaining load still
taxes the installed capacity, the designer can
build a transaction dispatcher on the front of
his application that appends a priority to each
transaction upon receipt and queues it appropriately. Then the queues can be processsed
in accordance with the available capacity,
and the designer need not.depend on special
conditioned behavior by the workforce.

•

. 109. Human Factors. A good on-line
system design couples the computer intimately to the workforce at the terminals. There are '
several systems aspects whIch promote that
coupling. The following considerations are
typical:
A. Some operator commands imply a
secondary action; i.e., "if the number of persons taking a touds changed, the price of the
tour package must be recalculated." The
application's command processor should be
programmed so the secondary action is automatic unless canceled by the operator. To do
otherwise would allow an untrained or inattentive operator to affect the integrity of the
files.
B. Similarly, if the system is carrying on an interactive dialog with an operator
and if the next information request is obvious,
the computer should be programmed to
present the next message voluntarily without

Auto Parts
Counter.
GAP puts
a lot of stock
inTIs 765.
General Automotive
Parts Corporation'
(GAP), the Dallas-based distributor of NAPA auto parts and
supplies, keeps its inventory
moving with TI's Silent 700*
Model 765 Portable Bubble
Memory Data Terminal.
The responsive 765 makes
an ideal counterpart for speeding
sales turnaround time. The owners
and sales clerks of over 850 auto
parts stores, covering a 12- '
state area, use GAP's
remote order entry system to access inventory
at any of 15 NAPA dis-:tribution centers in the
midwest.
With the 765's easyto-use typewriter-like
keyboard, a clerk can
verify the availability of a Model 765
needed part, place an order, specify
shipping instructions, and even
check the progress of previously
ordered parts. The compact 765's
built-in acoustic coupler uses a
standard telephone set and electrical outlet to put the data terminal
on-line instantly with GAP's host
computer. So, the out-of-stock

part can be in the customer's hands
within 24 hours.
The 765 never forgets a part
name or ntimber. Its built-in nonvolatile bubble memory data storage keeps the store's ordering
information on file, even when the
power is turned off. The handy
editing feature on the 765 allows
the clerk to add, delete and correct
data as needed. And, its thermal
printhead provides speedy hardcopy printouts. at a virtually silent
30 characters-per-second for instant data access.
The reliable 765 also plays a
big p~t in supplying solid results
for the remote data access needs
of other industries like banking,
insurance and·real estate.
TI is dedicated to producing
quality, innovative products like
the Model 765 Portable Bubble

Memory Dpta Ter- .
minal~ And TI's over
200,000 data terminals shipped worldwide
are backed by the technology and r~liability that comes
from over 30 years of experience in the electronics industry.
Supporting TI's dataterminals is the technical expertise of
our worldwide organization of
factory-trained sales and service
representatives. And TI-CAREt,
our nationwide automated service
XIII OlYMPIC
management information
J~p system. That's why TI
!Im~ has bee'.' appointed
ilL~ the OffiCIal computer
.. .
and calculator company
of the 1980 Olympic Winter Games.
If you would like more information on the Model 765 Portable
Bubble Memory Data Terminal,
contact the TI sales office nearest
you, or write Texas Instruments
Incorporated, P. O. BOX~
. 1444, MIS 7784,
7J
Houston, Texas 77001
or phone (713) 937-2016 ..
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

TEXA8a~lNsiliUM~EN;iB
We put computing ",ithin everyones reach.
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Companies with large sys,ems should consider
retraining employes who return from leave or are
transferred to other units.
waiting for operator input.
C. Many systems contain a table of
ing which party (the computer or the person)
originated the message, and which terminalauthorized ,users and their access privileges.
Thus, at sign-on time, the operator's name is
operator pair is involved in the dialog.
located in the table before access is given and
,The system administrator should be
able to request that the monitor ignore all the
if the riame matches, the privileges allowed
traffic and make no logs, select only the mesthis operator are authorized.
sages involving a specific person, select only
D. Along the same line, extensive
the messages involving a single terminal, secoding or heavy abbreviation in computer relect all the messages involving a single loop
sponses usually implies a need for increased
or,communications line, or record all of the
operator training and a code book among the
system's interactive dialog regardless of
operator documentation to decode the abbreviations. Some designers code the'resource.
During debugging the monitor modsponses heavily for -the proficient operator
Ule can be set to capture information for
and then implement a MORE command which
debugging purposes, and after the system is
causes the -full text of the appropriate code
in operation, the module can bt:f reenabled any
book section to be printed out on-line
. time a terminal or line proves troublesome.
whenever requested.
- E. The administrative system, surC. If several processors are interconrounding the computer should be designed nected in a net, the computer console operaconcurrently with the computer programs. If tors will benefit from a high priority,
paper files are kept or human assistance is re- operator-to-operator, hard-copy communicaquired to complete some function, a general tions mode.
D. Small systems are frequently inrule dictates that the computer be prostalled' with the minimum number of
grammed to make the human's job easier.
This is true even when extensive computer necessary hardware devices. Ifthe only printprogramming is -required. An example will er attached to a node goes down, the entire
illustrate this point: If the computer files are site can be impacted if clencal procedures are
not in sequence on the same key that is used vitally dependent uP9Q hard-copy output.
Therefore, a good practice would call for a
for references in the external physical world,
sort the outputs from computer processing header on each print file containing the site
into real world sequence before printing or identification, the report name, the number of
pages in the report, the preprinted form numqueueing for display.
F. If one of the primary purposes of ber this report expects, the program producan on-line system is to support on-line query,
ing the report, the date the report was
the designer should seriously consider allowproduced, the security classification of the
ing each authorized user to catalog search data in the report, and, any instructions for
commands for repeated use. Thus a stock
special handling. This header should be
broker inonitoring the performance of the
printed as the first page of the report, since it
market for a series of clients or the flight dis'uniquely identifies the report and provides inpatcher monitoring the status of all departing
structions to the operator concerning the hanplanes, or a physician inquiring about certain dling of the printed copy. If ever it becomes
patients, could enter queries into their private
necessary to transmit the entire repoit to an
catalog. Some personal shorthand notation
adjacent node for remote printing, the report
could then be used to invoke those queries
would be self-defining: ,
E. If data is distributed through a netand receive the computer's response.
work, the replicated data bases must sometimes be syrichronized. If the system cannot
110. Administrative Features. A
be shut down but if update transactions can be
lean, unadorned, strictly functional network
temporarily deferred, provide for a queue at
is hard to administer because the persons reeach local node to capture update transactions
sponsible for its administration cannot obagainst a data base that is in HOLD status. Furserve what is happening and may not even
ther, program the inquiry processes to respect
know all the principal players. Designers
the HOLD status and to display a comment as
concerned about system administration
part of an interactive query which says:
should consider the following:
"Data current to
, may not contain
A. Establish one cell in each node to
latest information."
count errors. Then as each operator message
is constructed, increment the cell and append
117. Human Factors Hints. Experiit to the message.
ence also yields some hints to be used in the
B. If an application is designed so
design of the man-machine dialog itself:
that all the message traffic between the appliA. Keep date and time of last update
cation and, the terminal operators goes
in the data base. Display this information on
through a single module, the stage is set for
screens and reports to identify currency of.
the construction of a useful debug tool. The
information presented.
module can log all traffic through it and apB. When designing interactive compend codes to each message log entry indicat-

•
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mercial systems, segregate all transactions
into uniform classes based on complexity and
the terminal operator's tolerance for delay.
Design the system internally to provide uniform response to each transaction ci~ss regardless of load.
C. Operating systems software
should provide service _priorities. Applications should be designed to place prodUction
keyboarding at the' highest priority; with
other man-machine dialogs next, telecommunications next to that, and eleCtromechanical devices (such as printers) last. Then
deterioration in print performance is an indication that saturation is occurring. ,
D. When inputting on a screen, request the data in the units most natural to the
user, allowing the computer to perform the
necessary conversion. Always display the
units alongside the input variables.
E. For fill-in-blanks record creation,
split the screen and set aside a small area for
machine-man dialog. This allows the machine to initiate (or the operator to request)
information messages without disturbing a
,
partially completed screen.
F. Choose a consistent vocabulary
and use it uniformly for operator prompts and
crt-to-operator instructions. Words like
"Avenue" and "Ave." should be treated as
synonyms.
,
G. Punctuate or otherwise break long
fields of numbers to improve readability: 213/
871-4320 or 430-74-0447.
H. Establish a convention for handling missing data: .00 for dollar amounts,
. . . . for alphabetic characters, - - for an
alphabetic field.,
I. When the computer displays a variable length list on crt, use a standard teclrnique to indicate end-of-list.
J. When an error is detected in a small
transaction, it is usually acceptable to reject
the entire transaction. However, if the transaction is large or complex, allow rekeying of
just the _fields in error .
K. For applications with multiple crt
screens, put a unique ID on each screen for
reference purposes.
'
L. Consider adopting the following
good protocol: any record to, be modified
must first be viewed.
M. Sometimes crt screens are used for
data entry where the paper input data fOrlns
are not subject to change. If the input data
forms cannot be changed, it is preferable to
layout the screen to correspond to the input
data form, rather than asking an operator to
extract fields randomly from the input data
form for entry into some "optimum" screen
design.
'
N. In prompted interactive dialogs;
provide a fast path for highly skilled terminal
operators.
O. Build a display optiori into the end
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Although a . system ha~· sophisticated communications
. protocols, the main part of the conversion chore
mlls~ be, faced by the design team.
of message processing in a data capture application. Then if the operator becomes confused or distracted, he need merely request a
display of the last transaction entered to regain his place in the sequence.
P. When presenting search results on
crt screens, label every variable and give its
units.
Q. In a big system give attention to the
human factors of error/diagnostic message
displays to avoid saturating the console
operator with uncorrelated data.

•

136. Specific Process Controls. In
addition to the global controls, some specifics
deserve consideration:
A. If controls are planned from the
start, the designer will consider:
1. Count of transactions from each
screen.
2. Counts.on populations in queues.
3. Counts on numbers' of outbound
messages to screens.
4. Counts on communication lines
traffic.
.
5, Arithmetic totals for all like fields
(dollar amounts).
'
6. Placement of all totals in a compact
table so they can be readily formatted
for display and used for problem determination and restart.
B. Every data set should have a header which dynamically records the time and
date of the last update, the program performing the last update, and the number of items
currently in the file.
Financial files should carry an extra
date to iridicate when the file was' 'closed" to
additional input.
C. It is traditionalin editing to build in
special controis over big ticket, unusual
occurrence,. and catastrophe-if-wrong items.
D. If primary identifiers carry a check
digit, if transaCtions are prenumbered at the
source, or if prenumbered forms are used, the
computer should check these descriptors
upon input.
E. If programs are cataloged in several locations throughout the network, then
each program should store a change level
number. This number can be used to verify
the applicability of future changes and to
guide the troubleshooting process.

•

139. Training Features. When a lifecycle approach is taken to design, the attention· given to several aspects of the system
usually changes. One function frequently
given increased attention is training. Many
systems have been in,stalled in which training
was treated as a one-shot activity conducted
at the time the system was implemented.
Training courses are usually planned, definitive examples prepared, and coaches are provided during the initial system installation.
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However, what happens when there is
turnover in the workforce? What happens
when a new site is added to the network? How
are new features and enhancements introduced? What if there is movement in the user
organization and whole activities are reassigned to personnel at a new location?
Usually ongoing training is left to the
users themselves. Training materials are not
mantained, examples .become obsolete, and
since test data sets are seldom retained, the
new operator goes live from the beginning.
In small systems with low turnover
this may be satisfactory. With large systems,
training of new employees and retraining of
existing employees as they return from leave
or assignment or are transferred from unit to
unit should be considered.
Previous items in this handbook have
suggested that a few lines at the bottom of the
screen be set aside, that some operator documentation be maintained on-line, and that
users be provided with a HELP command so'
they can get information in context when it is
needed. Other items have suggested that the
users' skill level be maintained in the authorization table used at sign-on time and that this
skill code be used to condition the system's
response to the user. Heavy abbreviation
should not be used in comments to unskilled
users, while skilled users should still be able
to use acronyms and codes to communicate
with the machine and reduce keyboarding.
Another item has suggested the
imp~mentation of a training mode so trainees
are restricted from the global system commands which could cause trouble, and the
provision of special training data sets so inexperienced users can use production programs
on test data without disturbing the main data
base. Some additional thoughts along this
line are as follows:
A. The training mode should be designed to keep track of the training, so the
trainee may be provided with an evaluation of
his efforts at the end of the session.
B. Some systems provide selection
from command menus as a way to progress
through a command hierarchy, and others
prompt users in an interactive dialog when
data is desired from an inexperienced user.
Almost all users appreciate these features
when they are initially introduced to a system, but find such interaction laborious after
some proficiency is gained. Thus some systems have provided a fill-in-the-blanks mode
for experienced users.
C. Some systems have provided special commands to allow a second terminal to
be slaved to the first terminal so a coach may
follow the interactive dialog of his pupil without disturbi~g the training session.
D. For complex systems which support interactive searching, a library of proven
search commands if frequently maintained.

Thus the experienced searcher need not rekey
a lengthy search command every' time he
wishes to invoke it.
These libraries provide useful training
information that suggests how the system
should be used for certain pufposes.
E. The designers of one distributed
system provided the ability to downline load
training material whenever the system was
changed and enhanced. Then as each operator
reviewed the training material, their operator
IDS were appended to a list. These lists were
remotely accessible, and this allowed the
training administrators at the central site to
determine how large a population of users had
viewed the training material and hence, when
the new features CQuid be scheduled for
production operation.

•

158. Conversion Strategy. People,
files, and physical facilities must be converted before a new system can operate successfully. If people are scarce and the workload is
heavy, spare time may not be available to devote to training. Thus temporary staff orover-:
time may be required to give the present staff
enough relief so they can start to assimilate
the new system.
If the current system is automated and
if the goal is merely to migrate existing system functions outboard, file conversion
chores may be minimized. However, if the
data resides in manual files of if automated
files lack key data elements or if the integrity
of the existing automated system is not'satisfactory, file conversion tasks can vary from
significant to formidable.
If the user occupies a crowded space
or if there is equipment already installed that
occupies crowded space, there may not be
enough room to install new equipment. Further, the installation of new equipment and its
cabling usually requires some disruption to
the current operation. Depending on the
company and the current situation, getting a
few hundred square feet near stable power in
a benign environment, with good access to
overhead or underfloor cable runs, may be a
time-consuming political chore.
.
If a system exists and if that system is
vital to the daily operation of the work unit;
the management may not allow an entirely
new replacement system to be brought in and
installed in a single series of events. Despite
the experience of others, they may not trust
the equipment, the software, the development team, or the schedules.
If this is the case, then an installation
strategy requiring complete cutover in a short
period of time may be unacceptable. The
basic design may need rework so a system c~m
be installed in increments and still provide
useful function between the installation intervals. This will allow managers of previously
unautomated functions to phase the introduc-
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'~ Microdata'

People, files, and physical facilities must be
converted· before a· new system can operate
successfully.
tion of the system into their operations and
stretch out the time for user training and systems assimilation.
Although you may be installing a system which has sophisticated communications
protocols, can emulate the terminal system
you are replacing, and has hardware and software designed for easy installation, the main
part of the conversion chore remains· to be
faced by the design team. How much change
can the user tolerate, how fast can he absorb

increments of change, how does the system
operate between those intervals, how many
versions of the documentation and how many
training short courses will be required? Can
all of this be accomplished so anyone set of
changes can be backed out and the previous
stable operation restored in the event serious
trouble is encountered?
In addition, very big systems will tax
the ability of the development project to install them. Even with the most ornate prepa-
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rations, several hundred processors will be a
chore to install. Even if the programming
were perfectly done, obtaining communication circuits, resolving problems with physical facilities, and training a thousand or more
people is a formidable undertaking. Therefore practical considerations dictate that
multiple simultaneous installations be deferred until a few pilot installations have been
established, load tests have been performed,
training materials have been revised, and an
articulated installation plan has been prepared. This may result in a carefully phased
cutover extending from orie to two years with
oversize HELP groups being required to support the varying levels of user skill and systems maturity until all systems are installed
and settle down.

•

182. Post-Installation Audit. The
proper scheduling of the post-installation
audit depends on the complexity of the system and the skills of the operational staff.
While the operational crew is still learning at
a rapid rate, things will not be routine. After a
normal routine is established and each person
has had an opportunity to use the training he
received, and all major flaws (if any) have
been corrected, the site administrator should
request an operational audit.
A knowledgeable, independent,
objective person should lead the audit. Ideally, this person would have had no part in the
desigh, nor be responsible for any of the
operation. The proper audit team would consist of one of the designers, one of the programmers, and a senior member of the
operations staff. The goals of the project
should be reviewed and each of the functions
provided should be evaluated.
Each post-installation audit should
conclude with an audit report: The contents of
this report should cover the features planned
versus the features delivered, the original
schedule versus the final schedule, the original development cost estimate versus the
actual cost incurred, and conclude with an
enumeration of the flaws that stiil require cor~
rection. If the requirements changed during
the development process or if the live environment and its· staff differed from the
planned environment, or if the project was
reestimated and rescheduled one or more
times during the development period, these
matters should be covered in an appendix.
The purpose of a post-installation
audit is to learn from your strengths so they
can be repeated and to document your mistakes so they can be avoided. Some development organizations are not self-confident
enough to stand a critical review and evaluation (even if it is conducted objectively by an
independent party). In these cases, dispense
with the post-installation audit as it is likely to
:\\:
be counterproductive.
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WHAT'S HOT
IN

DATA

COMMUNICATIONS

AND'DDP?

HOT NEWS The

INTERF,ACE '80
,
comprehensive Conference brings you the information you
need to stay ahead, Four full days of
information-packed sessions win
examine all aspects of datacommj ddp
and networking, The goal: to provide
cost-effective solutions to your
problems.
Among the more than 50 sessions are
topics such as Hardware Advances •
Network Productivity. Distributed
Data Processing:,Accommodating the
End User. Net Control. DDP Application 'Case Studies • Toward the
Transparent Interface. Simplifying,
Datacomm Software. The All-Digital
Dimension .and Datacomm School:
The Fundamentals,

HOT PRODUCTS

The. It:'JTER FACE
Exhibit Floor
grows hotter every year. This year an
estimated 250 companies Nill occupy
more th~m 200,000 square feet, to display virtually every product and service
you may be looking for:
.
Mini- and Micro-based Systems. Distributed Data Processing Systems,
Subsystems and Peripherals • Modems
• Multiplexers,. Concentrators •
Front-End Processors. Terminals.
Interface Devices. Switching Equipment • Word Processing Systems •
Tech Control arJd Test Equipment •
Data Base Management an9 Telepro- .
cessing SOftware. Network and Value
Added Services. and More!

HOT SOLUTIONS

INTERF~CE has
a reputation for
delivering datacomm/ddp soiutions to
users at every level of experience and
sophistication. This year's Conference
builds on that record by offering the
combined ~xperience of the most ' .
knowledgeable consultants, users and
educators. This year's Exposition features the largest display of datacomml
ddp products and services ever assembled under one roof.
Four full days of sessions. 250 exhibiting companies .... 'all aimed at bringing
you the state-of-the-art, with the hottest
ideas. the hottest products. the
hottest solutions.

THE HOT SPOT -- THE ONLY MAJOR CONFERENCE & EXPOSITION
DEVOTED TO DATA COMMUNICATIONS AND DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING
MARCH 17-20, 1980· MIAMI BEACH CONVENTION CENTER

PLAN NOW TO ATTEND
THE ONE
INDUSTRY EVENT
YOU CAN/T AFFORD
TO -MISS!
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160 SPEEN STREET, FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
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Co-Sponsored by
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The INTERFACE Group, Conference and Exposition Management
Producers of Data Communications INTERFACE, INTERFACE WEST, FEDERAL DP EXPO, COMDEX

ENGINEERING
ANALYST/
PROGRAMMERS
IBM 370/158,3033 (Second on Order), OS/ MVS,
CICS,IMS DB/DC, TSO, RJE-FORTRAN, Assembler
Working with the above system, you can have a hand
in helping us solve the energy crisis, and build yourself
a great career in the process. As the technical and
service arm of th.e Middle South Utilities System, we're
involved with energy solutions that make sense ... and
we need Engineering-oriented people with Analystl
Programmer skills and the vision to move ahead professionally with our forward-looking projects.
Responsibilities will be to develop and maintain
programs for engineering/scientific applications and
real-time minicomput~r programs to support data
acquisition. Recent graduates with Computer Science
coursework and relevant background will be carefully
con~idered also. BS, MS or PhD is needed in Electrical
Engineering or Nuclear Engineering.
As a continuing "bonus;' enjoy the. color and charm
of New Orleans, a city famous for fine food, music,
history, charm, and education. Above all, this unique,
cosmopolitan city offers enjoyable living, to your personal taste and preference. Please forward resume in
confidence, or phone collect, to:
Bruce Jackson, (504) 529-5262.

MIDDLE SOUTH SERVICES, INC.
P.O. BOX 61000 New Orleans, Louisiana 70161
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Arkansas Power & Light Company
Arkansas·Missouri Power Company
Louisiana Power & Light Company
Mississippi Power & Light Company
New Orleans Public Service Inc.
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The buzzwords of the past are examined; many are
found to have no future.

BUZZWORDS
REVISITED
by Werner L. Frank
New ideas are often christened with catchy
names in order to promote research and
developmental support. A great name or a
new acronym can do wonders for sales literature and trade journal articles and can possibly influence buyers to join the bandwagon.
Now, on the threshhold ofthe '80s, we have
decided to review the buzzwords of the past,
and categorize them by levels of realization
(Tables I and II).
Most of the failures in Software
Development, shown in columns A and B
(Table I) relate to Programming Languages.
The hunger for better implementation tools
suggested by these buzzwords has not been
fulfilled. Nothing today suggests possible
breakthroughs in these directions, and we
reluctantly put these ambitions to rest. Also,
despite vast efforts by research organizations
and the commercial world, COBOL and FORTRAN and their derivatives (prJI, BASIC, etc.)
remain the Higher Order Languages. Of all
the efforts to promote Problem Oriented Language, only one, APT, used in numerical control systems, can be considered a success.
Automatic Programming fell into
disuse in the '60s and is now an archaic term.
Soon thereafter, the Universal ComputerOriented Language (UNCOL) failed, despite initial optimism.
A second attempt at universality was
the International Algebraic Language (IAL).
This would have supplanted FORTRAN and
ALGOL as "algebraic" or scientific programming languages. IAL activity died quietly.
Decision Tables looked good in the
late '50s and early '60s, but where can you
find these techniques in use today?
With the failure of UNCOL and IAL,
attention turned to brute force methods to
achieve machine-to-machine transportability. These efforts did not gather much support
or generate results.
The most surprising fall from poularity has been the sacred Flow Chart. In the' 60s
and early '70s, good programming demanded
flow charts as the basis for design and documentation. Applied Data Research, Inc.,
today is a leading software vendor because of

early success with AUTOFLOW, an automatic
flow chart system. Now, flow charts have
been replaced by 'other documentation techniques, and sales of AUTOFLOW have dropped
to less than 50 a year from a high of 300.
Other organizational techniques to increase code production included Program
Generator, Modular Programming, On-Line
Programming, and Nonprocedural Languages. The Program Generator, unless embodied in the new Application Generator, has
disappeared - completely. The remaining
terms are still popular, but where are the results? There is no convincing proof that OnLine Programming is more cost effective than
conventional approaches.
The Systems and Organization classification has the clear failures of Automated
Display Systems, Associative Memories,
Content Addressable Memories, Hierarchical
Storage, Polymorphic Systems, and SelfOrganizing Systems. The early '60s heard
fanfare about fully automated displays to produce real-time, large screen color display
from computer-generated information. While
a lot of money was spent on systems such as
Iconorama and Eidiphor, the usefulness of
the technique seemed questionable and the crt
terminal took over. Color displays are comparatively rare even today. Only at the end of
1979 did IBM announce color for its crt terminal product line.
Associative and Content Addressable
Memories are still being researched. Software techniques and low-cost semiconductor
memories have largely replaced the hardware
effort and relational data base concepts may
be the eventual substitution.
Hierarchical Storage was the ability to
automatically "trickle" data from lowspeed, slow access to high-speed, fast access
storage as a function of need and frequency of
use. Where are these systems?

GRACEFUL

The Polymorphic System
was a multicomputer sysAND
tem of many parallel, nonBEAUTIFUL homogenous cpus and
peripherals with electronic switching between modules. The approach was an overkill
plunge into today's IBM Attached Processor
concept or Tandem's "nonstop" computer.

Another popular term in the early '70s
was "Graceful Degradation." The words
were beautiful, but we now prefer "Startup"
and "Recovery Procedures." Presumably
these techniques are not graceful.
And what about Project Evaluation
and Review Techniques (PERT) and Critical
Path Method (CPM)? These project planning
and computer monitoring systems, the rage of
the '60s, were required by government procurements for use in project management.
PERT charts abounded in every proposal and
subsequent operations report. Eventually,
however, PERT and CPM charts soon degenerated to simple milestone schedules and Gantt
charts.
A favorite term of the ;60s, suggesting a new generation of software production
and capacity, was Firmware. Today, the
word is an unpopular way to describe
hardware-related. means of writing and executing computer code as "microcoded instruction executed in a controlled access
memory, and as "locked up" code executed
in read-only memories.
Another phrase looking for a home is
Facility Management. This was an important
movement when it seemed that corporations
would tum over their facilities, personnel,
and problems to third-party professionals.
How many new Facility Management contracts are now signed each year? The concept
seems virtually dead, although it will never
completely disappear.
, The Sole Category C survivors are in
communications, where two major systems
concepts have dominated the '70s: ValueAdded Networks and Packet Switching. Both
have commercial presence, and it's only a
matter of time until wide dissemination
occurs.
Under Application, we find Management Information Systems. MIS was to be the
strategic and decision-making aspect of dpsupport systems as contrasted with tactical or
operational-oriented applications. Language
Translation was highly motivated by federal
government and political and intelligence
needs, but the technological breakthrough
never came to automate this process economically.
Also very close to falling into disuse
JANUARY 1980159

are Automatic Abstracting, Computer Assisted Instruction, and Pattern Recognition.
Computer Assisted Instruction, CAl, was to
be a pivotal application. Hopes were high for
upgrading the learning process. CAl struggles
along now with little economic impact, although due to the microprocessors in electronic educational toys, CAl could be a
sleeping giant. Pattern Recognition as a discipline has not led to a specific product. If it
exists at all, it is relegated to the research
laboratory setting.
Three applications-Automated
Factory, Artificial Intelligence, and Medical
Diagnosis-are st;ll kicking, but their labels
are archaic. The Automated Factory is
progressing nicely, and a vast untapped
potential has become available as a result of
microprocessors. Artificial potential has
made progress, and more is expected. Rather
than achieving human-like behavior from
machines, however, emphasis is on the
production of specialized systems performing
a specific job Early researchers thought
modem medicine would be highly computerdependent in diagnosis. This simply is an idea
whose time has not come. Instead, medicine
has made unusual, unpredictable advances in
applying microelectronics to diagnostic systems and patient monitoring devices.
Source Data Entry and Word Processing were highly touted applications during the
last 10 years and have now reached levels of
acceptability and commercial visability.
Source Data Entry spr~ngs from the funda160 DATAMATION

mental premise that data should be handled
only once, preferably at its origin.
The introduction of microelectronics
and specialized, handheld devices will increase the opportunity for automated data
capture. Word processing is a specialized aspect of source data entry, and soon, few
medium-sized offices will be without at least
one computer-based text-ha~dling device.

PROMISING
IDEAS FOR
SOFTWARE

In the years ahead, our
strongest needs are going
to be productivity enhancements in software development. Table II suggests a plethora of ideas
that show promise.
People are still waiting for Advanced
Languages. Prior lack of success in breaking
out of COBOL and FORTRAN seems not to have
lessened enthusiasm. Application developers
are desperately seeking a superior mode of
expressing problem solutions that will enhance implementation productivity. The
major current efforts are in PASCAL and in the
Department of Defense (see DATAMATION,
July 1979, p. 142).
Many people have recognized Procedural Languages have limitations for enhancing the production of software. Attention has
turned to enhancing productivity through
organizational methods such as Structured
Programming, Top-Down Programming,
Egoless Programming, and Chief Programmer Organization. Unfortunately, these efforts are temporary diversions from long-

term benefits, just as the flow chart and
modular programming were thought to be
aids in facilitating improvements in the programming process.
Three varying approaches are
systems-oriented methods for implementing
a computer-based application. First, there is
Design Technology, the techniques and
methods for describing the nature of the application and its required functionality which
purports to better and more accurately
achieve a functional design that reflects the
user's requirements. A primary objective of
such systems is to describe fully what needs
to be implemented with appropriate external
and internal consistency checks to avoid
potential defects in the ultimate system. Successful Design Technology should define the
consequential point before errors or defects
can be propagated and thereby minimize the
cost of maintenance during the life cycle of
the system. There is every reason to hope for
substantial improvements in Design Technology, although none seem to have taken hold.
A second direction is User Development Systems. These are nonprocedural
approaches to express a user's application requirement that employ a simple comprehensive method for a computer program,
typically a transaction system, to be generated automatically. Few if any such systems are
available today. IBM, for example, has begun
to emphasize this capability by introducing
"application enabling" systems. At this
point, the systems are geared to the profes-

The hunger for beHer implementation tools
suggested by buzzwords has not been fulfilled.

sional programmer rather than the casual
user. It is probably not achievable for the
"user" in the near future.
In Data Processing in 1980-1985,*
the Application Generator, the third approach, is mentioned as the software vehicle
with the most promise for the mid-'80s. At
present, a primitive example of an Application Generator may be the application software on the IBM Systeml34. It is not clear,
however, how this Application Generator
concept can be moved toward production of
complex, transaction systems and achieve
individualized results. The concept will probably slide into disuse.
.
The Systems and Organization classification begins
with some comments on
three buzzwords in the
"little hope" category: Robustness, Forgiving; User Oriented, Friendly; and Data-as-aResource.
In all three cases, imagery suggests
more than the words say. The flrst two concepts evoke the idea of computer-based systems that favor the end user and are
convenient during operation of the system.
No doubt we will achieve these objectives in
the '80s, but it will be done by the competitive offerings of different vendors in the marketplace, not by labels alone.

LITTLE
HOPE FOR
THREE

*Dolotta, T.A., et aI, John Wiley & Sons,
New York, 1976.

Possession of data is important. Data,
however, is' useless until transformed into
information. Data-as-a-Resource will flnd an
early grave.
A few other popular terms seem
temporal. These are Data Base Administrator
and Personal Computer. In the former case,
the suggestion of a single individual or even
group as czar of all data for an organization is
farfetched in a large, complex organization.
The Personal Computer conjures up a symbiosis that will not occur. A secretary's typewriter is not viewed as a personal item; why
should a computer be? The name will go
away and will be replaced by such terms as
"terminal" or "workstation."
The subject of compatible systems is
of current concern because of the impact of
IBM plug-compatible mainframes. Compatible systems exist because of the need for continued extension of hardware life cycles to
take advantage of the vast existing body of
software. In the long run, hardware compatible systems will disappear and will be replaced by software compatible systems.
Category B is a mixed bag ranging
from engineering capability to hardware
disciplines. While there is no doubt the
production of software requires a disciplined
foundation if we are to succeed in adequately
predicting and fulfilling software project
forecasts, there is no engineering discipline·
that can be imposed, so that programming can
move from its current art form to a more
scientific basis; I do not see much promise for

Software Engineering.
System Security is another concept in
"earch of realization. Aside from some hardware protection techniques and some software coding schemes, we are far from
achieving what can be termed a "secure system. "
Unlike the Personal Computer, the
Home Computer carnes more promise. It is
likely there will be a computer in most new
homes by the end of the '80s, built into the
construction and wiring and interfaced to all
electrical and communication items.
Voice Recognition's initial applications will be limited primarily to promotional
and highly specialized applications, and wide
utilization is questionable.
With two terms, Distributed Data
Base and Distributed Processing, there is a
difference; the difference is in distribution of
computing power, application decoupling,
and the division of data among dispersed dp
units. We do not envision dispersal of data;
rather, we view dispersed computing as two
modes of operation: decoupled functions for a
specific application operating in a disjointed
system,and pre- and post-execution of portions of an applicaion for which the data base
is centralized and from which data subsets are
derived as needed.
Relational Data Bases is another
popular term. We are swinging from hierarchically structured data bases to relational.
It is expected the relational approach will
dominate the dp scene in the next decade.
JANUARY1980161

It is only a maHer of time until wide dissemination of
Value-Added Networks and Packet Switching takes
place.
The concept of the User
Workstation has arrived.
We have" been driven to it
as a result of the development of computer hierarchies. The User
Workstation has been accelerated by the
development of electronically based office
systems to provide user assistance. Ifthe User
Workstation becomes the dominant tool for
employing computers in the future, then

USER
WORKSTATION

Transaction Processing will be the dominant
mode of using the system. The User Workstation will have a screen and all activity will be
geared to the interactive dialogue between the
human and the formatted displays. This does
not mean the batch system will go away; it
will be interfaced through workstations and
transaction processing systems.
The last classification is Applications. We pronounce bleak prospects for

The

Magnificent
Seven
The Goal line of CPU-savers.
Explore/Discover:
A performance monitor
operator aid and DASD data
set placement optimizer with
low overhead, optional
continuous logging, performance data archiving and
on-line access. DOS/VS(E).

Faver:
A high-speed, highperformance 'dump-restore
utility designed expressly for
IBM VSAM files. 150
installations ... 15-day free
trial. How can you lose? You
can't. OS/VS, DOS/VS(E).

FAQS:
Our fast queuing system.
More than 500 companies
have found that FAQS is a
group of enhancements to
DOS/VS(E) to improve
efficiency. Console spooling
and partition balancing are
two of its most popular
features.

FTL:
Our fast transient loader also
has 500 users. FTL eliminates
the transient area bottleneck

Goal Systems Corp.

by providing resident transients and multiple transient
areas. DOS/VS(E).

Ree/Fllm:
With more than 1,000
installations, FLEE/FUM is the
most widely used linkage
editor, MAINT and CORGZ
replacement for DOS/VS(E).
Join the ever-growing user
club: it'll make you happy with
results.
.

Phoenix:
The computer-based
education and training
system. An upward
compatible replacement for
COURSEWRITER/IIS. Five
times the features at one-fifth
the CPU. Phoenix will bring
your staff training program
into the 80's.

Promt:
Goal's program maintenance
tool. This interactive, terminaloriented product is designed
to provide a convenient, easyto-use system for program
development, library
maintenance, data entry and
job submission.

(9) The Goal-Getters

1865 Fountain Sq./P.O. Box 29481/Columbus, OH 43229/(614)268- t 775.
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Electronic Files, the Paperless Office, and the
Office of the Future. These notions imply
radical changes in office operation and management. While we do not ignore vast potential for improving the productivity of white
collar workers, we cannot accept that severe
changes will occur.
Teleconferencing is. another office
concept for which we do not hold much
promise.
And finally, a death sentence for
Total Information Systems as a meaningless
phrase, a catch-all for nothing.
Electronic Funds Transfer is operating in limited areas now, and will continue to
move into the business world in the next decade. We are cautious, however; it may be
another 10 years before the majority of people
will accept these ideas.
Videotext Systems are making their
European appearance and will touch American society in the next few years. However, it
remains to be seen whether a large scale, viable business can develop along these lines.
Finally, there is Robotics, the current
popularization of artificial intelligence, from
which we expect additional developments in
specialized functions where a robot can perform a well-defined task.
Electronic Mail will become an economical
alternative
to
present
communications in the increasing need for
rapid delivery of information.
The Query System consists of a variety of inquiry and interrogation systems
played against existing data bases. The language or syntax of such systems varies from
stylized English to structured, nonprocedural
techniques. As data bases develop in the '80s
containing more and more resident information, readymade Query Systems will become
more useful to end users who need selective
pieces of the data base or have ad hoc infor~
mation requirements.

WERNER L. FRANK
Mr. Frank is
executive vice
president and a
director of
Informatics, Inc.
He has a BS in
mathematics from
Illinois Institute of
Technology and
an MS in mathematics from the
University of Illinois. He has
published over 20 papers in
numerical analysis and general data
processing subjects concerned with
on-line systems and software
development.

Wang's 2200 Series
Small Business Computers deliver custom
solutions to specific
business problems.
Too often,buying a
small business computer
means settling for a
general-purpose answer.
But not with Wang. Because in addition to high
performance, low cost
and ease of use, our 2200
Series interactive computers offer something

very rare: customizing.
From our entry-level
PSC II to our multi-job,
multi-user 2200MVp, our
2200 computers are
designed to be specially
tailored - in both hardware and software - to do
exactly what you need
done. Payroll. Accounts
receivable. Inventory.
And plenty more.
Also, they let you
expand into new applications easily-without giv-

~--------l
ing up the investment
you've already made. And I'm interested in a fitting.
Tell me more.
our direct hardware and
software support means
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
you'll get all the help
Title
you need in planning and
Organization
developing your system.
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
So instead of buying a
computer that's just right
City
for everybody, call Wang,
State
Zip
And get a computer that's
just right for you.
Tel.#
Wang Laboratories,
~~~~t~~boratories
Lowell, MA 01851,
Lowell, MA 01851
(617) 851-4111.
L(~8~1_1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~=--1
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(WANG) I

Cl!mputers:

. Making the world more productive.
©1979 Wang Laboratories, Inc .• Lowell, MA01851
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HAR
OFF· LINE
"It is not likely that the
prices will decrease," said
John, J. McDonald; "the bottom
has already been reached."
M:::Donald, president of Casio,
Inc. (the calculator maker)
described the future of the
desktop calculator market to
rrerrbers of the Office Methods
and Equiprrent Association in
mid-Noverrber. Instead of
further price erosion, McDonald
sees additional. features being
incorporated in desktop
calculators selling at today's
prices. These features
include speech and music
generation, and tirrekeeping
functions.
"Robots will multiply,"
predicts International Research
Develo};XIEnt, the Connecticut
market research finn. After a
decade and a half of "slow and
painful" growth, the market
for industrial robots is about
to explode. Wi th an eye on
refined capabilities in the
robots developed. in the next
10 or 20 years, IRD says,
"Sareday robots will be used to
assemble other robots, thus in
a sense endowing robots with
reproductive capacity."

MODEM
AbOut two years ago, this vendor introduced a 1,2oobps central-site modem capable of automatically selecting its operating
mode to be compatible with Bell 212 or 103
modems, or with the vendor's vA34oo. The
new vA3450 modems bring this three-way
compatibility out into the field. The v A3450
series consists of six switched network
originate/answer modems, and an originate
or answer version for leased line applications. The six models for use over the
switched network are registered for direct
connect under Part 68 of the FCC Rules.
The' vendor feels the 3450s satisfy
"every conventional originate/answer application for switched network full duplex
data transmission from zero to 1,2oobps."
Three-way compatibility is provided by the
VA3451 , which can communicate with
212A, 103, and vA3400. modems; the
vA3452 and v A3453 provide two-way compatibility-both are compatible with the
vA34oo. The 3452 also talks with 212As,
and the 3453 can work with 103s. Each of
these three are offered for connection to the
phone system through programmable data
jacks, or through voice jacks and programmable datajacks. Prices start at $900 for the
3451, $850 for the 3452, and $825 for the
3453. RACAL-VADIC, Sunnyvale, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 300 ON READER CARD

MINICOMPUTER
The PDP-ll144 brings more power for fewer
dollars to the middle of the PDP-II product
line. It provides the 11170 instruction set,
8KB of cache, and main memory sizes ranging from 256KB to 1MB. Performance is said

Old Sturbridge Village, a
historical center in Sturbridge,
Mass., is using a Basic Four
System 730 to handle its
business offices functions. In
addition to accounting
functions, the system will help
adrriinister membership and fund
raising services.

a system, and as the Datasystem 540. The
cpu alone sells for $23,900. Systems comprise processor, dual Tu58 DEctape II
drives, a DEcwriter III terminal, and a choice
of mass storage peripherals; system prices
range from $44,900 to $97,400. Prices for
Datasystem 540s begins at $54,000 for a
256KB system with two 10MB disks and the
CTs-500 operating system. Volume deliveries are to begin in June. DIGITAL EQillPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 301 ON READER CARD

MULTIPLEXOR .
The DE-4 multiplexor concentrates data
from up to four asynchronous lines onto one
synchronous (or, optionally, asynchronous)
line operating at speeds of up to 19.2 Kbps.
Terminal attributes, including speeds at
96oobps, parity, and word lengths, are individually selectable for each of the four input
lines. Buffering allows the aggregate input
data rate to exceed the output rate temporarily. The DE-4 uses Rs232 interfaces. It
sells for $1,500. COMPRE COMM, INC.,
Champaign, Ill.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 303 ON READER CARD

TERMINAL
The TM25 Microterminal is intended to provide oems with an alternative to crts. The
Microterminal can be used where the full
capabilities of a crt (screen capacity and
alphanumeric keyboard, in particular)
aren't called for. The 8.5" x 4.5" x 0.6"
TM25 has a weatherproof front panel protecting its 8 digit LED display, seven function indicators, and hexadecimal or numeric
keyboard with seven function keys. The
buffered terminal works with serial ASCII
data and can communicate at distances of up
to one mile via an Rs232 or 20m A current
loop interface at speeds of 100bps or
3OObps. Prices range from $249 per unit to
$159 in 249 unit quantities. BURR-BROWN,
Tucson, Ariz.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 304 ON READER CARD

FIBER OPTICS EVALUATION KIT ,
IBM's General Systems Div.
has lowered rrenory prices by
roughly a third for Series/l
4955s, SysternV3 Models 8,. 12,
and 15, and System 34.
SysternV3 rrodels 12 and 15 cpus
had purchase price reductions
of up to 15%, and prices on
same unspecified System(34
models fell up to 23%.
164 DATAMATION

to be twice that of an 11/34, while the price
is about 20% higher. The 11144 has a microprocessor controlled ASCII console interface
and provisions for remote diagnostics. Options include a floating point processor and
a commercial instruction set processor.
Four operating systems are supported: RSX11M, Rsx-11M-Plus, RSTS/E, and cTs-500.
The 11144 is sold as a separate processor, as

For those wishing to investigate fiber
optics, this vendor offers a $99 evaluation
kit, dubbed' 'The Link." The kit includes a
fiber optic infrared source, integrated detector/preamplifier, and a one-meter fiber
optic glass cable, terminated with matching
AMP connectors. Data sheets and technical
information also are provided. MOTOROLA
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS, INC. , Phoenix,
Ariz.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 308 ON READER CARD

NelN! 1980
COll1puter Salary Survey
23 New Categories Reported!
Call for'your FREE copy today.
.

-

,

-

• What steps you must take
:to break into management;
• How you can avoid career
stagnation ... and
much more.

l)nprecedented demand and
inflatiohhave combined to
cause salaries in the
computer field to rise sharply
in 1980. The new Source Edp
1980 Computer Salary
Survey and Career
Plannmg Guide will let you
know if your compensation is
keeping pace with this
growth ... and the strategies
you can use if it's·not.
'
This comprehensive free
report.also provides you
expert advice on a variety of
important career topics
such as:
• When you should consider
ajob change;
• How to make sure you are
getting the proper exposure;

The 1980 Computer Salary
Survey has been compiled
by Source Edp, North
America's largest recruiting
firm devoted exclusively to
the computer profession.

Expanded, All New Position
Categories Surveyed

source~p

The 1980 Computer Salary Survey has been expanded
to provide specific data for twenty-three new categories.
These include positions in data communications, minimicro programming, data base administration, technical
marketing support and EDP auditing in addition to our
traditional categories of programming, software, systems
design, management and computer marketing.

North America's largest recruiting
firm devoted exclusively to the
computer profession. Client
organizations assume our charges.

'"I----------------------------------. Free Report!
.'

'
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For your free copy,
simply phone the

•

Source Edp office

1
1
1
,I

nearest

you·¥;~a~~~s

:~-:;(\"! ,

:

United States
Arizona
Phoenix
California
San Francisco
Palo Alto
Los Angeles

Irvine
San Diego
Colorado
Denver
Englewood

602/258-9333
415/434-2410
415/856-0600
213/386-5500

~g~~~~~j~gg
714/833-1730
714/231-1900
303/773-3700
303/571-4450

Louisiana
New Orleans
Maryland
Baltimore
Massachusetts
Boston
Wellesley
Michigan
Detroit
Southfield

313/963-0510
313/352-6520

Minnesota
Minneapolis
St. Paul

612/544-3600
6121771-0544

504/561-6000

3011727-4050

617/482-7613
617/237-3120

North Carolina
Greensboro

919/294-6550

Ohio
Cincinnati
Cleveland

513/769-5080
216/771-2070

Oregon
Portland

503/223-6160

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia
King of Prussia
Pittsburgh

215/665-1717
215/265-7250
412/261-6540

Texas

~~~~ticut ~g~~m:~~~ itIirI[~ounty:: :;::~::~: ~~~~~~entral
~ \~ ~,:~:~f:
~~;:~:Shire ::~:::::::: !~~~~!~nio mj~~~:g~~~

_

I,

1
1
1 If unable to call, write:
Ed p, 0 epartment 0 1
ource
I SOak
721
Enterprise
Brook, Illinois 60521
1 (When writing, please be sure to
I position
indicate home address and current
title.)
1.

214/387-.1600
817/338-9300
713/751-0100

202/466-5890

Miami
Georgia'
Atlanta'
Illinois
Chicago
Northfield
Oak Brook
Rolling Meadows
Indiana
Indianapolis

305/624-3536
404/325-8370
3121782-0857
312/446-8395
.
312/986-0422
312/392-0244

317/631-2900

New Jersey
Cherry Hill
Edison
Paramus
Union
Newvork
I'
Midtown
Wall Street Area
L
I I d
ong s an
White Plains

. .

McLean
609/482-2600
201/494-2800
201/845-3900
201/687-8700
.

2121736-7445
212/962-8000
516/364 0900

-

914/683-9300

7031790-5610

Washington
Seattle
Wisconsin
Milwaukee

414/277-0345

Canada
Toronto
Don Mills

416/364-2919
416/425-5730

206/454-6400

I
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
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HARDWARE
CO-AX MODEM
Have an application calling for high-speed
serial data transmission over limited distances, perhaps through noisy environments? This vendor's model 30-0078
moves asynchronous data over coaxial
cables (over distances of up to 50,000 feet)
at data rates ranging from DC to 2Mbps. It
uses FSK modulation at high carrier frequencies; filtering helps reject EMI and RFI interference often found in industrial
environments. Bit error rates are said to be
typically less than one in 1012 • Using T-connectors, several devices can be multidropped from a line. The modem operates in
half-duplex mode; full-duplex operation requires two co-ax links. Packaged on a 2inch by 4Vz-inch printed circuit board, the
model 30-0078 modem sells for $240 in
quantities of 100. COMPUTROL CORP.,
Ridgefield, Conn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 309 ON READER CARD

DISKETTES
This magnetics manufacturer has developed
a line of double-sided single and double
density 5 1,4-inch flexible diskettes. Offered
in either hard or soft (16 and 10) sectored
formats, the 514-inch FlexyDisks have
unformatted capacities of 250KB (single
density) and 500KB (double density) at 48
tracks per inch. The diskettes are certified

100% error free in both single and double
density modes. The 5 1,4-inch FlexyDisks
list at $6 apiece. BASF SYSTEMS, Computer
and Business Products Dept., Bedford,
Mass.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 310 ON READER CARD

COMPUTER
This vendor's 3200 series of 32-bit machines, which debuted earlier this year, has
a new, larger member, the 3240. Available
with memory sizes ranging from 256KB to
16MB,. the 3240 retains compatibility with

HARDWARE SPOTLIGHT
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The Route Commander extends the utility
of this vendor's existing portable data entry
terminals in the distribution and delivery
operations of companies. In essence, Route
Commander weds a handheld 10 1XL data
entry terminal with a portable printer; options include two-:-way communications,
auxiliary battery packs, chargers, and a
real-time clock. In its basic version, the
Route Commander is packaged in an attache case with 26-column impact printer
and batteries; there's a cradle containing the
101xL, and room for an acoustic coupler
within the case. Under firmware control,
the Route Commander collects inventory
information as the delivery truck is loaded.
The driver can then have a load sheet print:..
ed. As deliveries are made, the driver enters
them into the handheld 101xL; he then has
the Route Commander print a receipt. The
Route Commander handles quantity price
extensions, taxes, etc. At the end of the
route, the system speeds check-in by

producing a load summ&ry (showing beginning inventory, sales en route, and remaining stock on the truck) and a cash report.
The vendor says the savings accrued in time
savings at the start and end of each route,
combined with eliminating arithmetic
errors when calculating sales, can pay for
the basic Route Commander in about seven
months. The basic Route Commander,
packaged in an attache case, sells for
$7,695. NORAND CORP-., Cedar Rapids,
Iowa.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 316 ON READER CARD
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18 Bedford Row
London, WC1R 4EJ
England

the vendor's earlier 32-bit machines; it runs
the os/32 operating system (licensed separately for $5,000 for a single cpu). Under
os/32 users can run the Multi-Terminal
Monitor, allowing up to 32 concurrent users
to program in any mix of languages chosen
from FORTRAN VII, COBOL, RPG II, BASIC,
CORAL 66, CAL, and CAL Macro (the last two
are error checking and correcting that corrects all single-bit errors and detects all
double~bit and most multiple-bit errors. An
8KB . four-way-associative -cache speeds
memory accesses, to provide an effective
memory access time of 250nsec.
A multiplexor bus and from one to
fourDMA buses provide 110. Slow and medium speed devices connect the multiplexor
bus, while tapes, disks, and other high
speed devices use the DMA buses. The DMA
buses run on lOMbps each. The 3240 supports up to 1,023 devices on four priority
interrupt levels. A floating point processor
is available for speeding single- and doubleprecision floating point operations. The
3240' s power subsystem, on which two patents are said to be pending, provides noise
immunity, overvoltage and overcurrent
protection, and brownout protection. Battery backup also is offered. A single 256KB
3240 processor carries an oem price of
$76,500. A configured system with an oem
quantity one price of $125,550, includes a
512KB. processor, floating point processor,

writable control store, model 550 crt, 75ips
tape drive, 80MB disk, and battery backup.
Memory sells for $8,000 per 256KB; the
vendor has priced 1MB of memory at
$19,900 if it is included in the initial order
. for the cpu. PERKIN-ELMER, Computer Systems Div., Oceanport, N.J.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 313 ON READER CARD

MODEM
An Fcc-approved direct conriect modem,
the AJ 245 can be attached to the phone sys~
tem via a modular jack or DAA. Compatible
with Bell 103/113 type modems, the 245
operates in full duplex mode at asynchronous speeds ranging to 450bps. A dual
terminal interface is provided, allowing use
with Rs23 2 or 20mA current loop terminals.
In lots of 50, the AJ sells for $192; lease
plans and additional quantity discounts are
available. ANDERSON JACOBSON, INC., San
Jose, Calif.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 306 ON READER CARD

DISK BACKUP
The HCD-75 cartridge drive and a 10,000
bpi data cartridge, the Dc600HC, will be offered next summer by 3M as a solution to
the problem of inadequate tape backup for
such fixed disk drives as the 8-in. and 14-in.
Winchester devices. Inadequate backup.
currently is a major customer concern in

TERMINALS
FROM TRANSNET
PURCHASE FULL OWNERSHIP AND LEASE PLANS
DESCRIPTION

LA36 DECwriter II . . . . . . . . ..
LA34 DECwriter IV .. . . . . . . .
LA120 DECwriter III KSR . . ..
VT100 CRT DECscope ......
VT132 CRT DECscope ......
DT80/1 DATAMEDIA CRT . . ..
TI745 Portable Terminal ....
Tl765 Bubble Memory Terminal
TI810 RO Printer..........
TI820 KSR Printer .........
Tl825 KSR Printer .-........
ADM3A CRT Terminal ......
QUME Letter Quality KSR ...
QUME Letter Quality RO ....
HAZELTINE 1410 CRT. . . . . . .
HAZELTINE 1500 CRT. . . . • . .
HAZELTINE 1552 CRT. . . . . ..
DataProducts 2230 Printer ..
DATAMATE Mini Floppy . . . • •

PURCHASE
PRICE

12 MOS.

$1,695
1,295
2,295
1,895
2,295
1,895
1,595
2,795
1,895
2;195
1,695
875
3,195
2,795
875
1, 1~5
1,295
7,900
1,750

$162
124
220
182
220
182
153
268
182
210
162
84
306
268
84
115
- 124
757
168

PER MONTH
24 MOS. 36 MOS.

$ 90
69
122
101
122
101
85
149
101
117
90
47
. 170
149
47
64
69
421
93

$ 61
47
83
68
83
68
57
101
68
79
61
32
115
101
32
43
47
284
63

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 12 OR 24 MbNTHS
lOOk PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS

ACCESSORIES AND PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS. MODEMS. THERMAL PAPER
RIBBONS. INTERFACE MODULES • F~OPPY DISK UNITS

PROMPT DELIVERY .. EFFICIENT SERVICE'

[XJ

TiiANSNETCORPORATION

using these disks. The data cartridge system
will provide 75 megabytes of user data storage, although total tape capacity is 144 MB,
and it has an information transfer rate of up
to 4 MB per second. Two Motorola microprocessors, the 6803 and 6800, are used for
tape drive control, diagnostic self-test, and
error detection during the data read functions. A microprocessor-controlled servo
mechanism in the drive positions the ceramic head to address one of 16 tracks across the
quarter-inch tape.
Data IS written or read in what 3M
calls a "serpentine" mode (alternate forward and reverse directions as track assignments change). to eliminate timewasting
rewinds. The 4 MB per second transfer rate
is achieved when data is unloaded into an
integrated buffer storage system. In the
"streaming" mode, with continuously running tape, an average rate of 20 Kbps is
claimed. The system also can use direct
memory access, routing data directly to
computer memory without tying up control
circuitry. Evaluation devices will be made
available early in 1980 to oems from a pilot
production line, with full production scheduled for early spring. Drives list at $2,150
($1,050 for additional drives). Cartridges
list for $30. Discount of from 35% to 40%
will be offered to oem's. 3M, Mincom
Div., St. Paul, Minn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 315 ON READER CARD

JAMES MARTIN
HAS SOMETHING
NEW!
AN INTENSIVE 3-DAY SEMINAR

WHERE DOES
DATA BASE
GO NEXT?
JAMES MARTIN & GUEST SPEAKERS

Call for

informati~n

(213) 476-9747
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P.O. BOX 49765, LOS ANGELES, CA. 90049 (213) 476·9747

1945 ROUTE 22, UNION, N.J. 07083

201- 688-7800
TWX 710-985-5485
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SOFTWARE
AND SERVICES
UPDATES
The Bank of Tbkyo, Ltd. has
lalll1ched its Tohnet System
linking the bank's worldwide
offices to master nodes in New
York, London, and Tokyo.
Tohnet uses packet switched
communications to link offices
over privately leased lines;
satellite communications link
New York, London, and Tokyo.
Each of the three master nodes
uses PDP-II/45s. In Tokyo, a
large-scale Facom M-190 also
is connected to the network.
Digi tal Equiprrent Corp. and
BOI t Beranek and Newman are
taking on a cooperative
marketing effort to sell BBN's
RS/I scientific software.
BBN's Computer Systems Div.
and DEC's Laboratory Data
Products GrouF ~ill market. the
package, which runs on PDP-lIs,
MINCs, and VAX-II/780s.
GTE Telenet Communications
Corp., has installed a packetswi tching exchange in San Juan,
Puerto Rico, for IT!'
Diversified Services. ITT will
use the exchange to extend its
public data communications
services between the island and
the mainland.

Netv.Drk Analysis Corp. has
extended the graphics
capabilities of its· Grinder and
Mind data network design and
analysis software to include
support for Tektronix graphics
terminals • Previously, the
graphics system worked only
with terminals from Iffilac.
Information Processing Inc.
shipped the SOOth copy of its
BLIS/COBOL system to The
Cleveland Press in Cleveland,
Ohio •.
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COBOL
Designed to run on any PDP-II or LSI-II
with at least 56KB of memory, this vendor's
COBOL-Plus compiler and run-time system
implements most ANS 74 Level 2 language
features. Included are level 66, 77, and 88
data items, complex conditional expressions, COMPUTE, PERFORM VARYING, and
MOVE CORRESPONDING statements, and the
OCCURS DEPENDING ON clause. Programs
larger than available real memory are automatically segmented into virtual memory
segments which are swapped on a leastrecently-used basis; run-time routines for
OPEN-CLOSE, I/o, and ISAM are managed in
this fashion. Interactive screen handling is
possible with positional ACCEPT and DISPLAY statements. Sequential, relative, and
indexed-sequential files are supported, with
recorder locking to synchronize accesses to
shared files. COBOL-Plus can run under RT11 or this vendor's TSX operating system. A
single-user COBOL-Plus package licenses

for $2,000. A multi-user version, with the
TSX system, goes for $3,000. S & H COMPUTER SYSTEMS, INC., Nashville, Tenn.
FOR DATA CIRCLE 324 ON READER CARD

GRAPHICS SLIDES
The developers of the DISSPLA and TELL-AGRAF graphics software systems now offer a
35mm slide preparation service. Users
create their displays either on their in-house
system or one of the 18 time-sharing services that offer the graphics packages. After
previewing and modifying their displays,
users generate a mag tape of the final graphics images. This tape is sent to a processing
center in Minneapolis, where, within 48
hours, the slides are produced on a Dicomed
D48 color microfilm recorder. The fee
ranges from $10 to $18 per slide, depending
on quantity; the is a 10 slide minimum per
order . INTEGRATED SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
CORP., San Diego, Calif.
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SOFTWARE SPOTLIGHT
NETWORKING

agent" on the remote system. The RMA
Another mini-maker has joined the ranks of gives users transparent access to remote
vendors offering networking software that
files, devices, and processes, while the VTA
provides transparent access to remote sysgives users a logical connection to programtems and resources. This vendor'.s approach
processes on a remote system, be they user
certainly seems sound. With an eye towards
programs, AOS utilities, or the Command
worldwide compatibility, the vendor chose
Line Interpreter (CLI). Once a user has esto implement its Xodiac network managetablished a logical connection to the remote
ment system (for Eclipse processors runsystem, the user's terminal appears to be dining AOS) using the CCITT Recommendation
rectly connected to the remote system.
X.25 packet-switching protocol. Defined in
AOS x.25 runs on any AOS-based
Eclipse with at least 256KB of memory, and
three layers, X.25 specifies a physical (RS232) link between systems, a link control
a communications subsystem including an
SLM-2 synchronous line mUltiplexor with a
layer (the software interface to the physical
Data Control Unit (Dcu/200) or the Multilink), and a connection layer where mesprocessor Communications Adaptor (MCA).
sages are segmented into packets and logical connections are maintained between
Three packet-switched communications
carriers-Telenet in the U. S., Datapac in
systems. The vendo~has, for some time, ofCanada, and Transpac in France-have refered these three layers comprising X.25 for
portedly certified the vendor's compliance
users running RDOS on either Eclipse or
with X.25. For the first copy of AOS x.25 a
Nova processors.
user pays $1,500, and $1, 100 for su bseBut it's fourth layer of software,
dubbed the "functional layer," that pro~ . quent copies for use on remote systems. The
functional layer, including AOS VTA and
vides users of one Xodiac AOS system with
AOS RMA, goes for $7,000 on the first systransparent access to remote Xodiac AOS
tem and $3,000 for additional systems. To
systems. This functional layer is an extenmake llse of the functional layer, each syssion to AOS comprising two "agents": the
tem must have at least 512KB of memory
Resource Management Agent (RMA) and
(and, of course, AOS x.25 software). DATA
the Virtual Terminal Agent (VTA). Each
GENERAL CORP., Westboro, Mass.
~
agent consists of a "using agent" on the
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user's host and a corresponding "serving
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1. ASIJINQUIRY Is Easy To
Learn and Easy To Use.

2. ASIIINQUIRY Assures Faster
Access and Response Time.

3. ASIIINQUIRY Provides
Complete Security.

Because inquiries are stated in
simple English, non programmers
can learn to use ASIIINQUIRY
quickly. DU1 structures .are
completely transparent to the user.
You need not understand the complexities of multipathing or multiple
data base access. Comprehensive
diagnostic messages simplify error
correction. ASIIINQUIRY automatically displays data in the appropriate
format-horizontal, vertical, or
overflow. Or you can specify any
desired screen format. Repetitively
executed queries can be saved in
an on-line catalog. New release 5
features include the ability to
defer query execution to batch and
a powerful user exit facility.

ASIIINQUIRY lets you access your
DU1 data bases through IMS or TSO
faster and more efficiently. That's
because it eliminates need to write and
debug those highly procedural
programs usually required to access
data bases. ASIIINQUIRY operates
as an IMS message processing program
executed from any IMS DB/DCsupported terminal. Execution
priority is dynamically controlled through
automatic program message switching. High initial priority assignment
assures fast response. Priority is then
automatically adjusted to the rate that
to-be-displayed data is encountered,
which optimizes load leveling of IMS
DB/DC resources.

Built-in safeguards protect data at
the system, terminal, and data base
levels. Data base administrators
define the data bases users can
access, their passwords, and the
terminals from which individual
data bases can be accessed.
Learn why ASIIINQUIRY is
more heavily used than any competing product. Call or write-today!
Applications Software, Inc.
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard
Torrance, CA 90503
(213) 540-0111
Member SIA M

~
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SOURCE
DATA
FROM DITS TO BITS:
. A PERSONAL HiStORY OF THE
COMPUTER INDUSTRY
by Herman Lukoff
Herman Lukoff died on Sept. 24, 1979 from
. the leukemia he had battled for 12 years. He
was 56 and had been in the computer business since June 1943. Herman Lukoff was
an engineer. He built things that worked,
discarded things that didn't work. No higher tribute can be paid to any engineer than
that contained in J. Presper Eckert's Introduction to this book". . . if Herman could
not get it to work satisfactorily in the laboratory, nobody could." Before his death,
Lukoff completed this highly personalized
set of recollections.
Lukoff was a Philadelphia boy. Almost by accident he attended the Moore
School and became enmeshed in the ENIAC
project even before he graduated. After
ENIAC, he moved on to BINAC, the UNIVAC I
and II, and finally LARC, for which he served
as chief engineer. In the proess he knew and
worked with all the true pioneers. The pages
of this book are studded with such names as
Eckert, Mauchley, Grace Hopper, Bill Norris, George Cogar, Ken Olsen, Ted Bonn,
Dick Merwin, Ike Auerbach, and Sid Fernbach.
What really glows through these
pages is Lukoff s dedication to getting the
. job done right. Perhaps this stemmed from
his background in building amateur radio
equipinent from junked sets he had salvaged. Using a heated screwdriver as a soldering iron is highly educational. So too is
iIsing a piece of wire instead of an oscilloscope. Such experiences teach engineering
the hard way. Academic theories as to why
an approach will work become little more
than reinforcement for what has already
been learned, sometimes painfully, at the
workbench.
Time mercifully blurs some of the
memories. Such bitter fights as Williams
tubes versus mercury delay lines now seem
to have been purely technical (Lukoff was
on the right side of that one). In fact there
were'strong personalities involved and this
ought not be forgotten. Those interested in
Univac's eternal split personality, St. Paul
versus Philadelphia, will have to read between the lines of Lukoff's book. The answers are present but much of the invective
was removed. This is not to say that the
170 DATAMATION

book is a bland pudding. Lukoffhad strong
opinions he did not hesitate to express on
such matters as the constant Univac reorganizations, the shelving of John Mauchly,
the mergerofthe Eckert-Mauchly operation
into Remington Rand and the acquisition of
ERA.
Among the more important technical issues Lukoff comments upon is the famous Honeywell versus Sperry Univac law
suit that overturned the ENIAC patent in spite
of all evidence to the contrary. When he
wrote, LukOff was still puzzled over the
peculiarities of a legal system that attempts
to rewrite technical history without really
understanding the issues. How running a
test program and allowing the press to stare
at some flashing lights represents public
disclosure must remain a mystery to nonlawyers.
Another major theme in the Lukoff
manuscript is the missed opportunities that
are so much a part of Univac's history.
What would have resulted had H.L.
Strauss, the president of American Totalizer, not been killed in a plane crash? What
might have happened if Remington Rand
understood the silliness of its forced separation of engineering from manufacturing?
What could have been the market impact of
serious effo.rts to sell the then highly advanced LARC system to commercial buyers?
How many more great ideas would have
sprung from Pres Eckert if his intellectual
sparring partner, Frazer Welsh, had not
been killed in yet another plane crash? The
list of near misses is seemingly endless. If
the Department of Justice and Judge Edelstein ever read this book, all their neat
theories about how IBM secured its grasp on
the computer industry would be shattered.
IBM did not win domination, Univac lost it!
This is truly a personal history in an
old-fashioned way. The author comes
across as & three-dimensional person, not a
cardboard cut-out. There was tragedy as
well as triumph in both his personal and
professional life. Childhood wasn't easy,
financially or psychologically. Honors
gained in later years do not fully compensate for growing up as an overweight nonathlete in a marginal neighborhood, for
rejection from the college of his choice, or
for having to struggle through college competing against better-prepared peers.
Lukoff's professional accomplishments have been recognized in his IEEE

Fellowship, Watson arid McDowell award
citations. They were important but what
seems more criticai today is the professional
approach he took toward managing large
scale, pioneering projects. LARC may be of
little interestto today' s computer engineers.
But, could todaY's Silicon Valley whiz kids
deal with the primitive surface barrier transistors of 1955 with no two components
producing the same performance? Very few
of today's engineers seem to fully understand Pres Eckert's stubborn stand on internal' error checking. When you are dealing
with dubious discrete elements, it isn't out
of line to allocate 30% of all the circuits to
checking. What ifthis trend had continued?
It is nearly impossible to summarize
30 years of work in one manuscript. Lukoff
naturally concentrated on the early years,
when one person could have a hand in every
phase of design, development, implementation, testing and installation. This gave that
individual a broad view ofthe problems that
today's engineers often lack. Without the
formal title, Lukoff actually served as customer engineering manager on UNIVAC I,
serial number 1 (for the Bureau of the Census). He knew all about those phone calls at
3 a.m.
The salvage job that Lukoff and his
team did on the UNIVAC II has been documented elsewhere. Lukoff's remarks on the
effort are almost more interesting for what
he didn't say than for what he wrote. If Bill
Norris ever retires from CDC and writes his
memoirs, perhaps we will hear more about
the basic design that Lukoff inherited.
The LARC story is especially iIlteresting because Lukoff and his crew virtually
rewrote the book to get it to work up to the
specifications. A special vote of thanks is
owed to the user installation, University of
California Radiation Laboratory, (now
Livermore Laboratories), for its refusal to
back away from performance requirements
even though it meant late delivery. Lukoff's
remarks about how far one can safely push
the existing technology should be read and
reread by those who dream of breakthroughs. First expressed by Lukoff in Were
Early Giant Computers a Success? (DATA. MATION, April 1969), his thoughts are still
valid.
He firmly believed that: (1) you
don't do advanced development on fixed
price contracts, and (2) you had better not
get yourself beyond the "knee" in the tech-

·
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Telecommunications R&D
Software Engineers
Reaching Out To The Challenge
of Our Environment •••
San Francisco Peninsula
Designing the world's most advanced computer-controlled telephone systems and office of
the future products requi~es the world's finest talent: Yours.

Your Ideas COunt
Help prepare for the future at BNR INC.; a center of excellence in structured software design
and implementation techniques. We perform high level language software engineering and
microcode/firmware development, using digital switching techniques for a network of computerized EPABX's providing data and call processing feature services for our clients. We
are aided in this developmerit work by our fully-equipped, modern lab, including on-site interactive timesharing systems.

If you are self-motivated, have proven design skills and you are challenged by: enhancing
hardware/software interfa~es, real-time systems, computer networks, software tools and
applied software engineering ••• join us.
We offer excellent salaries, one of the best benefits
programs on the S~n Francisco Peninsula, a· progressive and
stimulating environment, and outstanding opportunities for personal recognition. and growth.
For immediate consideration, send your resume to Elleri Ohmer, Employment Manager,
BNR INC., Mail Stop 784; P.O. Box 10121,3174 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94304. An
equal opportunity employer.

BNR

Subsidiary of
Bell-Northern Research
The R&D Laboratory for
Northern Telecom and Bell Canada
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nology curve. Demanding 100: 1 improvements' for a fixed price and on a preset
timetable just doesn't work.
Lukoff knew what he had been
through and didri't seem to be v~ry regretful
that the era of machine code, tubes, and
hand~wiringwere over. He may have been
nostalgic but apparently never allowed it to
interfere with his ability to assimilate new
technology as it emerged. Indeed, right at
the e'nd of this book is Lukoff s note that he
intended to integrate his microcomputer
into his amateur radio station. The idea was
to be able to display incoming morse code
charaCter on the crt in English. That doesn't
sound like a man who was ready to tum the
clock back~
,
While this is Lukoff s story, it also
is tht? history ofthe Univac operation. There
are parts that read like an indictinent of Un ivac's stewardship ,of the Eckert-Mauchly
dreams., So be it, the facts speak for themselves. Industrial historians can sort this out
in the next century.
Too large a part of this industry believes computers were' invented in April
1964. It would be highly educational for
these newcomers to find out what it was like
in the i 944-1964 era, before System/360.
Some of the hasty judgments of why thirigs
are the way that they are could be avoided.
How often must it be said that "those who
do not read history are doomed to repeat the

same mistakes?"
Today' s industri~il and corporate climate will not nurture very many Herman
Lukoffs. Without a phD he wouldn't get
near an R&D laboratory. It is no longer
enough to, be an engineer, to want to get
things right. .
'
Herman Lukoffleft behind a shining
tribute to the profession of engirieering that
reflects directly back ,on .its author. This
book is a handbook on how to manage complex, innovative, state-of-the-art projects
that stretch the imagiriation.
This book was written not by one of
todaY's faceless cOrpOrateniemo writers but
by a man who had sat at a bench and built,
tested, discarded, and rebuilt. 'He a~ways remained faintly amused by the notion that a
multimillion dollar machine could be turned
into a babbling idiot by the failure of a 10¢
component. He never forgot what level of
sweat was required to get from desigri to
production. Those who see computers as
mere figures on a balance sheet, investments to be amortized or assets to be depreciated would do well to study what' it
takes to create one from undesigned technology using yet to be invented methodologies. Herman Lukoff could have told
them. His book lays it out clearly for those
who take the time to read. Robotics Press,
Portland, Ore. (1979, 219 pp~, $12.95).
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-Philip H. Darn

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
by Randall W. Jensor:- and
Charles C. Tonies
The authors,quoting J. L. Bauer, define
software engineering as "the establishin~nt
and use of sound engineering prynciples in
order to obtain economically software that
is reliable arid works on real machines."
Software engi~eering addresses the entire
software life cycle: requirements definition,
design, implementation, testing, operation,
maintenance, and, most important, the
mamigement of the entire process, This
ambitious book attempts to cover all these
topics and more. It is a major contribution to
software literature.
The book begins with an overview
of project management fundamentals. The
various stages in the life cycle bf a software
project are described in the context of a
large-scale system development project.
The need for management of the transition
from stage to stage is explained in detail.
The authors introduce the concept of entropy to explain the losses that occur as the
project progresses from stage to stage. This
conCept turns out to be a very useful explanatory tool. Also useful is the discussion of
the Department of Defense procurement
cycle, a model for large-scale system design
and development.
The longest chapter in the book
covers requirement definitions, systems design, and software design. For each of these
stages, the authors discuss various structuring techniques that make the process manageable. The emphasis ,is on systematic
structured design. The next chapter covers
the topic of structured programming, focusing on stepwise refinement. Thisemphasis,
however, results in a number of excellent
structuring devices being neglected, such as
coroutines and semaphores. The' use of
high-order languages for structured programming is covered, as are various procedures and techniques.
There is also a chapter explaining
verification and validation, which covets
not just software testing but the whole process of assuring software does what it was
designed to do and that it meets customer
needs.
Th~ vast range, of material covered
inciudes discussion of .available software
techniques for supporting security and
privacy objectives, a most interesting chapter on legal aspects of software development, and a proposal for a software
engineering education. While the book may
be the best available on this broad subject, it
fails to be what it should be precisely because the authors fail to follow some of their
own criteria for a good design: clarity, usability, and cohesiveness. The long chapter
on design is poorly structured and difficult
to follow. A number of useful design tools
are presented, but the reader must work at
discovering their relationship to each other,
relative importance, and applicability.

Another shortcoming is that the discussion
on software design focuses exclusively on
program-dominated rather than data-dominated systems. While working in an integrated data base environment requires
another set of design strategies and techniques, these are just as i.mportant for the
reader to see.
Beyond these major problems, there
are a number of minor but annoying flaws.
In the early chapters, the authors have the
maddening habit of referencing footnotes
buried elsewhere in the text. The subject
index is inadequate.
A book of this size and scope, written by obviously knowledgeable and capable authors, should have been better. However, until a better attempt is made, Software Engineering is highly recommended.
Prentice-Hall (1979, 580 pp., $27.50).

-William Stallings

REPORTS AND REFERENCES
INTELLIGENT COPIERS/PRINTERS
The market, technology, and user needs for
and perceptions of the developing intelligent copier/printer are discussed in a new
report from Creative Strategies. The optical
disk is mentioned as a potential future output medium, and predicted to eventually replace computer output microfilm. Another
new technology briefly discussed is the
semiconductor laser. Company profiles are .
given of AM International, Burroughs Corp,
DEC, Exxon Enterprises, IBM, 3M, Wang
Labs, Xerox Corp., Data Products Corp.,
Documation, Centronics Data Computer
Corp., Eastman Kodak, Canon Inc., ~oni
shiroku Photo Industry, Minolta Corp., NEC
Information Systems, and Toshiba America
Inc. The 91-page report sells for $995.
Other recent reports from CSI include
"Dictation Systems in the Automated Office," a $1 ,250 volume; and' 'Floppy Disks
and Low-Cost Winchesters," at $895.
Creative Strategies Int. , 4340 Stevens
Creek Blvd., Suite 275, San Jose, CA
95129, (408) 249-7550.

PERIODICALS
SALES MAGAZINE
A monthly magazine devoted to computer
salespeople has been introduced. CMO, for
Computer Marketing' Opportunities, features interviews with notable marketers; a
summary of short news items from the publisher's Computer Marketing Newsletter, a
dress-for-success advice column by John
Molloy which is nicely written and includes
questions on subjects other than fashion,
such as how a resume's looks affect interview decisions; and a variety of light features. The magazine has controlled
circulation (distributed without charge to
those in the field). CMO, MV Publishing,
Inc., 1000 Quail, Suite 120, Newport
Beach, CA 92660 (714) 752-0271.

Aramco needs you now
to run our sophisticated
teleprocessing network as
it grows from 800 to 1500
terminals.
Aramco is the world's largest
oil-producing company and the
key firm involved in the development of Saudi Arabia's energy
resources.
Some of our projects are the
world's most sophisticated. They
are staggering in scope, complexity and imagination. Nowhere
else is such advanced technology
being applied so widely.
Our advanced computer network is the absolute intelligence
center for all of Aramco's many
activities. Everything depends on
it: exploration, production, refining, materials supply, engineering, finance, personnel, process
control, and more.
Here are the highlights of the
system: Two IBM 3033's, one
370/158, one 370/168. Smaller
systems include a MVS/SE,
JES2, TSO, IMS/VS and
VTAM.
Aramco's regional teleprocessing network, running under IMS
and TSO, will be growing from
800 terminals to 1,500 terminals
next year.
That's why we need good EDP
people like you.

The immediate openings
• Analyst/Programmers. We need
you if you have experience in
engineering, finance, power systems, inventory control, purchasing, payroll, industrial relations.
Requirements: a BS or a BA in

physical science, computer science, engineering, math, finance
or business administration. You
should also have at least 3 years'
experience, preferably in one or
more of these languages: PL/l,
IMS-DB/DC, ADF, MARK IV,
COBOL, FORTRAN.
• Systems Programmers. Our
Computer Science Division needs
you to work on IBM 3033's, running MVS/SE, JES2 and VTAM.
Requirements: a BS or a BA in
physical science, computer science, engineering, math, finance
or business administration. You
, should also have at least 2 years'
experience in one or more of
these areas: MVS, JES2, VTAM.

Excellent combination
of benefits offered
As an EDP Specialist with
Aramco, you can earn a competitive salary, plus a cost-of-living
differential. In addition, you get
a tax-protected premium for
overseas employment which can
amount to as much as 40 percent of your base salary.
Beyond that, Aramco offers
you a comprehensive benefits
package which includes 40 days'
paid vacation every 12112 months
(this gives you the opportunity to
travel in Europe, Asia, Africa)plus housing for singles and families, and American school systems for your children.
hiterested? Send your resume
in confidence to: Aramco Services Company, Department
DMOlO080JWCB, 1100 Milam
Building, Houston, Texas
77002.

CHAIJ~NGE BYCHOICE

ARAMCO
SERVICES COMPANY
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The Marketplace...
ADVERTISERS'INDEX

PREVENT

ttWild Cards"

IN YOUR DATA
with •• ·

5UPE.ASHARED DASD USERS:

SO,FTWARE & SERVICES
Allen Services Corp .•.•••.•••••••• 174
Allen Services Corp ....••.•••••••• 175
C-S Computer Systems .....•...•. 175
Dylakor .....•.•..•.••••..••.•••• 175
Dataware, Inc.........•.......•.. 174
Dataware, Inc. . .................. 174
Dataware, Inc. • ••••.••••.•••••••• 174
DASD Corp. .. ................... 175
Lorber, Raymond G........•..•.•• 175
Polymorphic Computer ........ ~ .. 174
Tomarklnc .••..•••••••.•...•..... 174·

Consider· SUPER·MSI•••
• PROTECTS YOUR DATA INTEGRITY by preventing simultaneous destructive updates by

Jobs In different systems,
• ELIMINATES RESERVE LOCK·OUTS (both performance lock-outs and

"deadly-embraces")
• DOES NOT SACRIFICE RELIABILITY as do other approaches to this problem.
• INFORMS OPERATORS andlor TSO USERS (as appropriate) about the precise task (job,
TSO user, etc,) CAUSING dataset conflicts,
• Provides POWERFUL OPERA TOR COMMANDS to CONTROL and MONITER performance
and activity,
• Is TRANSPARENTto USERS, and almost transparent to operators,
• Is INDEPENDENT of system environment-for example, It works equally well with MVS,

MVS·SE, SVS, MVT, VS1, MFT, HASP, ASP, JES2, JES3, etc,
• Can be INSTALLED IN 10 MINUTES without an IPL and WITH NO SYSTEM CHANGES
WHATEVER,

• Is ALREADY INSTALLED IN WELL OVER 100 INSTALLA TlONS THROUGHOUT THE
WORLD,

For More Information or to Order a No·Obllgation FREE TRIAL ...
In EUROPE:

c:..II,

I!t:ALLE'N SERVICES
~CORPORATION

040 3490 2229

DP MARKETPLACE
Computer Economics ..•..•••••••
DATAMATION ...................
Key Supply Co...................
C. D. Smith & Associates, Inc. . ....

In NORTH AMERICA:

Mr. Kaluzny

C,,,,,

or ."...,., UNILEVER GMBH

~5~~b~:~~all

J~~~-;'~:':;Ol

West Germany

Collect:

Rosemary (MSI)

or wrl,e: ALLEN SERVICES CORP.
800-543.7583 X203
513.890.1200

~~~tw.r~~~na:t~;t

Vandalia, OH. 45377
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176
176
176
176

Abend-Aid
Can Get You
Out of The
Dumps.

BUY, SELL & LEASE
Unitronix ........................ 176

Cut the high cost of abends
with the dynamic software
Package Abend-Aid ..
Prints in English the cause
of abends and data
needed to corred them,

JOB MARKETPLACE
Bergen Community College ....... 176
Norton Kleven &Co., Inc••......•.. 176
Systemation Consultants, Inc.••••. 175

Call 313-559-9050
TOMARK
Another service of Compuware

SOFTWARE SERVICES

PL/l TO COBOL
Dataware's
Software
Translator
automatically converts from IBM PL! 1
to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The
Translator IS capable of handling IBM
as or DOS (48 or 60 character set)
source programs as input.
For more information on this translator
or the others listed below, please write
or call today.

•
•
•
•

EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL
BAL/ALC to COBOL
AUTOCODER (7070) to COBOL
COBOL to COBOL

B

~

Dataware,lnC.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New York 14217
Phone: (716) 876;-8722
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AUTOCODER / SPS
to COBOL
Dataware's
software
translator
automatically converts a high percentage
Lf SPS I 1400 Autocoder source code to
ANS COBOL (DOS or OS),
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Dataware Software Translators

RPG to COBOL
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
the industry standard ANS COBOL (DOS
or OS)
The translator achieves an
extremely high percentage of automatic
conversion (approaching 100%) of the
source code,

The Translator converts from:

• IBM 1401
} can be mixed'
in a single
e IBM 1401 SPS
source program

RPG to PL/l

• IBM 7010

Converts RPG and RPG II programs to
an optimized PL,l tDOS or OS). The
translator achieves an extremely high
percentage of automatic conversion (approaching 100%) of the source code,

For more Information on this translator,
please write or call today,

For more Information on these and our
other translators, write or call today,

• IBM 1440

B
~
~

• IBM 1410

Dataware,I'nC.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New York 14217
Phone: (716) 876-8722
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Dat:aware, Inc.
2565 Elmwood Avenue
Buffalo. New York 14217
Phone: (716) 876-8722
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MSM

....~0 ..
o ••

The MULTIPLB SYSTEMS MANAGIER

For:

SBABB» TAPB WBI\S

Blim;:".tes tile problems of Multi-System TAPB Allot:ll'limls
• MSM automallcally controls TAPE ALLOCATIONS among your
systems.
• MSM allows MORE EFFICIENT TAPE DRIVE UTILIZATION.
Your tape drives will be treated as a single combined pool, rather than
several smaller ones. This will have a tendency to red",ce overall tape drive
requirements.

• MSM ALLEVIATES CONFUSING OPERATOR BURDENS.
Without IISM, operators must manually coordinate device usage among
the various systems.

• MSM ELIMINATES COSTL Y JOB RE·RUNS due to Inadvertant
multl·system tape allocation.
• MSM PROVIDES A SINGLE·SYSTEM IMAGE with respect to
device allocation.

A

• MSM Is COMPLETELY COMPATIBLE with the standard
operating system allocation philosophy.
IISAt simply extends it to cover all systems In your complex.

• MSM can be INSTALLED IN 10 MINUTES - NO IPL Is reo
qulred.
• MSM requires NO SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS whatsoever.
• MSM Is TRANSPARENT to your users and operator•.
• Additional OVERHEAD caused by MSM Is INSIGNIFICANT.
• MSM runs in conjunction with Super·MSI - the Multiple
Systems' Integrity Facility.
• Although MSM is. currently available only for MVS en·
vironments, support for other systems environments (SVS,
MVT. VSl and MFT) is expected to be announced soon.

To A~qulre MSM (or far Mare Inj'ontulliort)•••

Rosemary (MSM)

ar wrlU: ~~;~r~~~~~~e~RP.

ALLEN SERVICES

~CDRPDRATIDN

212 W. National Rd.
Vandalia. Ohio 45377

Collect: 513-890·1200
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Report Writer/ EDP

SERIES/1

Audit Software
Tools for

Customized Programming

360/37014300*
Dylakor

U
project management systems
general business applications
event driven executive
computer graphics

16255 Ventura Boulevard
Encino, California 91436
(213) 995-0151

U

~
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Raymond G. Lorber,
Incorporated
Systems & Programming Design
4820 Bank of America Center
San Francisco, CA 94104
(415)434-2607
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ClllCL.144 ON II.AMII CAIID

PROGRAMMERS
ENGINEERS

CS-TRAN converts your 1400-series object
programs directly to ANS COBOL.
Over 500 users have eliminated 1400-series
hardware and program maintenance costs,
and have reduced their operating costs as
well.
Can you afford not to join them?

~s

C·SComputer Systems Inc.
t. New York. NY 10038 • 212-349-3535
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with systems programming/software
dev exp IBM/OS & other large systems
or minicomputer assembly language
sought by quality energy. mfg. systems
& consulting cos. Software, hardware &
real time applications opptys. $1932.000 SW. SE. W. MW & NE. Other
clients seek business applications analysts & programmers with financial. mfg.
or energy co applications exp Cobol.
PLI, RPG. assembly $18-29.000 SW &
SE.
'
Confidential contacts controlled by you.
Resume to J. L. Gresham. BChE. MBA
will. contact you at home first. Est. 1966.
member AIChE. Fees paid. (713) 7813300.

Systemation Consultants,
Inc.
employment service

P.O. Box 42212

Houston, Texas 77042 .
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COMPUTER
ECOREPORT
NOMIC$
The financial advisor of DP users

New Bimonthly report covers:
• Current Third Party Lease Prices. DP
Financial Trends and Forecasts. Data
Processing Budgets. Evaluation of DP
Equipment Acquisition Methods. Used
Computer Prices. Personnel Cost by
Position. Industry Spending Analyses
• Law and Tax Regulations Affecting
Data Processing Operations
For your free issue. write to:
COMPUTER ECONOMICS REPORT
Dept. D. 214 W. 39 St ..
Suite 1303. New York.
NY 10018

DRTRM RTICN®

1979/80 MINI/MICROCOMPUTER.
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOw. _~
The third annual DATAMATION magazine Mini/Microcomputer Market Survey
has just been completed. Encompassing
small business systems, intelligent terminals .and data entry systems as well as
traditional minicomputers. this analysis is
essential reading for industry watchers,
market planners, sales executives and
users themselves.
Available November I, 1979, the report
is being offered at a $40 savings for prepaid
orders off the regular price of $445 in
North America and $475 elsewhere. Additional reports are $150. (U.S. Dollars),
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BASF Floppies (Soft, SS, SO)

& COMPONENTS

New England/East Coast/
Nationwide

VISA and Master Charge accepted.
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2101 S. IH 35 STE300
Austin, TX 78741
800·241· 7320

BUY, SELL, LEASE

WHEN YOU NEED

. DEC ...
TERMINALS
• VT-100
• LA120

• LA36
• LA180

POP11 103 SYSTEMS

. .. .

.. . . u
Q 0111101lX
LSI/11 MODULES

~

..

JOB MARKETPLACE
BUSINESS
COMPUTER
PROGRAMMING
Full-time (also, part-time) faculty position
available immediately or Fall 1980 in Business Technologies Department. Knowledge
of COBOL &other language (Basic, RPGII or
IBM assembler). IBM 370 DOSNS &/microcomputer experience desirable. Previous
teaching & MA preferred but not required.

':.'

CORPORATION

(201) 874-8500
198 Route 206 • Somerville, NJ 08876
TE LEX :'833184
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666 Fifth Ave.' New York. NY 10019

SoftwarelHardware
MIS Professionals

C.D. SMITH &
ASSOCIATES, INC.
730 N. Post Oak Road,
#301
Houston, TX 77024
713-686-9405

Call or write:
John Richards
Key Supply Co.

acompanyof
Dun & Bradstreet Corporallon
DB The

DEC SYSTEMS

4.95 ea.
Other supplies at similar bargains.

Rchnlcal pubhshlng

BROKER IN

2.49 ea.
Centronics Ribbons

For a
complimentary
8-page Table of
Contents. call
Dorothy Chamberlin
(203) 661-0055.
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2.98 ea.
OOP Minies

magazines

Norton, Kleven and Co.: Inc. has a
wide' variety of positions available
with some of the top companies in the
Industry. Our clients are seeking professionals who are well-versed in any
of the following areas: Programming,
System Analysis/Design, Data Base
Applications, Applications Programming, Compiler Development,
Language Design, Hardware!
Firmware Design. If your experience
covers one or more of the following
areas at the state-of-the-art level, contact .us: Software Design and development: Technical Support: COBOL!
IMS, Computer Sciences; Assembly or
Higher Language Programming; Data
Base· Design; Compilers, and!or
Operating Systems Design; Digital
Logic Design; Interface Design;
Technical Writing; Microprocessor
Utilization; Computer Architecture .
We've been providing confidental and
industry-knowledgeable placement for,
software/hardware/MIS professionals
since 1969. We can also provide you
with free resume preparation and
career path counseling. Client companie~ assume all fees.

nkNortonKJeven and Ca,1nc.
INDU~

Mail resume to:

Dr. Alan Buxton, Assoc. Dean
Bergen Community College
400 Paramus Road
Paramus, New Jersey 07652

fRIAI Rli A IIUN~ ~IANAt.1 MlN I t UNWl rAN r ~

Three Fletcher Avenue. Lulngton. Massachusetts 02173
Telephone 16171861·1020
MemMr:

lmfil ReprPHDlIDI
~:t~~~~~"t~I!'p ..~::r~:!::i~lte~,I.«l~~~ae~ ~o.al~:!~id~~
Equal Opportunity Employerl MIF

Equal Oppty/Affirmative Action
Employer
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"When word gets out that I'm from
Informatics, my co-workers start
coming to me for answers:'
Jean Bodnarchuk
Programmer/Analyst
informatics inc

"D

nven though the
company I'm working with
has pretty sophisticated
systems, my Mark IV
experience makes me the
person everyone comes to
first. I'm the only
Infomzatics person in
the group. I get a
lot of respect for that
connection because when
Infomzatics sends you out
on a project, you really
know what you're doing.
"COBOL is what I
want to get into next. I've
started learning it on my
own through training in
the Infomzatics office. But
if I want my next assignment to be in COBOL,
Infomzatics will give me
the opportunity to train
even more thoroughly for
it. If I were on my own or
working for a less versatile
company, I wouldn't have
that opportunity. Wherever
I go, I have a chance to be
the resident expert. And
earn an expert's salary:'
Informatics Professional Services Operation
provides consultant services
to major corporations

around the U.S. We've built
our reputation on our staff's
ability to successfully complete difficult DP projects
for our clients. We're
looking for good people
to join Jean Bodnarchuk as
programmer / analysts.
In this position, you'll
be helping to develop and
implement effective
solutions to our customers'
business and professional
needs, and you'll be participating first hand in new
developments in database
and on-line techniques.

The people we're
seeking have creative minds
that can come up with a
workable solution to an
immediate problem and
possess the energy to
implement that solution. A
background of at least two
years' experience on large
IBM systems using COBOL
is necessary (experience
with IMS, Mark IV or CICS
is also a plus).
Informatics offers
incredible variety, the
opportunity to work with
virtually every type of data
processing system, a real
chance to make as great ,a
contribution as you want
- as well as an unlimited
growth factor. And, given
our Fortune 500 clientele,
there's the level of compensation you might expect
- plus paid overtime.
The good life in data
processing is waiting for
you right now. Just send
your resume to:
Professional Services
informatics inc
1 Market Plaza
Spear Street Tower
San Francisco, CA 94105
Or call us at 415/964-9900
and ask for Sonia.

informatics inc

®I

We can help each other grow.

Professional Services / informatics inc /1 Market Plaza / Spear Street Tower / San Francisco, CA 94105
Offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles, Palo Alto, Seattle, Dallas, Houston.
An equal opportunity employer mljlh.

A~~7.,~

I•
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PROGRAMMER IANALYSTS
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS
Air Products &Chemicals, Inc., adiversified, international gas and chemical manufacturing company with current annual sales over $1 billion has challenging openings for ex-'
perienced professionals involving:
.
• Wide range of major business applications in financial, manufacturing, marketing
and administrative areas
• Progressive, rapidly expanding organization
• Integration of programmer/analyst functions
• Extensive training and in-house education programs
• Excellent opportunities for advancement
Positions available for both:
• Programmer/Analysts
1-3 years experience
• Systems AnalystS/Project Leaders
3-5 years experience
The Management Information Department, located at ou'r corporate headquarters in the
Lehigh Valley of Pennsylvania, is now expanding its existing RJE teleprocessing network
to include on-line applications and distributed processing using data based technology.
We require:
• Four year college degree or higher
• Demonstrated communications and
problem solving abilities
• COBOL and OS JCL proficiency
• IDMS and CICS background a definite plus

We offer:
• Competitive salaries
.' Medical and dental benefits
• Stock savings plan
• Tuition refund program,
• Company paid relocation

Please forward resume specifying educational and professional background in
confidence to:
.
Mr. John R. Taylor, RHH Air Products & Chemicals, Inc. Allentown, PA 18105
Employee Relations
P.O. Box 538

ADVERTISING
OFFICES
Sales Manager
John M. Gleason
New York, NY 10019
666 Fifth Ave.
(212) 489-2200
Eastern District Managers
A. Treat Walker,
Warren A. Tibbetts:
New York, NY 10019
420 Lexington Ave.
(212)682-7760
New England District Manager
Warren A. Tibbetts:
Manchester, NH 03104
112 W, Haven Rd.
(603)625-9498
Midwest District Manager
William J. McGuire
Chicago, IL 60611
3 Illinois Central Building
(312) 938-2900
Western District Managers
Alan Bolte, Jr.:
Los Angeles, CA 90035
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd.
(213) 559-5111
James E. Filiatrault:
Mountain View, CA 94043
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd.
Suite 401 .
(415) 965-8222
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EDP SPECIALISTS
career search opportunities
$18,000·$50,000
DIRECTOR I SOFTWARE, $40,000·$48,000.
Illinois leading scientfic equip mfg seeks
candidate to develop & direct all software eng activities related to state-of·
the-art product line. Real-time on-line
environment. Technical deg preferred.
Refer AT.
MIS MANAGER, $40,000. "Fortune 200"
pharm client seeks BS/BA/ w/5. yrs
planning, dvlpmt, systems support, soft·
ware & hardware eval expo Report V.P.
Manage staff; some international travel.
Refer NS.
DIRECTOR I SYSTEMS, $30,000,$35,000.
Ohio $260mm multidivision corp environment req's candidate to direct dvlpmt of
new & existing systems. IBM/COBOL/
project planning B/G. Data base/on-line
preferred. Deg. Refer AT.
MGR., SYSTEMS & PROGRAMMING, $30,·
000·$32,000. Ohio mfg, div of "Fortune
100" corp, seeks candidate for mfg appli·
cations effort. High visibility to DP mgmt.
Project mgmt in mfg environment w/data
base stuctures. Degree. Refer AT.

SR. SYSTEMS to $30,000. Billion $ national corp in Washington metro area
seeks sr. systems or project leader w/
solid financial related systems expo Ex·
ceptional benefits. Refer OM.
SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER to $28,000.
Atlanta co seeks individual to support
large IBM shop & prepare tech recom·
mendations to mgmt. Req's 5+ yrs heavy
support bk~d; MVS & DB; IBM equip
req'd. Continuous training program; excellent growth oppty. Refer RS.
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS to $26,000.
Multiple opptys available throughout
Carolinas & SE for OS/COBOL pro's.
Insurance, banking, mfg applications preferred. Complete benefits. Refer JS.
MINis DESIGN, $18,000.$26,000. Atlanta
client dvlp'ng User ~oftwar~ ~eeks I?~
professionals exp'd In deSigning mini
computer applications in an interactive
mode. Req's bkgd in minis w/Basic,
Cobol or RPG. Desirable Atlanta suburbs;
excellent benefits. Refer RS.

CONTACT OUR NEAREST OFFICE ABOUT THESE AND OTHER FEE-PAID OPPORTUNITIES.
OUR UNIQUE, COMPANy-oWNED OFFICE SYSTEM ASSURES PERSONAL, CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE.
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102-S. Burns, 1500 Chestnut st., 215/561-6300
ATLANTA, GA 30346-R. Spang 47 Perimeter Center, 404/393-0933
BALTIMORE, MD 21204-R. Nelson, 409 Washington Ave., 301/296-4500
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202-J. Schwab, 1742 Southern Nat'l Ctr., 704/375-0600
CLEVELAND, OH 44131-A. Thomas, 5755 Granger Road, 216/749-6030
McLEAN, VA 22101-0. Miller, 7921 Jones Branch Drive, 703/790·1335
.
NEW YORK, NY 10036-N. Shanahan, 1211 Aye. of the Americas, 212/840-6930
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222-J. Beck, 4 Gateway Center, 412(232·0410
PRINCETON. NJ 08540-R. Davis, 3490 U.S. Rte. I, 609/452-8135
WILMINGTON, DE 19810-H. Greene, 3411 Silverslde Rd., 302/478-5150
HOUSTON, TX 77056-G. Jones, 2801 South Post Oak, 713/877·1600
LOS ANGELS, CA 90017-B. Coughlin, 707 Wilshire Boulevard, 213/623-3001
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111-W. McNichols, 601 Montgomery St., 415/392-4353

' - - pox-morris

. ._ - - - persannelcansultants ----~
178 DATAMATION
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U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux
Intergroup Communications, Inc.
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director
Paul D. Dimmock, Regional Manager
31 Lyncroft Avenue
Pinner, Middx, HA5 1JU
England
Tel: (01) 8689289
Cables: PACOM, Pinner
Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe
Tullio Giacomazzl
130 Jermyn St.
London SW1 Y4UJ
Tel: (01) 8393916
France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain
Gerard Lasfargues
32 rue Desbordes Val more
75016 Paris
France
Tel: (1) 5049794
Japan
Shigeru Kobayashi
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc,
New Grinza Building
3-13 Ginza 7-chrome
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan
Tel: (03) 571-8748

James B. Tafel, Chairman
John K. Abely, President
Robert L. Dickson, Exec. Vice President
Calverd F. Jacobson, Vice President-Finance
Walter Harrington, Vice President and Controller
TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY
A DUN & BRADSTREET COMPANY
Business Magazines
Consumer Books
Training Systems

If you currently
earn between
$20,000 and $48,000
we've got a beHer
job for you ...NOW!

ADVERTISERS'
INDEX

Every day you spend in the wrong job is a waste of time,
money and talent...YOURS! Your talents and experience are
in great demand and you can choose among many
rewarding opportunities available in your field. But how?
Talk to the experts at Wallach. We've been successfully
recruiting professionals like yourself for over 15 years.
Nationwide opportunities include technical/management
consulting, project management, R&D, test and systems
evaluation in the fields of Communications. Satellites,
Weapons, Intelligence. Computer. Energy. and Aerospace
systems. Specific skill areas include:
• Software Design
• Systems Architecture
• Data Base Design
• Applications
• Telecommunications
• Command 8. Control
• Minicomputers
• Systems Programming
• Programming
• Compiler Design
• Signal Processing
• EW/SIGINT/ELINT
• Digital Systems
• MIS/OPs Research
• Microprocessor Design. Diagnostics
Don't waste another day in
the wrong job! Call Perri
Reeder collect at (301)
762-1100 or send your
resume in confidence. We
can find you a better job. Let
us prove it to you ... NOW!
1010 Rockville Pike
WALLACH ...Your career
Box 6016
connection
Rockville, Maryland 20852
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Even WebsterJs
Kno\Ns About
GUEST

Data General Corporation •••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 143
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Data Set Cable Company •••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 144
Datum, Peripheral Products Diy••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Coyer 3
Digital Communications Associates, Inc. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 37
Digital Equipment Corp. • •••••••••••••.•••••••••••' •••. 28,29,60,61,184
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QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest.
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968.2. The
largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the
computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees,
interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep
personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with
individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of
experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct
hands·on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.)
4. Quest is presently searching for programmers and analysts (com·
mercial, scientific, systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in
the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5.
Methodology - see Questsystem.
QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sis/tem). n. 1. Discussing with an individual
what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2.
Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job
marketplace. 3. Contact1ng client companies and other Quest staff
personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the
job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete
details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of
everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are
extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensation and opportunities (and relates tnose to the initially stated objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past
dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For
additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest
Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to
immediately and in confidence.)
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General Terminal Corporation •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••• 42,43
Goal Systems Corp. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••'.••••••••••• 162
Goodyear Aerospace Corp••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••":.; ••••• ,180

Informatics Inc. • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23
Informatics Inc./Professlonal Services •••••.••••••••••••.••••••••• 1n
Information Builders, Inc. • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••..••..•• 70
Intelligent Systems Corp. • ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••.•••••••• 71
Interface '80 ..•••.•......................•.................. 156,157
Interface Mechanisms, Inc•••••••.••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••• 86

(301) 762-1100

"

rnl

Call Toll Free

~ ~:!i~J;!~f~~!!:~~B"
Baltimore: (301) 788-3500 • Philadelphia: (215)265-8100
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Data Processing

Systems Professionals
Our aggressive, rapidly expanding financial institution
headquartered in Chicago, is seeking career-oriented
Systems/DP professionals who desire financial and
career-growth opportunities with one of the world's largest organizations. Because of the continued success of
our business, we are currently seeking men and women
who possess the following qualifications and enjoy
working ,in a professional,creative environment.

PROJECT LEADERS
3-4 years experience in Programming, COBOL with
financial applications. These individuals wll be responsible for management of 1-6 project teams. Compensation will. be in the $25-$30,000 a year range plus an
excellent benefits and profit sharing plan.,

TECHNICAL ADVISOR
4-5 years of COBOL Programming and data processing
experience,with financial applications. These individuals will be responsible for research, planning, and hardware/software evaluation. Compensation will be in the
mid to high 20's plus excellent benefits and profit sharing plan.

SENIOR PROGRAMMER/ANALYST

a

2-3 years experience as CO'BOL Programmer or Programmer/Analyst. These individuals will berespo_nsible
for conducting major studies of user area requirements
and preparing programmingspecifications. Compensation will be in the mid 20's plus excellent benefits and
profit sharing, plan.
For an outstanding opportunity to grow personally and
professionally, please respond in confidence to our consultants.
DATAMATION, Box 180 666 Fifth Ave. New York, N.Y.10019
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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GOOD}!iEAII

AEROSPACE

The Defense Systems Division offers outstanding opportunities
to individuals degreed in EE, ComSci or Physics to support
product lines such' as digital data processors, guidance and
control systems, simulators and trainers, tactical ordnance systems, and undersea warfare systems.
Current career openings include:
• RELIABILITY ENGINEERING
Circuit Stress Analysis
, Detailed Failure, Analysis
Maintainability Analysis
• DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
Array and Parallel Processors
Computer Architecture
Mini and MicroComputers

Effects AnalysiS
Reliability Predictions,

LogiC Design
Hardware
Software

• .GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
Airborne Radar Systems
, Digital Image ProceSSing

Send resume to:
E. L. Searle
Goodyear Aerospace Corporation
Akron, Ohio 44315
An Equal qpportunity Employer M/F /H/V '
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READERS'
FORUM
THE . ...
INCREDIBLE
SHRINKING
DECADE

The decade just ending marks the end of the third decade in which
computers have been commercially available. It has been a quiet
decade in terms of significant advances and breakthroughs; one
could even argue that we have gone more than 10 years since the last
big new idea emerged.
Well, it all depends on your point of view. Listen to Fred
Brooks, the author of The Mythical Man-Month:
I certainly would not characterize the '70s as the Stable
Seventies. I'd almost call them the Sizzling Seventies. I find the
microprocessor revolution to have as much fizz and excitement
as the original computer development in the '40s and early '50s.
Indeed; I am continually amazed how much of it is exactly the
same excitements-the same lessons being learned the hard way
by an entirely new cast.
Even'so, something truly phenomenal has happened to
the computer game in this decade. The American computer
indu~try shipped 8 million computers last year! A machine fully
equivalent to the 701 cpu and memory now costs less than onehundredth as much!
The second event I consider of fundamental importance
in this decade is therlevelopment of software engineering as a
discipline distinct from computer science, and indeed, from programming. It seems to me that the emergence of software engineering parallels closely, with a 60-year lag, the emergence of
chemical engineering as a discipline distinct from chemistry.
Frank Wagner, senior vice president of Informatics, points
out that "the significant thing about the '70s was the appearance of
clear evidence that the ills of the central processor are terminal. ' , It
is his contention (and his batting average on long-range predictions
is quite high) that by the year 2000 at the latest everyone will have to
acknowledge that we must operate on a ~tructured computing basis:
from the bottom up, one job; one man, on one computer dedicated
to that job. The only remaining task is to figure out how to communicate up and down the structure.
There will be no sharing of jobs on a central processor. The
rise of the minicomputer was the first sign. These machines are
dedicated; when they are busy, they have no overhead and hit high
percentages of useful work, as opposed to as systems in which 60%
to 85% of the cycles do no useful work. Actually, for the minis, up

to 100% of the cycles may be doing useful work, but only when the
machine is occupied with its task-there may be long periods of
idleness.

A TIME OF
SETTLING IN

a

For established installations, the decade was
period of getting the house in order, of settling iIi
to do the necessary jobs. Richard Nolan, writing
in the Harvard Business Review, * marks four stages of growth of
the, typical edp installation:
1. Cost-reducing accounting applications (e.g., payroll);
"bre~d and butter" jobs; strictly overhead, with no charge-back
2. Functionalarea applications (e.g., inventory, budgeting)
3. Control applications (e.g., scheduling, purchasing)
4. Data base applications (e.g., on-line conversions)
Richard Canning, editor and publisher of Edp Analyzer,
makes these comments:
Dick Nolan's four stages of edp growth do contain an
element of truth. It seems to me that the '60s might be considered to be the second stage, taking the field as a whole-the
proliferation stage. And the '70s might fit the third stage reasonably well-the control stage. At least in the data processing use
of computers, I think the '70s were the time that most users decided to get their programming methods, data definitions, etc.,
under control. Centralization (in order to achieve this control)
was the thing todo.
Now, as we are about to enter the ' 80s, processing power
and data storage are being moved back out toward the end users
-but often under rules and standards set up centrally.

USERS
CONFIDENT

In all those users who have passed Nolan's second stage, one senses a feeling of quiet pride in
their installa~ions. It was not too long ago that
you could shake up an installation manager by asking him one of
two questions: "Why do you have so many tape drives?" or "How
do you manage with so few tape drives?" But no longer; today's
manager knows why he has the number of tape drives he has, and
he's quite sure that the number is not wrong by more tnan half a
drive. In other words, he feels confident that he has the right equipment for the jobs assigned to him and that the equipment is being
used efficiently.
We have not yet reached the stage where upper management
will ask questions like "How much should it have cost?" or "How
long should it have run?" This probably means that there is still an
aura around computers which prevents outsiders from questioning
the flctivities of the in-group. It is astonishing that this should be so,
inas~uch as computing is the one high technology subject on which
everyope is an expert. Prof. John Motil at California State Univ.,
Northridge, explains the apparent contradiction this way:
1.' One can experience instant success (albeit at a very low
level) in computing. A person in a shopping mall, attracted to the
*Cyrus F, Gibson and Richard L. Nolan, "Managing the Four Stages ofEdp Growth," Harvard
Business Review, January/February 1974.
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DATA TRANSMISSION ENGINEERS
· Data System Engineers
. · Data Test Center Engineers
· Data Terminal Engineers
Aranico needs yoti now to'
help upgrade and expand a
vital computer network.
Aramco is the world's largest oilproducing compariy and the key
firm involved in the development
of Saudi Arabia's energy resources.
Some of our projects are the
world's biggest. They are staggering in scope, complexity and imagination. All this activity calls for an
ever-enlarging network of EDP and
SCADA computer systems to support Aramco's far-flung production
and refining facilities. That's why
we're out scouting for good Data
Tra~smission Engineers right now.

The immediate openings
• Data System Engineers. We
need you to supervise system engineering, design, and operational
support of digital data networks
and data transmissiori systems.
You'll work with a team in planning, designing, procuring major
additions to our data management
systems. In addition, you'll take responsibility for the engineering and
management of small digital data
system projects.

Requirements: A BSEE, preferably with some graduate work in
data communications. You should
have at least 10 years' experience
, at digital data system engineering,
plus as least 5 years' engineering
experience in data communications.

• Data Test Center Engineers.
Yoli will supervise the system engineering, design,and operational
support of our data control networks, arid centralized data test center. The team you join will also
help plan, design and procure all
major additions to our data management systems. Tpere's even a
personal project for you: managing
a small digital data test system.
Requirements: A BSEE, plus at
least 10 years of digital data system
engineering experience, and at least
3 years in operations and maintenance of data systems.

• Data Terminal Engineers.
You'll work on the system engineering, design and operational support
of our RTU, digital data terminal
equipment, network data techniques
and data transmission systems. Your
personal project: handling the engineering arid management of small

digital data terminal eqUipment projcollaborate on
ects. Your team
all major additions to our data trans" '
mission systems.,
Requirements: A BSEE, plus at
least 10 years of engineering experience with RTU and digital data
equipment.
'

will

Excelient combination
, of benefits offered
As a Data Transmission Engineer
with ,Aramco, "you can earn a competitive salary, plus a cost-of-living
differential. In addition, you get a;
tax-protected premium for overseas
employment which can amount to
as, much as 40 percent of your base
salary.
,
Beyond that, Aramco offers you
a comprehensive benefits package
which, inCludes 40 days' paid vacation every 121/2 months (this gives
you the opportunity to travel in Europe, Asia, Africa)-plus, housing
for singles and families, and American school systems for your children.
Interested? Send your n!surile in
confidence to: Aramco Services
Company, Department DMO10080JWCA, 1100 Milam Building, Houston, Texas 77002.
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Radio Shack computer display, can be led into writing a successful
six-line ~ASIC program that, actually runs,inamatter of minutes.
2. Only in computing can one be the judge of his own work.
The 12-year-old can say "I wrote a chess program" and mean it.
His program plays only on a 6 x 6 board, leaves out frills like bishops and knights; has its pieces wander off the board, and tends to
move into check-but the kid is a computer expert to his friends
and, abo.ve all, to his parents.

MIS

Professionals

As the industry leade~ in the design, manufacture and
service of sophisticated video, voice and data conimunications systems throughout the world, we value
the innovative Professional who can keep us at the
forefront of the State-of-the-Art !These special opportunities afford you unusual career growth and recognition with a Company which recognizes and rewards
individual contributors!

THE.
AWESOME
MICRO

By all odds, the outstanding event of the '70s was
the emergence of the microprocessor, leading to
the microcomputer. .
The personal ~omputing explosion is
about three years old, but it has already spawned some 14 general
monthly journals, plus at least 15 more that an~ devoted to a specific
machine (11 for the TRs-80 alone).
Most of the quarter-million personal machines are devoted
to hobby uses, but a fair number are bought and used as small business computers. Thus, a significant revolution is going on right
under the noses of IBM,' Univac, and Honeywell.
Let's examine what other progress there has been during the
decade. Take the area of artificial intelligence, which is now in its
22nd year. How are we doing? The game-playing branch of that
discipline can demonstrate results: chess,programs are getting better
and have extended to microprocessors and .hence to large numbers
of people. Pattern recognition is beginning to show positive results.
Music composition is, so far, pathetic; the music that has been
generated just doesn't have the correct sparkle, except perhaps in
esoteric bypaths like chamber music. Generalized problem solving
has simply died; perhaps the notion was too ambitious. And the big
plum-;-natural language translation-still eludes all effort. We
have yet to see the first sentence of idiomatic language A translated
into idiomatic language B and back by machine (which is what
human translators do routinely with ease).
Also in the name of progress , we finally seem to be getting a
handle on some basic metrics, like programmer productivity and
computer system power. At least, there is now a directed and sys-;
tematic effort toward finding methodologies of measurement.

PARADIGMS Just as a people or culture can be known by the
metaphors they use, so a discipline can be known
MARK
by its paradigms-the.' 'frameworks for thinkPROGRESS ing." Dr: Richard Hamming, one of our industry's great scientists, observes that the changes in our paradigms
mark our progress in the computing art. "These changes in the way
we think about computing are the important events, not the construction of a faster machine, nor the availability of bigger, faster,
cheaper computer chips, etc. The engineering may force the
change, but it is neither the paradigm itself nor the new view of the
field. It seems to me that in computer science we began with the idea
that machines could compute numerical solutions for a wide range
of problems that had stopped us before. I date the beginning of this
paradigm 1945-48."
Then, around 1952, according toDr. Hamming, we began
to observe computers as symbol processors rather than number
crunchers. "At it somewhat later date which I cannot pin down precisely, the concept of algorithm began to penetrate the whole field.
We then saw computer science as the art of constructing algorithms
to do processes. . . and processes on dat~ as being central to computer science.
"It seems to me that we are now at another stage of changing
our paradigm," Dr. Hamming observes .. "We are beginning to
understand that the heart of computer science is the concept of programs whose operating domain is other programs. Again, this is not
a new thing. A FORTRAN compiler has other programs as its input. It
is not easy in principle to sharply distinguish between data and programs, but it is usually reasonably easy to understand the difference
in practice. For a FORTRAN compiler, much of the task is to find out
the structure of the program it is compiling. "

SYSTEMS ANALYSTS

I
I

Participate in developing our new on-line. orderentry system. You should have prior experience in
analysis and design of com
. puterized business information systems. Must have COBOL, JCL background, sound knowledge of business functions
and strong communication skills. (Job #SL)

MANUFACTURING, SYSTEMS

~~~i~!!d'!.

Manufacturing Representative

in development of on-line customer order-entry
system. Documentation, communication and analytical skills a plus; a strong working knowledge of
MRP manufacturing systems required. (Job #JD)

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

I

You will be using IBM 158 VSi operating system.
On-Line Network, ROSCOE Time Sharing System.
Requires basic knowledge of assembly language
and operating system architecture. BS desirable.
(Job #TB)
,

DATA BASE
SOFTWARE ANALYST
You will be challenged in our Data Base management function! If you know MISIDB/DC from a
technical standpoint and also IMS Data Base
design, we have a job for you! Knowledge of IMS
application, programming and COBOL desirable.
(Job #EC)

These opportunities also existJn our.
Albuquerque, NM & EI Paso, TX, Facilities.
GTE Lenkurt offers excellent salaries 'and a comprehensive benefits package includin'g Paid Vacations; 11 Paid Holidays; BRIDGING OF FORMER
GTE SERVICE AFTER 25 WEEKS; MedicallDentall
LifelDisability Insurance; Stock Purchase; Savings
& Investment Program; 100% Tuition Refund;
RELOCATION ASSISTANCE; Pension Plan; Employee Store; Credit Union - and NOW ... INHOUSE DEGREE PROGRAMS offered by STANFORD UNIVERSITY!

Please send your resume to CARYL DILLON,
Employment Mangaer GTE Lenkurt, 1105
County Road, San Carlos, CA 94070. (415)
595-3000. We are an equal opportunity employer.

GTE Lenkurt Incorporated
1105 County Road ,
San Carlos, CA 94070
415/595-3000
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Dr. Hamming is both optimistic and pessimistic' about this
past decade. "There is now so wide a choice that 'the best' is too
expensive to locate and test. We tend to settle for a 'good' solution
and get on with the job; this is a sign of maturity. The desire to do the
best often blocks doing even a good job." In another context, he
observes, "Word processing is getting off the ground; computers
are getting into,the hands of secretaries. Authors, and especially
frustrated authors, will now produce more and more books with less
arid less that is riew or worth the storage space. God help us!"

Software
Architecture
Management
With Digital

Fred Gruenberger
Northridge, California

MANUSCRIPT.
FOUND INA TAPE
CANISTER

Digitai~s Software Architecture Management team is responsible for the evolution and Jjlanagementof ~oftware architecture throughout Digital's Central
Engineering organization. As a member
of this team, you'll have the opportunity
to make a corporate impact on orie of
the most successful computer companies
in the industry ~
_

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and
weary~

Over a quaint and curious program written long before,
While I nodded nearly sleeping, suddenly I heard a beeping
From my console; bugs a-creeping, creeping in the system core.
'Twas some inisstroke I had entered, errant thumb stroke not
well centered,
Just a typo, nothing more.

Interacting with software implementors
throughout the corporation to ensure
the consistent and compatible evolution
~f architectures, you will provide leadership, review and support as required.
Maintaining a broad overview; you will
be an internal consultant on architectural issues, -often orchestrating interaction between various development activities.

Ah, distinctly 1 remember, it was in the bleak December,
When each dying disk pack member's fate was listed on the
door.
.
Eagerly I wished the morrow. Hopefully I'd seek to borrow
Program guides to ease my sorrow, from the dump piled on the
floor.
For my small glich had created endless loops of cosines, fated
To be rooted evermore.

Strong communications and interper-sonal skills are a prerequisite: Additionally, you should have a solid
technical- background, with experience in
operating systems, communicatio~s
software and/or information management systems desirable. An advanced
degree or equivalent is an asset and a
knowledge of Digital-products helpful.

Deep into my console peering, long I sat there wondering,
fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams all mortal programmers had dreamt
before,
That some subroutine; much needed, had my core space just
exceeded,
And was therefore rudely weeded, banished from the system
core,
Exiled to where none can forage, software limbo: federal
s~orage.

There to languish evermore.

If you are interested in this challenging
and highly-viSible opportun,ity, please
{ofwarcj, your resume, including salary
history, to Chris _Larkin, Digital Equipment Corporation, Dept. BB01 0101, 146
Main Street, Maynard, Massachusetts
01754. We are an equal opportunity
employer mlf.
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Had this ghastly curse befell me? Cpu time now would tell me.
Missing code could very well be anywhere. I must explore.
LIB.FORTRAN, LIB~CARDECK, even secret LIB.STARTREK,
All these DSNS I queried. To the last they came up poor.
One last hope, a final member: biorhythms for November,
Only this and nothing more.

r'

But I knew there Was insurance for my toil and hard endurance.
Nervously I sought assurance, hopefully I did implore,
Day and hour, nay, every second,. when the grand machine had
reckoned
.
I had backed up all my labors safe within the system core.
For eons it did cogitate, then printed out that fateful date.
Quoth the console, "Nevermore."

--:.John A. Kogut
New Carollton, Maryland
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